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GENERAL INFORMATION
Purpose of these guidelines
The Environmental Management and Pollution Control Act 1994 (EMPC Act) requires the Board
of the Environment Protection Authority (‘the Board’) to provide guidance to the proponent about
what should be included in the case for assessment.
These guidelines provide information on preparing a Development Proposal and Environmental
Management Plan (DPEMP) for the proposed Low Head Wind Farm which is to be assessed by
the Board under the EMPC Act.
The DPEMP also supports the development application process undertaken by George Town
Council, and the Commonwealth approval process for matters of National Environmental
Significance.

Commonwealth environmental approval
The project has been determined to be a “controlled action” under the Commonwealth
Environment Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999 (EPBC Act) and will require
assessment and approval under the EPBC Act, in addition to Tasmanian State and Local
government requirements. It was determined that the proposed action will have, or is likely to
have, a significant impact on the following matters of national environmental significance,
protected under Part 3 of the EPBC Act:
•
•

Listed threatened species and communities (sections 18 and 18A); and
Listed migratory species (sections 20 and 20A).

The Commonwealth and Tasmanian Governments have signed a bilateral agreement relating to
impact assessment under section 45 of the EPBC Act which effectively accredits the State
assessment process. The DPEMP should specifically describe the implications of the proposal
for the relevant EPBC Act controlling provisions. This information should be sufficient to allow the
Commonwealth Environment Minister to make an informed decision on whether or not to approve
the taking of the action, under Part 9 of the EPBC Act, for the purposes of each controlling
provision.
The DPEMP should contain a summary table showing that it addresses the matters specified in
Schedule 4 of the Commonwealth Environment Protection and Biodiversity Conservation
Regulations 2000.
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Objectives and content of the DPEMP
The objectives of the DPEMP document are that it will provide:
•

A source of information from which individuals and groups may gain an understanding of
the proposal, the need for the proposal, the alternatives, the environment that it could
affect, the effects that may occur and the measures that will be taken to minimise any
adverse effects, including specific management commitments.

•

A basis for public consultation and informed comment on the proposal.

•

A framework against which decision makers (the Board, local Council, and the
Commonwealth Minister) can consider the proposal and determine the conditions under
which any approval would be given.

The DPEMP should be structured to follow the framework of these guidelines, and include:
•

An executive summary;

•

An introduction (Section 1) and proposal description (Section 2), to provide a background
to the project;

•

A description of project alternatives considered (Section 3), including a description of the
decision-making process regarding the proposed project, location, and preferred
technologies;

•

A description of the existing environment, of the potential effects on the environment
resulting from the proposed activity, and planned mitigation and management measures to
avoid or reduce these impacts. Particular focus should be given to the identified key
issues (outlined on page 5 of these guidelines). Appropriate management commitments
should be included in each relevant sub-section (Section 4);

•

A description of the planned environmental monitoring and review program, including
management commitments made in relation to the proposed program (Section 5);

•

Plans for site and project decommissioning, including management commitments made in
relation to decommissioning (Section 6); and

•

A summary of management commitments made throughout Sections 4, 5, and 6 (Section
7).

Any significant departure from the requirements and intent of the relevant sections of these
guidelines must be approved by the assessing agencies.
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Key issues to be addressed
While the DPEMP should evaluate all potential effects of the proposal, it should be principally
focused on the key issues identified in the table below. The level of detail provided on other
issues should be appropriate to the level of significance of that issue for the proposal. Variables
or assumptions made in the assessment must be clearly stated and discussed. The extent to
which the limitations, if any, of available information may influence the conclusions of the
environmental assessment should be discussed.

Key issues
1

Impacts of the construction and operation of the wind farm on threatened flora
species and ecological communities.

2

Impacts of the construction and operation of the wind farm on threatened fauna
species, in particular, on birds such as the Wedge-Tailed Eagle (Tas subsp.).

3

Risk of noise generated by wind turbines to create nuisance for nearby residents
and other sensitive uses.

The minimum survey requirements and studies required in relation to these key issues are
provided in the relevant sections of these guidelines, in particular in Section 4.1, 4.2, and 4.3.
It should be noted that other matters deemed to be significant or matters that
emerge as significant from environmental studies, public comments or otherwise
during the course of the preparation of the DPEMP, should not be excluded from
consideration.
The following guidelines may be of particular use in preparing the DPEMP:
•

Australian Standard AS4959-2010 - Acoustics - Measurement, prediction and assessment
of noise from wind turbines.

•

Department of Planning and Infrastructure (NSW) (2011). Draft for consultation – NSW
Planning Guidelines - Wind Farms, December 2011.

•

Environment Protection and Heritage Council (2010). National Wind Farm Development
Guidelines – Draft, July 2010. These are available from:
http://www.ephc.gov.au/sites/default/files/DRAFT%20National%20Wind%20Farm%20Dev
elopment%20Guidelines_JULY%202010_v2.pdf

•

Environment Protection Authority (South Australia) (2009). Wind farms environmental
noise guidelines, July 2009.

•

Standards NZS 6808:2010 Acoustics – wind farm noise.
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General information for preparing the document
While it is recognised that many construction and operational details may not have been finalised
at the time the DPEMP is submitted for assessment, the information presented in the document
should be as up-to-date as possible. Where information is unavailable or details have not yet
been finalised, estimates and the range of alternative options should be provided. It should be
noted, however, that sufficient technical detail must be provided to enable an appropriate level of
assessment to be undertaken.
The main text of the DPEMP should be written in a clear and concise style that is easily
understood by the general reader. Technical terminology should be avoided as far as possible.
The detailed technical data and supplementary reports necessary to support the main text should
be included in appendices. All sources of information should be referenced. An indication should
also be given of the currency of the information used and how the reliability of the information was
tested. In particular, the degree of confidence attached to any predictions should be indicated. It
is recommended that as much information as possible be presented on maps, diagrams and site
plans to enhance the level of understanding.
Where sensitive information needs to be provided (e.g. information on production processes, or
sites or areas of conservation, scientific, archaeological and cultural heritage or other special
significance), this information should be provided in a separate, confidential appendix. A comment
should be provided in the DPEMP to the effect that the information has been so provided.
Specific management commitments must be clearly identified in the text and included in the
commitments table referred to in Section 7 of these guidelines.
Where appropriate, refer to information provided in other sections to minimise duplication.
The DPEMP Executive Summary should contain a summary table showing compliance with these
guidelines.
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Submission of draft and final documents
Environmental aspects of the proposal will be assessed by the Board (and jointly with the
Commonwealth in regards to matters of National Environmental Significance), while planning
aspects of the proposal will be assessed by the relevant planning authority (Council). The Board
has authorised the EPA Division to undertake the administrative tasks and establish the
information base to inform its decision-making on its behalf.
Close consultation with the EPA Division, the Commonwealth and the relevant
planning authority during the preparation of the DPEMP is highly recommended.
It is also recommended that the proponent submit a draft DPEMP to both Council and the EPA
Division for review prior to its finalisation. Please note that draft documents may be rejected
without detailed review if they are incomplete, contain significant formatting or typographical
errors or do not comply with these guidelines. More than one draft may be necessary before the
document is considered suitable for public release.
The final DPEMP (when ready for public consultation) is to be submitted in a printed format and in
electronic format for use with a word processor (such as Microsoft Word), and suitable for
publishing on the internet (preferably PDF format). The Board will inform the proponent of the
number of copies (and format) required.
Copies are to be made available to the public upon request at no charge or for a nominal fee, in
either printed or electronic format (CD ROM). Arrangements to display the DPEMP on the
internet (whether on the proponent’s or the EPA’s web site) will also need to be put place.
Documents should be able to be downloaded over slower internet connections. Images within the
document should be optimised for the internet and font choices should be restricted to those most
commonly used. Being judicious about the number of images and/or design elements can avoid
unnecessarily adding to the file size. Large files should be broken into multiple documents.
Following the public consultation phase, the DPEMP may require amendment as a result of
consideration of public and government agency submissions. This generally takes the form of a
supplement to the DPEMP.
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CONTENTS OF THE DPEMP
The following sections of the guidelines provide a basis for the recommended structure and
proposed content for the DPEMP.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
An executive summary of the DPEMP is to be provided to give a clear and concise overview of
the proposal and its environmental implications. It should also briefly outline the assessment and
approvals process and explain the function of the DPEMP in this process. It should also contain a
summary table demonstrating compliance of the DPEMP document with these guidelines.

TABLE OF CONTENTS
The DPEMP should contain a table of the contents of the report with reference to the relevant
page numbers.
It should also contain a list of figures, tables, and appendices.

1.

INTRODUCTION

This section should provide information on the following:
a) Title of the proposal.
b) Name and address of the proponent and general background, such as relevant
development or operational experience. Where the proponent is a registered company, its
Australian Company Number and Registered Office address should be included.
c) Relevant background information on the proposal, including the current status of the
proposal, a general overview of the principal components of the proposal and the proposal
location, the rationale and need for the proposal, anticipated establishment costs, likely
markets for the product, and the possibilities for future expansion.
d) An examination of how the proposal relates to any other proposals that have been or are
being developed or that have been approved in the region affected by the proposal.
e) Environmental legislation, standards and guidelines that will be applicable (such as
policies, regulations and industry codes of practice).
f)

Other relevant Commonwealth, State and Local Government policies, strategies and
management plans with which the proposal would be expected to comply.

g) Details of any proceedings against the proponent under a Commonwealth, State or
Territory law for the protection of the environment or the conservation or sustainable use of
natural resources.
h) Details of the nature and results of public consultation undertaken by the proponent during
project planning and preparation of the DPEMP, as well as any proposals for further public
consultation during and beyond project implementation.
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2.

PROPOSAL DESCRIPTION

This section should provide a full description of the proposal, including the construction,
commissioning, operational and decommissioning phases, as well as any infrastructure and offsite ancillary facilities required for the proposal.

2.1

Proposal outline

This section should provide a detailed description of key physical components of the proposal,
including their function, composition, size, capacity, operational life, technical and performance
requirements, inter-relationships and methods of construction, operation and maintenance.
The following information should typically be provided:

2.1.1

General project information

a) The major items of equipment (including pollution control equipment) and on-site facilities
should be described. Detailed technical information on major items of equipment may be
included in appendices.
b) Details of wind turbine specifications, transmission line and ancillary facilities such as
control stations, external transformers, electricity sub-stations, maintenance facilities,
underground infrastructure, and new and upgraded access tracks should be included. The
proposed generating capacity, number and dimensions of wind turbines should be
specified.
c) The width of the proposed transmission line corridor should be specified.

2.1.2

Pre-construction and construction phases

a) A step-by-step description and timetable for significant activities during the construction
phase of the proposal. Indicative timeframes for the completion of major steps (wind farm,
transmission line, and ancillary facilities), and the likely sequencing of steps.
b) Details on any pre-construction works, including site preparation works, and any temporary
or permanent removal of vegetation.
c) Details on any surveys and sampling to be carried out prior to commencement of
construction, including geotechnical studies.
d) Estimates of the quantities of major raw materials required for construction activities (e.g.
sand, aggregate, fill etc) and their likely sources (on- or off-site).
e) Details of the nature, capacity and location of temporary construction equipment required
on site (such as cranes, concrete batch plants, rock crushers, construction camps etc).
f)

Details of the expected volume, composition, origin and destination and route for vehicle
movements associated with construction of the wind farm, including a break-down for overdimension and heavy road vehicles. Information on the capacity of small rural roads to
allow large structures such as cranes, vehicles carrying wind turbine blades, etc, to be
transported on them.

g) Information on the number of construction workers required in the various stages of
construction, sources of labour, transport of workers to and from the site, accommodation,
and support servicing requirements.
h) The proposed hours per day and days per week of construction activities.
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2.1.3

Commissioning phase

a) A step-by-step description of major commissioning activities (if any) following installation of
equipment, including defined points at which commissioning of key items will be
considered completed.
b) Indicative timeframes for the completion of major commissioning steps, and the likely
sequencing of steps.

2.1.4

Operation and maintenance

a) Description of the operational and maintenance requirements (including frequency of
maintenance activities, equipment access, and hardstand requirements) for the wind
turbines and transmission lines (including vegetation clearance).
b) Details on the width of the operational transmission line easement that will be required.
Requirements for access to the easement and any restrictions required on land use,
development and access within the easement.
c) Details on the design life for major project components (e.g. wind turbines, transmission
towers, etc).
d) Details on expected hours of operation for the wind farm, including any on-site or seasonal
variations.
e) The volume, composition, origin, destination and route for vehicle movements (including
road, rail, shipping and air) likely to be generated during the operational phase, including a
break-down for over-dimension and heavy road vehicles.

2.1.5

Decommissioning

A notional decommissioning plan for the site should be provided, including a step-by-step
description of major decommissioning activities. More detail should be provided in Section 6.

2.2

Off-site infrastructure

Any new infrastructure or off-site ancillary facilities, or realignments to existing infrastructure,
required to allow the proposal to proceed should be described (for example water supply,
electricity supply, roads or other transport infrastructure).

2.3

Site information

This section should describe the proposal site location and provide an overview of the existing
environment which may be affected by the construction and operation of the proposal, including
areas associated with any ancillary activities.
It should include details of salient features of the existing environment and, where appropriate,
include maps, plans, photographs, diagrams or other descriptive detail.

2.3.1

General location map

A general location map (e.g. 1:25,000 scale) which identifies the following is required:
a) The location of the proposal site.
b) Topographical features, aspect and direction of drainage.
c) Road access to and from the site.
d) Location of waterways and drains (including ephemeral).
e) The distance(s) to any nearby sensitive uses (such as residences).
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f)

Existing electricity transmission lines.

g) Boundaries of the properties on which the proposal is located.
h) Surrounding land tenure.
i)

2.3.2

Surrounding land use (identify areas of conservation or recreational significance).

Site plan

Site plans are required which identify the proposal site and which include the following1 (where
relevant).
a) The boundary of the proposal site.
b) The position of buildings and significant structures on the site (existing and proposed).
c) A plan showing the final proposed positions of wind turbines.
d) Location of transmission line route.
e) The route of any pipelines, access tracks, conveyors or similar means of transporting onsite materials.
f)

The location of raw materials storage areas.

g) The location of temporary and permanent storage areas for fuels, oils, and other
dangerous goods or chemicals.
h) The location of stormwater collection systems and details of drainage control measures
such as cut-off drains and sediment settling ponds.
i)

Details of any screening vegetation or bund walls.

j)

The location of loading or unloading areas.

k) The location of all monitoring sites.

2.3.3

Planning

The following information should be provided in relation to planning issues:
a) Information on land tenure and property boundaries of the proposal site, with title details.
b) Land zonings for the proposal site and surrounding areas, and any by-laws or special
planning controls that may apply to the site and surrounding areas.
c) Any rights of way, easements and covenants affecting the proposal site.
d) Land use and planning history of the proposal site, including the potential for site
contamination2, and the present uses of the site.
e) Description of existing aesthetic values of the site.
f)

A description of land use and ownership in the vicinity of the proposal site (within 5
kilometres) and those areas which may be affected by the proposal. This may include:
•

The location and nature of industrial facilities;

•

the location of individual residences, schools, hospitals, caravan parks and similar
sensitive uses;

1

When providing maps or referring to spatial databases, the coordinate reference system being used should be
specified (ie.Australian Geodetic Datum (AGD) or GDA (Geocentric Datum of Australia))
2

Information on potentially contaminating activities and contaminated site assessment can be found online at
http://epa.tas.gov.au/epa under ‘Land Contamination’.
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2.3.4

•

the location of any tourist or recreation facilities or routes (such as camping areas,
picnic areas, walking tracks, historic routes, etc); and

•

any proposed or potential sensitive users within this distance of the proposal site,
which have been or are likely to be granted approval under the local planning
scheme, should also be considered. This should include consideration of any
imminent planning scheme changes and should also include all noise sensitive
uses within 2 kilometres.

Environmental

The following information should be provided in relation to environmental issues:
a) A description of the general physical characteristics of the proposal site and surrounding
area, including climate, topography, geology, geomorphology, soils (including erodibility),
vegetation, fauna, groundwater and surface drainage (including waterways, lakes,
wetlands, coastal areas etc.). This information should be displayed on maps where
appropriate.
b) Information regarding any sites of significant Aboriginal and/or European cultural heritage
(please note that specific locational details regarding sensitive sites should be kept
confidential).
c) A description of natural processes of particular importance for the maintenance of the
existing environment (e.g. fire, flooding, etc).
d) Any existing conservation reserves located on or within 5 kilometres of the proposal site.
e) Any high quality wilderness areas identified in the Tasmanian Regional Forest Agreement
located on or within twenty kilometres of the proposal site.
f)

Information on species, sites or areas of landscape, aesthetic, wilderness, scientific or
otherwise special conservation significance which may be affected by the proposal.
Relevant information resources include the LIST (www.thelist.tas.gov.au) and the Natural
Values Atlas (www.naturalvaluesatlas.dpiw.tas.gov.au).

g) An assessment of the vulnerability of the site to natural hazards (e.g. flooding, seismic
activity, fire, landslips or strong winds).

2.3.5

Socio-economic

This section should describe the existing social and economic environment that may be affected
by the proposal, including information on the following:
a) A summary of the social/demographic characteristics of the population living in the vicinity
of the proposal site, identifying any special characteristics which may make people more
sensitive to effects from the proposal than might otherwise be expected.
b) A summary of the characteristics of the local and regional economy (e.g. existing
employment trends, land values).
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2.3.6

Community and stakeholder consultation

It is strongly recommended that the local community and other stakeholders be consulted with in
regards to the proposed project.
The following information should be provided in the DPEMP:
a) Details on community and stakeholder consultation already undertaken (in early planning
stages), any input provided by stakeholders, and the outcomes of this consultation;
b) A description of community and stakeholder attitudes in relation to the planned project;
and
c) Details of plans for ongoing engagement with the community and stakeholders throughout
the assessment process and throughout the life of the project.
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3.

PROJECT ALTERNATIVES

This section should describe the main alternatives considered by the proponent during the
planning of the proposed wind farm. This might include discussion on:
•

Justification for the need for a wind farm.

•

Selection of the wind farm location. This section should describe the site selection
process, including site selection criteria, alternative sites considered, and an assessment
of those alternatives. The assessment should compare alternatives according to clearly
defined environmental, social, economic and technical criteria, and provide a justification
for the preferred site. Any community consultation undertaken and the effect it had on the
selection process should also be detailed.

•

Placement and number of turbines.

•

Transmission line corridor selection process.

•

Wind turbine technology. A critique of other available technologies and the reason for the
selection of the preferred technology from an environmental perspective should be
included where relevant.

For any part of the proposal where alternative technologies, design options or management
practices with different environmental consequences may exist, the alternatives should be
identified, their environmental performance evaluated and the reason for the proposed choice
justified.
It should be demonstrated by comparative analysis of national and international experiences and
trends that the project will use a combination of technology and management practices that will
ensure that the environmental performance of the project is consistent with the use of best
practice environmental management.
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4.

DESCRIPTION OF THE EXISTING ENVIRONMENT,
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS OF THE PROPOSAL, AND
PROPOSED MANAGEMENT ACTIONS

Guidance for preparation of this section
This section should refer to baseline conditions, evaluate the potential environmental effects
related to the proposal, and describe measures to avoid or mitigate adverse effects. For each
sub-section relating to a particular aspect of the environment, the evaluation should be presented
in the following format:
A. Existing conditions
Provide an outline of the existing conditions relevant to that effect. The level of detail
provided should be appropriate to the level of significance of that issue for the proposal. It is
essential that the DPEMP remains focused on the key issues identified on Page 5 of these
guidelines.
B. Potential effects
Provide an outline of all potential environmental effects (positive and negative) of the
proposal, in the absence of any special control measures, throughout all stages of the
project – from construction, through to closure/decommissioning.
C. Assessment of effects
Provide an evaluation of the significance of effects for the environment. The evaluation of
potential effects should identify plausible worst-case consequences, the vulnerability of the
affected environment to the potential effects, and the reversibility of the effects. Potential
cumulative effects also need to be addressed. Interactions between biophysical, socioeconomic and cultural effects should be identified. Any net benefits likely to result from the
proposal should also be identified. The representation of the above information on maps,
diagrams, site plans and photographs is recommended.
Predictions and evaluations of effects should be based on scientifically supportable data.
The methodologies used or relied on should be referenced, together with the relevant
research and investigations supporting them. Assumptions, simplifications and scientific
judgements should be stated clearly, and the nature and magnitude of uncertainties should
be clearly defined. Where relevant, the choice of a particular methodology over alternative
methodologies should be explained. Where effects are not quantifiable, they should be
adequately described.
D. Performance requirements
Performance requirements should be identified for each environmental effect and evidence
provided to demonstrate that these can be complied with. These may be standards or
requirements specified in legislation, codes of practice, state policies, national guidelines or
as determined by agreement with the assessing agencies. Industry best practice standards
should be referred to where appropriate.
In particular, attention should be paid to demonstrating that the proposal is consistent with
sustainable development objectives as required by the relevant Commonwealth and
Tasmanian statutes and policies, including the National Strategy for Ecologically
Sustainable Development, the Tasmanian Resource Management and Planning System,
and the Environmental Management and Pollution Control System.
Unsupported assertions that performance requirements will be achieved will not be
considered adequate.
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E. Avoidance and mitigation measures
Provide a description and list of the measures proposed to avoid or mitigate potential
adverse effects in order to achieve environmental performance requirements (such as
through pollution control technology or management practices). Any compensatory actions
proposed for unavoidable residual adverse effects should be identified. Where there are
clear, alternative avoidance or mitigation measures for a particular adverse environmental
effect, the alternatives should be reviewed and the preferred option justified.
Where adverse environmental effects are unavoidable, the proposed measures to reduce
the effects (e.g. pollution control equipment, treatment processes, management practices)
should be described in detail. The extent to which they will overcome the anticipated effects
should be specified.
Where pollution control equipment and/or treatment processes are key factors in achieving
satisfactory environmental performance, contingencies in the event of breakdown or
malfunction of the equipment or processes should be discussed. It should be demonstrated
that the maintenance of pollution control equipment can be provided for without causing
performance requirements to be exceeded.
Where measures to control environmental effects are necessary, but will not be undertaken
by the proponent, the means by which the proponent will ensure that the necessary
measures are implemented should be identified (e.g. lease conditions, trade waste
agreement, contractual arrangement or other binding third party commitment). Mitigation
measures over which the proponent has no control will generally not be considered
adequate.
If adverse residual environmental effects from the proposal are considered unavoidable
despite the adoption of best practice environmental management avoidance and mitigation
measures, then proposals to offset such effects should be detailed. For example, if the loss
of conservation values, community assets or amenities is considered unavoidable,
measures to compensate for those losses should be proposed in proportion to the loss. Any
offset actions proposed must be demonstrated to be ‘real’ actions. That is, the offset
actions must have a measurable and relevant benefit which would otherwise not have
occurred.
Each sub-section describing an environmental aspect should also contain the following
information, where relevant:
Management commitments
Commitments must be unambiguous statements of intent for avoiding, minimising and
managing the potential environmental impacts of the proposal, and should be listed in the
appropriate sub-sections of the DPEMP.
Each commitment should be numbered sequentially and then consolidated in a table in
Section 7 of the DPEMP.
The commitments will provide a basis for the preparation of conditions of approval, should
approval be granted.
Monitoring, review, and adaptive management
An outline of the proposed monitoring to be undertaken in regards to specific issues should
also be included in the appropriate sub-sections of the DPEMP. A monitoring, review, and
reporting program should also be designed and included in Section 5 of the DPEMP. See
Section 5 for further details.
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4.1
4.1.1

Key issue 1: Flora
Key legislative and policy requirements

Regard should be given to the National Strategy for the Conservation of Australia’s Biological
Diversity, the draft Tasmania’s Nature Conservation Strategy and the Threatened Species
Strategy for Tasmania. Consideration of each species must have regard to any recovery plan
prepared by the Commonwealth, Tasmanian or other state government, in relation to the species,
and any publicly available policy statement or conservation advice prepared by the
Commonwealth in relation to the species or community.

4.1.2

General biodiversity and natural values information

The following issues should be considered when addressing this section (where relevant):
a) Effects on flora, vegetation communities and habitat, with particular reference to rare and
threatened species, communities and habitats, including those listed under the relevant
Schedules of the Commonwealth EPBC Act and the Tasmanian Threatened Species
Protection Act 1995. See Sections 4.2.1 and 5.1.3 for specific information requirements in
relation to State and Commonwealth listed species and communities.
b) Identify any freshwater ecosystems of high conservation management priority using the
Conservation of Freshwater Ecosystem Values (CFEV) database (accessible on the
internet under water.dpiw.tas.gov.au/wist/). The scope of investigation should encompass
the vicinity of the proposed development where there is likelihood of alteration to the
existing environment. The specific CFEV information used for DPEMPs should be
Conservation Management Priority_Potential which is appropriate for Development
Proposals.
c) Effects on sites of geoconservation significance or natural processes (such as fluvial or
coastal features), including sites of geoconservation significance listed on the Tasmanian
Geoconservation Database.
d) Effects on existing formal or informal conservation reserves which may be affected by the
proposal, with reference to the management objectives of the reserve(s) and the reserve
management plan(s) (if any).
e) Effects on any high quality wilderness areas identified in the Tasmanian Regional Forest
Agreement (Tasmanian RFA) which may be affected by the proposal.
f)

Effects on other species, sites or areas of landscape, aesthetic, wilderness, scientific,
geodiversity or otherwise special conservation significance.

g) Clearing of native vegetation and habitat associated with the construction and maintenance
of the proposal and the impact of any clearing on sites, species or ecological communities
of special conservation significance, including any impact on the comprehensive, adequate
and representative reserve system identified as part of the Tasmanian RFA, on wildlife
habitat strips under the Tasmanian Forest Practices Code 1995 and on non-forest
bioregional forest communities.
h) Where impacts cannot be avoided, proposed measures to mitigate and/or compensate
adverse effects on biodiversity and nature conservation values should be presented.
i)

The potential for migration and/or introduction of pests, weeds and plant and animal
diseases as a result of the proposal.

j)

Rehabilitation of disturbed areas following the completion of construction activities and
cessation of the activity, including any proposed seed collection and progressive
rehabilitation program.
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4.1.3

Threatened flora survey requirements

Table 1 provides a summary of State and Commonwealth listed flora species that have been
recorded within 5 kilometres of the proposed wind farm. The following should be addressed in
relation to listed threatened species and ecological communities:
•

information on the abundance, distribution, ecology and habitat preferences of the species
or community;

•

discussion of the known threats to the species or community, with reference to threats
posed by the proposed action;

•

maps identifying known or potential habitat for the species or community in the proposed
action area and surrounding areas;

•

details of surveys for these species and community and their habitat in the proposed
action area or surrounding areas. This should include details of survey effort, timing,
location and methodologies for studies and surveys undertaken and the regional status,
population size and distribution within the area surrounding the proposed action identified
for these species and community;

•

an assessment of the size, quality and importance of known or potential habitat or
populations for these species and community in the proposed action area and surrounding
areas. This should include quantification of the impacted habitat or population in the
context of the remaining extent of habitat or known populations;

•

the presence of formal or informal conservation reserves for these species or community
within the proposed action area or surrounding areas;

•

for all species and communities that are considered unlikely to be impacted by the
proposed action, but for which apparently suitable habitat is present and could be
impacted by the proposed action, detailed information to demonstrate that impacts on the
species and communities are unlikely to occur; and

•

discussion of the potential impacts on the above species and community of pest species,
disease and fire outbreaks generated by the proposed action.

In addition to the individual species of concern in Table 1, it is a requirement of the
Commonwealth that potential impacts on the critically endangered ecological community Lowland
Native Grasslands of Tasmania also be addressed.
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Table 1. Flora species listed under the TSPA and EPBCA recorded within 5 km of the proposed wind farm.
Denotation; r = rare; v = vulnerable; e = endangered; - = not listed.
Species Name

Common Name

TSPA Listing

EPBC Listing

Acacia ulicifolia

juniper wattle

r

-

Aphelia gracilis

slender fanwort

r

-

Aphelia pumilio

dwarf fanwort

r

-

Asperula minima

mossy woodruff

r

-

Baumea articulata

jointed twigsedge

r

-

Bolboschoenus caldwellii

sea clubsedge

r

-

Caladenia caudata

tailed spider-orchid

v

v

Caladenia patersonii

patersons spider-orchid

v

-

Calocephalus lacteus

milky beautyheads

r

-

Chorizandra enodis

black bristlesedge

e

-

Cynoglossum australe

coast houndstongue

r

-

Glycine latrobeana

clover glycine

v

v

Hibbertia virgata

twiggy guineaflower

r

-

Hydrorchis orbicularis

swamp onion-orchid

r

-

Hypoxis vaginata var. brevistigmata

sheathing yellowstar

r

-

Isoetes drummondii subsp. drummondii

plain quillwort

r

-

Juncus amabilis

gentle rush

r

-

Microtidium atratum

yellow onion-orchid

r

-

Myriophyllum integrifolium

tiny watermilfoil

v

-

Phyllangium distylis

tiny mitrewort

r

-

Phyllangium divergens

wiry mitrewort

v

-

Poa poiformis var. ramifer

island purplegrass

r

-

Prasophyllum secutum

northern leek-orchid

e

e

Prasophyllum apoxychilum

tapered Leek-orchid

-

e

Schenkia australis

spike centaury

r

-

Spyridium parvifolium var. parvifolium

coast dustymiller

r

-

Stylidium perpusillum

tiny triggerplant

r

-

Thelymitra mucida

plum sun-orchid

r

-

Triglochin minutissimum

tiny arrowgrass

r

-

Xanthorrhoea arenaria

sand grasstree

v

v

Xanthorrhoea bracteata

shiny grasstree

v

e
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The survey approaches for flora proposed in Section 9 of the Notice of Intent3 (‘the NOI’) are
considered adequate. The ‘micro-siting’ of wind farm infrastructure in order to avoid impacting
threatened flora, wherever practical, is supported.
Any flora surveys must, as a minimum, comply with the requirements of the document Guidelines
for Natural Values Assessments published by the Department of Primary Industries, Parks, Water
and Environment (DPIPWE), and with regard to any relevant publicly-available guidance issued
by the Commonwealth environment department. The methodology for surveys should be
developed in consultation with DPIPWE and the Commonwealth.
The DPEMP must clearly describe the potential effects of the proposed wind farm on the existing
conditions in respect to threatened flora and ecological communities, and outline measures to
mitigate impacts of the proposal on any listed species identified on site. Please note that in the
event that impacts to listed threatened flora species are unavoidable during any phase of the
project, the proponent must apply for a permit under the Tasmanian Threatened Species
Protection Act 1995 (TSPA) and the Commonwealth EPBC Act as necessary.

4.1.4 Weeds
A number of weed species declared under the Weed Management Act 1999 have also been
recorded in the vicinity (within 5 km) of the proposed wind farm. These include English broom
(Cytisus scoparius), African boxthorn (Lycium ferocissimum) and gorse (Ulex europaeus). Flora
surveys conducted onsite should also incorporate weed observations. The DPEMP must include
a weed and hygiene management plan that minimises the transportation of weeds to and from the
site, and also manages onsite weeds in accordance with their respective statutory management
plan(s).

4.2
4.2.1

Key issue 2: Fauna
Key legislative and policy requirements

Regard should be given to the National Strategy for the Conservation of Australia’s Biological
Diversity, the draft Tasmania’s Nature Conservation Strategy and the Threatened Species
Strategy for Tasmania. Consideration of each species must have regard to any recovery plan
prepared by the Commonwealth, Tasmanian or other state government, in relation to the species,
and any publicly available policy statement or conservation advice prepared by the
Commonwealth in relation to the species.

4.2.2

General information

The following issues should be addressed in relation to the proposed wind farm:
a) Effects on fauna, including effects on species, communities and habitats, with particular
reference to rare and threatened species, migratory species, communities and habitats,
including those listed under the relevant Schedules of the Commonwealth EPBC Act and
the TSPA.
b) Effects on identified areas or habitats of conservation significance, including designated
conservation areas, areas relating to the requirements of international treaties (e.g. JapanAustralia, China-Australia, and Republic of Korea-Australia Migratory Bird Agreements
(JAMBA/CAMBA/ROKAMBA) and Ramsar (wetlands) Convention), or wetlands listed in A
Directory of Important Wetlands in Australia.
c) Reference should be made to potential effects of vehicle movements on wildlife as a result
of the proposal, and to proposed mitigation measures for any wildlife priority areas.

3

Notice of Intent submitted to the EPA Division by GHD Pty Ltd on behalf of Low Head Wind Farm Pty Ltd on 10
August 2012.
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d) Where impacts cannot be avoided, proposed measures to mitigate and/or compensate
adverse effects on biodiversity and nature conservation values should be presented.

4.2.3

Threatened fauna survey requirements

Table 2 provides a summary of State and Commonwealth listed fauna species recorded within 5
kilometres of the proposed wind farm.
The general fauna surveys described in Section 9 of the NOI should include, but not be restricted
to, the species identified in Table 2.
The following should be addressed in relation to listed threatened species (avifauna and others):
•

information on the abundance, distribution, ecology and habitat preferences of the
species;

•

discussion of the known threats to the species, with reference to threats posed by the
proposed action;

•

maps identifying known or potential habitat for the species in the proposed action area
and surrounding areas;

•

details of surveys for these species and their habitat in the proposed action area or
surrounding areas. This should include details of survey effort, timing, location and
methodologies for studies and surveys undertaken and the regional status, population size
and distribution within the area surrounding the proposed action identified for these
species;

•

an assessment of the size, quality and importance of known or potential habitat or
populations for these species in the proposed action area and surrounding areas. This
should include quantification of the impacted habitat or population in the context of the
remaining extent of habitat or known populations;

•

the presence of formal or informal conservation reserves for these species within the
proposed action area or surrounding areas;

•

for all species that are considered unlikely to be impacted by the proposed action, but for
which apparently suitable habitat is present and could be impacted by the proposed
action, detailed information to demonstrate that impacts on the species are unlikely to
occur;

•

discussion of the potential impacts on the above species of pest species, disease and fire
outbreaks generated by the proposed action.
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Table 2. Fauna species listed under the TSPA and EPBCA recorded within 5 km of the proposed wind
farm. Denotation; r = rare; v = vulnerable; e = endangered; ce = critically endangered; m = migratory; - =
not listed.
Species Name

Common Name

TSPA Listing

EPBC Listing

Aquila audax subsp. fleayi

wedge-tailed eagle

e

e

Lathamus discolor

swift parrot

e

e, m

Botaurus poiciloptilus

Australian bittern

-

e, m

Neophema chrysogaster

orange-bellied parrot

e

ce, m

Haliaeetus leucogaster

white-bellied sea eagle

v

m

Gallinago hardwickii

Latham’s snipe

-

m

Hirundapus caudacutus

white-throated
needletail

-

m

Myiagra cyanoleuca

satin flycatcher

-

m

Ardea ibis

cattle egret

-

m

Ardea alba

great egret

-

m

Apus pacificus

fork-tailed swift

-

m

Dasyurus maculatus subsp. maculatus

spotted-tailed quoll

r

v

Litoria raniformis

green and golden frog

v

v

Pseudemoia rawlinsoni

glossy grass skink

r

-

Limnodynastes peronei

Striped Marsh Frog

e

-

Accipiter novaehollandiae

Grey Goshawk

e

-

Sarcophilus harrisii

tasmanian devil

e

e

Perameles gunnii gunnii

eastern barred
bandicoot (Tasmanian)

-

v

Pseudomys novaehollandiae

New Holland mouse

e

v

Tyto novaehollandiae castanops
(Tasmanian population)

masked owl
(Tasmanian)

e

v

Galaxiella pusilla

eastern dwarf galaxias

v

v

Prototroctes maraena

Australian grayling

v

v

Any fauna surveys must, as a minimum, comply with the requirements of the document
Guidelines for Natural Values Assessments published by the Department of Primary Industries,
Parks, Water and Environment (DPIPWE), and have regard to any relevant publicly available
guidance issued by the Commonwealth environment department. The methodology for surveys
should be developed in consultation with DPIPWE and the Commonwealth.
The DPEMP must clearly outline measures to mitigate impacts of the proposal on any listed
species identified onsite.

4.2.4

Avifauna

The proposal to undertake avifauna surveys which span the study area during different activity
periods for the various bird species throughout the year is supported. Avifauna surveys should
include a targeted survey for coastal and migratory birds, with the priority being bird species that
are listed under either State or Commonwealth legislation.
It is likely that the most complete list of coastal and migratory bird species likely to occur within
the area is held by the BirdLife Australia Atlas. It is recommended that the proponent use the
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Atlas to develop a targeted survey list of coastal and migratory bird species. This list should be
endorsed by DPIPWE’s Policy and Conservation Assessment Branch (PCAB) prior to surveys
commencing. Surveys for migratory species should coincide with migration periods for the
species of interest. It is also recommended that surveys for bats are undertaken to assess the
likely impacts to bat species.
The loss of avifauna and bats through collision with turbines is likely to be a key significant
environmental impact of the wind farm. Support is given to the initial approach adopted to assess
the wind farm’s potential impact on raptor species, in particular the wedge-tailed eagle (WTE).
Calculating utilisation of the site by WTEs over different periods of the year and across different
conditions is fully supported.
Specific to Wedge-tailed Eagles and White-bellied Sea-Eagles, it is important that any
assessment and analysis of eagle behaviour give consideration to:
•

Different eagle behaviour patterns resulting from interaction between Wedge-tailed Eagles
and White-bellied Sea-Eagles; and,

•

Worst-case scenario eagle behaviours, for example, resulting from competition for territory
following an eagle death, and contingency measures to address impacts.

While it is noted that the NOI identifies that the preliminary wind turbine layout has been used to
model the eagle collision risk, it is considered that the Collision Risk Modelling (CRM) has
limitations in predicting absolute mortality of birds. Notwithstanding the limitations of these
models, it is recognised that in the absence of technical improvements, collision risk modelling
may play a role in the overall assessment of impacts, with appropriate supporting data.
Information regarding site utilisation by birds and how site layout has been optimized to manage
and mitigate impacts is required. Information required includes spatial and temporal bird
utilisation studies (empirical data) and possibly bird utilisation modelling. Recorded observations
of wildlife activity and behaviour will take precedence over collision risk or population modelling.
Presentation should also include maps and overlays.

4.3

Key issue 3: Noise emissions

Noise emissions need to be assessed and managed to ensure that sleep is not disturbed and to
avoid unreasonable interference with normal domestic activities. Noise can contribute to
annoyance which, if not properly addressed, could result in health impacts.
This section should identify existing conditions, identify performance requirements to be achieved,
identify any potential effects of the proposal on ambient (surrounding) noise levels (during both
the construction and operational phases), identify measures to avoid and mitigate any possible
adverse effects, and assess the overall effects on ambient noise levels following implementation
of the proposed avoidance and mitigation measures.
The following should be provided:
a) Ambient noise monitoring data sufficient to establish pre-existing noise conditions. At least
2 weeks of data will be required for the acoustic assessment.
b) All major sources of noise must be identified and described.
c) The potential for noise emissions (during both the construction and operational phases) to
cause nuisance for nearby land users should be considered and any proposed measures
to mitigate noise impacts should be described.
d) The potential for noise emissions to affect terrestrial, marine and freshwater wildlife and
livestock.
The noise assessment is to be carried out following a contemporary procedure which is generally
consistent with NZS6808 Standards. However, it should be noted that noise limit criteria will be
established by the EPA. The proponent should have regard to the national and state noise limit
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standards and guidelines. It is recommended that the EPA’s Noise Specialist be consulted when
developing noise measurement and modelling protocols.
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4.4

Air emissions

This section should identify existing conditions, identify performance requirements to be achieved,
identify any potential effects of the proposal on the local, regional and global air environment,
identify measures to avoid and mitigate any possible adverse effects and assess the overall
effects on the air environment following implementation of the proposed avoidance and mitigation
measures.

4.4.1

Legislative and policy requirements

Consideration should be given to the requirements of the Tasmanian Environment Protection
Policy (Air Quality) (see http://epa.tas.gov.au/policy/air-quality-epp).

4.4.2

Other issues

The following issues should be addressed (where relevant):
a) The location of all emission points should be specified and mapped.
b) Potential sources of fugitive emissions (including odour and dust that may arise from
loading, unloading and transport) should be described.
c) The potential for emissions to cause environmental and health effects should be evaluated
and proposed mitigation measures should be described.

4.5

Liquid waste, drainage and stormwater

This section should identify existing conditions, detail the performance requirements to be
achieved, identify potential effects of the proposal on the receiving environment (including surface
water, groundwater and soil), identify measures to avoid and mitigate potential adverse effects
and assess the overall effects on the receiving environment following the implementation of the
proposed avoidance and mitigation measures.
This section should demonstrate that all reasonable and practicable measures have been taken
(having regard to best practice environmental management as defined in the EMPC Act) to avoid
producing liquid waste, or to reduce the amount of liquid waste to be discharged consistent with
the waste management hierarchy, arranged in decreasing order of desirability:
a)

waste avoidance;

b)

waste recycling/reclamation;

c)

waste re-use;

d)

waste treatment to reduce potentially adverse effects; and

e)

waste disposal.

4.5.1

Legislative and policy requirements

It must be demonstrated that the proposal is consistent with the objectives and requirements of
relevant water management policies and legislation, including the Water Management Act 1999,
State Policy on Water Quality Management 1997 (Water Policy), the Inland Fisheries Act 1995,
the Living Marine Resources Management Act 1995 and the Tasmanian State Coastal Policy
1996.
In particular, it must be demonstrated that the proposal will not prejudice the achievement of any
water quality objectives set for water bodies under the State Policy on Water Quality Management
(see http://epa.tas.gov.au/policy/water-quality-policy). Where water quality objectives have not yet
been set, the EPA Division should be consulted to identify the baseline water quality data
required to enable the water quality objectives to be determined.
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4.5.2

Discharge of wastewater to the environment

If the proposal includes any discharge of wastewater to the environment, then a detailed
consideration of the nature of the discharge and of the receiving environment must be presented.
Any proposed treatment processes should be described and the potential impacts upon the
receiving environment must be assessed under typical and plausible worst case conditions. Note:
wastewater means water used or contaminated during carrying out the activity, and does not
include clean stormwater arising from rainfall on the proposal site (see below).

4.5.3

Other issues

The following issues should be addressed (where relevant).
a) Details of management practices for areas disturbed during the construction phase to
prevent sediment movement into watercourses. This should include contingencies for
failure of control measures, such as during heavy rainfall or flooding.
b) Details of stormwater management (including reasonably foreseeable flood events) on the
proposal site should be provided. The potential for pollutants to become entrained in
stormwater should be assessed.
c) If the proposal anticipates a discharge to a municipal sewerage system (including tankered
waste), then a suitably detailed agreement with the operator of the municipal sewerage
system should be negotiated.
d) Details of any additional liquid wastes should be included.

4.6

Groundwater

For proposals with the potential to impact upon groundwater, this section should identify existing
conditions, identify performance requirements to be achieved, identify any potential effects of the
proposal on groundwater quality or quantity, identify measures to avoid and mitigate any possible
adverse effects, and assess the overall effects on groundwater following implementation of the
proposed avoidance and mitigation measures.
It must be demonstrated that the proposal is consistent with the objectives and requirements of all
relevant water management policies and legislation, including the Water Management Act 1999
and the State Policy on Water Quality Management 1997.

4.7

Solid and controlled waste management

This section should demonstrate that all reasonable and practicable measures have been taken
to avoid producing each type of solid waste or controlled waste and in particular to reduce the
amount of waste requiring disposal, having regard to best practice environmental management.
The measures must be in accordance with the hierarchy of waste management, arranged in
decreasing order of desirability:
a)

waste avoidance;

b)

waste recycling/reclamation;

c)

waste re-use;

d)

waste treatment to reduce potentially adverse effects; and

e)

waste disposal.

Controlled waste is defined in the EMPC Act and associated regulations. A non-exhaustive listing
of categories of Controlled waste can be found on the internet at
http://epa.tas.gov.au/regulation/identify-a-material-as-a-controlled-waste.
The following issues should be addressed:
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a) The source, nature and quantities of all solid wastes, including general refuse, likely to be
generated should be identified.
b) Methods proposed to collect, store, reuse, treat or dispose of each solid waste stream
should be identified.
c) Any controlled waste that will be generated should be identified. The source, nature,
quantity, and method of treatment, storage and disposal for each controlled waste should
be described.

4.8

Dangerous goods and environmentally hazardous materials

This section should identify any potential effects from the transport, storage and usage of
dangerous goods and environmentally hazardous materials associated with the proposal, identify
measures to avoid and mitigate any possible adverse effects and assess the overall effects
following implementation of the proposed avoidance and mitigation measures.
The following issues should be addressed (where relevant).
a) The nature, quantity and storage location of all environmentally hazardous materials
including fuels, oils and chemical reagents and Dangerous Goods (as defined in the
Australian Code for the Transport of Dangerous Goods by Road and Rail) that will be used
during the construction and operation of the proposal.
b) The measures (such as storage of such materials within bunded areas or spill trays) to be
adopted to prevent or control any accidental releases of dangerous goods and
environmentally hazardous materials.
c) Contingency plans for when control measures/equipment breakdowns or accidental
releases to the environment occur, including proposed emergency and clean-up measures
and notification procedures.
d) Identify any safety management requirements for the protection of human health and
safety affecting the community.
e) Particular reference should be made to the management of fuels and lubricants required
for equipment during construction, operational and maintenance activities.

4.9

Marine and coastal

Where relevant, this section should identify any potential effects of the proposal on marine and
coastal areas not addressed in other sections. It should identify measures to avoid and mitigate
any possible adverse effects and assess the overall effects on marine and coastal areas following
implementation of the proposed avoidance and mitigation measures. Cross referencing should be
made to other relevant sections dealing with conservation values (marine flora and fauna,
geoconservation) and coastal effects.

4.9.1

Legislative and policy requirements

It must be demonstrated that the proposal is consistent with the objectives and requirements of all
relevant marine and coastal policies and legislation, including the Living Marine Resources
Management Act 1995, State Policy on Water Quality Management 1997 and the Tasmanian
State Coastal Policy 1996.
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4.10 Greenhouse gases and ozone depleting substances
This section should contain an assessment of the proposal in terms of the evolving national
response to climate change and greenhouse gas emissions4 and the Tasmanian Framework for
Action on Climate Change 2008 (available at www.climatechange.tas.gov.au). The direct and
indirect effects of the proposal on greenhouse gas production and ozone depleting substances
should be described and any greenhouse benefits of the proposal discussed.
Proponents will need to determine whether they are required to report to the Commonwealth
under the National Greenhouse and Energy Reporting Act 2007.

4.10.1 Implementing greenhouse best practice
It should be demonstrated that the development will implement cost-effective greenhouse best
practice measures to achieve ongoing minimisation of greenhouse gas emissions.
Details of any feasible alternative ways of transporting materials to and from the proposal, design
and construction of components or otherwise implementing the proposal so as to have a lesser
carbon footprint should be provided. Where less greenhouse gas intensive alternatives are not
adopted, justification should be provided and/or mechanisms to offset greenhouse gas emissions
should be put forward.

4.10.2 Ozone depleting substances
Any generation or use of ozone depleting substances in the proposal (such as in refrigeration or
firefighting) must be identified and justified.

4.11 Heritage
This section should identify potential effects of the proposal, including the development of
infrastructure directly related to the proposal, on Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal cultural heritage
sites and areas. It should identify recommended measures to avoid or mitigate any potential
adverse effects on cultural heritage sites and assess the overall effects of the proposal on cultural
heritage sites following implementation of the proposed avoidance and mitigation measures.

4.11.1 General
Potential effects on the following should be addressed (where relevant):
a) Declared World Heritage Area properties and values.
b) Any places listed on the National Heritage List and values.
c) Any places listed or interim listed on the Register of the National Estate and values.
d) Any places listed on the Tasmanian Heritage Register (maintained by the Tasmanian
Heritage Council), including consideration of cultural landscapes.
e) Any places on the Tasmanian Historic Places Inventory (maintained by the Tasmanian
Heritage Office).
f)

Any places on the Tasmanian Aboriginal Site Index (maintained by the Tasmanian
Heritage Office), including consideration of cultural landscapes.

g) Local government planning scheme heritage schedules.
h) Any other places of heritage significance.

4

Information about the national approach to greenhouse gas emissions is available on the internet at:
www.climatechange.gov.au
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4.11.2 Aboriginal heritage
An Aboriginal heritage investigation is required to be undertaken. It is noted from the Notice of
Intent that a consulting firm has been engaged to undertake this investigation. A copy of the
report should be included with the DPEMP and discussion provided in regards to any potential
impacts of the proposed wind farm on Aboriginal heritage values, places and landscapes.
The standards and guidelines packages that apply to Aboriginal Heritage Officers and Consulting
Archaeologists are available at http://www.aboriginalheritage.tas.gov.au/.
No ground disturbance works should be carried out on site until the Aboriginal heritage
investigation report has been accepted by Aboriginal Heritage Tasmania.
Note: Information about the precise location of Aboriginal sites may be confidential.
Confidentiality requirements should be discussed with Aboriginal Heritage Tasmania and
confidential information should not be included in the DPEMP.

4.11.3 Historic heritage
The advice of the Tasmanian Heritage Office should be sought with regard to effects on places
listed on the Tasmanian Heritage Register and to establish regulatory requirements for heritage
values, places and landscapes. Any approvals required under the Historic Cultural Heritage Act
1995 should be identified. Guidelines for assessing historic heritage sites can be found at
www.heritage.tas.gov.au/guidelines.html

4.11.4 Consultation
Consultation with the Tasmanian Aboriginal Lands Council, Tasmanian Office of Aboriginal
Affairs, Aboriginal Heritage Tasmania, as well as with Aboriginal communities, should occur prior
to any survey of potential sites to establish regulatory requirements for heritage values, places
and landscapes.

4.11.5 Commonwealth Government requirements
The requirements of the Commonwealth Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Heritage Protection
Act 1984 should also be considered where there is a threat of injury or desecration to an area
which is significant as part of Aboriginal tradition, and potential impacts identified, assessed and
managed in consultation with the traditional owners, Native Title claimants and any other
indigenous people with rights and interests in the area.
The Commonwealth Department of Sustainability, Environment, Water, Population and
Communities can provide advice on places listed in the National Heritage List and Register of the
National Estate.

4.12 Land use and development
This section should identify any potential effects of the proposal in terms of constraints or benefits
it may place on the current or future use of land within the proposal site and surrounding area. It
should identify measures to avoid, mitigate and compensate for any possible adverse effects.
The following issues should be addressed (where relevant):
a) Effects on existing or proposed tourist or recreation activities, such as camping areas,
picnic areas, walking tracks, horse riding tracks, heritage trails etc.
b) Effects on residential activities.
c) Effects on industrial activities.
d) Effects on agricultural activities, including any requirement of the State Policy for the
Protection of Agricultural Land (2007) - (see
http://www.dpac.tas.gov.au/divisions/policy/state_policies)
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e) Effects on local and regional tourism.
f)

Effects on other commercial activities.

For its assessment, Council will take into account the requirements of the George Town Planning
Scheme 1991 (or any new or revised planning scheme, as appropriate), as well as specific issues
raised by the community.

4.13 Visual effects
This section should outline the existing visual setting within which the proposal infrastructure will
be located and assess the capacity of the landscape to absorb any visual changes to the
landscape as a result of the proposal. The assessment should also take account of the
appearance of the proposal from significant vantage points. These should include points both
inside and outside the site and should include viewpoints likely to be visited by tourists or
recreational users. Presentation of ‘artists impressions’, photomontages or visual modelling is
recommended. The methodology used and assumptions made in the assessment should be
clearly identified.
Measures to avoid and mitigate potential adverse visual effects should be identified, such as
minimising vegetation clearance, facility height, size, design, colour, separation and postconstruction revegetation.
Both shadow flicker and blade glint have the potential to annoy or disturb residents. Shadow
flicker should be modelled to assess the likelihood of disturbance to residents in the immediate
vicinity. The results of this modelling should be provided in the DPEMP with a discussion of how
this will be managed or minimised. The risk of blade glint is considered to be very low when wind
turbine blades are finished with a low reflectivity treatment. Information and justification regarding
use of chosen treatments on the proposed wind turbine blades should be provided.
Consideration is to be given to the Draft National Windfarm Development Guidelines. An
assessment of landscape character impacts, landscape significance impacts, impacts on view
sheds and views, impacts on community values and cumulative impacts and other considerations
to visual impacts as stated in the draft guidelines.

4.14 Socio-economic issues
This section should contain information on the social and economic effects of the proposal during
the construction, operation and decommissioning phases.
The following issues should be addressed (where relevant).
a) An estimate of total capital investment for the proposal.
b) The effects on local and State labour markets for both the construction and operational
phases of the proposal. Skills and training opportunities should also be discussed.
c) The effects on upstream/downstream industries, both locally and for the State.
d) The extent to which raw materials and services will be sourced locally.
e) A qualitative assessment of community infrastructure effects, including recreational,
cultural, health and sporting facilities and services. Any proposals to enhance or provide
additional community services or facilities should be described.
f)

Community demographic effects (changes to cultural background, occupation, incomes).

g) Effects on land values, and demand for land and housing.
h) Effects on the local, regional, state and national economies.
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4.15 Health and safety issues
This section should review any health and safety issues relating to employees, site visitors and
the public which have not been addressed in other sections.
It must be demonstrated that occupational health and safety issues have been taken into account
during the planning of the proposal, including an analysis of alternatives. It should be
demonstrated that compliance with the Workplace Health and Safety Act 1995 and the Workplace
Health and Safety Regulations 1998 will be achieved. Safety management systems to be used
during construction and operational phases should be described.
The following issues should be addressed.
a) Construction phase safety issues, including traffic movement and volume, access to the
site, and operational hours of construction workers. These should be addressed in the
context of health and safety for both workers, and nearby residents.
b) Security arrangements to prevent unauthorised access to the proposal site during
construction.
c) Operations, maintenance and inspection safety issues.

4.16 Hazard analysis and risk assessment
This section should contain a preliminary analysis (appropriate to the scale of the project) of the
potential for a major hazard event (such as an explosion) to occur and proposed safeguards to
prevent such an occurrence. The preliminary analysis should systematically identify all potential
major hazards (internal and external) to people and the environment associated with the
construction, operation, maintenance and decommissioning of the proposal.

4.17 Fire risk
This section should identify the potential fire risk associated with the proposal. This should include
consideration of fire within the site, fire escaping from the site and the effect of wildfire originating
outside the development. Measures to avoid and mitigate potential adverse effects should be
outlined, including the objectives and management principles to be adopted for the preparation of
a fire response plan. The proponent should demonstrate compliance with the relevant
requirements of the Fire Services Act 1979 and the Workplace Health and Safety Act 1995.

4.18 Infrastructure and off-site ancillary facilities
This section should identify potential effects on any significant off-site or infrastructure facilities
(including increased use of existing infrastructure, such as roads, ports and quarries), identify
measures to avoid and mitigate any possible adverse effects and assess the overall effects
following implementation of the proposed avoidance and mitigation measures. For example,
upgrading or re-routing of roads, rail or other services required as a result of the proposal, should
be detailed.
This Section should identify roads and other infrastructure to be used by vehicles for the proposal
(during both construction and operation). Potential environmental impacts associated with
construction and use of such infrastructure should be assessed.
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4.19 Environmental management systems
This section should provide information on strategic matters relating to environmental
management of the proposal, including a description of the following.
a) Any environmental management systems or environmental policies implemented or
proposed by the proponent, which are relevant to the environmental management of the
proposal.
b) Organisational structure and environmental responsibility within that structure for the
proposal.
c) Procedures and instructions to employees (including contractors) on minimising adverse
environmental effects of activities, as well as employee induction and education programs
to ensure an appropriate response to operational environmental concerns should be
included in relevant sections.

4.20 Cumulative and interactive effects
Where relevant, this section should contain an assessment of the potential cumulative effects of
the proposal, based on existing and other formally proposed developments in the region, which
have not been addressed in previous sections. Interactions between biophysical, socio-economic
and cultural effects of the proposal should be discussed.

4.21 Traffic impacts
This Section should identify roads to be used by vehicles associated with the proposal (both
during construction and operation) and the likely volume and nature of traffic and timing of traffic
flows, including details of the current usage of these roads. Impacts associated with altered traffic
flows should be discussed (such as impacts on other roads users and residences adjacent to
roads), and any road or intersection modifications required for transportation of wind turbine
components to the site should be detailed. Emphasis should be placed on the impacts on existing
infrastructure in the area and on the community, including on transport to and from local schools
(e.g. impacts on school bus routes). Other specific requirements of Council are:
•

Road dilapidation survey for Old Aerodrome Road before commencement of construction;
and

•

Assessment of small bridge structures on Old Aerodrome Road for loading for over mass
vehicles.

A Traffic Management Plan is required by the Department of Infrastructure, Energy and
Resources (DIER) (Traffic and Infrastructure Branch) and George Town Council, to be submitted
to Council. This Plan should also be included as part of the DPEMP and a discussion provided.
The proponent should liaise directly with DIER Transport Inspectors and DIER State Road
Maintenance Services in development of the Traffic Management Plan.
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5.

MONITORING, REVIEW, AND ADAPTIVE MANAGEMENT

This section should provide an outline of a monitoring to take place, as proposed in the relevant
sub-sections of the DPEMP in relation to particular issues. It should also provide information on a
review and reporting program for each sector of the proposal. The program should be designed
to meet the following objectives:
•

Monitoring of compliance with emission standards and other performance requirements
identified in the DPEMP.

•

Assessing the effectiveness of the performance requirements and environmental
safeguards in achieving environmental quality objectives.

•

Assessing the extent to which the predictions of environmental effects in the DPEMP have
eventuated.

•

Assessing compliance with commitments made in the DPEMP.

The monitoring program should include details of an pre-commissioning monitoring and studies.
The sites to be sampled, sampling procedures, parameters to be analysed, the frequency of
sampling, and the format and frequency of reporting is required. A monitoring program summary
table and a site plan showing sampling locations should be provided. The reporting program
should include discussion of results and adaptive management options.

6.

DECOMMISSIONING AND REHABILITATION

The DPEMP should describe an on-going, staged approach to site decommissioning and
rehabilitation throughout the proposal life.
A preliminary Decommissioning and Rehabilitation Plan or Closure Plan should be outlined.

7.

SUMMARY OF MANAGEMENT COMMITMENTS

Provide a summary table of all management commitments proposed in the previous sub-sections
of the DPEMP. The commitments should be sequentially numbered and should specify when
each commitment is to be implemented, who is responsible for implementing the action, and
should cross-reference the appropriate section of the DPEMP.

8.

CONCLUSION

This section should briefly describe the proposal and draw together the critical environmental
effects of the proposal, both positive and negative. It should present a balanced overview of the
net environmental effects of the proposal, and the extent to which any adverse effects on the
environment can be satisfactorily avoided, mitigated, remediated or compensated. The conclusion
should also describe how the proposal meets the objectives of relevant Commonwealth and State
assessment and planning policies and legislation.
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9.

REFERENCES

This section should provide details of authorities consulted, reference documents etc.

10.

APPENDICES

As a means of improving readability of the DPEMP document, detailed technical information
which supports the DPEMP should be included in appendices. The salient features of the
appendices should be included in the main body of the DPEMP. Care should be taken to avoid
inconsistencies between technical content of Appendices and the DPEMP itself, unless carefully
explained.
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GLOSSARY
DPEMP – Development Proposal and Environmental Management Plan
DPIPWE - Department of Primary Industries, Parks, Water and the Environment
EMPC Act – Environmental Management and Pollution Control Act 1994
EPA – Environment Protection Authority
EPBC Act - Environment Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999 (Cth)
JAMBA/CAMBA/ROKAMBA - Japan-Australia, China-Australia, and Republic of Korea-Australia
Migratory Bird Agreements
NOI – Notice of Intent
PCAB – Policy and Conservation Assessment Branch (DPIPWE)
Tasmanian RFA - Tasmanian Regional Forest Agreement
TSPA – Tasmanian Threatened Species Protection Act 1995
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BURNIE Tas 7320
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Low Head Wind Farm –Acid Sulphate Soil Management
Client: Low Head Wind Farm Pty Ltd
Ref. No. 4950

Date:

24 January 2014

Introduction:
Environmental Service & Design Pty Ltd (ES&D) was requested to perform a desktop
Investigation and Management Plan for potential occurrences of Acid Sulphate Soil that may be
disturbed during construction of a proposed 12 tower wind farm, located between Low Head and
Beechford, on the north coast of Tasmania.
This report has been compiled by Ian Ferris GCNatRes OFIEA who has extensive experience in the
identification delineation and management of Acid Sulphate Soils throughout Australia.
Investigations:
The data provided included a location plan for the towers. Other data available included:
• Potential acid sulphate mapping by NRM as indicated on LIST;
• Geological mapping;
• Topographical mapping including Lidar;
• Tasmanian Acid Sulphate Soil Management Guidelines 2009.

Figure 1 Location plan

∀

Figure 2 Areas and development which may require an ASS investigation and management plan. Source:
Tasmanian Acid Sulphate Soil Management Guidelines, 2009.

Findings:
It is apparent that:
•
•

•
•

•

The 12 towers proposed are all within 1.5 km of the coastline, on what is technically
coastal alluvium.
Towers 2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10,11, and 12 are located on land at or above an elevation of 30m
AHD based on mapped contours. This is based on approximate locations, and should be
verified.
Tower 1 is located at approximately 18m AHD.
The towers are approximately 90 m high. Although not confirmed, it is assumed that the
footings will comprise mass pad footings, 18m x 18m x 3m deep, as per nominal design
details provided (“DST-0651_R00 ECO122 anchor bolt foundation description INDICATIVE
ONLY”).
The typical topographical profile of the site is a steep foreshore with a series of Aeolian
dunes overlying alluvial or relict sediments of Quaternary age forming the landscape to
the rear. Refer to Figure 3 below.

Figure 3 Typical profile, illustrating the landform. Source: Lidar.

•

Acid Sulphate Soil Potential mapping by NRM indicates limited potential for all of the
sites, including Site 1 (Figure 4).

Approx. tower
locations
Very low potential

Low
potential

Figure 4 Acid Sulphate Soils potential (NRM).

∀

Figure 5 Decision tree. Tasmanian ASS Guidelines.

Interpretation:

Coastal alluvial environments are likely to contain relict swamps and depressions where acid
sulphate soils may have formed and subsequently become buried and remain un-oxidised.
Exposure of these soils is possible when excavating below a nominal level of 20m AHD, in
suitable subsurface conditions.
The location of almost all of the tower sites is on land above 20m AHD, and as the nominal
footing type is a shallow pad approximately 3m deep, all sites over 23m AHD are exempt from
the acid sulphate assessment process. Subsequently, in accordance with Figure 3 above (an
excerpt from the Tasmanian ASS Guidelines), sites 2-12 are exempt.
Site 1 appears to be at approximately 18m AHD, and as the footing excavation will remove
around 950m3 of soil there is some potential for ASS to be encountered. According to NRM
mapping, this site is within an area with Extremely Low ASS potential.
Site 11 appears to be close to a higher potential ASS mapped area. Its elevation indicates that
this is highland ASS (usually swamps) and the likelihood of the actual location of the tower to be
in a swamp is low.

Conclusion

Only one site (Site 1) requires management for ASS, in accordance with the ASS Guidelines. Site
11 is possibly close to an area of low potential ASS.
Solution:

Management of ASS has 4 priorities, in order:
1) Avoidance
2) Minimisation of exposure
3) Neutralisation
4) Strategic reburial
As the sites are only approximately located at this stage, a site inspection of each specific
location by an experienced assessor is recommended. If a site is suspected of being of higher risk
of having ASS, the site location might be altered.
Once each location is finalised, it is recommended that soils at each site be examined for
potential ASS during geotechnical investigations, provided the contractor has sufficient technical
training and experience to do so. Only basic soil examination, sampling and testing should be
required to confirm the absence or presence of Potential ASS.
The best and recommended solution to Site 1 is to simply move it to a higher location nearby,
e.g. a site over 23m AHD. This would avoid a number of issues, including the need to comply with
ASS Guidelines, potentially avoid risk of environmental harm, avoid aggressive soils, and reduce
costs.

If this is not possible:
1) Investigate the site soils to a depth of 5m (assuming a 3m deep footing). This could be
performed in conjunction with Geotechnical Investigations. Sample the materials
encountered in accordance with ASS guidelines. In the unlikely event of acidic soils being
encountered, reconsider moving the site.
2) If moving the site is still not possible: Perform a detailed investigation of the site soils, and
determine ASS avoidance strategies or neutralisation characteristics. Also investigate
groundwater levels and flows. Develop a management plan and a disposal plan for the
neutralised soils. This process is costly and may result in delays.

Ian Ferris,
Technical Consultant
Environmental Service and Design Pty Ltd
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1.0

INTRODUCTION
This report, commissioned by Bartel Consulting, details the results of a noise assessment for the Low
Head Wind Farm which is proposed to be located north of the Tasmanian township of George Town.
As required by the Guidelines for the preparation of a Development Proposal and Environmental
Management Plan and further to discussions with the Tasmanian EPA, we understand that the use of
the New Zealand Standard NZS 6808:2010 Acoustics – Wind farm noise is acceptable for assessing
noise from the proposed wind farm.
Acoustic terminology used throughout this report is presented in Appendix A.

2.0

PROJECT DESCRIPTION

2.1

Wind farm layout
The wind farm is proposed to be located along Old Aerodrome Road, north of the Tasmanian
township of George Town, and comprises a total ten (10) wind turbines, comprising five (5) 3.4 MW
and five (5) 3.2 MW turbines.
A plan of the proposed wind farm is presented in Appendix B together with GPS coordinates for the
wind turbines.

2.2

Wind turbines

2.2.1 Turbine type
The candidate turbine model for this project is the Goldwind GW140-3.4 and GW140-3.2 turbine
with a rated power of 3.4 MW and 3.2 MW respectively. Both turbines have a hub height of 100 m
and a rotor diameter of 140 m.
The GW140 is a variable speed wind turbine. The speed of rotation and the amount of power
generated by each turbine is regulated by control systems which vary the pitch of the turbine blades
(the angular orientation of the blade relative to its axis).
Power transmission between the rotor and the generator within the turbine nacelle occurs via a
Permanent Magnet Direct Drive system (i.e. no gearbox within the turbine nacelle).
Details for this turbine model are detailed in Table 1.
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Table 1: WTG manufacturer specifications
Item

GW140-3.4

GW140-3.2

Make

Goldwind

Goldwind

Model

GW140-3.4

GW140-3.2

Rotor Diameter

140 m

140 m

Hub Height

100 m

100 m

Blade Orientation

Upwind

Upwind

Blade Configuration

Variable pitch

Variable pitch

Cut-in Wind Speed (hub height)

2.5 m/s

2.5 m/s

Rated Wind Speed (hub height)

11 m/s

11 m/s

Cut-out Wind Speed (hub height)

20 m/s

20 m/s

Sound Power LWA at 10 m/s (hub height)

107.5 dB*

106.7 dB*

Tonality audibility (∆La,k > 0 dB)

No**

No**

*
**

Guaranteed Sound Power (See Section 2.2.2)
See Section 2.2.3

2.2.2 Sound power levels
Sound power level test data for the Goldwind GW140-3.4 and GW140-3.2 turbines is presently
unavailable.
In lieu of test data, Goldwind has provided a specification containing theoretical sound power level
data for the purpose of the pre-development noise assessment.
The sound power levels are summarised in Table 2.
Table 2: Goldwind GW140 – Guaranteed sound power levels, LWA dB
Hub-height wind speed (m/s)
8

9

10

11

12

GW140-3.4

106.4

107.5

107.5

107.5

107.5

GW140-3.2

105.6

106.7

106.7

106.7

106.7

The guaranteed sound power levels in Table 1 are considered typical of the upper range of noise
emissions associated with comparable multi-megawatt wind turbines.
The data is therefore considered appropriate to reference in this assessment as a representation of
the apparent sound power levels of the turbines when tested and rated in accordance with
International Electrotechnical Commission publication IEC 61400-11:2012 Wind turbines - Part 11:
Acoustic noise measurement techniques (IEC 61400-11:2012). Further, the guaranteed values have
been adopted as the maximum apparent sound power level which would be measured from a
sample of turbines. Accordingly, adjustments for test uncertainty have not been applied to the
guaranteed sound power level data.
In the absence of test octave data for the GW140 turbine model, a representation of the sound
frequency characteristics of the noise emissions has been derived from test data for a Goldwind
GW121-2.5 turbine, and adjusted to correspond to the total sound power levels of the larger
turbines.
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The sound frequency characteristics (spectra) referenced in this assessment and tabular values of the
A-weighted octave band sound power spectra for the range of wind speeds are presented in 0.
In the event that test results in accordance with IEC 61400-11:2012 are not available prior to the start
of construction, noise emissions of the turbines, including sound frequency characteristics, are
proposed to be verified by on-site emission testing of the first turbines to commence operating at the
site. The results of this testing will be used to verify the suitability of the noise predictions based on
the guaranteed sound power levels presented herein.
The profile of A-weighted sound power levels per wind speed for the GW140-3.4 and GW140-3.2 is
presented in Figure 1 below, referenced to hub height wind speeds in the range 8-12 m/s.
Figure 1: Sound power level vs. wind speed for the GW140-3.4 and GW140-3.2

2.2.3 Tonality
In addition to total sound power levels, the guarantee for the GW140-3.4 and GW140-3.2 indicates
the following with respect to tonality:
The Goldwind turbine has no tonality or special audible characteristics.
The occurrence of tonality in the noise emissions of contemporary multi-megawatt turbine designs is
generally limited. The guarantee is therefore considered typical for the type of turbine being
considered for the Low Head Wind Farm. On the basis that the wind turbine complies with this
performance guarantee, adjustments for special audible characteristics are not applied to the
predicted noise levels presented in this assessment.
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2.3

Residential properties
Five (5) residential properties have been identified by Bartel Consulting in the vicinity of the proposed
wind farm. These properties are presented in Table 3.
Table 3: Residential properties in the vicinity of the proposed Low Head Wind Farm
Property

Noise Model
Designation

Distance to the
nearest turbine (m)

Direction to the
nearest turbine (o)

Nearest turbine

Residence #1 (H)

R1

817

83

T2

Residence #2

R2

820

347

T2

Residence #3

R3(1)

891

26

T2

Residence #4

R3(2)

1339

36

T2

Residence #5

R4

1536

70

T2

(H)

Host landowner property

GPS coordinates for the identified residential properties are presented in Appendix B.

3.0

NOISE LIMIT CRITERIA
Section 4.3 Key issue 3: Noise emissions of the Guidelines for the preparation of a Development
Proposal and Environmental Management Plan (DPEMP Guidelines) for the proposed Low Head
Wind Farm, dated October 2012, states the following:
The noise assessment is to be carried out following a contemporary procedure which is generally
consistent with NZS 6808 Standards. However, it should be noted that noise limit criteria will be
established by the EPA. The proponent should have regard to the national and state noise limit
standards and guidelines. It is recommended that the EPA’s Noise Specialist be consulted when
developing noise measurement and modelling protocols.
The Tasmanian EPA Noise Measurement Procedures Manual (NMPM), dated July 2008, references
the New Zealand Standard NZS 6808 and provides additional guidance regarding the assessment of
noise from wind farms in Tasmania.
As required by the DPEMP Guidelines, the EPA’s Noise Specialist was contacted on 19 February 2012
to clarify which version of NZS 6808 is applicable for this project. It has been determined that
procedures and noise limits detailed within the New Zealand Standard 6808:2010 Acoustics – Wind
farm noise (NZS 6808:2010) were appropriate for the assessment of noise impact of the proposed
Low Head Wind Farm.

3.1

NZS 6808:2010
Section C1.1 of NZS 6808:2010 discusses the intent of the standard, which is:
[...] to avoid adverse noise effects on people caused by the operation of wind farms while enabling
sustainable management of natural wind resources.
Furthermore, the Outcome Statement of NZS 6808:2010 reads as follows:
This Standard provides suitable methods for the prediction, measurement, and assessment of
sound from wind turbines. In the context of the Resource Management Act1, application of this
Standard will provide reasonable protection of health and amenity at noise sensitive locations.

1

The Resource Management Act is the over-arching planning legislation applicable in New Zealand
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To deliver on this objective the standard specifies noise criteria which are used to assess wind farm
noise as outlined below.

3.1.1 Noise limit
Section 5.2 Noise limit of NZS 6808:2010 defines acceptable noise limits as follows:
As a guide to the limits of acceptability at a noise sensitive location, at any wind speed wind farm
sound levels (LA90(10 min)) should not exceed the background sound level by more than 5 dB, or a
level of 40 dB LA90(10 min), whichever is the greater.
This arrangement of noise limits requires the noise associated with wind farms to be restricted to a
permissible level above background noise, except in instances when both the background and source
noise levels are low. In this respect, the criteria indicate that it is not necessary to continue to adhere
to a margin above background when the background values are below the range of 30-35 dB.
Compliance with the criteria may result in wind turbine noise being audible at some locations for
some of the time. The forwarding comments of NZS 6808:2010 note that:
Wind farm sound may be audible at times at noise sensitive locations, and this Standard does not
set limits that provide absolute protection for residents from audible wind farm sound. Guidance
is provided on noise limits that are considered reasonable for protecting sleep and amenity from
wind farm sound received at noise sensitive locations.

3.1.2 High amenity areas
Section 5.3.1 of NZS 6808:2010 states that the baseline noise limit of 40 dB LA90 detailed in
Section 3.1.1 is “appropriate for protection of sleep, health, and amenity of residents at most noise
sensitive locations.” It goes on to note that high amenity areas may require additional consideration:
[…] In special circumstances at some noise sensitive locations a more stringent noise limit may be
justified to afford a greater degree of protection of amenity during evening and night-time. A
high amenity noise limit should be considered where a plan promotes a higher degree of
protection of amenity related to the sound environment of a particular area, for example where
evening and night-time noise limits in the plan for general sound sources are more stringent than
40 dB LAeq(15 min) or 40 dBA L10. A high amenity noise limit should not be applied in any location
where background sound levels, assessed in accordance with section 7, are already affected by
other specific sources, such as road traffic sound.
The definition of a high amenity area provided in NZS 6808:2010 is specific to New Zealand planning
legislation and guidelines. A degree of interpretation is therefore required when determining how to
apply the concept of high amenity in Tasmania.
Further to our discussions with the EPA’s Noise Specialist, it is our understanding that the high
amenity noise limits would not apply for properties in the vicinity of the proposed Low Head wind
Farm. On that basis, high amenity areas are not considered further as part of this assessment.

3.1.3 Special audible characteristics
Section 5.4.2 of NZS 6808:2010 requires the following:
Wind turbine sound levels with special audible characteristics (such as tonality, impulsiveness and
amplitude modulation) shall be adjusted by arithmetically adding up to +6 dB to the measured
level at the noise sensitive location.
Notwithstanding this, the standard requires that wind farms be designed with no special audible
characteristics at nearby residential properties while concurrently noting in Section 5.4.1 that:
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[…] as special audible characteristics cannot always be predicted, consideration shall be given to
whether there are any special audible characteristics of the wind farm sound when comparing
measured levels with noise limits.
While the standard emphasises assessment of special audible characteristics during the postconstruction measurement phase of a project, an assessment of tonality can be carried out preconstruction, using tonality assessments carried out according to IEC 61400-11.

3.2

Noise Measurement Procedure Manual
Section 17 of the NMPM provides special considerations to be applied to the assessment of wind
farm noise in accordance with the superseded NZS 6808 Acoustics - The Assessment and
Measurement of Sound from Wind Turbine Generators (NZS 6808:1998).
The specific requirements presented in the NMPM are consistent with the requirements of
NZS 6808:2010.

4.0

NOISE ASSESSMENT METHODOLOGY
There are several key stages involved in a noise assessment undertaken in accordance with
NZS 6808:2010.
Firstly, preliminary wind farm noise predictions are carried out for all identified residential properties
around the wind farm. The results of the preliminary analysis are used for the following:
•

Identification of noise sensitive locations, where predicted wind farm noise levels exceed
35 dB LA90

•

Identification of selected noise sensitive locations where background noise monitoring should be
undertaken

The background noise surveys allow quantification of the existing ambient noise environment around
the proposed site. Section 7.1.4 of NZS 6808:2010 notes the following:
If there are no noise sensitive locations within the 35 dB LA90(10 min) predicted wind farm sound level
contour then background sound level measurements are not required.
Having identified noise sensitive locations and carried out any background noise monitoring that may
be required, applicable limits for wind farm noise may be determined.
Once noise limits have been established, further wind farm predictions are carried out. Compliance
is assessed by comparing the predicted wind farm noise levels with the noise limits over a range of
wind speeds.
Where required, alteration of the turbine layout or a noise management plan can be considered to
achieve compliance with noise limits.
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5.0

NOISE SENSITIVE LOCATIONS
NZS 6808:2010 requires that the noise assessment be undertaken at all noise sensitive locations in
the vicinity of the proposed wind farm which it defines as follows:
The location of a noise sensitive activity, associated with a habitable space or education space in a
building not on the wind farm site.
Noise sensitive locations include residential dwellings, schools and hotels located outside the wind
farm site where predicted wind farm noise levels exceed 35 dB LA90.
Host landowner properties are not considered as noise sensitive locations as part of an assessment in
accordance with NZS 6808:2010. However, they have been considered as part of this assessment for
informative purpose.
Preliminary noise predictions have been undertaken at the five (5) residential properties identified in
the vicinity of the wind farm using the methodology detailed in Section 4.0.
The preliminary noise predictions corresponding to the highest sound power level of 107.5 dB LWA for
the GW140-3.4 and 106.7 dB LWA for the GW140-3.2 (at a hub height wind speed of 10 m/s) are
presented in Table 4.
Table 4: Preliminary noise predictions
House

Noise Model
Designation

LAeq (dB)

Noise Sensitive
Location

Residence #1 (H)

R1

38

No

Residence #2

R2

40

Yes

Residence #3

R3(1)

37

Yes

Residence #4

R3(2)

34

No

Residence #5

R4

32

No

(H)

Host landowner property

It can be seen from Table 4 that predicted noise levels at two (2) of the four (4) non-involved
identified residential properties in the vicinity of the proposed wind farm are above 35 dB LAeq.
These two (2) properties are considered as noise sensitive locations in accordance with
NZS 6808:2010.
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6.0

MEASUREMENTS

6.1

Noise monitoring
According to Section 7.1 of NZS 6808:2010, background noise monitoring should be carried out at the
two (2) identified noise sensitive locations.
Permission to undertake background noise monitoring was not granted by the land owner of
Residence #2. To quantify the background noise environment around this property, a noise monitor
was placed approximately 4 meters south of Residence #2 driveway, across Old Aerodrome Road on
the Archer’s property.
Although Residence #5 is not identified as a noise sensitive location in accordance with
NZS 6808:2010, background noise monitoring was also undertaken this property. The results of this
monitoring are considered representative of the background noise environment at Residence #5, and
the residential properties located further to the west.
Background noise data at two (2) properties have been deemed representative of background noise
levels at another two (2) properties, as detailed in Table 3.
Details of the measurement campaign are provided in Table 5 and monitoring results are provided in
Appendix C.
Table 5: Background noise monitoring locations
House

Monitoring period

Representative of

Residence #2

7 December 2012 to 1 January 2013

-

Residence #3

7 December 2012 to 26 December 2012

Residence #4

Residence #5

7 December 2012 to 7 January 2013

Residence #1

01dB DUO Class 1 noise loggers have been used to measure the background noise levels, recording
sound levels across continuous 10 minute intervals.
Table 6: Noise logger serial numbers and calibration dates
Serial number

Property monitored

Calibration date

10433

Residence #5

3 April 2012

10447

Residence #3

6 April 2012

10457

Residence #2

4 July 2012

The noise loggers were calibrated before and after placement at site, with no significant drift
observed at the end of the monitoring periods. Laboratory calibration certificates are provided in
Appendix D.
The noise loggers were placed at least 5 m from the nearest dwelling in positions that were
representative of the general ambient noise environment (with the exception of Residence #2,
where an alternative location was used). Photographs of logger positions are presented in
Appendix C.
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6.2

Wind speed monitoring
Wind speed and direction data has been collected at a met mast on the proposed wind farm site
throughout the noise monitoring period.
The location of the met mast is presented in Table 7.
Table 7: Met mast location, MGA94

Met Mast

Easting (m)

Northing (m)

754300

6171498

Wind speed and direction data has been collected at 92m AGL, whilst the proposed turbine hub
height is 100 m. Given the small difference between these two heights and the uncertainties that
would be introduced in any adjustment to a different reference height, the 92m data has been taken
as representative of hub height data without further adjustment.
Wind data collected at the met mast has been provided to us by Alstom Wind. This wind data has
been used for correlations with noise data.

6.3

Rainfall data
Where it is considered likely that rainfall has occurred at the monitoring locations, associated noise
and wind speed data points must be removed from regression analysis.
Rain intensity was measured using a Vaisala WXT520 weather station connected to the 01dB DUO
noise logger at Residence #3.
Photographs of weather station position are presented in Appendix C.
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7.0

NOISE LIMITS
Wind speed dependant noise limits have been derived at each of the noise monitoring locations in
accordance with NZS 6808:2010, as detailed in Section 3.1 above.
A regression analysis has been undertaken by correlating the measured background noise levels with
hub height wind speeds. Where rainfall was detected during a given measurement interval noise
data for that period has been removed from regression analysis.
A summary of collected data points and regression information is presented in Table 8.
Table 8: Summary of collected data points and regression information
Number of data points
House

Measured

Removed

Analysed

Regression information
Equation

R2

(where x is the hub height wind speed)

Residence #2

3590

135

3455

-0.005392x3 +0.1408x2 +0.1451x +26.66

0.53

Residence #3

4440

135

4305

-0.0131x3 +0.4054x2 -2.383x +35.75

0.60

Residence #5

2805

135

2670

-0.01161x3 +0.3165x2 -1.287x +40.35

0.56

Section C7.2.1 of NZS 6808:2010 recommends that a minimum of 1,440 data points be collected in
order to capture a suitable range of data. It can be seen from Table 8 that the minimum 1,440 data
points are included in the analysis for all monitored locations.
Regression analysis and derived noise limits are presented in the figures below for all monitored
locations, showing the following:
•

Analysed background noise levels versus hub height wind speeds (blue points)

•

Fitted background noise regression line (blue line)

•

Derived NZS 6808:2010 noise limits (black line)
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Figure 2: Regression analysis and derived noise limits - Residence #2

Figure 3: Regression analysis and derived noise limits – Residence #3
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Figure 4: Regression analysis and derived noise limits – Residence #5

It can be seen from Figure 4 that background noise levels measured at Residence #5 are generally
higher than those measured at the other two locations. This is consistent with the close proximity of
Residence #5 to the ocean compared to the other positions located further inland.
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8.0

NOISE PREDICTIONS

8.1

Predicted noise levels
Noise from the Low Head Wind Farm has been predicted using ISO 9613-2:1996 Acoustics –
Attenuation of sound during propagation outdoors Part 2: General method of calculation
(ISO 9613-2:1996) as implemented in version 7.4 of SoundPLAN. This latest version of the software
considers the corrections for screening and ground effects recommended by the UK Institute of
Acoustics2. Predictions have been carried out using the sound power level data presented in
Section 2.2.2.
Calculations have been performed using octave band data from 63 Hz to 8 kHz and each wind turbine
has been modelled as a point source with a hub height of 100 m and a rotor diameter of 140 m. All
noise predictions use a receiver height of 1.5m above ground level. Possible screening effects from
the landscape are considered using 10 m elevation contour information provided by the proponent.
Atmospheric attenuation has been modelled using a temperature of 10 °C and 70 % relative humidity
as recommended by NZS 6808:2010.
The hardness of the ground between the sources and the receivers needs to be defined in
accordance with ISO 9613-2:1996. 100 % hard ground (G=0) is considered to be fully reflective as
would occur with concrete or asphalt, while 100 % soft ground (G=1) would be considered to
absorptive and be appropriate for fields and grass. Our experience is that, in rural areas, it is
appropriate to assume that the ground is 50 % hard/50 % soft (G=0.5). A ground factor (G) of 0.5 has
been used in the predictions.
Further details regarding the use of ISO 9613-2:1996 for wind farm nose predictions and the use of
G=0.5 is presented in Appendix E.
Predicted noise levels from the proposed wind farm at all residential properties identified in Table 4
are compared with the applicable NZS 6808:2010 noise limits as detailed in the figures below.

2

UK Institute of Acoustics A good practice guide to the application of ETSU-R-97 for the assessment and rating of wind turbine noise
dated May 2013
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Figure 5: NZS 6808:2010 compliance - Residence #2

Figure 6: NZS 6808:2010 compliance – Residence #3 and Residence #4
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Figure 7: NZS 6808:2010 compliance - Residence #1 and Residence #5

A summary of predicted noise levels is presented in Table 9 for the wind speed range at which sound
power level data is available.
Table 9: Predicted noise from the Low Head Wind Farm, dB LAeq
House

Hub height wind speed (m/s)

Compliance with
noise limits?

8

9

10

11

12

Residence #1 (H)

36.6

37.7

37.7

37.7

37.7

✓

Residence #2

38.7

39.8

39.8

39.8

39.8

✓

Residence #3

36.3

37.4

37.4

37.4

37.4

✓

Residence #4

32.7

33.8

33.8

33.8

33.8

✓

Residence #5

31.1

32.2

32.2

32.2

32.2

✓

(H)

Host landowner property

It can be seen from Table 9 that predicted noise levels from the proposed wind farm comply with the
applicable noise limits at all five (5) assessed receivers within the range of assessed wind speeds.
Predicted wind farm noise at all residential properties further from the wind farm is less than
30 dB LAeq and therefore comply with the lowest possible NZS 6808:2010 noise limit of 40 dB LAeq at
all wind speeds.
As requested by the Tasmanian EPA, predicted noise levels have been plotted together with the
measured background noise levels and the resulting graphs are presented in Appendix F. A noise
contour map is presented in F3 for the hub height wind speed of 10 m/s, corresponding to highest
sound power level of 107.5 dB LWA for the GW140-3.4 and 106.7 dB LWA for the GW140-3.2.
If the turbine selection and/or layout are to be changed, compliance with the relevant noise limit will
need to be reassessed.
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8.2

Special audible characteristics

8.2.1 Tonality
As detailed in Section 2.2.3, the guarantee for the GW140-3.3 indicates the Goldwind turbine has no
tonality or special audible characteristic.
The occurrence of tonality in the noise emissions of contemporary multi-megawatt turbine designs is
generally limited. The guarantee is therefore considered typical for the type of turbine being
considered for the project and on the basis that the wind turbine complies with this performance
guarantee, adjustments for special audible characteristics are not applied to the predicted noise
levels presented.

8.2.2 Other wind farm noise characteristics
The limits adopted for the assessment of operational noise from wind farms represent relatively low
levels which have been specified in recognition of the quieter rural environments in which wind
farms are normally located.
However, consistent with noise policies applied to other forms of development, the criteria are not
intended to restrict wind farm noise to inaudible levels. Accordingly, a wind farm which achieves
compliance with the criteria may still be audible at surrounding receiver locations on some occasions;
this will depend on a range of factors such as the time of day, the speed and direction of the wind,
the proximity to turbines, the extent of vegetation around the dwelling, and the degree to which the
dwelling is sheltered from prevailing wind conditions. Irrespective of the relatively low levels which
operational wind farm noise is restricted to, an individual’s judgement of the audible noise from a
wind farm is highly subjective and will be influenced by a range of contextual factors.
The subject of the wind farm noise and its characteristics has attracted considerable attention
recently. Specific attention has been directed to alleged matters relating to low frequency sound as
well as infrasound and vibration. Low frequency sounds are generally regarded as sounds above
20 Hz and extending upwards into the range of 100-200 Hz. The definition of infrasound often varies
in different jurisdictions, but is generally accepted to refer to frequencies of sound which lie below
20Hz. While 20 Hz is commonly cited as the lower bound of audibility, frequencies below 20 Hz can
still be audible, provided that the level of the sound is sufficiently high to exceed the threshold of
audibility at those frequencies.
Common with many other sources of noise, wind turbines emit infrasound, low frequency sound and
ground vibrations. However, what is often overlooked is that these types of sound and vibration are
a feature of the everyday environment in which we live and arise from a wide range of natural
sources such as the wind and the ocean to man-made sources such as domestic appliances,
transportation and agricultural equipment. The important point in relation to wind turbines is that
the levels of these types of emissions are low and therefore, in many cases, cannot be reliably
measured amidst normal background levels.
These types of emissions have been the subject of considerable misrepresentation in media
commentary. Notably, the work of Dr Geoff Leventhall, a prominent UK consultant in the field of
acoustics and vibration, and researcher in the field of low frequency noise is often cited in some
documents which continue to claim concerns about infrasound and low frequency noise from wind
turbines. However, Dr Leventhall has regularly made clear statements to assert that there is no
significant infrasound from current designs of wind turbines and very little low frequency sound,
neither of which are anywhere near the sorts of levels which would represent a direct health risk for
neighbouring residents of modern wind farms.
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An example such publication, co-authored by Dr Leventhall, was published in the UK Institute of
Acoustics Bulletin in March 20093. This publication was prepared as an agreement between acoustic
consultants regularly employed on behalf of wind farm developers, and conversely acoustic
consultants regularly employed by local councils and community groups campaigning against wind
farm developments. The intent of the article was to promote consistent assessment practices, and
to assist in restricting wind farm noise disputes to legitimate matters of concern. On the subject of
infrasound and low frequency noise, the article notes:
Infrasound is the term generally used to describe sound at frequencies below 20Hz. At separation
distances from wind turbines which are typical of residential locations the levels of infrasound
from wind turbines are well below the human perception level. Infrasound from wind turbines is
often at levels below that of the noise generated by wind around buildings and other obstacles.
Sounds at frequencies from about 20Hz to 200Hz are conventionally referred to as low frequency
sounds. A report for the DTI in 2006 by Hayes McKenzie concluded that neither infrasound nor
low frequency noise was a significant factor at the separation distances at which people lived.
This was confirmed by a peer review by a number of consultants working in this field. We concur
with this view.
A Portuguese group has been researching ‘Vibro-acoustic Disease’ (VAD) for about 25 years.
Their research initially focussed on aircraft technicians who were exposed to very high overall
noise levels, typically over 120dB. A range of health problems has been described for the
technicians, which the researchers linked to high levels of low frequency noise exposure. However
other research has not confirmed this. Wind farms expose people to sound pressure levels orders
of magnitude less than the noise levels to which the aircraft technicians were exposed. The
Portuguese VAD group has not produced evidence to support their new hypothesis that
infrasound and low frequency noise from wind turbines causes similar health effects to those
experienced by the aircraft technicians.
Another example of the misrepresentations made in relation to the environmental effects of wind
turbines centred around work carried out by Keele University in the UK on ground vibration.
Professor Peter Styles and his team at Keele University undertook a study of the effects of wind
turbines on the seismic detection array at Eskdalemuir, Scotland. The results of this work were
widely misinterpreted and resulted in a statement4 from Professor Styles:
We are writing to clarify some misconceptions [...] about wind farm noise. Whilst it is technically
correct that ‘vibrations can be picked up as far away as 10km’, to give the impression that they
can be felt at this distance is highly misleading. The levels of vibration from wind turbines are so
small that only the most sophisticated instrumentation and data processing can reveal their
presence, and they are almost impossible to detect. The Dunlaw study was designed to measure
effects of extremely low level vibration on one of the quietest sites (Eskdalemuir) in the world, and
one which houses one of the most sensitive seismic installations in the world. Vibrations at this
level and in this frequency range will be available from all kinds of sources such as traffic and
background noise - they are not confined to wind turbines. To put the level of vibration into
context, they are ground vibrations with amplitudes of about one millionth of a millimetre. There
is no possibility of humans sensing the vibration and absolutely no risk to human health. It is,
however, an issue for the Eskdalemuir seismic array, as it can detect this level of vibration. It is
designed to detect explosions and earthquakes of a low magnitude from all over the world.

3

4

Institute of Acoustics Bulletin – Bowdler, Bullmore, Davis, Hayes, Jiggins, Leventhall, McKenzie - Prediction and
Assessment of Wind Turbine Noise –March 2009
Keele University Rejects Renewable Energy Foundation’s Low Frequency Noise Research Claims.
http://www.bwea.com/ref/lfn_keele.html.
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The infrasound generated by wind turbines can only be detected by the most sensitive equipment,
and again this is at levels far below that at which humans will detect the low frequency sound.
There is no scientific evidence to suggest that infrasound has an impact on human health.
More recent measurements56 have demonstrated that infrasound and low frequency sound
produced by regularly encountered natural and man-made sources, such as the infrasound produced
by the wind or distant traffic is comparable to that of modern wind turbines. UK studies7 have also
indicated measured infrasound levels in the vicinity of modern multi-megawatt wind farms to be
substantially lower than the threshold of hearing for even the most sensitive members of the
population. With respect to infrasonic noise levels below the hearing threshold, the World Health
Organization has stated8 that:
There is no reliable evidence that infrasounds below the hearing threshold produce physiological
or psychological effects
In 2010, the UK Health Protection Agency published a report9 on the health effects of exposure to
ultrasound and infrasound. The exposures considered in the report related to medical applications
and general environmental exposure. The report notes:
Infrasound is widespread in modern society, being generated by cars, trains and aircraft, and by
industrial machinery, pumps, compressors and low speed fans. Under these circumstances,
infrasound is usually accompanied by the generation of audible, low frequency noise. Natural
sources of infrasound include thunderstorms and fluctuations in atmospheric pressure, wind and
waves, and volcanoes; running and swimming also generate changes in air pressure at infrasonic
frequencies.
[...]
For infrasound, aural pain and damage can occur at exposures above about 140 dB, the threshold
depending on the frequency. The best-established responses occur following acute exposures at
intensities great enough to be heard and may possibly lead to a decrease in wakefulness. The
available evidence is inadequate to draw firm conclusions about potential health effects
associated with exposure at the levels normally experienced in the environment, especially the
effects of long-term exposures. The available data do not suggest that exposure to infrasound
below the hearing threshold levels is capable of causing adverse effects.
In response to ongoing concerns regarding potential health effects associated with these types of
emissions, the Australian Government’s National Health and Medical Research Council issued a
public statement in July 2010 titled Wind Turbines and Health supporting the view that there is no
published scientific evidence to positively link wind turbines with direct health impacts.
Other reported effects of modern wind farm noise relate to an effect known as enhanced amplitude
modulation which relates to the rhythmic rise and fall in the level of noise associated with a wind
farm, over and above the normal variation in noise associated with a wind turbine.

5

Sonus report for Pacific Hydro - Infrasound measurements from wind farms and other sources – November 2010 - see
http://www.pacifichydro.com.au/media/192017/infrasound_report.pdf

6

Evans, T., Cooper, J. & Lenchine, V., Infrasound levels near windfarms and in other environments, South Australia EPA
& Resonate Acoustics, January 2013, see http://www.epa.sa.gov.au/xstd_files/Noise/Report/infrasound.pdf

7

Former UK Department of Trade and Industry, Hayes Mckenzie Partnership - The Measurement of Low Frequency
Noise at Three UK Wind Farms; contract number W/45/00656/00/00, 2006

8

World Health Organization, Berglund, Lindvall - Community Noise - 1995

9

Health Protection Agency UK – Health Effects of Exposure to Ultrasound and Infrasound – Report of the independent
Advisory Group on Non-ionising Radiation - 2010
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Despite considerable attention to this subject in recent years, little evidence currently exists to
confirm the presence of this type of effect. This is largely due to the very limited numbers of sites
where the effect has been reported, and at the sites where it has been reported, the limited and very
specific atmospheric conditions required to result in the reported effect. In recognition of the limited
apparent extent of this reported matter, the subject of enhanced amplitude modulation has not
altered the approach to wind farm noise assessment in Australia and the current noise policies
continue to represent a suitable basis for designing and assessing new wind farm developments.

9.0

CONCLUSION
The Low Head Wind Farm is proposed to consist of ten (10) Goldwind GW140 wind turbines,
comprising five (5) 3.4 MW and five (5) 3.2 MW each with a hub height of 100 m and a rotor
diameter of 140 m.
An assessment has been undertaken in accordance with NZS 6808:2010 as required by the Guidelines
for the preparation of a Development Proposal and Environmental Management Plan at five (5)
residential properties identified by Bartel Consulting in the vicinity of the proposed wind farm.
Predicted noise levels have been calculated at all five (5) identified properties using the
ISO 9613-2:1996 algorithm as implemented in version 7.4 of SoundPLAN, which considers the
corrections for screening and ground effects recommended by the UK Institute of Acoustics.
The Goldwind GW140-3.4 and GW140-3.2 guaranteed sound power level data has been used in lieu
of test result data derived in accordance with IEC 61400-11:2012. The data should be confirmed once
an independent IEC 61400-11 test report for the GW140-3.4 and GW140-3.2 is available.
It has been found that predicted wind farm noise complies with the NZS 6808:2010 noise limits at all
five (5) identified properties.
If the turbine selection and/or layout are to be changed, compliance with the relevant noise limits
will need to be reassessed.

10.0

SUMMARY OF PARAMETERS
Documentation of relevant parameters as required by NZS 6808:2010 is contained in Appendix H.
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APPENDIX A ACOUSTIC TERMINOLOGY
A-weighting

The process by which noise levels are corrected to account for the non-linear
frequency response of the human ear.

dB

Decibel
The unit of sound level.
Expressed as a logarithmic ratio of sound pressure P relative to a reference pressure
of Pr=20 Pa i.e. dB = 20 x log(P/Pr)

Frequency

The number of pressure fluctuation cycles per second of a sound wave. Measured in
units of Hertz (Hz).

Hertz (Hz)

Hertz is the unit of frequency. One hertz is one cycle per second.
One thousand hertz is a kilohertz (kHz).

Octave Band

A range of frequencies where the highest frequency included is twice the lowest
frequency. Octave bands are referred to by their logarithmic centre frequencies,
these being 31.5 Hz, 63 Hz, 125 Hz, 250 Hz, 500 Hz, 1 kHz, 2 kHz, 4 kHz, 8 kHz, and 16
kHz for the audible range of sound.

LA90

The A-weighted noise level exceeded for 90% of the measurement period, measured
in dB. This is commonly referred to as the background noise level.

LAeq

The A-weighted equivalent continuous sound level. This is commonly referred to as
the average noise level and is measured in dB.

APPENDIX B LOW HEAD WIND FARM LAYOUT
B1

B2

Turbine layout (MGA94 Zone 55)
Turbine

Type

Easting (m)

Northing (m)

T1

GW140-3.2

488331

5457537

T2

GW140-3.2

488195

5457295

T3

GW140-3.2

489208

5457487

T4

GW140-3.2

489150

5457219

T5

GW140-3.2

489234

5456863

T6

GW140-3.4

491236

5457211

T7

GW140-3.4

491647

5456902

T9

GW140-3.4

491990

5457738

T10

GW140-3.4

492164

5458106

T12

GW140-3.4

491509

5456646

Assessed residential properties (MGA94 Zone 55)

Property

Noise
Model
Designation

Easting (m)

Northing (m)

Distance to
the nearest
turbine (m)

Angle to the
nearest
turbine (o)

Nearest
turbine

Residence #1 (H)

R1

487384

5457200

817

83

T2

Residence #2

R2

488379

5456495

820

347

T2

Residence #3

R3(1)

487808

5456492

891

26

T2

Residence #4

R3(2)

487407

5456213

1339

36

T2

Residence #5

R4

486750

5456774

1536

70
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APPENDIX D CALIBRATION CERTIFICATES

APPENDIX E NOISE PREDICTION MODEL
Environmental noise levels associated with wind farms are predicted using engineering methods. The
international standard ISO 9613-2:1996 Acoustics – Attenuation of sound during propagation outdoors Part
2: General method of calculation (ISO 9613-2:1996) has been chosen as the most appropriate method to
calculate the level of broadband A-weighted wind farm noise expected to occur at surrounding receptor
locations. This method is considered to be the most robust and widely used international method for the
prediction of wind farm noise.
The use of this standard is supported by international research publications, measurement studies conducted
by Marshall Day Acoustics and direct reference to the standard in the South Australian EPA 2009 wind farm
noise guidelines, AS 4959:2010 Acoustics – Measurement, prediction and assessment of noise from wind
turbine generators and NZS 6808:2010 Acoustics – Wind farm noise.
The standard specifies an engineering method for calculating noise at a known distance from a variety of
sources under meteorological conditions favourable to sound propagation. The standard defines favourable
conditions as downwind propagation where the wind blows from the source to the receiver within an angle
of +/-45 degrees from a line connecting the source to the receiver, at wind speeds between approximately
1 m/s and 5 m/s, measured at a height of 3 m to 11 m above the ground. Equivalently, the method accounts
for average propagation under a well-developed moderate ground based thermal inversion. In this respect,
it is noted that at the wind speeds relevant to noise emissions from wind turbines, atmospheric conditions do
not favour the development of thermal inversions throughout the propagation path from the source to the
receiver.
To calculate far-field noise levels according to ISO 9613-2:1996, the noise emissions of each turbine are firstly
characterised in the form of octave band frequency levels. A series of octave band attenuation factors are
then calculated for a range of effects including:
•

Geometric divergence

•

Air absorption

•

Reflecting obstacles

•

Screening

•

Vegetation

•

Ground reflections

The octave band attenuation factors are applied to the noise emission data to determine the corresponding
octave band and total calculated noise level at receiver locations.
Calculating the attenuation factors for each effect requires a relevant description of the environment into
which the sound propagates such as the physical dimensions of the environment, atmospheric conditions
and the characteristics of the ground between the source and the receiver.
Wind farm noise propagation has been the subject of considerable research in recent years with studies
generally providing support for the reliability of engineering methods such as ISO 9613-2:1996 when a
certain set of input parameters are chosen in combination. Specifically, the studies to date suggest that the
assignment of a ground factor of G=0.5 for the source, middle and receiver ground regions between a wind
farm and a calculation point tends to provide a reliable representation of the upper noise levels expected in
practice, when modelled in combination with other key assumptions; specifically all turbines operating at
identical wind speeds, emitting sound levels equal to the test measured levels plus a margin for uncertainty
(or guaranteed values), at a temperature of 10 degrees and relative humidity of 70 % to 80 %, with specific
adjustments for screening and ground effects as a result of the ground terrain profile.

In support of the use of ISO 9613-2:1996 and the choice of G=0.5 as an appropriate ground characterisation,
the following references are noted:
•

NZS 6808:2010 refers to ISO 9613-2:1996 as an appropriate prediction methodology for wind farm noise,
and notes that soft ground conditions should be characterised by a ground factor of G=0.5

•

In 1998, a comprehensive study10 (commonly cited as the Joule Report), part funded by the European
Commission found that the ISO 9613-2:1996 model provided a robust representation of upper noise
levels which may occur in practice, and provided a closer agreement between predicted and measured
noise levels than alternative standards such as CONCAWE and ENM. Specifically, the report indicated the
ISO 9613-2:1996 method generally tends to marginally over-predict noise levels expected in practice

•

The UK Institute of Acoustics journal dated March/April 2009 published a joint agreement between
practitioners in the field of wind farm noise assessment (the 2009 joint IoA agreement), including
consultants routinely employed on behalf of both developers and community opposition groups, and
indicated the ISO 9613-2:1996 method as the appropriate standard and specifically designated G=0.5 as
the appropriate ground characterisation. It is noted that this publication referred to predictions made to
receiver heights of 4 m in the interest of representing 2-storey dwellings which are more common in the
UK. Predictions in Australia are generally based on a lower prediction height of 1.5 m which tends to
result in higher ground attenuation factors for a given ground factor, however conversely, predictions in
Australia do not generally incorporate a -2 dB factor (as applied in the UK) to represent the relationship
between LAeq and LA90 noise levels. The result is that these differences tend to balance out to a
comparable approach and thus supports the use of G=0.5 in the context of Australian prediction
methodologies.

•

The IoA document A good practice guide to the application of ETSU-R-97 for the assessment and rating of
wind turbine noise (IOA GPG) published in May 2013 provides detailed descriptive advice to assist with
the use of ETSU-R-97 for noise assessment of UK wind farm developments. The good practice guide
recommends a ground factor of G=0.5 when used in conjunction with the inputs described in the UK
(IoA) journal article noted above.

•

A range of comparative measurement and prediction studies11, 12, 13 for wind farms in which Marshall Day
Acoustics’ staff have been involved in has provided further support for the use of ISO 9613:1996 and
G=0.5 as an appropriate representation of typical upper noise levels expected to occur in practice.

•

A factor of G=0.5 is frequently applied in Australia for general environmental noise modelling purposes as
a way of accounting for the potential mix of ground porosity which may occur in regions of
dry/compacted soils or in regions where persistent damp conditions may be relevant

10

Bass, Bullmore and Sloth - Development of a wind farm noise propagation prediction model;
Contract JOR3-CT95-0051, Final Report, January 1996 to May 1998.

11

Bullmore, Adcock, Jiggins & Cand – Wind Farm Noise Predictions: The Risks of Conservatism; Presented at the Second
International Meeting on Wind Turbine Noise in Lyon, France September 2007

12

Bullmore, Adcock, Jiggins & Cand – Wind Farm Noise Predictions and Comparisons with Measurements; Presented at
the Third International Meeting on Wind Turbine Noise in Aalborg, Denmark June 2009

13

Delaire, Griffin, & Walsh – Comparison of predicted wind farm noise emission and measured post-construction noise
levels at the Portland Wind Energy Project in Victoria, Australia; Presented at the Fourth International Meeting on
Wind Turbine Noise in Rome, April 2011

The key findings of these studies demonstrated the suitability of the ISO 9613-2:1996 method to predict the
propagation of wind turbine noise for:
•

the types of noise source heights associated with a modern wind farm, extending the scope of
application of the method beyond the 30m maximum source heights considered in the original
ISO 9613-2:1996;

•

the types of environments in which wind farms are typically developed, and the range of atmospheric
conditions and wind speeds typically observed around wind farm sites. Importantly, this supports the
extended scope of application to wind speeds in excess of 5 m/s.

In addition to the choice of ground factor referred to above, the ISO 9613-2:1996 standard has also
been used with due regard to the recommended adjustments for terrain recommended in the Joule
Report. The following adjustments have been made:
•

In instances where the ground terrain provides marginal or partial acoustic screening, the barrier effect
has been limited to not more than 2 dB.

•

Barrier attenuation has been calculated based on the screening expected for the source located at the tip
height of the turbine.

•

In instances where the ground falls away significantly between the source and receiver, such as valleys,
an adjustment of 3 dB has been added to the calculated sound pressure level. A terrain profile in which
the ground falls away significantly is defined as one where the mean sound propagation height is at least
50 % greater than would occur over flat ground.

These methodologies are supported by the UK Institute of Acoustics document A Good Practice Guide to the
application of ESTU-R-97 for the Assessment and Rating of Wind Turbine Noise.

APPENDIX F PREDICTED NOISE LEVELS AND BACKGROUND NOISE LEVELS
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APPENDIX G NOISE CONTOUR MAP

APPENDIX H DOCUMENTATION
H1

Predictions

(a) Map of the site showing topography, turbines and residential properties: Refer Appendix B and see
Appendix G
(b) Noise sensitive locations: See Section 5.0 and Appendix B
(c) Wind turbine sound power levels, LWA dB (also refer to Section 2.2.2)
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(d) Wind turbine model: Goldwind GW140-3.4 and GW140-3.2, details provided in Table 1 of
Section 2.2.1
(e) Turbine hub height: 100 m
(f)

Rotor diameter: 140 m

(g) Distance of noise sensitive locations from the wind turbines: See Table 3 of Section 2.2
(h) Calculation procedure used: ISO 9613-2:1996 prediction algorithm as implemented
in SoundPLAN v7.4 (See Section 8.0 and Appendix E)
(i)

Meteorological conditions assumed:
• Temperature: 10°C
• Relative humidity: 70%
• Atmospheric pressure: 101.325 kPa

(j)

Air absorption parameters:
Octave band mid frequency (Hz)
Description
Atmospheric attenuation
(dB/km)

63
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32.8
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(k)

Ground attenuation: G=0.5 (See Appendix E)

(l)

Topography/screening: Screening effects in accordance with ISO 9613-2:1996 prediction
algorithm, limited to 2 dB, as detailed in Appendix E

(m)

Predicted far-field wind farm sound levels: See Section 8.0

H2

Background Sound Levels

(a) Description of sound monitoring equipment: See Section 6.1
(b) Location of sound monitoring positions: See Table 5 of Section 6.1 and Appendix C
(c) Description of the anemometry equipment: Available upon request
(d) Position of wind speed measurements: See Table 7 of Section 6.2
(e) Time and duration of the monitoring periods: See Table 5 of Section 6.1
(f)

Averaging period (wind and noise data): 10 minutes

(g) Atmospheric conditions:
• Wind speed: See Appendix C
• Wind Direction: Available upon request
• Rainfall: Available upon request
(h) Number of data points measured: See Table 8 of Section 7.0
(i)

Description of the regression analysis: See Table 8 of Section 7.0

(j)

Graphical plots of the data scatter and the regression curves: See Section 7.0

Appendix E – Botanical Survey and Fauna Habitat
Assessment for Wind Farm Site
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Executive Summary
GHD Pty Ltd (GHD) has been engaged by Low Head Wind Farm Pty Ltd to undertake a targeted
ecological assessment for the proposed Low Head Wind Farm - Site Footprint. This assessment forms
part of the environmental assessments required to obtain approval for this project.
A GHD Senior Botanist and a GHD Zoologist/Ecologist conducted a Targeted Ecological Assessment
of the proposed impact areas (wind turbine locations, access roads and distribution lines) for the Low
Head Wind Farm - Site Footprint in November 2013. The field survey found:


Two threatened communities not previously recorded within the site footprint:
– Freshwater aquatic sedgeland and rushland (ASF), which is listed as vulnerable under
State legislation; and
– Melaleuca ericifolia swamp forest (NME), which is listed as endangered under State
legislation.



Nine threatened flora within proposed turbine locations and/or along proposed access roads or
distribution lines:
– Acacia ulicifolia (juniper wattle), which is listed as rare under State legislation;
– Calocephalus lacteus (milky beautyheads), which is listed as rare under State legislation;
– Cynoglossum austral (coast houndstongue), which is listed as rare under State
legislation;
– Phyllangium divergens (wiry mitrewort), which is listed as vulnerable under State
legislation;
– Stylidium perpusillum (tiny triggerplant), which is listed as rare under State legislation;
and
– Xanthorrhoea arenaria (and possibly X. bracteata) considered collectively as X.
arenaria/bracteata complex (sand/shiny grasstree), with the former listed as vulnerable
under both State and Federal legislation, and the latter listed as vulnerable under State
legislation and endangered under Federal legislation. Hybrids between this (these) species
and the non-threatened X. australis (southern grasstree) were also detected within the study
area.



Potential habitat for a variety of threatened fauna, and direct observations and/or evidence of
three threatened fauna within the study area:
– Tasmanian devil (Sarcophilus harrisii), which is listed as endangered under both State
and Federal legislation;
– Wedge-tailed eagle (Aquila audax subsp. fleayi), which is listed as endangered under
both State and Federal legislation; and
– Green and gold frog (Litoria raniformis), which is listed as vulnerable under both State
and Federal legislation.



Two declared weeds, namely Ulex europaeus (gorse) and Carduus pycnocephalus (slender
thistle).

The following legislative requirements have been identified for this component of the project:


Offsets may be required for the project, and should be discussed with the relevant approving
authorities (Tasmanian Environment Protection Authority and Commonwealth Department of the
Environment);
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Permit(s) under the TSP Act, obtained from the Biodiversity Conservation Branch of DPIPWE,
will likely be required for impacts to State-listed flora and fauna (assessed through the abovementioned DPEMP approval process);



Control measures for declared weeds will need to be incorporated in a site specific Construction
Environmental Management Plan (CEMP) or preparation of a Weed Management/Hygiene
Plan.

The above summary is based on current plans for the proposed Low Head Wind Farm - Site Footprint
and may need to be revised if the plans change.
This report is subject to, and must be read in conjunction with, the limitations set out in Section 1.4 and
the assumptions and qualifications contained throughout the Report.
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1.

Introduction
1.1

Background

Low Head Wind Farm Pty Ltd previously engaged GHD Pty Ltd (GHD) to undertake an
ecological assessment of a proposed wind farm, near Low Head in northern Tasmania, in 2011
(refer Low Head Wind Farm Botanical Survey & Fauna Habitat Assessment, GHD 2011). That
original survey focused on identifying broad-scale ecological values, to guide the design and
layout of the wind farm.
The original study identified a mosaic of habitat types and ecological values within the wind farm
site, including threatened vegetation communities, flora and fauna, and other parts of the site
dominated by agricultural land (FAG) and bracken fern (FPF). This mosaic provided
opportunities to site wind farm infrastructure within the more disturbed areas, therefore limiting
the overall impact of the development.
Subsequent to the initial ecological assessment, GHD revisited the site to undertake more
focused survey of proposed turbine locations, which had been selected through a multi-criteria
analysis undertaken by Low Head Wind Farm Pty Ltd.
The purpose of that study was to describe the threatened flora, vegetation communities and
threatened fauna habitat within the footprint of the proposed wind turbine locations (refer Draft
report for Flora and Fauna Assessment – Micrositing, GHD 2012). The intention of that report
was to provide guidance to Low Head Wind Farm Pty Ltd for wind turbine layout, to both
minimise ecological impacts and understand the ecological impacts of the final turbine locations
selected.
Since completion of a draft report in April 2012, final wind turbine locations have been chosen.
Routes of proposed access roads and distribution corridors have also now been determined.
In response to a request from the Environment Protection Authority (EPA) to undertake a
targeted assessment of the chosen turbine locations, as well as the additional impact areas
(access roads and distribution corridors), GHD has undertaken a Targeted Ecological
Assessment of these key impact areas (development footprint) within the wind farm site. The
Threatened Species Unit of the EPA specifically requested this targeted assessment be
undertaken during November.
The Draft report for Flora and Fauna Assessment – Micrositing (GHD 2012) has therefore been
updated (and renamed) to include the results of the Targeted Ecological Assessment within the
development footprint (this document).
This ecological assessment forms part of the environmental assessments required to obtain
approval for this component of the proposed wind farm project.

1.2

Study Area

The proposed facility, near Low Head in northern Tasmania, will comprise 12 wind turbines and
associated infrastructure, including access roads and under and above ground transmission
lines (refer Figure 1).
To connect the wind farm to the national electricity grid, power will be distributed via a 22kV
transmission line running from the site to the George Town substation, along a 10 metre wide
distribution corridor. The ecological assessment of this proposed easement has been
considered separately (refer Low Head Wind Farm – Distribution Corridor – Botanical Survey
and Fauna Habitat Assessment, GHD 2013a).
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1.3

Purpose of this Report

The purpose of this assessment was to:


Identify listed ecological values within the footprint of proposed access tracks and
infrastructure for the wind farm site;



Identify any key threatening processes within the footprint of proposed access tracks and
infrastructure for the wind farm site; and



Outline potential impacts of the proposed wind farm on ecological values.

Note, the GHD assessments have not included bird surveys. These are being undertaken by
another party for the project.

1.4

Scope and Limitations

This report: has been prepared by GHD Pty Ltd (GHD) for Low Head Wind Farm Pty Ltd and
may only be used and relied on by Low Head Wind Farm Pty Ltd for the purpose agreed
between GHD and Low Head Wind Farm Pty Ltd as set out in Section 1.3 of this report.
GHD otherwise disclaims responsibility to any person other than Low Head Wind Farm Pty Ltd
arising in connection with this report. GHD also excludes implied warranties and conditions, to
the extent legally permissible.
The services undertaken by GHD in connection with preparing this report:


were limited to those specifically detailed in the report and are subject to the scope
limitations set out in the report.



were limited to an ecological assessment of vascular plant species (ferns, conifers and
flowering plants), terrestrial and migratory vertebrate fauna;



did not include non-vascular flora (e.g. mosses, liverworts, lichens, and fungi), marine
fauna habitat and invertebrate habitat, which were not formally surveyed as part of this
assessment;



included a field survey during late-spring, which was requested by the EPA and is
considered a suitable time of year to survey for most herbaceous annuals and grass
species. Furthermore, most threatened flora species identified as potentially occurring
within the study area have their peak flowering period/s during November (refer GHD
2013b). Therefore, it is considered unlikely that threatened plant species (other than
those referred to in this document, and ephemeral species that flower outside the
November survey period) were overlooked during the survey.
With regards to Euphrasia scabra (yellow eyebright) and Lythrum salicaria (purple
loosestrife), both of which have flowering times outside the survey period, suitable habitat
was noted to be present but, as populations of the former tend to be transient, even if
surveyed at an appropriate time of year it would not be possible to state with certainty that
it was not present. No unidentifiable Lythrum spp. were recorded during the field survey
[with Lythrum hyssopifolia (small loosestrife) the only species of this genus observed],
and if other (non-flowering) species of this genus were present it is considered likely they
would have been detected. A large number of non-flowering Xanthorrhoea (grasstree)
individuals were also recorded during the survey; however, the threatened X. arenaria
(sand grasstree) and X. bracteata (shiny grasstree) are also not known to flower annually,
and it is unlikely a field survey can be timed to clarify the status of all Xanthorrhoea
(grasstree) individuals that may occur in any given area; and
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did not include a detailed fauna field survey (i.e. trapping) at the study area. The targeted
fauna component of the assessment instead focussed on fauna habitat, and evidence of
animals where appropriate (e.g. scats, tracks, feathers).

The opinions, conclusions and any recommendations in this report are based on conditions
encountered, observations made and information reviewed at the date of preparation of the
report. Due to the fact that GHD was only present at specific points within the relevant site(s) on
specific dates and certain time periods, this report is only indicative (and not definitive) of flora
and fauna present on the site(s). Flora and fauna (whether in type or quantity) can also change
and fluctuate at different times throughout the year (due to factors including seasonal changes,
external events or third party intervention), where it is not possible to observe such changes or
fluctuations where only discrete site(s) visits have taken place. GHD has no responsibility or
obligation to update this report to account for events or changes occurring subsequent to the
date that the report was prepared.
The opinions, conclusions and any recommendations in this report are based on assumptions
made by GHD described in this report (refer Section 1.5 of this report). GHD disclaims liability
arising from any of the assumptions being incorrect.

1.5

Assumptions

GHD has prepared this report on the basis of information provided by Low Head Wind Farm Pty
Ltd and others who provided information to GHD (including Government authorities), which
GHD has not independently verified or checked beyond the agreed scope of work. GHD does
not accept liability in connection with such unverified information, including errors and omissions
in the report which were caused by errors or omissions in that information.

1.6

Acknowledgements

GHD would like to acknowledge the assistance, advice and/or information provided by the
following:


Staff at the Tasmanian Herbarium for assistance with plant identification, specifically
Miguel de Salas; and



Jeffrey Jeanes, Identifications Botanist of the Royal Botanic Gardens Melbourne, for
confirming the identification of an orchid species collected on site.
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2.

Methods
2.1

Background Research

GHD was previously engaged by Low Head Wind Farm Pty Ltd to undertake an ecological
assessment of the proposed wind farm near Low Head (GHD 2011). That survey focused on
identifying broad-scale ecological values to guide design of the wind farm layout, and
considered data from a range of sources.
Using the results of the ecological studies undertaken by GHD and bird surveys undertaken by
another party, and required dwelling buffers and wind resources, Low Head Wind Farm Pty Ltd
undertook a multi-criteria analysis to develop an indicative turbine layout (refer Figure 1 of GHD
2012). The proposed turbine layout was the focus of the micrositing investigation, and informed
the final wind turbine location layout.
The primary data sources accessed during the background research for this assessment
included:


GHD Pty Ltd (cited as GHD), 2011: Report for Low Head Wind Farm - Botanical Survey &
Fauna Habitat Assessment. Unpublished report prepared for Low Head Wind Farm Pty
Ltd, and issued December 2011; and



GHD Pty Ltd (cited as GHD), 2012: Draft report for Flora and Fauna Assessment –
Micrositing. Unpublished draft report prepared for Low Head Wind Farm Pty Ltd, and
issued April 2012.

2.2

Field Surveys

2.2.1

Previous Surveys

Botanical Survey and Fauna Habitat Assessment 2011
A GHD Senior Botanist and a GHD Ecologist conducted a field survey of the proposed wind
farm development site, located near Five Mile Bluff in northern Tasmania, as part of a botanical
survey and fauna habitat assessment on 31 October and 1-2 November 2011.
Following sightings of the threatened wedge-tailed eagle (Aquila audax subsp. fleayi) nesting
within the initial study area, the project boundaries were revised and extended away from this
site. A subsequent field survey was undertaken on 29 and 30 November 2011 to assess the
revised study area.
The study area was predominantly surveyed on foot. All species observed were recorded, along
with fauna habitat values, native vegetation communities, and weed infestations. Plant species
were collected as needed for confirmation at the Tasmanian Herbarium.
Micrositing Botanical Survey and Fauna Habitat Assessment
To assist with micrositing of proposed infrastructure, a GHD Senior Botanist and a GHD
Ecologist conducted a field survey of 16 potential wind turbine locations within the proposed
development site, as part of a revised botanical survey and fauna habitat assessment on the 34 April 2012.
This field survey focused on previously identified turbine locations, as well as a small number of
additional ‘alternative’ locations. These sites consisted of a 100 m x 100 m area, allowing for
identification of values outside the immediate footprint of the turbine platform.
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The sites were surveyed on foot, collecting plant species as needed for confirmation at the
Tasmanian Herbarium. All threatened species observed were recorded, along with fauna habitat
values, native vegetation communities, and weed infestations.
2.2.2

Targeted Ecological Survey

A targeted ecological survey of the development footprint (chosen turbine locations, access
tracks and distribution corridors) was also undertaken by a GHD Ecologist, accompanied by
either a GHD Senior Botanist or a GHD Ecologist, on 5-11 November 2013. This survey
occurred in conjunction with the ecological field survey for the proposed distribution corridor
associated with the project (reported separately in GHD 2013a).
The survey was timed to occur within the first week of November to maximise the chances of
detecting the threatened orchid species Prasophyllum apoxychilum (tapered leek-orchid), as
requested by a botanical specialist from the Tasmanian Department of Primary Industries,
Parks, Water and Environment (DPIPWE).
A circular area of 100 m diameter was surveyed at each of the 12 proposed wind turbine
locations. This component of the survey targeted the following species, as requested by the
Environment Protection Authority (EPA):


Xanthorrhoea spp. (grass tree species); and



Members of the Orchidaceae family, particularly Prasophyllum apoxychilum (tapered
leek-orchid).

A survey corridor of ten metres width was also surveyed along the proposed access tracks and
distribution corridors shown in Figure 1. This component of the survey targeted the following
ecological values, as requested by the EPA:


Listed flora species (predicted and/or confirmed to occur within the study area, and/or
requested by Government Department/s), in particular Liparophyllum exaltatum (erect
marshflower) and Pultenaea humilis (dwarf bushpea), which have been previously
recorded within the study area but may have been misidentified;



Members of the Orchidaceae family, particularly Prasophyllum apoxychilum (tapered
leek-orchid);



Key areas of habitat for threatened fauna species (predicted and/or confirmed to occur
within the study area); and



Habitat for microchiropteran bat species occurring within the infrastructure footprint,
particularly heathland vegetation and patches of mature eucalypt forest, and especially
areas containing a high density of hollow-bearing trees.

While targeting the ecological values listed above, all threatened flora and/or fauna species
observed within the development footprint were recorded during the field survey. It should also
be noted that as the field survey was conducted during the breeding season of the wedge-tailed
eagle (Aquila audax subsp. fleayi), the nest previously recorded on site was avoided by a
distance of at least 500 m at all times.
Statement of Compliance
Plant species were collected in accordance with the Department of Primary Industries, Parks,
Water and Environment’s Plant Collection Permit Number TFL 13075 (expiry: 30/05/2014).
No declared weeds were collected, stored or transported during this assessment.
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Nomenclature and Assessment of Significance
All plants were identified in accordance with A Census of the Vascular Plants of Tasmania
(Baker & de Salas 2013). Flora and fauna conservation significance was determined in
accordance with the Tasmanian Threatened Species Protection (TSP) Act 1995 and the
Commonwealth Environment Protection and Biodiversity Conservation (EPBC) Act 1999.
Significance of impacts on Matters of National Environmental Significance (MNES) were
assessed in accordance with the Australian Government’s Significant Impact Guidelines (DOTE
2013).

3.

Results
A total of 17 potential wind turbine locations were surveyed during the micrositing survey (GHD
2012). Alternative sites were investigated for those turbine sites located in native vegetation
communities, to minimise the impact of the turbine layout on ecological values. Based on the
survey results for each of the sites with alternate locations, it was recommended that ‘alternate
twelve’, ‘alternate seven’ and ‘alternate eight’ turbine locations be adopted, due to the natural
values of the original sites. In most cases, there was limited difference in ecological value
between the two site options, and the preferred option was selected based on slight differences
in species composition and habitat composition, as well as a consideration of geographic issues
such as proximity to existing tracks and terrain.
Of the 17 locations originally surveyed, only 12 wind turbine locations have been selected and
were included in this follow-up Targeted Ecological Assessment.
The results of the assessments at the wind turbine locations are summarised in Table 2, and
described in more detail in the following sections of this document.
A 10 metre-wide corridor for proposed access tracks and distribution corridors was also
surveyed during the Targeted Ecological Assessment, with the updated results for these areas
similarly summarised in Table 2 and further sections below.
Please note that birds were not assessed as part of this investigation, and have been
considered within a separate report.

3.1

Threatened Communities

It was outside the scope of the Targeted Ecological Assessment to update the vegetation
mapping for the wind farm site; however, some additional vegetation communities observed
during the 2013 targeted survey. For the most part the implications of such differences are
insignificant, but those that require additional consideration are outlined below:


Freshwater aquatic sedgeland and rushland (ASF) – Small patches of this threatened
community were noted which either had not been included in the existing vegetation
mapping for the site, or extended outside the currently mapped boundaries. The mapping
in Figure 2 has therefore been updated to include these patches. These areas also
provide habitat for the threatened green and gold frog (Litoria raniformis). Of
approximately 13.7 hectares (ha) recorded across the entire wind farm site (note that
vegetation mapping outside the development footprint has not been updated), approx.
0.08 ha occur within the proposed development footprint; and



Melaleuca ericifolia swamp forest (NME) – a small patch of this threatened community
was observed on the outer perimeter of the infrastructure footprint of T10, and the
mapping has been updated in Figure 2 to include this patch. Of approx. 2.2 ha recorded
across the entire wind farm site (note that vegetation mapping outside the development
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footprint has not been updated), approx. 0.02 ha occur within the proposed development
footprint.

3.2

Threatened Flora

The following threatened flora species were recorded within the development footprint during
the Targeted Ecological Assessment:


Acacia ulicifolia (juniper wattle) – recorded at various locations during the 2013 survey,
namely along the proposed distribution line into turbine sites one (T1) and three (T3),
adjacent to the proposed distribution line into turbine site six (T6), and within proposed
turbine site seven (T7), as shown in Figure 2 and listed in Table 1 below;



Calocephalus lacteus (milky beautyheads) – recorded within proposed turbine site ten
(T10), as shown in Figure 2 and listed in Table 1 below;



Cynoglossum australe (coast houndstongue) – recorded immediately adjacent to
proposed turbine site ten (T10), as shown in Figure 2 and listed in Table 1 below.
Although mapped outside of T10 in Figure 2, it should be noted that the hand-held GPS
used for survey can be inaccurate up to a distance of 10 metres. As such, there is
potential for this species to actually occur within the proposed infrastructure footprint;



Phyllangium divergens (wiry mitrewort) – recorded within proposed turbine site three (T3),
as shown in Figure 2 and listed in Table 1 below;



Stylidium perpusillum (tiny triggerplant) – recorded along the proposed distribution line
between turbine site seven (T7) and turbine site eight (T8), as shown in Figure 2 and
listed in Table 1 below; and



Xanthorrhoea arenaria/bracteata complex and hybrids (threatened grasstrees) – refer
notes below, and to Figure 2 and Table 1.

Notes on Xanthorrhoea Records (T3, T6, T7, T12 and associated access
tracks/distribution line)
During the Botanical Survey and Fauna Habitat Assessment (GHD 2011), individuals of three
Xanthorrhoea species were identified on site, namely X. australis (southern grasstree), X.
bracteata (shiny grasstree) and X. arenaria (sand grasstree). Two of these, X. arenaria (sand
grasstree) and X. bracteata (shiny grasstree), are threatened species. These three species
occur in a mosaic across the study area, with suspected hybridisation in some areas. As the
species’ often cannot be separated in the field, and require microscopic identification of the
flowering spike, it is not always possible to determine which species occurs in any given
location.
Individuals of Xanthorrhoea spp. were recorded within the proposed turbine footprints of Sites 6
and 12 during the 2012 survey. Based on field interpretation, and herbarium identification of a
small number of flower spikes, it was believed that the individuals within the turbine footprints
were the non-threatened X. australis; however, this could not be confirmed, as field identification
of all individuals was not possible. On this basis, it was considered possible that some of the
identified Xanthorrhoea individuals at these sites may be the threatened X. arenaria and/or X.
bracteata.
Flowering individuals that keyed to either Xanthorrhoea arenaria (sand grasstree) or X.
bracteata (shiny grasstree) were recorded during the 2013 field survey, confirming the presence
of a threatened grass tree species on site. However, more than 95% of specimens were
infertile, and therefore could not be confidently separated between the common X. australis
(southern grasstree) and the threatened X. arenaria (sand grasstree) and X. bracteata (shiny
grasstree). In addition, as difficulties were encountered trying to easily distinguish between the
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threatened species in the field-time available (e.g. comparing the shape of packing-bracts on
every flowering individual), it was decided to classify these species within the one taxonomic
category of Xanthorrhoea arenaria/bracteata complex (refer Plate 1).

Plate 1

Examples of the Xanthorrhoea arenaria/bracteata complex

Flowering individuals of this complex were identified amongst flowering and/or trunked (neither
of the threatened grasstree species is trunked) individuals of the non-threatened X. australis
(southern grasstree). The threatened complex could otherwise only be distinguished from the
non-threatened species by measurements of the flowering scape and spike (refer to Plate 2 for
variation in the size and form of X. australis on site). Xanthorrhoea australis (southern
grasstree) has a spike much longer than the scape, as well as a broader spike (50-80 mm
diameter) and scape (18-40 mm diameter) when compared to the threatened grasstree species
(spike <24 mm diameter and scape <9 mm diameter) (Bedford 1986).

Plate 2

Examples of Xanthorrhoea australis (southern grasstree) on site

Therefore, a large number of non-flowering (and/or juvenile) individuals occurring throughout the
wind farm site could still not be identified to species level (refer Plate 3).
In addition, a number of flowering individuals could not be keyed to either the threatened
complex or the non-threatened X. australis (southern grasstree), with individuals exhibiting
features attributed to alternate species. For example, some individuals were recorded with a
spike and scape of widths attributable to the threatened complex, but the spike was much
longer than the scape. Alternatively, in some specimens the spike was much shorter than the
scape, but both were of widths too broad for the threatened complex. In such
cases, these individuals have been mapped as Xanthorrhoea hybrids in Figure 1.
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Counts of non-flowering grasstree individuals (which could not be identified to a species level)
have also been recorded at each infrastructure location, and are provided in Table 2.

Plate 3

Non-flowering Xanthorrhoea (grasstree) individuals on site

Table 1 provides more detailed information on threatened species’ locations and their extent
within the development footprint.
Table 1
Status

Threatened flora recorded during the Targeted Ecological
Assessment
No. Ind.

Approx.
Area (m 2)

Easting*

Northing*

juniper wattle

2

1

491669

5456906

Acacia ulicifolia

juniper wattle

1

1

490929

5456832

r

Acacia ulicifolia

juniper wattle

1

1

489191

5457387

r

Acacia ulicifolia

juniper wattle

5

2

488288

5457511

r

Calocephalus lacteus

milky beautyheads

400

7850

492136

5458092

r

Cynoglossum australe

coast houndstongue

3

1

492126

5458153

v

Phyllangium divergens

wiry mitrewort

20

1

489206

5457467

v

Phyllangium divergens

wiry mitrewort

3

1

489233

5457515

r

Stylidium perpusillum

tiny triggerplant

1

1

491042

5457060

sand/shiny grasstrees

1

1

491053

5457064

sand/shiny grasstrees

2

1

491057

5457072

sand/shiny grasstrees

1

1

491066

5457067

sand/shiny grasstrees

1

1

491063

5457073

sand/shiny grasstrees

1

1

491246

5457198

sand/shiny grasstrees

1

1

491244

5457202

sand/shiny grasstrees

1

1

491226

5457265

sand/shiny grasstrees

1

1

491210

5457201

TSP Act
EPBC Act

Species Name

Common Name

r

Acacia ulicifolia

r

v
VU/EN
v
VU/EN
v
VU/EN
v
VU/EN
v
VU/EN
v
VU/EN
v
VU/EN
v
VU/EN

Xanthorrhoea
arenaria/bracteata
complex
Xanthorrhoea
arenaria/bracteata
complex
Xanthorrhoea
arenaria/bracteata
complex
Xanthorrhoea
arenaria/bracteata
complex
Xanthorrhoea
arenaria/bracteata
complex
Xanthorrhoea
arenaria/bracteata
complex
Xanthorrhoea
arenaria/bracteata
complex
Xanthorrhoea
arenaria/bracteata
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Status
TSP Act
EPBC Act

Species Name

Common Name

No. Ind.

Approx.
2
Area (m )

Easting*

Northing*

complex
v
VU/EN

Xanthorrhoea
arenaria/bracteata
complex

sand/shiny grasstrees

1

1

491042

5457060

-

Xanthorrhoea hybrid

grasstree hybrid

1

1

491655

5456905

-

Xanthorrhoea hybrid

grasstree hybrid

1

1

491014

5456968

-

Xanthorrhoea hybrid

grasstree hybrid

1

1

489248

5457468

-

Xanthorrhoea hybrid

grasstree hybrid

1

1

489250

5457464

-

Xanthorrhoea hybrid

grasstree hybrid

1

1

489251

5457464

-

Xanthorrhoea hybrid

grasstree hybrid

1

1

489249

5457462

* - Coordinates recorded in MGA55.

3.3

Threatened Fauna

Three threatened fauna species have been confirmed to occur within the development footprint:


Wedge-tailed eagles (Aquila audax subsp. fleayi) were observed overflying the study
area and are likely to forage throughout, with a nest known to occur within the wind farm
site;



Green and gold frogs (Litoria raniformis) were both seen and heard during this 2013
survey. One was recorded within the wetland at T4, and additional individuals were seen
and heard within the wetland north of T1; and



Scat of the Tasmanian devil (Sarcophilus harrisii) was recorded at the start of the
access track to T6, T7, T8, T9, T10 and T12, immediately off Soldiers Settlement Road
(confirmed by analysis) during the 2013 survey. Considering the large home-range of this
species, there is potential for the Tasmanian devil to forage throughout the entire site. A
potential den was also recorded along the access track between T7 and T6.

In addition to these records, the development footprint provides habitat for other threatened
fauna species, including the eastern barred bandicoot (Perameles gunnii), New Holland mouse
(Pseudomys novaehollandiae) and spotted-tailed quoll (Dasyurus maculatus subsp. maculatus).
For additional threatened fauna predicted to occur within the wind farm site, refer to GHD 2011.
It was noted that a large proportion of the site, including the development footprint, provides
potential habitat for microchiropteran bat species. As such, only those areas of better quality
habitat (providing considerable structural diversity and/or hollow-bearing trees) have been
mapped in Figure 2.
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Table 2

Key ecological values recorded during the 2012 and 2013 surveys

Turbine No.

Vegetation Type

Threatened Flora

Threatened and/or Targeted Fauna

One (T1)

FAG

A patch (5 individuals in a 2 x
1 m area) of threatened
Acacia ulicifolia (juniper
wattle) was recorded at the
edge of this site along the
proposed distribution line to
T2.

No critical threatened fauna habitat was
recorded during the 2012 survey,
although it was noted that a dam is
located 30 m north of T1. Green and
gold frogs (Litoria raniformis) were
heard calling from the dam during the
2011 survey, and were both seen and
heard within this waterbody during the
2013 survey.

Dominated by
Pteridium
esculentum
(bracken) and the
introduced
Dactylis glomerata
(cocksfoot).

The wind turbine platform and
associated infrastructure should
therefore avoid any impact to this
waterbody and associated wetland
habitat.

Associated Access Route(s) &
Distribution Lines

Potential Ecological
Approval Requirements

The 2013 survey noted that a
drainage line occurs south of T2,
and would need to be crossed to
access T1. This drainage line
provides potential habitat for the
green and gold frog (Litoria
raniformis), and is likely used as a
dispersal corridor between
waterbodies in this region.
Another waterbody was also
noted to the east of the existing
access track off Aerodrome Road
that provides potential habitat for
the green and gold frog.

A permit will be required
to remove the State-listed
flora species along the
proposed distribution line
between T1 and T2.

The site may also provide foraging
habitat for other threatened fauna,
including the eastern-barred bandicoot,
spotted-tailed quoll and Tasmanian
devil; however, no direct evidence (e.g.
diggings, dens, burrows, scats) of these
species was detected.
Two (T2)

FAG
Dominatedby
Pteridium
esculentum
(bracken) and the
introduced
Dactylis glomerata
(cocksfoot).

Three (T3)

SCH
A diverse
heathland

Mitigation to avoid
impacts to the waterbody
and associated wetland
habitat to the north of T1,
as well as to the drainage
line and waterbody along
the proposed access
route, will be required. If
impacts cannot be
sufficiently mitigated or
avoided approval under
the TSPA and EPBCA
may be required.

No threatened flora recorded
during the 2012/2013
surveys.

T2 may provide foraging habitat for
threatened fauna, including the easternbarred bandicoot, spotted-tailed quoll
and Tasmanian devil; however, no
direct evidence (e.g. diggings, dens,
burrows, scats) of these species was
detected.

A drainage line and waterbody
line occurs south of T2, and would
need to be crossed to access T1,
which provide potential habitat for
the green and gold frog (Litoria
raniformis). The distribution line
between T2 and T5 also crosses
this drainage line.

Mitigation measures to
avoid impacts to the
drainage line and
waterbody along the
proposed access route
and/or distribution line,
will likely be required. If
impacts cannot be
sufficiently mitigated or
avoided approval under
the TSPA and EPBCA
may be required.

A total of 23 individuals of
Phyllangium divergens (wiry
mitrewort) were recorded

New Holland mouse – SCH provides
potential habitat, although the
understory was fairly open and no

One Acacia ulicifolia (juniper
wattle) was recorded along the
proposed access route/distribution

Permits will be required to
remove the State-listed
flora species recorded
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Turbine No.

Vegetation Type

Threatened Flora

Threatened and/or Targeted Fauna

Associated Access Route(s) &
Distribution Lines

Potential Ecological
Approval Requirements

community
dominated by
Lomandra
longifolia (sagg).

within the proposed turbine
footprint, as well as four
Xanthorrhoea hybrids among
73 non-flowering individuals
(and eight X. australis). Note
that dead grass trees,
symptomatic evidence of
infection by Phytophthora
cinnamomi, were recorded at
this location.

direct evidence of the species was
detected.

corridor between T4 and T3
during the 2013 survey.

within T3 and along the
distribution line/access
route between T3 and T4.

Spotted-tailed quoll – SCH may provide
potential habitat where adjacent to
forests, and the site is located in the
vicinity of remnant bushland (Acacia
longifolia coastal scrub). No evidence
of burrows or scats was detected. The
species may forage across the site, but
there was no evidence of dens or
breeding habitat located within T3.

Advice should be sought
from the relevant
government authorities
regarding potential
impacts to Xanthorrhoea
spp. at T3 and the
approvals required.

Tasmanian devil – SCH may provide
potential habitat; however, T3 was not
typical of denning habitat and no
potential den sites were recorded.
Four (T4)

Predominantly
FAG with a small
area of threatened
ASF community
which extends into
T4

No threatened flora recorded
during the 2012 or 2013
surveys.

The 2013 survey detected the
threatened green and gold frog (Litoria
raniformis) within a wetland that
extends into the T4 footprint; two
individuals were heard calling at this
location during the field survey.

The access route crosses a
drainage line providing potential
habitat for the green and gold frog
(Litoria raniformis).

Mitigation to avoid
impacts to the threatened
green and gold frog
(Litoria raniformis) and
associated habitat will be
required, and will likely
include avoiding any
construction activities
during the breeding
season of this species.
Advice should be sought
from the relevant
government authorities
regarding the
appropriateness of
mitigation measures, and
whether additional
approvals may be
required.
Should impacts to the
ASF community be
necessary, approval will
be required to clear a
threatened community, in
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Turbine No.

Vegetation Type

Threatened Flora

Threatened and/or Targeted Fauna

Associated Access Route(s) &
Distribution Lines

Potential Ecological
Approval Requirements
addition to any approvals
required relating to
impacts to threatened
fauna.

Five (T5)

FPF

(Preferred)

Dominated by
Pteridium
esculentum
(bracken) and the
introduced
Dactylis glomerata
(cocksfoot).

Alternate
Five – not
assessed
during 2013
survey

FPF

Six (T6)

SCH

Dominated by
Pteridium
esculentum
(bracken) and
Dactylis glomerata
(cocksfoot).

No threatened flora recorded
during 2012 and 2013
surveys.

No critical threatened fauna habitat
identified during either survey.

No threatened flora recorded
within the immediate survey
area during the 2012 survey.
Note that Xanthorrhoea spp.
were recorded to the east
and west of the site during
the 2012 survey, and it was
noted that these should be
avoided.

No critical threatened fauna habitat,
with the area degraded by cattle and
sheep grazing, and evidence of sheet
erosion noted.

50 Xanthorrhoea individuals
were recorded within 50 x 50
m. Based on field
interpretation, it was believed
that the majority of individuals
were the non-threatened X.
australis; however, the
possibility remained that at
least some were the
threatened Xanthorrhoea
species.

Provides potential habitat for New
Holland mouse; however, no evidence
of scratching or burrows was noted
through active searching of the site in
2012.

Approximately 400-500 nonflowering Xanthorrhoea were
recorded at this location

T5 may provide foraging habitat for
threatened species, including the
eastern-barred bandicoot, spottedtailed quoll and Tasmanian devil;
however, no direct evidence (e.g.
diggings, dens, burrows, scats) of these
species was detected.

The site may provide limited foraging
habitat for threatened species, including
the eastern-barred bandicoot, spottedtailed quoll and Tasmanian devil;
however, no direct evidence (e.g.
diggings, dens, burrows, scats) of these
species was detected.

Spotted-tailed quoll – SCH may provide
potential habitat where adjacent to
forests, and the site is located in the
vicinity of remnant bushland (Acacia
longifolia coastal scrub); however, no
evidence of burrows or scats was
recorded.
Tasmanian devil – SCH may provide
potential habitat; however, this site was

The proposed access route
follows the route of the distribution
line from T11, but similarly
includes no threatened ecological
values.

N/A

The access route occursalong an
existing track (throughout FAG
vegetation), and it was possible to
access the site without impacting
any threatened flora species or
potential threatened fauna habitat.

N/A

The proposed distribution line
between T12 and T6 included
better quality habitat for bats, as
well as numerous non-flowering
Xanthorrhoea individuals. There
was also a large patch of
flowering X. arenaria/bracteata
complex. Approximately 200 nonflowering Xanthorrhoea were
recorded at this location (along
proposed distribution line) during
the 2013 survey, in addition to 4
X. australis individuals and 6
individuals of the X. arenaria/

Possible State and
Federal approvals may
apply for impacts to listed
Xanthorrhoea spp.
As the potential den
along the access track
between T7 and T6 did
not appear to be in
current use as a natal
den, approvals are
unlikely to be required for
impacts to potential
breeding habitat of the
threatened Tasmanian
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Turbine No.

Vegetation Type

Threatened Flora

Threatened and/or Targeted Fauna

(within T6) during the 2013
survey, in addition to X.
australis individuals and 4
individuals of the X. arenaria/
bracteata complex (allowing
for slight inaccuracies in GPS
coordinates, as one individual
was mapped outside but very
close to the boundary of T6).
Anywhere from 0-500 of the
non-flowering individuals
could be the threatened X.
arenaria/ bracteata complex.

not typical of preferred denning habitat
for this species.
The 2013 survey noted better quality
habitat for bats occurring within (and
adjacent to) the T6 footprint.

Associated Access Route(s) &
Distribution Lines

Potential Ecological
Approval Requirements

bracteata complex.

devil.

It should be noted that dead grass
trees, symptomatic evidence of
infection by Phytophthora
cinnamomi, was recorded at this
location.
A single Acacia ulicifolia (juniper
wattle) individual was also
recorded just east of the
distribution line travelling south
from T6. This species should be
avoided.
The access route between T7 and
T6 provides potential habitat for
the green and gold frog, as well
as potential breeding habitat for
the Tasmanian devil. The
potential den was excavated from
the edge of a sand bank, and
seemed to include a good
defendable choke point, but did
not appear to be in current use as
a natal den during the 2013
survey

It should be noted that dead
grass trees, symptomatic
evidence of infection by
Phytophthora cinnamomi,
were recorded at this
location.

The scat of a Tasmanian devil
was recorded at the start of the
proposed access track to this site,
off Soldiers Settlement Road,
during the 2013 survey.
Seven (T7)

SCH

The 2013 survey recorded
one Xanthorrhoea hybrid and
two non-flowering
Xanthorrhoea spp. within the
T7 footprint, as well as two
Acacia ulicifolia (juniper
wattle) individuals in a 1 x 1
m area.

Provides potential good quality habitat
for New Holland mouse; however, no
evidence of scratching or burrows
noted through active searching of the
site in 2012.
Spotted-tailed quoll – SCH may provide
potential habitat where adjacent to
forests, and the site is located in the
vicinity of remnant bushland (Acacia
longifolia coastal scrub); however, no
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The access route occurs along
the existing access track.
However, it was noted during the
2013 survey that a patch (approx.
300 individuals in a 1 x 30 m area)
of the threatened plant Stylidium
perpusillum (tiny triggerplant)
occurs along the distribution line
to T7.
The scat of a Tasmanian devil

Permits will be required to
remove State-listed flora
species.
Advice should be sought
from the relevant
government authorities
regarding potential
impacts to Xanthorrhoea
spp. and the approvals

Turbine No.

Vegetation Type

Threatened Flora

Threatened and/or Targeted Fauna
evidence of burrows or scats was
detected.
Tasmanian devil – SCH may provide
potential habitat; however, this site was
not typical of preferred denning habitat
for the species.

Seven
Alternative
(Preferred) –
not
assessed
during 2013
survey

SCH

No threatened flora recorded.
However, Xanthorrhoea spp.
were noted to the north and
south of the site.

Provides potential habitat for the New
Holland mouse; however, no evidence
of scratching or burrows was noted
through active searching of the site in
2012.

Associated Access Route(s) &
Distribution Lines

Potential Ecological
Approval Requirements

was recorded at the start of the
proposed access track to this site,
off Soldiers Settlement Road,
during the 2013 survey.

required.

The likely access route occurred
along an existing track.

Whilst this site provides
marginal foraging habitat
for a number of
threatened mammals,
there was no evidence of
denning in 2012, and
considering the relatively
small extent of proposed
clearance, permits were
considered unlikely to be
required for impacts to
threatened fauna.

The proposed access
track/distribution line into T8 was
assessed in 2013, with better
quality habitat for bats recorded
along this route. Vegetation to the
east of the proposed access track
between T8 and T7 also provides
better quality bat habitat. with
small hollow-bearing trees noted

Whilst T8 (and associated
linear footprints) provide
foraging habitat for
threatened fauna, no den
(or other critical habitat)
was recorded in these
areas. Considering the
relatively small extent of
proposed clearance, it is

Spotted-tailed quoll – SCH may provide
potential habitat where adjacent to
forests, and the site is located in the
vicinity of remnant bushland (Acacia
longifolia coastal scrub).; however, no
evidence of burrows or scats detected
during 2012.

Whilst T7 (and associated
linear footprints) provide
foraging habitat for
threatened fauna, no den
(or other critical habitat)
was recorded in these
areas. Considering the
relatively small extent of
proposed clearance, it is
therefore unlikely that
additional approvals will
be required.

Tasmanian devil – SCH may provide
potential habitat; however, this site was
not typical of preferred denning habitat
for this species.
Eight (T8)

SAC
Notes were made
during the 2012
survey to avoid
the tussock
grassland area
dominated by Poa
spp. if possible.

No threatened species
recorded.

Provides potential habitat for New
Holland mouse; however no evidence
of burrows detected during active
searching of the site in 2012.
Spotted-tailed quoll – SAC may provide
potential habitat where adjacent to
forests, and the site is located in the
vicinity of remnant bushland (Acacia
longifolia coastal scrub); however, no
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Turbine No.

Vegetation Type

Threatened Flora

Threatened and/or Targeted Fauna

Associated Access Route(s) &
Distribution Lines

Potential Ecological
Approval Requirements

evidence of burrows or scats detected.

at this location.

Tasmanian devil – SAC may provide
potential habitat; however, this site was
not typical of preferred denning habitat
for this species.

The scat of a Tasmanian devil
was recorded at the start of the
proposed access track to this site,
off Soldiers Settlement Road,
during the 2013 survey.

therefore unlikely that
additional approvals will
be required.

Better quality habitat for bats was noted
within and adjacent to T8 during the
2013 survey.
Eight
Alternate
(Preferred) –
not
assessed
during 2013
survey

SAC

Nine (T9)

FPF

Ten (T10)

Notes were made
during the 2012
survey to avoid
the tussock
grassland
dominated by Poa
spp. to the west of
the site

FAG mapped
during the 2012
survey.
A small patch of
NME, a
threatened
community, was
recorded during

No threatened flora recorded
during 2012 survey.

No critical threatened fauna habitat
identified, although notes made on
potential habitat for the New Holland
mouse, spotted-tailed quoll and
Tasmanian devil were as for T8.

It was noted during the 2012
survey that the access route to
the turbine location would need to
be developed, as there was no
existing access track at the time.
It was suggested there was
potential to develop the access
track through degraded habitat
(SAC vegetation) which had been
previously impacted by fire.

N/A

No threatened flora recorded
during 2012 survey, although
it was noted that
Xanthorrhoea spp. individuals
were located to the south of
the site.

No critical threatened fauna habitat
identified in 2012.

The proposed access track to T9
includes several areas providing
better quality bat habitat. In
addition, the scat of a Tasmanian
devil was recorded at the start of
the proposed access track, off
Soldiers Settlement Road, during
the 2013 survey, indicating the
presence of this threatened
species in the area

Whilst T9 (and associated
linear footprints) provide
foraging habitat for
threatened fauna, no den
(or other critical habitat)
was recorded in these
areas. Considering the
relatively small extent of
proposed clearance, it is
therefore unlikely that
additional approvals will
be required.

Calocephalus lacteus (milky
beautyheads), listed as rare
under the TSP Act, was
detected during the 2012
survey, both within and
outside the proposed wind
turbine site; however, it was
noted that disturbance

No critical threatened fauna habitat
identified during 2012, although it was
noted that a potential habitat tree is
located to the east of T10 and should
be avoided if possible.

It was noted during the 2012
survey that the likely access route
at the time occurred along an
existing track.

Permits will be required to
remove the State-listed
flora species recorded
within (and immediately
adjacent to) T10.

The site may provide foraging habitat
for threatened species, including the
eastern-barred bandicoot, spottedtailed quoll and Tasmanian devil;
however, no direct evidence (e.g.
diggings, dens, burrows, scats) of these
species was detected.

The site may provide foraging habitat
for threatened species, including the
eastern-barred bandicoot, spotted-
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The proposed access track
mapped between T10 and T9 did
not include any threatened
ecological values, although the

Approval may also be
required to remove the
patch of threatened NME

Turbine No.

Potential Ecological
Approval Requirements

tailed quoll and Tasmanian devil;
however, no direct evidence (e.g.
diggings, dens, burrows, scats) of these
species was detected.

scat of a Tasmanian devil was
recorded at the start of the
proposed access track to this site,
off Soldiers Settlement Road,
during the 2013 survey,

vegetation mapped within
T10.

No critical threatened fauna habitat
identified within highly modified grazing
pasture, although nearby wetland areas
provide potential habitat for the green
and gold frog (Litoria raniformis), and
should be avoided.

It was noted during the 2012
survey that the likely access route
at the time occurred along an
existing track and then passed
through FAG vegetation
(agricultural paddock) to reach the
proposed turbine location.

N/A

Threatened Flora

Threatened and/or Targeted Fauna

the 2013 survey
within this site.

appears to be beneficial to
this species.
Cynoglossum australe (coast
houndstongue) was also
recorded within this site
during the 2013 survey (3
individuals in a 1 x 1 m area),
although is shown just
outside the turbine footprint in
the mapping. This may be a
consequence of slight
variation in the accuracy of
hand-held GPS, and
measures should still be
instigated to either avoid
impacts to this species or
obtain the necessary
approvals to remove this
population.

Eleven (T11)

Associated Access Route(s) &
Distribution Lines

Vegetation Type

FAG

(Preferred)

No threatened flora recorded
during 2012 and 2013
surveys.

The site may provide foraging habitat
for threatened species, including the
eastern-barred bandicoot, spottedtailed quoll and Tasmanian devil;
however, no direct evidence (e.g.
diggings, dens, scats) of these species
was detected.
Eleven
Alternate –
not
assessed
during 2013
survey

FAG

No threatened flora recorded
during 2012 survey.

No critical threatened fauna habitat
identified in 2012, within highly modified
grazing pasture. A potential habitat tree
was recorded to the east of the site,
and it was noted it should be avoided if
possible.

Whilst T10 (and
associated linear
footprints) provide
foraging habitat for
threatened fauna, no den
(or other critical habitat)
was recorded in these
areas. Considering the
relatively small extent of
proposed clearance, it is
therefore unlikely that
additional approvals will
be required.

The current proposed access
track similarly impacts no
threatened ecological values.

It was noted during the 2012
survey that the likely access route
at the time occurred along an
existing track and then passed
through FAG vegetation
(agricultural paddock) to reach the

N/A
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Turbine No.

Twelve
(T12)

Vegetation Type

SCH

Threatened Flora

Potential for Xanthorrhoea
arenaria and X. bracteata
(threatened) to occur within
the turbine layout noted in
2012. Thirty Xanthorrhoea
spp. individuals were
recorded within 50 x 50 m.
Based on field interpretation,
it was believed that the
majority of individuals were
the non-threatened X.
australis; however, the
possibility remained that at
least some were the
threatened Xanthorrhoea
species.
The 2013 survey found
numerous non-flowering
Xanthorrhoea spp. at T12
amongst flowering X.
australis individuals.
However, it was not possible
to accurately identify the nonflowering individuals to a
species level.

Twelve
Alternate
(Preferred) –
not
assessed
during 2013

SCH

No threatened flora species
detected during the 2012
survey; however, it was noted
that Xanthorrhoea spp. were
located to the east and west
of the site, and that these

Threatened and/or Targeted Fauna

Associated Access Route(s) &
Distribution Lines

Potential Ecological
Approval Requirements

The site may provide foraging habitat
for threatened species, including the
eastern-barred bandicoot, spottedtailed quoll and Tasmanian devil;
however, no direct evidence (e.g.
diggings, scats) of these species was
detected in 2012.

proposed turbine location.

T12 provides potential habitat for the
eastern-barred bandicoot, and evidence
of potential bandicoot diggings was
recorded in 2012.

It was noted during the 2012
survey that the likely access route
at the time occurred along an
existing track.

Possible State and
Federal approvals may
apply for impacts to listed
Xanthorrhoea spp.

Provides potential habitat for New
Holland mouse; however, no evidence
of scratching or burrows was noted
through active searching of the site in
2012.

The scat of a Tasmanian devil
was recorded at the start of the
proposed access track to this site,
off Soldiers Settlement Road,
during the 2013 survey.

Whilst T12 (and
associated linear
footprints) provide
foraging habitat for
threatened fauna (e.g.
direct evidence of
bandicoot digging
recorded in 2012), no den
(or other critical habitat)
was recorded in these
areas. Considering the
relatively small extent of
proposed clearance, it is
therefore unlikely that
additional approvals will
be required.

It was noted during the 2012
survey that the likely access route
at the time occurred along an
existing track.

Whilst the site provides
foraging habitat for a
number of threatened
mammals, there was no
evidence of denning
recorded in 2012 and,

Spotted-tailed quoll - SCH may provide
potential habitat where adjacent to
forests, and the site is located in the
vicinity of remnant bushland (Acacia
longifolia coastal scrub); however, no
evidence of burrows or scats was
detected. Tasmanian devil – SCH may
provide potential habitat; however, this
site was not typical of preferred denning
habitat for the species.
Potential habitat for bats was also
recorded within and adjacent to T12 in
2013, although this patch was noted to
be of poorer quality when compared
with other better quality patches
mapped within the site.
Potential New Holland mouse and
eastern-barred bandicoot habitat,
although active searching did not find
any diggings or burrows in 2012.
Spotted-tailed quoll – SCH may provide
potential habitat where adjacent to
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Turbine No.
survey

Vegetation Type

Threatened Flora

Threatened and/or Targeted Fauna

areas should be avoided.

forests, and the site is located in the
vicinity of remnant bushland (Acacia
longifolia coastal scrub); however, no
evidence of burrows or scats detected
in 2012.
Tasmanian devil – SCH may provide
potential habitat; however, this site was
not typical of preferred denning habitat
for this species.

Associated Access Route(s) &
Distribution Lines

Potential Ecological
Approval Requirements
considering the relatively
small extent of proposed
clearance, permits were
considered unlikely to be
required for impacts to
threatened fauna.
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3.4

Threatening Processes

The TSP Act defines a threatening process as any action which poses a threat to the natural
survival of any native taxon of flora or fauna. The Tasmanian Threatened Species Strategy
2000, prepared under the TSP Act, has identified six threatening processes as having the
greatest impact on Tasmania’s native flora and fauna:


Native vegetation clearance;



Pests, weeds and diseases;



Degradation of water systems;



Inappropriate use of fire;



Bycatch and illegal harvesting; and



Impacts of stock.

The EPBC Act also provides for the identification and listing of key threatening processes. A
threatening process is defined under the EPBC Act as a key threatening process if it threatens
or may threaten the survival, abundance or evolutionary development of a native species or
ecological community.
The ecological values listed in Sections 3.1-3.3 can be adversely affected by threatening
processes, with two key concerns noted within the development footprint outlined below.
3.4.1

Introduced Plants

Declared weeds have been recorded within the development footprint, with Ulex europaeus
(gorse) and Carduus pycnocephalus (slender thistle) both recorded during the 2013 survey. The
latter species was scattered throughout the north-eastern part of the study area but has not
been mapped in Figure 2, as such scattered location data for this rapidly spreading annual
species would not be of benefit for ongoing weed management. As this species is likely to
continue to spread and germinate post-survey, future weed management should target this
species across the site as a whole).
Additional declared weeds were recorded within the wind farm site during the original Botanical
Survey and Fauna Habitat Assessment (refer GHD 2011), and should be similarly considered
during project planning (refer Section 4.4).
3.4.2

Pathogen Infestation

Evidence of dieback of Xanthorrhoea individuals was recorded at several locations during the
2012 and 2013 surveys, likely indicating the presence of the pathogen Phytophthora cinnamomi
on site.
As Xanthorrhoea spp. are highly susceptible to this pathogen, it is recommended that
construction and operational management be conducted in accordance with the Phytophthora
Management Guidelines provided on the Department of Primary Industries, Parks, Water and
Environment (DPIPWE) website, to minimise the potential spread of this harmful pathogen
across the site (refer Section 4.4).
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4.

Conclusions and Recommendations
4.1

Threatened Communities

Some small patches of threatened vegetation were recorded within the development footprint
during the 2012 and 2013 surveys.
The total extent of vegetation clearance for the proposed development footprint is approximately
22.7 hectares (ha), including the following threatened communities:


Freshwater aquatic sedgeland and rushland (ASF) – approx. 0.08 ha occur within the
proposed development footprint; and



Melaleuca ericifolia swamp forest (NME) – approx. 0.02 ha occur within the proposed
development footprint.

The development footprint also provides habitat for threatened flora and threatened fauna
species.

4.2

Threatened Flora

Based on the results of the 2012/2013 survey, at least five of the turbine locations (in addition to
proposed access tracks and distribution lines) will require State and/or Federal approval for
impacts to listed flora species.
The only threatened flora listed as Matters of National Environmental Significance (MNES)
under the Commonwealth EPBC Act recorded within the development footprint were the
Xanthorrhoea arenaria/bracteata complex (sand/shiny grasstrees), as well as hybrids between
these forms and the non-threatened X. australis (southern grasstree). In addition, a number of
non-flowering Xanthorrhoea spp. were also detected. Advice should be sought from the
Department of the Environment (DOTE) regarding the status of hybrid individuals, and their
preferred approach regarding the non-flowering specimens. Depending on the outcome of such
discussions, approvals may be required for impacts to threatened Xanthorrhoea (grasstree) spp.
Six flora species, listed under the Tasmanian TSP Act, have been recorded within the
development footprint. Modifications to the project design may be required. Otherwise, a
permit(s) under the TSP Act, obtained from the Biodiversity Conservation Branch of DPIPWE,
would be required.

4.3

Threatened Fauna

Three threatened fauna species have been confirmed to occur within the development footprint,
which also provides potential habitat for a range of other species, including additional
threatened fauna.
Provided impacts to the wetland areas [where green and gold frogs (Litoria raniformis) have
been recorded] can be avoided, direct impacts to State-listed fauna are unlikely and a permit(s)
under the TSP Act is unlikely to be required.
However, some fauna species recorded and/or predicted to occur within the development
footprint are listed as MNES.
Provided construction activities can be scheduled to avoid the breeding season of MNES, it is
not considered likely the project would have a significant impact on any of the MNES recorded
within the wind farm site, with the exception of bird species. A separate bird utilisation study has
been commissioned, and should be referred to with regards to an assessment of the potential
impact of the proposed wind farm on bird species (refer Symbolix 2013 and Wildspot 2013)
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It should also be noted that microchiropteran bats may be considered a mortality risk from the
proposed wind farm. None of these species are listed as threatened; however, mitigation
measures should be employed to minimise risks to bat species for the project.
Advice should be sought from the relevant government authorities regarding whether activities
associated with the proposed project would be considered likely to have a significant impact on
any MNES, or whether mitigation measures can be applied during project design, construction
and operation to avoid and/or minimise impacts to these species.

4.4

Threatening Processes

It is recommended that weed, disease and pest control be considered in the detailed project
planning either through incorporation of control measures in a site specific Construction
Environmental Management Plan (CEMP) or preparation of a Weed Management/Hygiene
Plan. This documentation should include:


Control of weeds prior to construction where appropriate;



Washdown and inspection of vehicles, machinery and boots before leaving/entering the
site to ensure no viable plant materials or large clods of soil are transported;
– Washdown to be conducted in accordance with the Tasmanian Washdown Guidelines
For Weed and Disease Control (DPIPWE 2004);



Control of material brought onto the site, to make sure it is free from weed seeds or
diseases; and



Sampling to confirm (or otherwise) the presence of the root rot pathogen Phytophthora
cinnamomi within the development footprint, such that an appropriate management
approach can be developed. This should include monitoring the condition of flora
susceptible to infection by Phytophthora cinnamomi, particularly Xanthorrhoea
individuals, to assess the adequacy and effectiveness of any management controls.
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Appendix F – Flora and Fauna Survey for
Transmission Line Route and Roads

Low Head Wind Farm Pty Ltd
Low Head Wind Farm - Transmission Corridor
Botanical Survey and Fauna Habitat Assessment
November 2015

Executive Summary
GHD Pty Ltd (GHD) has been engaged by Low Head Wind Farm Pty Ltd to undertake a botanical
survey and fauna habitat assessment for the proposed Low Head Wind Farm - Transmission Corridor.
This botanical survey and fauna habitat assessment forms part of the environmental assessments
required to obtain approval for this project.
A GHD Senior Botanist and a GHD Zoologist/Ecologist conducted a botanical survey and fauna
habitat assessment of the study area for the Low Head Wind Farm - Transmission Corridor in
November 2013. A further field survey of a corrected study area corridor (south of Soldiers Settlement
Road) was conducted in November 2015 The field survey found:


Thirteen native vegetation communities, including five threatened communities (listed under the
Tasmanian Nature Conservation Act 2002) as follows:
– Freshwater aquatic herbland (AHF);
– Freshwater aquatic sedgeland and rushland (ASF);
– Eucalyptus globulus dry forest and woodland (DGL);
– Eucalyptus ovata forest and woodland (DOV); and
– Melaleuca ericifolia swamp forest (NME);



Six threatened flora, and potential habitat for an additional 46 threatened flora. The six species
confirmed to occur within the study area are:
– Acacia ulicifolia (juniper wattle), which is listed as rare under State legislation;
– Caladenia caudata (tailed spider-orchid), which is listed as vulnerable under both State
and Federal legislation;
– Pimelea flava subsp. flava (yellow riceflower), which is listed as rare under State
legislation;
– Stylidium despectum (small triggerplant), which is listed as rare under State legislation;
and
– Xanthorrhoea arenaria (and possibly X. bracteata) considered collectively as X.
arenaria/bracteata complex (sand/shiny grasstree), with the former listed as vulnerable
under both State and Federal legislation, and the latter listed as vulnerable under State
legislation and endangered under Federal legislation. Hybrids between this (these) species
and the non-threatened X. australis (southern grasstree) were also detected within the study
area.



Two threatened fauna, and potential habitat for an additional 16 threatened fauna. The two
threatened fauna detected within the study area are:
– Tasmanian devil (Sarcophilus harrisii), which is listed as endangered under both State
and Federal legislation; and
– Green and gold frog (Litoria raniformis), which is listed as vulnerable under both State
and Federal legislation.



Three declared weeds, including mappable infestations, within the proposed distribution
corridor.

The following legislative requirements have been identified for this component of the project:


Two EPBC-listed flora and two EPBC-listed fauna species have been confirmed to occur within
the study area, and additional listed species are predicted to occur along the proposed
distribution corridor.
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Offsets may be required and should be discussed with the relevant approving authorities
(Tasmanian Environment Protection Authority and Commonwealth Department of the
Environment);



Permit(s) under the TSP Act, obtained from the Biodiversity Conservation Branch of DPIPWE,
will likely be required for impacts to State-listed flora and fauna; and



Control measures for declared weeds will need to be incorporated in a site specific Construction
Environmental Management Plan (CEMP) or preparation of a Weed Management/Hygiene
Plan.

The above summary is based on current plans for the proposed Low Head Wind Farm - Transmission
Corridor and may need to be revised if the plans change.
This report is subject to, and must be read in conjunction with, the limitations set out in Section 1.4 and
the assumptions and qualifications contained throughout the Report.
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1.

Introduction
1.1

Background

A wind farm is currently proposed for construction by Low Head Wind Farm Pty Ltd, near Low
Head in northern Tasmania. The proposed facility will comprise 12 wind turbines and associated
infrastructure, including access roads and under and above ground transmission lines
connecting the wind farm to the national electricity grid. The power will be distributed via a 22kV
transmission line running from the site to the George Town substation, along a 10 metre wide
easement corridor.
This document provides the results of a botanical survey and fauna habitat assessment
undertaken by GHD Pty Ltd (GHD) in 2013 for the footprint area of the proposed distribution
corridor, from the wind farm site to the George Town substation, as well as some proposed
access roads not considered by previous ecological assessment(s). The wind farm site itself
has been considered separately by other ecological assessments (refer GHD 2011, 2012 &
2013a).
Due to errors in the survey area alignment in 2013, this report has been updated to incorporate
results of a revised study area alignment, surveyed in 2015, between the George Town
substation and Soldiers Settlement Road. No other areas associated with the project, such as
the windfarm site or the transmission corridor north of Soldiers Settlement Road were resurveyed in 2015. This report is an amalgamation of the old and new survey data.
This ecological assessment forms part of the environmental assessments required to obtain
approval for this component of the project.

1.2

Study Area

For the purposes of this assessment, the study area refers collectively to the following:


A ten metre-wide easement corridor, along which under and above ground transmission
lines will be installed. This will be referred to as the distribution corridor throughout this
document; and



Some proposed access roads occurring outside the wind farm site and not considered by
previous ecological assessment(s). These are referred to as access roads throughout this
document.

Figure 1 shows the general location of the windfarm site and transmission line route and
includes infrastructure outside of this survey and covered by other assessments (eg internal
transmission line routes, some internal roads, turbine sites and facilities area). This survey is
restricted to the areas mapped in Figure 2.
The distribution corridor exits the wind farm site at two locations (refer Figure 1) and converges
at a laydown area into one route north of Soldier Settlement Road. It continues southward for
approximately 9.2 km, to cross Bridport Road and follows immediately adjacent but to the east
of an existing infrastructure easement (Basslink Easement) to the George Town substation. (An
alternative route that is located west of the Basslink Substation (approx. 9.6 km in length) was
also surveyed, but vegetation mapping only has been conducted along this route, refer Figure
2).
Sections of new and upgraded road are proposed for outside the wind farm site, south of Wind
Turbine No. 11 and west of a laydown area in an existing quarry, immediately south of the
convergence of the distribution corridor. This route is approximately 3.4 km in length. No
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previous vegetation mapping had been conducted for this route, and hence it has been included
within this botanical survey and fauna habitat assessment.

1.3

Purpose of this Report

The purpose of this assessment was to:


Describe the vegetation, flora and fauna of the study area;



Identify listed ecological values of the study area;



Identify any key threatening processes within the study area;



Outline potential impacts of the proposed distribution corridor and access roads on
ecological values;



Evaluate the proposed distribution corridor and access roads against relevant ecological
policy and legislation; and



Provide recommendations to minimise impacts of the proposed distribution corridor and
access roads on ecological values.

1.4

Scope and Limitations

This report: has been prepared by GHD Pty Ltd (GHD) for Low Head Wind Farm Pty Ltd and
may only be used and relied on by Low Head Wind Farm Pty Ltd for the purpose agreed
between GHD and Low Head Wind Farm Pty Ltd as set out in Section 1.3 of this report.
GHD otherwise disclaims responsibility to any person other than Low Head Wind Farm Pty Ltd
arising in connection with this report. GHD also excludes implied warranties and conditions, to
the extent legally permissible.
The services undertaken by GHD in connection with preparing this report:


were limited to those specifically detailed in the report and are subject to the scope
limitations set out in the report.



were limited to an ecological assessment of vascular plant species (ferns, conifers and
flowering plants), terrestrial and migratory vertebrate fauna;



did not include non-vascular flora (e.g. mosses, liverworts, lichens, and fungi), marine
fauna habitat and invertebrate habitat, which were not formally surveyed as part of this
assessment;



included field surveys during late-spring, which was requested by the EPA and is
considered a suitable time of year to survey for most herbaceous annuals and grass
species. Furthermore, most threatened flora species identified as potentially occurring
within the study area have their peak flowering period/s during November (refer GHD
2013b). Therefore, it is considered unlikely that threatened plant species (other than
those referred to in this document, and ephemeral species that flower outside the
November survey period) were overlooked during the survey; and



did not include a detailed fauna field survey (i.e. trapping) at the study area. The fauna
investigation instead focussed on fauna habitat, and evidence of animals (e.g. scats,
tracks, feathers).
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The opinions, conclusions and any recommendations in this report are based on conditions
encountered, observations made and information reviewed at the date of preparation of the
report. Due to the fact that GHD was only present at specific points within the relevant site(s) on
specific dates and certain time periods, this report is only indicative (and not definitive) of flora
and fauna present on the site(s). Flora and fauna (whether in type or quantity) can also change
and fluctuate at different times throughout the year (due to factors including seasonal changes,
external events or third party intervention), where it is not possible to observe such changes or
fluctuations where only discrete site(s) visits have taken place. GHD has no responsibility or
obligation to update this report to account for events or changes occurring subsequent to the
date that the report was prepared.
The opinions, conclusions and any recommendations in this report are based on assumptions
made by GHD described in this report (refer Section 1.5 of this report). GHD disclaims liability
arising from any of the assumptions being incorrect.

1.5

Assumptions

GHD has prepared this report on the basis of information provided by Low Head Wind Farm Pty
Ltd and others who provided information to GHD (including Government authorities), which
GHD has not independently verified or checked beyond the agreed scope of work. GHD does
not accept liability in connection with such unverified information, including errors and omissions
in the report which were caused by errors or omissions in that information.

1.6
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Protected Matters Search Tool (PMST);
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regards to assessment of site(s) for critical habitat (e.g. natal dens) for threatened fauna.
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2.

Methods
2.1

Background Research

To inform the proposed route alignment for the transmission line and appropriately schedule the
field survey/s, a desktop review of ecological values previously recorded or predicted to occur in
or within 5 km of the proposed distribution corridor was undertaken prior to the field survey
using the following data sources:


The NVA database (BCB 2013) – which provides an NVA Report identifying threatened
fauna and flora records within 500 m and 5000 m from the centre of the study area;



The Environment Protection and Biodiversity Conservation (EPBC) Act 1999 Protected
Matters Search Tool (PMST) (Australian Government 2013) – which provides a PMST
Report that identifies any Matters of National Environmental Significance listed under the
EPBC Act within a 5000 m buffer around the study area;



The DPIPWE website – which contains links to biological and ecological information on
many of the State’s threatened species (available online at:
http://www.dpiw.tas.gov.au/inter.nsf/WebPages/SJON-58E2VD?open, accessed
27/07/2013); and



The Basslink Pty Ltd Public Environmental Report (BPL 2012) – a document produced
triennially, which reports on BPL’s environmental performance throughout the preceding
three year period.

The results of this desktop review were reported in a document issued in August 2013 (refer
GHD 2013b), but have also been considered within this botanical survey and fauna habitat
assessment and are incorporated in the results provided in Sections 3 and 4.
Additional data sources accessed during the background research for this component of the
project, and since issue of the desktop review report (GHD 2013b) include:


The Land Information System Tasmania (LIST) database (Service Tasmania 2013) –
which provides information on the location of vegetation communities according to the
TASVEG 2005 and NRM Coastal Values Project 2006 mapping data, including the
location of threatened vegetation;



The Forest Practices Authority (FPA) website – which contains links to the ‘Fauna Value
Database’ which has biological and ecological notesheets on many of the State’s
threatened fauna species, as well as notesheets on threatened native vegetation
communities (available online at: http://www.fpa.tas.gov.au/, accessed 29/11/2013);



Tasmania’s Threatened Fauna Handbook (Bryant & Jackson 1999) – which was
consulted for threatened species recorded from the Low Head sheet (Tasmap 4845,
Tasmania 1:25,000 series); and



GHD Pty Ltd, 2006: Proposed Bleached Kraft Pulp Mill in Northern Tasmania – Flora
Assessment. Unpublished report prepared for Gunns Limited, and issued May 2006.

2.2

Field Survey

A GHD Ecologist, accompanied by either a GHD Senior Botanist or a GHD Ecologist depending
on the survey date, conducted a field survey of the study area on 5-11 November 2013. This
survey occurred in conjunction with a targeted ecological assessment of the wind farm site
(reported separately in GHD 2013a).
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Another field survey was undertaken on 11-12 November 2015 to include data from a corrected
study area alignment, between the George Town substation and Soldiers Settlement Road. No
other areas associated with the windfarm required re-survey in 2015.
The study area was surveyed on foot using the random meander technique, which involves
walking in a random manner throughout the study area, visiting the full range of potential
habitats and noting and collecting plant species as needed for confirmation and final
identification (Cropper 1993). All flora and fauna species observed (and/or heard) were
recorded, along with fauna habitat values, native vegetation communities and weed infestations.
In addition, an alternate route for the distribution corridor has been proposed to the west of the
Basslink Substation, north of Bridport Road. Vegetation mapping was conducted throughout this
general area during the field survey, but the proposed route was unable to be accurately
assessed for threatened flora or fauna values, due to time constraints and limitations in the
original mapping of study boundaries. This limitation has been reflected in the mapping for the
study area (refer Figure 2).
2.2.1

Statement of Compliance

Plant species were collected in accordance with the Department of Primary Industries, Parks,
Water and Environment’s Plant Collection Permit Number TFL 13075 (expiry: 30/05/2014) and
DA 15127 (expiry: 31/05/2016).
No declared weeds were collected, stored or transported during this assessment.

2.3

Nomenclature and Assessment of Significance

All plants were identified in accordance with A Census of the Vascular Plants of Tasmania
(Baker & de Salas 2013, de Salas & Baker 2015). Flora and fauna conservation significance
was determined in accordance with the Tasmanian Threatened Species Protection (TSP) Act
1995 and the Commonwealth Environment Protection and Biodiversity Conservation (EPBC)
Act 1999.
Conservation significance of vegetation communities was assessed in accordance with the
TASVEG 2005 and Regional Forestry Agreement (RFA) classification and associated criteria
(DPIPWE 2007). Conservation significance of other ecological communities was determined in
accordance with the Commonwealth EPBC Act.
Significance of impacts on Matters of National Environmental Significance (MNES) were
assessed in accordance with the Australian Government’s Significant Impact Guidelines (DOTE
2013).
2.3.1

Assessment of Breeding Habitat for Denning Threatened Fauna

Any ‘dens’ detected, providing potential breeding habitat for threatened fauna, were assessed
and classified in accordance with categories described by Nick Mooney, Tasmanian wildlife
biologist (pers. comm. October 2013; and Mooney 2013) and listed below:
1. Lay-ups: Where an animal may rest either once (for example, a dispersing juvenile) or
regularly. These can be dry, shallow caves, overhangs and hollow logs, in or under
buildings or even dense bracken, grass or sedge tussocks – almost anywhere sheltered;
2. Social Dens: Where mating and other socialising may occur. Typically these are large
secure areas such as enclosed caves, very large hollow logs/stumps, large wombat
burrows, or in and under buildings; and
3. Natal Dens: Where young are left in a nest at the end of their pouch life.
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Mooney (2013) indicates that essential attributes for a Tasmanian devil (Sarcophilus harrisii)
natal den appear to be:


A dry, structurally stable inner chamber;



An inner chamber at least several times the size (volume) of the mother, that is
defendable from like-sized predators. Typically the mouth of the inner chamber is a tight
squeeze for the mother, usually as a horizontal slit or crack, and a nest may be built in
this chamber; and



Bolt-holes as nooks and crannies for imps (devil ‘pups’) to hide in if threatened when the
mother is not home.

Mooney (2013) indicates that preferable attributes for a Tasmanian devil (Sarcophilus harrisii)
natal den appear to be:


Direct sun for part of the day near the entrance to the den (devils, including imps, love
sunning);



Shelter from avian predators around the den mouth (relates to 1); and



A lack of nearby, dangerous predators (not other devils), e.g. devils rarely den under
buildings with free-ranging aggressive dogs.

Any ‘dens’ detected within the study area during the field survey were assessed against these
attributes and classified accordingly. Any potential natal dens, providing potential breeding
habitat for threatened fauna, were mapped.
However, it should be noted that it is very difficult to detect natal dens without electronic tagging
and tracking of mother individuals, and natal dens occurring away from habitation are often only
found via imps exploring the area and leaving field sign (typically small footprints). Even camera
traps will not necessarily reveal a natal den, as the camera itself can attract curious devils and
become a focus (creating false ‘positives’) (Mooney 2013).
Potential breeding habitat was therefore considered in conjunction with other data (e.g. prints,
scats, abundance of prey, presence of competitors), in order to determine the likelihood of a site
providing critical habitat for a threatened fauna species (Mooney 2013). This approach has
been adopted following discussions and field investigation previously conducted with Nick
Mooney (Tasmanian wildlife biologist), and he is acknowledged for his assistance and guidance.
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3.

Results - Ecological Values
3.1

Native Vegetation

3.1.1

Listed Communities Identified by Background Research

Ecological Communities listed under Commonwealth Legislation
Commonwealth legislation lists threatened ecological communities, two of which are predicted
1
to occur within 5000 m of the study area . However, the only community relevant to the
proposed distribution corridor and access roads (being terrestrial) is Lowland Native Grasslands
of Tasmania (listed as Critically Endangered under the EPBC Act).
Vegetation Communities listed under State Legislation
Threatened vegetation communities listed under State legislation are also mapped in Tasmania
2
and identified by the NVA Report . Based on current mapping, six threatened communities
occur within 1000 m of the study area:


Undifferentiated wetland (AWU), listed as vulnerable under State legislation;



Eucalyptus amygdalina forest and woodland on sandstone (DAS), listed as vulnerable
under State legislation;



Eucalyptus globulus dry forest and woodland (DGL), listed as vulnerable under State
legislation;



Allocasuarina littoralis forest (NAL), listed as rare under State legislation;



Melaleuca ericifolia swamp forest (NME), listed as endangered under State legislation;
and



Rainforest fernland (RFE), listed as rare under State legislation.

3.1.2

Vegetation Communities Recorded within the Study Area

Thirteen native vegetation communities (including five threatened communities) and seven other
agricultural, urban or exotic communities were identified and mapped within the study area
(refer Figure 2). The thirteen native vegetation communities were:


Freshwater aquatic herbland (AHF), which is listed under State legislation;



Freshwater aquatic sedgeland and rushland (ASF), which is listed under State
legislation;



Eucalyptus amygdalina coastal forest and woodland (DAC);



Eucalyptus globulus dry forest and woodland (DGL), listed under State legislation;



Eucalyptus ovata forest and woodland (DOV), which is listed under State legislation;



Lowland grassy sedgeland (GSL);



Restionaceae rushland (MRR);



Melaleuca ericifolia swamp forest (NME), which is listed under State legislation;

1

Australian Government, 2013: Protected Matters Search Tool. DSEWPaC (now DOTE). Available online at:
http://www.environment.gov.au/epbc/pmst/index.html (accessed 26/07/13).

2

BCB, 2013: Natural Values Atlas. DPIPWE. Available online at: https://www.naturalvaluesatlas.tas.gov.au (accessed
23/07/13).
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Coastal heathland (SCH);



Lowland sedgy heathland (SHL);



Wet heathland (SHW);



Melaleuca squarrosa scrub (SMR); and



Water, sea (OAQ).

The 20 communities recorded on site are described below as defined by the document From
Forest to Fjaeldmark: Descriptions of Tasmania’s Vegetation (Harris & Kitchener 2005), and
local site characteristics.
Freshwater Aquatic Herbland (AHF) - Threatened
This community is characterised by the presence of standing permanent or semi-permanent
freshwater that supports aquatic and/or emergent herbaceous vegetation. It has a composition
and structure heavily dependent on water depth, water quality, chemistry, temperature and flow
of the water, and on mechanical disturbance such as animal grazing. The most common
emergent element is Triglochin procerum (greater waterribbons), with Isolepis fluitans (floating
clubsedge) and Schoenus fluitans (floating bogsedge) also often present. Other species include
Villarsia reniformis (running marshflower) and Neopaxia australasica (white purslane), along
with species of Myriophyllum (watermilfoil) and Potamogeton (pondweed). In some areas
floating species may form a dense mat at the surface.
Within the study area, this high quality wetland was dominated by Triglochin procerum (greater
waterribbons), with Myriophyllum simulans (amphibious watermilfoil) occurring throughout ( see
Plate 1). Juncus procerus (tall rush) was also scattered throughout, and more common at the
margins where Melaleuca ericifolia (coast paperbark) was present and the community graded
into the (also threatened) Melaleuca ericifolia swamp forest (NME) community. This vegetation
provided high quality habitat for the threatened green and gold frog (Litoria raniformis), with at
least three individuals heard calling from within the 10 m wide distribution corridor at the time of
the field survey. Many more calls were also heard coming from outside the study area, where
this wetland community extended to the east of the alignment.

Plate 1

Freshwater Aquatic Herbland (AHF)
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Freshwater Aquatic Sedgeland and Rushland (ASF) - Threatened
Salinity in this community can range from fresh to brackish, with the diversity and floristic
composition of species heavily dependent on the frequency of inundation and soil
characteristics of the site. This community is dominated by sedges and rushes from the genera
Juncus (rush), Baumea (twigsedge), Carex (sedge), Cyperus (flatsedge), Eleocharis
(spikesedge), Gahnia (sawsedge/cutting grass), Lepidosperma (swordsedge/rapiersedge),
Phragmites (reed), Schoenus (bogsedge) and Typha (cumbungi). Although generally taller than
50 centimetres, the tallest stratum can vary from a few centimetres to over three metres in
height, depending on the dominant species. A variety of smaller sedges and herbs commonly
form a dense to sparse layer between and below the dominant sward. This vegetation type is
listed as a threatened community under Tasmania’s Nature Conservation Act 2002.
Within the study area, this wetland community occurred in numerous patches of varying
quality. Some better quality wetland areas were dominated by Baumea arthrophylla (fine
twigsedge) with Triglochin procerum (greater waterribbons), Juncus procerus (tall rush) and
Lepidosperma longitudinale (pithy swordsedge) common throughout. Some drainage lines,
which in most cases crossed through the distribution corridor and continued either side of the
alignment, were also dominated by native species and have been mapped as this community.
Common native species included Phragmites australis (southern reed), Eleocharis acuta
(common spikesedge), Schoenus apogon (common bogsedge) and Schoenoplectus pungens
(sharp clubsedge). Gahnia spp. occurred along the edges of most such waterways, and Drosera
pygmaea (dwarf sundew) was scattered along the more open muddy edges. These patches
similarly provide good quality habitat for frog species, including the threatened green and gold
frog (Litoria raniformis) which was detected within this community during the field survey.

Plate 2

Freshwater Aquatic Sedgeland and Rushland (ASF)

Eucalyptus amygdalina Coastal Forest and Woodland (DAC)
This community is dominated by Eucalyptus amygdalina (black peppermint) generally less than
30 metres in height, and typically varies from open forest to low open woodland. The dominant
species can form pure stands of scattered trees, or mallee form trees emerging from a heathy
understory. The understory is typically heathy to shrubby, including species such as Banksia
marginata (silver wattle) and Allocasuarina (sheoak) species. Pteridium esculentum (bracken)
may be prevalent on some sites (due to fire and/or grazing history). Wetter examples of this
community may include Gahnia grandis (cutting grass), G. sieberiana (redfruit sawsedge),
Olearia lirata (forest daisybush), Melaleuca squarrosa (scented paperbark) and Lepidosperma
elatius (tall swordsedge).
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Within the study area, this community ranged from patches of very poor condition to high
quality and intact native vegetation (Plate 3). The better quality areas were located towards the
southern end of the distribution corridor, where the alignment passes out of permanent
easement (FPE community) into native vegetation. These areas were dominated by Eucalyptus
amygdalina (black peppermint) up to 30 metres in height over Acacia verticillata subsp.
verticillata (prickly moses), Zieria arborescens (stinkwood) and Melaleuca ericifolia (coast
paperbark). The ground layer was dominated by patches of Lepidosperma longitudinale (pithy
swordsedge), Pteridium esculentum (bracken), Lomandra longifolia (sagg) and Pultenaea
daphnoides (heartleaf bushpea) amongst more open areas of dense litter cover.
Other patches had been clearly modified, with evidence of selective logging (both recent and
historic) observed. These areas have been delineated in the mapping as DAC C/O (cut/over),
and were dominated by E. amygdalina (black peppermint) between 7-16 m in height, with the
occasional E. ovata (black gum), over scattered understorey components similar to the better
quality patches further south. They also included Allocasuarina littoralis (black sheoak) and/or
Banksia marginata (silver banksia) in small patches, and areas with Lepidosperma concavum
(sand swordsedge) common throughout. Diplarrena moraea (white flag-iris) and Epacris
impressa (common heath) were similarly common in places, and Dichondra repens
(kidneyweed) was scattered amongst the litter-dominated ground layer. Another area of very
poor condition occurred southeast of Wind Turbine No. 11, which included numerous dead trees
in the overstorey and had an understorey comprised almost solely of introduced species.
Bromus diandrus (great brome) and Dactylis glomerata (cocksfoot) dominated this patch, with
only some Lomandra longifolia (sagg) present in the ground layer.
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Plate 3

Examples of the Varying Quality of Eucalyptus amygdalina Coastal
Forest and Woodland (DAC) within the Study Area

Eucalyptus globulus Dry Forest and Woodland (DGL) - Threatened
Eucalyptus globulus dry forest and woodland is dominated by a canopy of E. globulus that
varies in height from about 40 m in productive coastal areas to <20 m on poor soils in more arid
inland areas. The understory in this community is usually dominated by native grasses and
Lomandra longifolia, with a sparse cover of tall shrubs that may include Banksia marginata,
Acacia dealbata, A. mearnsii, Exocarpos cupressiformis, Allocasuarina verticillata and Bursaria
spinosa. The low shrub layer is sometimes sparse with Epacris impresa, Hibbertia riparia,
Astroloma humifusum, Lissanthe strigosa, Acrotriche serrulata and Leptecophylla divaricata
occurring occasionally. This community is listed as a threatened vegetation type under
Tasmania’s Nature Conservation Act 2002.
Within the study area, this community was quite variable in structure with changes in slope,
aspect and outcropping rock cover. In general the Eucalyptus globulus canopy trees were up to
15 m in height with a secondary tall shrub/tree layer consisting of Allocasuarina verticillata,
Banksia marginata, A. littoralis and Bursaria spinosa. The ground layer was generally
dominated by Lomandra longifolia and Poa sp. in the more rocky areas. There were occasional
individuals of Hibbertia riparia, Lissanthe strigosa and Acrotriche serrulata. Generally the
mapped area for DGL was in good condition, there were limited numbers of introduced plant
species and the vegetation has not been impact by grazing or slashing.
Eucalyptus ovata Forest and Woodland (DOV) - Threatened
Typically dominated by Eucalyptus ovata (black gum), this community is associated with
drainage flats and moderate to poorly drained fertile soils. E. viminalis subsp. viminalis (white
gum) can be subdominant at many sites, and E. amygdalina (black peppermint), E. pulchella
(white peppermint), E. rodwayi (swamp peppermint), Melaleuca ericifolia (coast paperbark) and
Acacia melanoxylon (blackwood) are sometimes present. The understorey may be grassy,
sedgy, scrubby, shrubby or even mesophytic (moderately moist) beneath E. ovata; however,
where E. viminalis subsp. viminalis is the single dominant, the vegetation fits within this mapping
unit if the understorey is relative sedgy or scrubby and it does not fit within the Eucalyptus
viminalis grassy forest and woodland (DVG) or Eucalyptus viminalis wet forest (WVI)
communities. Old growth stands are extremely rare. This community is listed as a threatened
vegetation type under Tasmania’s Nature Conservation Act 2002.
Within the study area, this community occurred in wetter areas dominated by Eucalyptus ovata
(black gum) over Melaleuca ericifolia (coast paperbark) and Acacia verticillata (prickly moses).
The dense understorey was dominated by Lepidosperma longitudinale (pithy swordsedge) and
Carex appressa (tall sedge), with Blechnum nudum (fishbone waterfern) dominating small areas
along waterways. Dianella tasmanica (forest flaxlily) was also common in areas, and the
occasional E. amygdalina (black peppermint) occurred in the canopy (see Plate 4).
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Plate 4

Eucalyptus ovata Forest and Woodland (DOV)

Lowland Grassy Sedgeland (GSL)
The ground layer of this community is dominated by sedges such as Lomandra longifolia (sagg),
Diplarrena moraea (white flag-iris) or Lepidosperma (sedge) species. Occasional patches of
Poa species and Themeda triandra (kangaroo grass), and scattered eucalypt species, can
occur throughout. A scattered small-tree layer of Acacia dealbata (silver wattle), A. mearnsii
(black wattle), A. melanoxylon (blackwood), Bursaria spinosa (prickly box) and Dodonaea
viscosa (broadleaf hopbush) may also be seen, especially on slopes.
Within the study area, this community was dominated by Lomandra longifolia (sagg), with the
occasional Xanthorrhoea australis (southern grasstree) and Diplarrena moraea (white flag-iris)
throughout (see Plate 5). The introduced grass Anthoxanthum odoratum (sweet vernalgrass)
was also common in the ground layer, and the native species Drosera peltata (pale sundew)
was scattered between the large sagg tussocks. Burchardia umbellata (milkmaids) was locally
common, and Pteridium esculentum (bracken) almost co-dominated some patches. Ulex
europaeus (gorse) was scattered through some areas, largely where this community occurred
adjacent to infestations of this declared weed.
This community does not classify as the Lowland Native Grasslands of Tasmania community,
listed as critically endangered under the EPBC Act.
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Plate 5

Lowland Grassy Sedgeland (GSL) within the Study Area

Restionaceae Rushland (MRR)
This generally treeless community consists of a layer of graminoids up to one metre in height,
with species composition highly variable and dependent on substrate, altitude and drainage.
Baloskion australe (southern cordrush) typically dominates on dolerite in the central highlands,
and at low to mid elevations on deep peat soils Leptocarpus tenax (slender twinerush) is
typically dominant or co-dominant in a mosaic with Sporadanthus tasmanicus (branching
scalerush), Eurychorda complanata (flat cordrush) and Chordifex hookeri (woolly buttonrush). A
dense tangle of any of the cord rushes may occur along creeks and drainage lines, and in very
wet areas there may be a transition into wetland dominated by Carex (sedge) species. Marginal
belts of either Leptospermum (teatree) or Melaleuca (paperbark) species may also occur, and
associated species may include Lepidosperma filiforme (common rapiersedge), Sprengelia
incarnata (pink swampheath) and species of Xyris (yelloweye) and Utricularia (bladderwort).
Within the study area, this community was dominated by rushes (see Plate 6) including
Leptocarpus tenax (slender twinerush) and Lepyrodia muelleri (erect scalerush), with
Selaginella uliginosa (swamp spikemoss), Lepidosperma filiforme (common rapiersedge) and
Gleichenia dicarpa (pouched coralfern). Sphaerolobium minus (eastern globepea) and Xyris
operculata (tall yelloweye) were common throughout, and Melaleuca gibbosa (slender
honeymyrtle) emergent and common along the community edges. A green and gold frog (Litoria
raniformis) was observed amongst the rushes of this community during the field survey.

Plate 6

Restionaceae Rushland (MRR)
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Melaleuca ericifolia Swamp Forest (NME) - Threatened
This community is generally dominated by Melaleuca ericifolia (coast paperbark), which typically
occurs as pure or almost pure stands of about 10-12 metres in height. Leptospermum lanigerum
(woolly teatree) and emergent eucalypts are occasionally subdominant, and the understorey is
typically simple and devoid of shrubs. Weeds and other herbaceous species may be present
depending on the level of disturbance. This vegetation type is listed as a threatened community
under Tasmania’s Nature Conservation Act 2002.
Within the study area, this threatened community was dominated by Melaleuca ericifolia (coast
paperbark), of between 8 and 10 metres in height depending on the patch. Some areas
included the occasional Banksia marginata (silver banksia) and Acacia verticillata (prickly
moses) over an open understorey that included Pteridium esculentum (bracken) and Juncus
procerus (tall rush). Native herbs in these areas included Acaena novae-zelandiae (common
buzzy), Gonocarpus micranthus (creeping raspwort) and Dichondra repens (kidneyweed).
However, some patches of this community, occurring south of Soldiers Settlement Road
amongst agricultural land (FAG community) were highly degraded with a modified understorey
dominated by exotic species. These included Anthoxanthum odoratum (sweet vernalgrass),
Lolium perenne (perennial ryegrass) and Glyceria declinata (small sweetgrass), amongst bare
ground and litter where stock regularly shelter beneath the paperbark canopy (see Plate 7).
Coastal Heathland (SCH)
This community is the classic heathland on sand sheets and peaty soils near the coast.
Typically reaching between 1–2 m tall, it may form a dense cover of uniform height with
scattered woody emergents, or be sparse and variable with openings of sedgeland. This
floristically diverse community includes species from the the genera Epacris (heath), Acacia
(wattle), Dillwynia (parrotpea), Pimelea (riceflower), Pultenaea (bushpea), Goodenia (native
primrose), Hibbertia (guineaflower), Leptospermum (teatree) and Xanthorrhoea (grasstree).
Some scattered emergents, including Eucalyptus spp., Banksia marginate (silver banksia) or
Allocasuarina (sheoak) spp. may be present. Sites disturbed by Phytophthora cinnamomi (rootrot fungus) or burning may be characterised by prominent sedges, commonly Lepidosperma
concavum (sand swordsedge).
Within the study area, this community occurred in one small patch, dominated by a variety of
heath species with Xanthorrhoea (grasstree) individuals common throughout. Lepidosperma
concavum (sand swordsedge) was also prominent within the sparse and open ground layer.
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Plate 7

Examples of the Varying Quality of Threatened Melaleuca ericifolia
Swamp Forest (NME) within the Study Area

Lowland Sedgy Heathland (SHL)
The community is in some places a treeless, heathy sedgeland dominated by Lomandra
longifolia (sagg). In many areas, the community has resulted from devastating infestations of
Phytophthora cinnamomi (root rot) or other significant disturbances. The community is generally
dominated by Lomandra longifolia (sagg) and Gahnia microstachya (slender sawsedge).
Isolated trees such as Leptospermum scoparium (common teatree), Banksia marginata (silver
banksia) and Allocasuarina verticillata (drooping sheoak) may grow around the periphery of the
community.
Within the study area, this community was dominated by Lomandra longifolia (sagg), with
Pteridium esculentum (bracken), Epacris impressa (common heath), Lepidosperma concavum
(sand swordsedge), Monotoca scoparia (prickly broomheath), Leucopogon virgatus (twiggy
beardheath) and Xanthorrhoea australis (southern grasstree) throughout. Hibbertia prostrata
(prostrate guineaflower) and Pimelea humilis (dwarf riceflower) were also common, and
Eucalyptus amygdalina (black peppermint) were occasionally emergent where this community
bordered eucalypt dominated woodland.
Wet Heathland (SHW)
Wet heathland occurs on poorly drained soils at low altitudes, and are typically dominated by a
combination of Leptospermum (teatree) and Melaleuca (paperbark) species with Banksia
marginata (silver banksia), Epacris lanuginosa (swamp heath), Gahnia (sawsedge) species and
Lepidosperma filiforme (common rapiersedge). Scattered emergent Eucalyptus rodwayi (swamp
peppermint) or E. ovata (black gum) trees are often present. The ground layer usually includes
the fern Lindsaea linearis (screw fern) and clubmoss Selaginella uliginosa (swamp spikemoss),
as well as a dense cover of Restionaceae and Cyperaceae species.
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Within the study area, this community was dominated by Melaleuca squarrosa (scented
paperbark) with Leptospermum scoparium (common teatree), L. lanigerum (woolly teatree) and
Banksia marginata (silver banksia) common throughout (see Plate 8a). There was the
occasional Eucalyptus ovata (black gum) emergent, and the understorey included Sprengelia
incarnata (pink swampheath), Gleichenia dicarpa (pouched coral fern), Lepidosperma
longitudinale (pithy swordsedge) and Selaginella uliginosa (swamp spikemoss), as well as a
variety of Restionaceae species.
Melaleuca squarrosa Scrub (SMR)
Occurring on poorly-drained peat or sandy peat soils over acidic substrates, this community is
typically dominated by Melaleuca squarrosa (scented paperbark) between two to eight metres in
height; occasionally M. squamea (swamp honeymyrtle) can dominate. Species such as Banksia
marginata (silver banksia), Leptospermum scoparium var. scoparium (common teatree), Hakea
epiglottis subsp. epiglottis (beaked needlebush) and Acacia mucronata (caterpillar wattle) may
also occur, over a tangled understorey of Bauera rubioides (wiry bauera), Gleichenia
microphylla (scrambling coralfern) and/or Calorophus elongatus (long roperush). The species
Gahnia grandis (cutting grass), Baloskion tetraphyllum subsp. tetraphyllum (tassel cordrush),
Monotoca glauca (goldey wood) and Pteridium esculentum (bracken) are also frequent in the
understorey.
Within the study area, this community was dominated by Melaleuca squarrosa (scented
paperbark) with the occasional Leptospermum (teatree) spp., over Lepidosperma longitudinale
(pithy swordsedge) and Pteridium esculentum (bracken), as shown in Plate 8b. It was largely
confined to old drainage lines, and one patch was in poor condition after a burn sometime in the
last few years.

Plate 8

a): Wet Heathland (SHW); and b): Melaleuca squarrosa Scrub (SMR)

Water, Sea (OAQ)
These mapping units are areas of fresh or saline water with no emergent aquatic plants (OAQ),
in artificial impoundments, lakes or inlets of the sea.
Within the study area, a large farm dam and some smaller unvegetated drainage lines have
been included within this mapping unit. Although these units did not include any emergent
aquatic plants, Juncus (rush) spp. were common on the margins. They were generally of poor
condition floristically, with eroding banks and surrounded by modified agricultural land (FAG
community) dominated by exotic pasture species; however, they were still providing aquatic
habitat for a variety of fauna species including frogs, ducks and other birds (see Plate 9).
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Plate 9

Water, Sea (OAQ) Community within the Study Area

Agricultural Land (FAG)
This vegetation type generally includes improved pastures, cropland and orchards, with
numerous exotic species dominating, although minor occurrences of native species such as
those in the genera Austrodanthonia (wallabygrass) and Austrostipa (speargrass) may also be
present.
Within the study area, this community was dominated by introduced pasture grasses, with
Anthoxanthum odoratum (sweet vernalgrass) the most common throughout (see Plate 10). The
introduced clubsedge Isolepis levynsiana (fan clubsedge), was also common, particularly in the
wetter patches. Various native species were scattered throughout, including Drosera peltata
(pale sundew), Juncus pallidus (pale rush), Eleocharis acuta (common spikesedge) and
Lepidosperma longitudinale (pithy swordsedge).

Plate 10

Agricultural Land (FAG) within the Study Area

Permanent Easement (FPE)
This mapping unit encompasses permanent easements derived from recurrent disturbance (e.g.
slashing) associated with linear infrastructure such as powerlines, railways, highways and
pipelines.
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Within the study area, this community represented a small proportion of the distribution
corridor (see Plate 11). It was largely dominated by native species that have been regularly cut
or slashed beneath the existing, tall overhead powerlines. Common species compositions
included Leptospermum scoparium (common teatree) and Melaleuca ericifolia (coast
paperbark) over Lomandra longifolia (sagg), Pteridium esculentum (bracken), Diplarrena
moraea (white flag-iris) and Gahnia grandis (cutting grass). Regenerating Eucalyptus
amygdalina (black peppermint) were often present, but were of low height due to the active
maintenance of the easement corridor. By contrast, some areas were simply dominated by
slashed Pteridium esculentum (bracken) but have been included within this community as they
are clearly being actively maintained.
Despite the modified nature of this community, in most areas it was dominated by native flora
and included habitat for a variety of threatened flora, as shown in Figure 2. Note that some of
the threatened flora mapped within the basslink easement were found during the original 2013
survey (which covered an erroneous route in this section).
A large proportion of this community, north of a track off Musk Vale Road, had also been
recently burnt. No regenerating herbs or shrubs were yet emerging from the exposed soil. The
patchy burn extended into surrounding native vegetation, and may promote the flowering of a
number of burnt Xanthorrhoea (grasstree) spp. individuals at this location.

Plate 11

Permanent Easement (FPE) within the Study Area

Pteridium esculentum Fernland (FPF)
Dominated by Pteridium esculentum (bracken) on well drained soils, this community is either
treeless or has a sparse eucalypt canopy of less than 5% crown density. The species often
invades unimproved cleared land or degraded pasture over a wide range of rock types and
altitudes. It is also found around the edges of heathy forest and open woodland where it may
dominate as an understorey species, and may replace heathland and shrubland communities
on coastal dunes subject to very high fire frequencies.
Within the study area, these areas were dominated by regenerating Pteridium esculentum
(bracken) over a ground layer of exotic pasture grasses, or bare ground in some areas, as
shown in Plate 12.
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Plate 12

Pteridium esculentum Fernland (FPF)

Plantations for Silviculture (FPL)
This mapping unit includes commercial tree farms of species such as Eucalyptus nitens (shining
gum) above 600 metres, and Pinus radiata (radiata pine) and E. globulus (Tasmanian blue gum)
below 600 m altitude. Plantations can occur on a variety of land tenures, and large restoration
plantings are also included within this community.
Within the study area, there were various plantations recorded (see Plate 13). A large Pinus
radiata (radiata pine) plantation occurs near the northern end of the distribution corridor over a
ground layer dominated by Anthoxanthum odoratum (sweet vernalgrass) with Pteridium
esculentum (bracken) common throughout. The southern end of the alignment included a large
plantation of Eucalyptus globulus (tasmanian blue gum). This plantation was considerably
different to the pine plantation, occurring over a native understorey providing habitat for
threatened flora and fauna. It was dominated by Leptospermum scoparium (common teatree),
Melaleuca ericifolia (coast paperbark) and Melaleuca squarrosa (scented paperbark) in the
understorey, over Lomandra longifolia (sagg) and Pteridium esculentum (bracken) above a
dense layer of organic litter from the canopy trees and remnant debris from the plantation
establishment. The threatened Pimelea flava subsp. flava (yellow riceflower) was recorded in
this latter plantation, as well as some small patches of the declared weed Rubus spp. agg.
(blackberry).

Plate 13

Plantation for Silviculture (FPL) Recorded within the Study Area
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Regenerating Cleared Land (FRG)
An area of cleared land dominated by exotic pasture where there has been significant
recolonisation by native species is mapped as the regenerating cleared land (FRG) community.
It is typically characterised by an invasion of exotic pasture by native species, including
graminoid species such as Lomandra longifolia (sagg), Isolepis nodosa (knobby club rush) and
Juncus (rush) species. Drainage flats are commonly recolonised by J. sarophorus (broom rush),
J. australis (southern rush), J. amabilis (gentle rush), Carex iynx (tussock sedge) or Gahnia
grandis (cutting grass). Small native shrubs may be present during latter colonisation, and
scattered shrubs of Tasmannia lanceolata (mountain pepper), Senecio linearifolius (fireweed
groundsel) and Cassinia aculeata (dollybush) are common recolonising species of pasture in
the northwest of the state. Insignificant amounts of Austrodanthonia (wallabygrass) or
Austrostipa (speargrass) species may also be included within this category.
Within the study area, an area previously cleared for quarrying is regenerating with native
shrub species, including Acacia verticillata subsp. verticillata (prickly moses), Leptospermum
scoparium (common teatree) and Pomaderris (dogwood) spp. Lepidosperma longitudinale (pithy
swordsedge), Pteridium esculentum (bracken), Gahnia grandis (cutting grass) and Lomandra
longifolia (sagg) were common in the understorey, and small Eucalyptus amygdalina (black
peppermint) saplings were also present.
Extra-Urban Miscellaneous (FUM)
This community represents unvegetated areas that originated as a result of various human
activities, including open cut mines, dam developments, some timber loading bays in forestry
areas, and quarries. Although very sparse herbs and grasses may be present, the predominant
absence of vegetation is a diagnostic feature of this mapping unit.
Within the study area, there were sections that included a currently operational quarry and
road surfaces largely devoid of vegetation (see Plate 14). They have been included within this
mapping unit to reflect the lack of ecological values in these areas, and preferred impact areas
for the project.

Plate 14

Extra-Urban Miscellaneous (FUM) Community

Weed Infestation (FWU)
Dense occurrences of weeds are mapped as this vegetation community, and include large
infestations of Ulex europaeus (gorse), introduced Rubus species (blackberry), Lycium
ferocissimum (African boxthorn), Salix fragilis (crack willow), Cirsium vulgare (spear thistle) and
significant plantings or escapees of other exotic species.
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Within the study area, there were some large patches that have been invaded by the declared
weed species Ulex europaeus (gorse). This weed-dominated vegetation was largely devoid of
native flora, although included some Pteridium esculentum (bracken). Most areas within this
thick and prickly community appear to be preferentially avoided by larger mammal species, with
heavily used animal tracks providing clear pathways through the infestations, between areas of
native vegetation. The scat of a Tasmanian devil (Sarcophilus harrisii) was recorded along one
such route. There was also a patch dominated by Rubus spp. agg. (blackberry) at the southern
end of the distribution corridor, which has been included in this mapping unit (see Plate 15).

Plate 15

Weed Infestations (FWU) Dominated by Declared Weed Species

3.2

Native Flora

3.2.1

Threatened Flora Identified by Desktop Research

Twenty-three threatened plant species have previously been recorded within 500 metres of the
3
study area, according to the NVA Report . At least two of these, the yellow riceflower (Pimelea
flava subsp. flava) and milky beautyheads (Calocephalus lacteus), have previously been
4
recorded within the existing Basslink Easement . An additional 52 listed plant species have also
been recorded, or are predicted to occur, within 5 km of the study area according to the NVA
5
and PMST reports. These species and their likelihood of occurrence are listed in Table 1.
Table 1

Threatened Flora known or predicted to occur within 5 km of the
Study Area

Species

Tasmanian
Status – TSP
Act

Commonwealth
Status – EPBC Act

Brief habitat description &
Likelihood of occurrence within study
area

Acacia ulicifolia

rare

Not Listed

Occurs in sandy coastal heaths, open
forest and woodland in the north and east
of Tasmania.
Present, recorded during the field
survey.

rare

Not Listed

Occurs in damp, sandy ground and wet
places.
Possible, some suitable habitat.

rare

Not Listed

Often growing in damp conditions in dry
open grassland and dry sclerophyll forest.
Possible, some suitable habitat.

juniper wattle

Aphelia gracilis
slender fanwort
Aphelia pumilio
dwarf fanwort

3

BCB, 2013: Natural Values Atlas. DPIPWE. Available online at: https://www.naturalvaluesatlas.tas.gov.au (accessed
23/07/13).

4

BPL, 2012: Public Environmental Report. Report prepared by BPL and issued July 2012.

5

Australian Government, 2013: Protected Matters Search Tool. DSEWPaC (now DOTE). Available online at:
http://www.environment.gov.au/epbc/pmst/index.html (accessed 26/07/13).
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Species

Tasmanian
Status – TSP
Act

Commonwealth
Status – EPBC Act

Brief habitat description &
Likelihood of occurrence within study
area

Arthropodium strictum

rare

Not Listed

Occurs in open forest, dry hillsides and
grasslands.
Possible, some suitable habitat,
although not recorded during field
survey.

rare

Not Listed

A small perennial plant with a branching
rhizome (underground stem). In Tasmania
the species has been recorded from
coastal communities, eucalypt forest and
cleared forest pasture. It is a lowland
species from north eastern Tasmania and
the Furneaux Islands.
Possible, some suitable habitat.

endangered

Critically Endangered

This riparian species is found near river
margins, creek beds and along flood
channels adjacent to the river, occurring
on river gravels, often between exposed
cobbles in areas frequently disturbed by
fluvial processes.
Unlikely, lack of suitable habitat.

rare

Not Listed

Found along rivers on the north-east
coast, this species flowers from October to
March in Tasmania.
Unlikely, lackof suitable habitat.

rare

Not Listed

Occurs in shallow, standing, sometimes
brackish water, rooted in heavy black mud.
Possible, some suitable habitat.

endangered

Vulnerable

Only known from the western flanks of Mt
Arthur in northern Tasmania, at altitudes of
450-550 m above sea level. Grows in wet
heath or scrub, over an underlying
substrate of alluvium over Jurassic
dolerite.
Unlikely, outside of known range and
not recorded during field survey.

vulnerable

Vulnerable

Known from marshes in the Eastern Tiers,
this species grows in wet heaths
dominated by species such as Melaleuca
spp., Leptospermum spp. and Gahnia
grandis, as well as in adjacent woodland,
in areas of moderate to poor drainage over
Jurassic dolerite.
Possible, some suitable habitat,
although not recorded during field
survey.

vulnerable

Vulnerable

Occurs in heathy and grassy open
eucalypt forest and woodland, often with
she-oaks on sunny north facing slopes.
Present, recorded during field survey.

endangered

Not Listed

Occurs in lowland areas to around 600 m
altitude, mainly in dry areas with sandy
and loamy soils that are often gravelly.
Mainly found in heathy woodland and open
forest, frequently among grass tussocks
on slopes.
Possible, some suitable habitat.

rare

Not Listed

Occurs in heathy and sedgy open eucalypt
forests and woodlands on sandy soils.
Possible, some suitable habitat.

chocolate lily

Asperula minima
mossy woodruff

Barbarea australis
riverbed wintercress

Baumea articulata
jointed twigsedge

Bolboschoenus
caldwellii
sea clubsedge
Boronia hemichiton
Mt Arthur boronia

Boronia hippopala
velvet boronia

Caladenia caudata
tailed spider-orchid

Caladenia congesta
blacktongue fingerorchid

Caladenia filamentosa
daddy longlegs
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Species

Tasmanian
Status – TSP
Act

Commonwealth
Status – EPBC Act

Brief habitat description &
Likelihood of occurrence within study
area

Caladenia patersonii

vulnerable

Not Listed

Occurring in low shrubby heathland in
moist to well-drained sandy and clay loam,
this species favours coastal and near
coastal areas in the north from south of
Marrawah to Bridport. It is known to
occupy about 5 hectares in total.
Possible, some suitable habitat.

rare

Not Listed

Mainly occurs in heathland, sometimes
found in open forest.
Possible, some suitable habitat.

rare

Not Listed

Generally occurs on river floodplains or
other places subject to periodic inundation.
Only recorded from the Sea Elephant
River on King Island in Tasmania,
although occurs more broadly on the
mainland.
Unlikely, lack of suitable habitat and
outside of known range.

rare

Not Listed

Occurs in open grassland situations.
Possible, recorded within wind turbine
site during field survey and with
potential to also occur along the
proposed distribution corridor.

rare

Not Listed

Occurs on riverbanks and the margins of
forests.
Unlikely, lack of suitable habitat.

rare

Not Listed

Occurs on riverbanks, in rough grassland
and pastures.
Possible, some suitable habitat.

rare

Not Listed

Often found in low soaks adjacent to rivers
on a variety of soil types, usually in areas
subject to flooding.
Unlikely, lack of suitable habitat.

endangered

Not Listed

Found in damp, sandy heath around the
Low Head region.
Possible, some suitable habitat,
although not recorded during field
survey.

rare

Not Listed

Occurs in grasslands and open forests and
is widespread and locally frequent on the
landward margins of coastal sand dunes.
Possible, recorded within the wind farm
site and potential to occur along the
proposed distribution corridor.

rare

Not Listed

Known to occur in coastal scrub and
Allocasuarina woodlands, often on
dolerite.
Possible, Cyrtostylis leaves detected
during the field survey.

rare

Endangered

Inhabits native grasslands and grassy
woodlands, mainly within the Midlands.
Unlikely, lack of suitable habitat and
not recorded during field survey.

endangered

Endangered

Occurs within riparian scrub amongst
dolerite boulders.
Unlikely, lack of suitable habitat.

patersons spider-orchid

Caladenia pusilla
tiny fingers
Callitriche sonderi
matted waterstarwort

Calocephalus lacteus
milky beautyheads

Calystegia sepium
swamp bindweed
Carex longebrachiata
drooping sedge
Centipeda cunninghamii
erect sneezeweed

Chorizandra enodis
black bristlesedge

Cynoglossum australe
coast houndstongue

Cyrtostylis robusta
large gnat-orchid

Dianella amoena
grassland flaxlily

Epacris exserta
south esk heath
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Species

Tasmanian
Status – TSP
Act

Commonwealth
Status – EPBC Act

Brief habitat description &
Likelihood of occurrence within study
area

Epacris virgata
(Beaconsfield)

vulnerable

Endangered

This example of the geographically
disjunct taxon is restricted to a small area
in the foothills of Dazzler Range near
Beaconsfield on serpentine in dry
sclerophyll forest, with a small outlying
population near Pipers River.
Unlikely, outside of known range and
not recorded during field survey.

rare

Not Listed

Occurs in wet sites, especially in the north
and northwest of the State.
Possible, some suitable habitat.

endangered

Not Listed

Occurs in moist herb/sedge communities
in grassy leads in marshes or in drier open
grassy areas on hills at the headwaters of
creeks.
Possible, some suitable habitat.

vulnerable

Vulnerable

Occurs in dry sclerophyll forest, native
grasslands and woodland.
Possible, some suitable habitat.

vulnerable

Not Listed

Occurs in dry sclerophyll forest, native
grassland and woodland, usually on flat
sites with loose sandy soil.
Possible, some suitable habitat.

rare

Not Listed

Found in sandy heaths and open
woodlands in the north-east of the State.
Possible, some suitable habitat
although not recorded during field
survey.

rare

Not Listed

Occurs in coastal and near-coastal
lowland areas, in habitats subject to
periodic inundation such as swamps and
depressions. Plant bases are usually
immersed, or can be wholly submerged in
wet years. Recorded from herbfield,
sedgeland, grassland and heathland.
Possible, some suitable habitat.

rare

Not Listed

Occurs in unimproved pastures and
swampy or poorly drained situations from
sea level to 200 metres altitude.
Possible, some suitable habitat.

rare

Not Listed

Grows in unimproved pastures and
swampy or poorly drained situations from
sea level to 200 m altitude.
Possible, some suitable habitat.

rare

Not Listed

Grows in unimproved pastures and
swampy or poorly drained situations from
sea level to 200 m altitude.
Possible, some suitable habitat.

rare

Not Listed

Grows in mud or temporary shallow water,
including in damp depressions, ephemeral
creeklines and the margins of wetlands.
Possible, some suitable habitat.

rare

Not Listed

Occurs in moist habitats, generally areas
of seepage confined to roadsides.
Possible, some suitable habitat, and
Juncus spp. recorded during field
survey but without flowering material to
assist identification.

rare

Not Listed

Occurs in damp ground of coastal habitats,
including seepage slopes, stream banks
and swamps.
Possible, some suitable habitat.

pretty heath

Epilobium pallidiflorum
showy willowherb
Euphrasia scabra
yellow eyebright

Glycine latrobeana
clover glycine
Glycine microphylla
small-leaf glycine

Hibbertia virgata
twiggy guineaflower

Hydrorchis orbicularis
swamp onion-orchid

Hypoxis vaginata
sheathing yellowstar

Hypoxis vaginata var.
brevistigmata
sheathing yellowstar
Hypoxis vaginata var.
vaginata
sheathing yellowstar
Isoetes drummondii
subsp. drummondii
plain quillwort
Juncus amabilis
gentle rush

Lachnagrostis scabra
subsp. scabra
rough blowngrass
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Species

Tasmanian
Status – TSP
Act

Commonwealth
Status – EPBC Act

Brief habitat description &
Likelihood of occurrence within study
area

Lepidosperma viscidum

rare

Not Listed

Grows in low, open Allocasuarina
forest/open shrubland on dolerite or
granite substrates.
Possible, some suitable habitat but not
detected within study area.

rare

Not Listed

In Tasmania, this species inhabits salt
marshes and coastal mudflats along the
northern coast and in the southeast.
Unlikely, lack of suitable habitat and
not recorded during field survey.

rare

Not Listed

Found within Poa tussock grassland, low
coastal shrubbery and on dunes around
the State.
Unlikely, lack of suitable habitat and
not recorded during field survey.

vulnerable

Not Listed

Occurs along stream banks and rivers and
in gaps of Melaleuca ericifolia forest.
Possible, some suitable habitat.

rare

Not Listed

Occurs in coastal and near-coastal
lowland areas, in habitats subject to
periodic inundation such as swamps,
depressions and soaks. Plant bases are
usually immersed, or can be wholly
submerged in wet years. Recorded from
herbfield, sedgeland, grassland and
heathland on peats and sandy loams.
Possible, some suitable habitat.

vulnerable

Not Listed

Occurs in muddy soil, saline swamps and
on the edge of wetlands.
Possible, some suitable habitat.

rare

Not Listed

Occurs in muddy soaks and hollows prone
to flooding in sandy humic heaths and
open shrublands, near the coast in the
north and north east of the State, and with
outlying populations on King Island.
Possible, some suitable habitat

vulnerable

Not Listed

Occurs in mostly near-coastal situations,
where it grows on rock plates on a variety
of substrates.
Possible, some suitable habitat

rare

Not Listed

Grows in wet, peaty soils with little
competition from other plants, along the
northern coastline of the State and
extending up into King and Flinders
Islands.
Unlikely, lack of suitable habitat.

rare

Not Listed

Prefers moderately fertile sites, such as
shrubby Eucalyptus amygdalina damp
sclerophyll forest with co-dominants of E.
obliqua, E. ovata and E. pulchella or
scrubby E. amygdalina forest on dolerite in
sub coastal areas. Extends from the
southeast to the north. No other
subspecies occur in Tasmania.
Present, recorded during field survey.

rare

Not Listed

This species is found on shores and
offshore islands around the coast, on both
sand dunes and in rocky habitats.
Unlikely, lack of suitable habitat and
not recorded during field survey.

sticky swordsedge

Limonium australe
yellow sea-lavender

Lotus australis
australian trefoil

Lythrum salicaria
purple loosestrife
Microtidium atratum
yellow onion-orchid

Myriophyllum
integrifolium
tiny watermilfoil
Phyllangium distylis
tiny mitrewort

Phyllangium divergens
wiry mitrewort

Phylloglossum
drummondii
pygmy clubmoss

Pimelea flava subsp.
flava
yellow riceflower

Poa poiformis var.
ramifer
island purplegrass
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Species

Tasmanian
Status – TSP
Act

Commonwealth
Status – EPBC Act

Brief habitat description &
Likelihood of occurrence within study
area

Pomaderris intermedia

rare

Not Listed

Predominantly occurs in wet sclerophyll
forest and shrubland, ranging from the
north-east and east coast to the Bass
Strait Islands.
Unlikely, lack of suitable habitat and
not recorded during field survey.

rare

Not Listed

Grows in exposed sites along clifflines and
within dune scrubs.
Unlikely, lack of suitable habitat and
not recorded during field survey.

endangered

Vulnerable

Occurs in open shrubby woodland
dominated by Eucalyptus amygdalina, and
currently known from only three
geographically distinct locations across the
State.
Possible, some suitable habitat and
related subsp. recorded during field
survey.

endangered

Endangered

Found in coastal heathland or grassy and
scrubby open eucalypt forest on sandy
and clay loams, often among rocks.
Known from four disjunct locations:
Murdunna; Taranna; Hobart; and Bridport.
Possible, some suitable habitat.

endangered

Endangered

Found in dense coastal scrub in the
swales of stabilised sand dunes on white
to grey sands and sandy loam.
Possible, some suitable habitat.

endangered

Vulnerable

Grows on near-coastal calcareous dunes
and sand-sheets, within closed scrubs
dominated by either Leptospermum
laevigatum (coast teatree) or Beyeria
lechenaultii var. latifolia (pale turpentinebush), often with moss and deep leaf litter.
Sites are typically sheltered facing south or
south-easterly to westerly, with seasonally
damp but well-drained humus-rich sandy
loams.
Unlikely, lack of suitable habitat.

vulnerable

Vulnerable

Known to inhabit grassy woodlands and
native grasslands in the Midlands.
Unlikely, lack of suitable habitat.

vulnerable

Not Listed

Found in heathy woodland, with localised
occurrences in the northeast of the State.
Possible, some suitable habitat.

rare

Not Listed

Occurs in grasslands and grassy
woodlands.
Possible, some suitable habitat.

rare

Not Listed

Occurs in marshes and drainage channels.
Possible, some suitable habitat.

rare

Not Listed

Recorded from cleared forest pasture,
rainforest/wet sclerophyll forest and
heathland in the east and north of the
State; however, this species may have
been introduced to Tasmania.
Possible, some suitable habitat.

rare

Not Listed

Occurs in moist, shady places.
Possible, some suitable habitat.

lemon dogwood

Pomaderris paniculosa
subsp. paralia
shining dogwood
Pomaderris pilifera
subsp. talpicutica
moleskin dogwood

Prasophyllum
apoxychilum
tapered leek-orchid

Prasophyllum secutum
northern leek-orchid

Pterostylis cucullata
subsp. cucullata
leafy greenhood

Pterostylis ziegeleri
grassland greenhood
Pultenaea mollis
soft bushpea
Ranunculus sessiliflorus
var. sessiliflorus
rockplate buttercup
Rumex bidens
mud dock
Schenkia australis
spike centaury

Scutellaria humilis
dwarf skullcap
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Species

Tasmanian
Status – TSP
Act

Commonwealth
Status – EPBC Act

Brief habitat description &
Likelihood of occurrence within study
area

Solanum opacum

endangered

Not Listed

Known from a variety of habitats in
Tasmania, including poorly-drained tall
Melaleuca ericifolia swamp forest and
open shrubberies on granite outcrops.
Possible, some suitable habitat,
although not recorded during field
survey.

rare

Not Listed

Inhabits salt marshes and sand hills near
the north-east coast and through the
Furneaux Islands.
Unlikely, lack of suitable habitat.

rare

Not Listed

Recorded from low, open woodland,
shrubbery and heath, this species is
restricted to the north of the State,
including the Bass Strait islands.
Possible, some suitable habitat,
although not recorded during field
survey.

rare

Not Listed

Occurs in rocky situations within a variety
of vegetation types.
Unlikely, lack of suitable habitat and
not recorded during field survey.

rare

Not Listed

Habitat includes wet sandy heaths, moist
depressions, soaks and hollows, with
associated herbs generally including
species in the genera Drosera, Urtricularia
and Centrolepis.
Possible, some suitable habitat and
other threatened Stylidium
(triggerplant) spp. of similar
appearance and habitat requirements
recorded during field survey(s).

rare

Not Listed

Known from sandy heathlands and moist
habitat such as wet soaks (often with a
peat soil), muddy flats and saline swamps
along the coast in the north of the State.
Present, recorded during field survey.

rare

Not Listed

Grows in sandy humic heaths and open
shrublands, moist depressions and poorly
drained hollows, mainly in near-coastal
areas in the north of the State.
Possible, recorded on wind farm site
and potential to occur along proposed
distribution corridor.

rare

Not Listed

Occurs in heathland and eucalypt
woodland on poorly drained to wet sandy
or peaty loams, especially around the
margins of swamps.
Possible, some suitable habitat.

vulnerable

Not Listed

Grows in grasslands, heaths and open
woodland near the coast and inland to
approximately 1000 m altitude in the northeast, the midlands and the east coast.
Possible, some suitable habitat.

rare

Not Listed

Inhabits fresh or brackish mudflats or
margins of swamps in lowland, mostly
coastal areas.
Possible, some suitable habitat.

rare

Not Listed

Occurs in wet sclerophyll forests and
alkaline habitats.
Unlikely, lack of suitable habitat and
not recorded during field survey.

greenberry nightshade

Sporobolus virginicus
salt couch

Spyridium parvifolium
var. parvifolium
coast dustymiller

Stellaria multiflora
rayless starwort

Stylidium beaugleholei
fan triggerplant

Stylidium despectum
small triggerplant

Stylidium perpusillum
tiny triggerplant

Thelymitra mucida
plum sun-orchid

Tricoryne elatior
yellow rushlily

Triglochin minutissima
tiny arrowgrass

Veronica plebeia
trailing speedwell
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Species

Tasmanian
Status – TSP
Act

Commonwealth
Status – EPBC Act

Brief habitat description &
Likelihood of occurrence within study
area

Wilsonia rotundifolia

rare

Not Listed

Found in coastal and inland salt marshes
in the eastern part of the State.
Unlikely, lack of suitable habitat.

vulnerable

Vulnerable

This endemic species is found in coastal
sandy heath from Bridport in the northeast
to Coles Bay on the east coast.
Present, recorded during field survey
and mapped as Xanthorrhoea
arenaria/bracteata complex.

vulnerable

Endangered

This endemic species occurs in sandy
soils, often acid and waterlogged, in
coastal heathland between the Asbestos
Range and Waterhouse Point.
Present, recorded during field survey
and mapped as Xanthorrhoea
arenaria/bracteata complex.

roundleaf wilsonia
Xanthorrhoea arenaria
sand grasstree

Xanthorrhoea bracteata
shiny grasstree

Note: Likelihood of occurrence of threatened flora is assessed on a 4-tier scale:
1.

Present - individuals recorded within the study area during the field assessment or any previous assessment
within the boundaries of study area;

2.

Possible - suitable habitat occurs within the study area;

3.

Unlikely - suitable habitat unlikely to occur within the study area, or suitable habitat substantially modified, or
suitable habitat present but species not recorded for over 50 years within 5 km of the site;

4.

Highly unlikely - no suitable habitat present within the study area, and individuals not recorded within the study
area during current or any previous assessment.

3.2.2

Threatened Flora Recorded within the Study Area

Six threatened plant species were detected within the study area during the field surveys. These
species are listed in Table 2 below, and have been mapped in Figure 2.
Table 2

Threatened Flora Recorded within the Study Area

Status

No. Ind
in study
area

Approx
. Area
2
(m )

Easting*

Northing*

juniper wattle
juniper wattle

1
4

1
3

489342
490341

5454983
5454886

Acacia ulicifolia
Acacia ulicifolia

juniper wattle
juniper wattle

1
1

1
1

490171
489995

5454934
5454895

v
VU
R

Caladenia caudata
(confirmed by herbarium)

tailed spider-orchid

6

1

489436

5454963

Pimelea flava subsp. flava

yellow riceflower

1

1

491323

5448532

R
R
v
VU/EN
v
VU/EN

Pimelea flava subsp. flava
Stylidium despectum

yellow riceflower
small triggerplant

5
600

3
4

491308
490974

5448523
5448341

Xanthorrhoea
arenaria/bracteata complex

sand/shiny grasstree

2

2

490426

5455834

Xanthorrhoea
arenaria/bracteata complex

sand/shiny grasstree

1

1

489339

5456310

v
VU/EN
v
VU/EN

Xanthorrhoea
arenaria/bracteata complex

sand/shiny grasstree

2

2

489033

5456303

Xanthorrhoea
arenaria/bracteata complex

sand/shiny grasstree

1

1

490670

5454811

-

Xanthorrhoea hybrid
Xanthorrhoea hybrid
Xanthorrhoea hybrid

grasstree hybrid(s)
grasstree hybrid(s)
grasstree hybrid(s)

1
1
2

1
1
50

489036
489040
488955

5456306
5456322
5456098

TSP Act
EPBC
Act

Species Name

Common Name

R
R

Acacia ulicifolia
Acacia ulicifolia

R
R

* - Coordinates recorded in MGA55.
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Example photographs of these threatened species, which may assist with on-site identification
and management, particularly avoidance of impacts, are shown in Plate 16 below.
a

b

c

d

e

f

Plate 16

Examples of Threatened Flora within the Distribution Corridor:
a - b): Caladenia caudata (Tailed Spider-Orchid);
c - d): Pimelea flava subsp. flava (Yellow Riceflower); and
e - f): Stylidium despectum (Small Triggerplant).
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Flowering individuals that keyed to either Xanthorrhoea arenaria (sand grasstree) or X.
bracteata (shiny grasstree) were recorded during the field survey, confirming the presence of a
threatened grass tree species within the proposed distribution corridor. However, more than
95% of specimens were infertile, and therefore could not be confidently separated between the
common X. australis (southern grasstree) and the threatened X. arenaria (sand grasstree) and
X. bracteata (shiny grasstree). In addition, as difficulties were encountered trying to easily
distinguish between the threatened species in the field-time available (e.g. comparing the shape
of packing-bracts on every flowering individual), it was decided to classify these species within
the one taxonomic category of Xanthorrhoea arenaria/bracteata complex.

Plate 17

Xanthorrhoea arenaria/bracteata Complex within the Study Area

Flowering individuals of this complex were identified amongst flowering and/or trunked (neither
of the threatened grasstree species is trunked) individuals of the non-threatened X. australis
(southern grasstree). The threatened complex could otherwise only be distinguished from the
non-threatened species by measurements of the flowering scape and spike. Xanthorrhoea
australis (southern grasstree) has a spike much longer than the scape, as well as a broader
spike (50-80 mm diameter) and scape (18-40 mm diameter) when compared to the threatened
grasstree species (spike <24 mm diameter and scape <9 mm diameter) (Bedford 1986).
Therefore, a large number of non-flowering (and/or juvenile) individuals occurring throughout the
proposed distribution corridor could still not be identified to species level.
In addition, a number of flowering individuals could not be keyed to either the threatened
complex or the non-threatened X. australis (southern grasstree), with individuals exhibiting
features attributed to alternate species. For example, some individuals were recorded with a
spike and scape of widths attributable to the threatened complex, but the spike was much
longer than the scape. Alternatively, in some specimens the spike was much shorter than the
scape, but both were of widths too broad for the threatened complex. In such cases, these
individuals have been mapped as Xanthorrhoea hybrids in Figure 2.
Also note that a non-flowering Cyrtostylis sp. (gnat-orchid) was recorded during the field survey,
but could not be identified to a species level. There is potential for this gnat-orchid to be the
threatened C. robusta (large gnat-orchid), listed as rare under the TSP Act. The leaves of a
number of Pterostylis (greenhood) spp. were also recorded during the field survey; however, in
some cases the survey occurred too late to identify flowering specimens, and in other areas
new leaves appeared to indicate the survey occurred too early for a different Pterostylis
(greenhood) species.
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The field surveys were otherwise well-timed, with a large number of orchid species recorded
(including the threatened species already referred to previously). Photographs of other orchid
individuals detected during the field survey have been provided below (note that these include
species recorded during the targeted ecological survey, conducted concurrently, along the
proposed distribution line occurring within the wind farm site).
a

b

c

d

e

f

g
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Plate 18

Orchids Recorded during the Field Survey:
a): Diuris sulphurea (Tiger Orchid);
b): Thelymitra arenaria (Forest Sun-Orchid);
c): Microtis arenaria (Notched Onion-Orchid);
d): Prasophyllum truncatum (Truncate Leek-Orchid);
e): Prasophyllum elatum (Tall Leek-Orchid);
f): Caladenia mentiens (Lesser Fingers); and
g): Calochilus platychila (Purple Beard-Orchid).

In addition to these orchid species, an interesting specimen of Diuris sulphurea (tiger orchid)
was recorded with three lateral sepals. It is thought this was a mutant individual, rather than an
undescribed species (refer Plate 19).

Plate 19

Mutant Diuris sulphurea (Tiger Orchid) Observed during Field
Survey

Although Juncus amabilis (gentle rush) was not recorded within the distribution corridor during
this assessment, it should be noted that non-flowering Juncus spp. were present that could not
be identified to species level. Most were present within the agricultural land (FAG community)
and had been recently browsed by sheep and/or cattle in these paddocks. It is considered
possible that some of these individuals could be the threatened species, but flowering (and ungrazed) specimens would be required for identification.
The surveys were undertaken in spring, which is considered a suitable time of year to survey for
most herbaceous annuals and grass species. Due to the timing of the surveys, and with
consideration of the vegetation types and habitats recorded, it is considered unlikely that
additional threatened species have been overlooked.
An incidental flora list for the study area was also recorded during the field surveys, and is
provided in Appendix A. This list includes incidental records from within the wind farm site, with
both surveys conducted concurrently on 5–11 November 2013. Nonetheless, the distribution
corridor actually extends to within the wind farm site, and was similarly targeted during that
survey (refer GHD 2013a). As such, this flora list is representative of the entire route of the
distribution corridor; 247 indigenous flora and 56 introduced species were recorded.
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3.3

Native Fauna

3.3.1

Listed Fauna Identified by Desktop Research
6

According to the NVA Report , four threatened fauna species have previously been recorded
within 500 m of the study area, namely the spotted-tailed quoll (Dasyurus maculatus subsp.
maculatus), eastern barred bandicoot (Perameles gunnii), Tasmanian devil (Sarcophilus harrisii)
and green and gold frog (Litoria raniformis). Additional species have been recorded, or are
predicted to occur based on habitat mapping, within 5 km of the study area according to the
7
NVA and PMST reports. These species, and their likelihood for occurrence within the study
area, are shown in Table 3.
Please note that the PMST also identified a number of other marine and migratory marine
species as Matters of National Environmental Significance (MNES) that either occur in a marine
environment or may overfly the area. This ecological assessment was confined to the terrestrial
and freshwater aquatic habitats for vertebrate species within the study area. As such, these
marine and migratory marine species have not been included in Table 3 or our assessment of
potential impacts, requirements and recommendations for the study area.
Table 3

Listed Fauna known or predicted to occur within 5 km of the Study
Area

Species

Tasmanian
Status – TSP Act

Commonwealth
Status – EPBC Act

Brief habitat description &
Likelihood of occurrence within study
area

rare

Vulnerable

Most commonly inhabit cool temperate
rainforest, wet sclerophyll forest, and coastal
scrub.
Possible, some suitable habitat and
previously recorded within 500 m of the
study area.

not listed (but of
high conservation
significance)

Vulnerable

Usually occurs in open habitats, including
woodlands, open forests with a grassy
understorey, and native and exotic
grasslands, with some form of thick ground
cover/understorey for shelter and nesting.
Possible, some suitable habitat and
previously recorded within 500 m of the
study area.

endangered

Vulnerable

Known to inhabit open heathlands, open
woodlands with a heathland understorey,
and vegetated sand dunes.
Possible, some suitable habitat.

endangered

Endangered

May occur in a variety of forest types
including coastal heath, open dry sclerophyll
forest, and mixed sclerophyll rainforest.
Present, in addition to being previously
recorded within 500 m of the study area,
scats detected during the field survey
have been confirmed by analysis as
scats from Tasmanian devil(s).

Mammals
Dasyurus maculatus
subsp. maculatus
spotted-tailed quoll

Perameles gunnii
eastern barred
bandicoot

Pseudomys
novaehollandiae
New Holland mouse
Sarcophilus harrisii
Tasmanian devil

Birds

6

BCB, 2013: Natural Values Atlas. DPIPWE. Available online at: https://www.naturalvaluesatlas.tas.gov.au (accessed
23/07/13).

7

Australian Government, 2013: Protected Matters Search Tool. DSEWPaC (now DOTE). Available online at:
http://www.environment.gov.au/epbc/pmst/index.html (accessed 26/07/13).
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Species

Tasmanian
Status – TSP Act

Commonwealth
Status – EPBC Act

Brief habitat description &
Likelihood of occurrence within study
area

Aquila audax subsp.
fleayi

endangered

Endangered

Nest in old growth trees, and common in
areas with a mosaic of forest, farmland and
waterways.
Possible, known to nest in adjacent wind
farm site, and likely to forage within the
study area.

not listed

Migratory

Found in areas with (preferably) shallow,
flowing water. Can also occur in damp
grasslands.
Possible, some suitable habitat.

not listed

Migratory

Prefer pasture among grazing stock,
especially in poor drainage areas, and are
sometimes found in shallow wetlands.
Possible, some suitable habitat.

not listed

Migratory

This migratory species is mainly found in
coastal regions with rocky shores or beaches
where there are large deposits of rotting
seaweed. It can also live near coral reefs,
platforms and shelves, and sand or shell
beaches, and has occasionally been sighted
in estuaries, harbours, bays and coastal
lagoons, among low saltmarsh or on
exposed beds of seagrass, around sewage
ponds and on mudflats. Australian sites of
international importance include Boullanger
Bay/Robbins Passage and King Island in
Tasmania.
Unlikely, lack of suitable habitat, although
may overfly the study area.

not listed

Endangered

Mainly occurs in densely vegetated
freshwater wetlands and, rarely, in estuaries
or tidal wetlands. Formerly widespread in
Tasmania, now appears confined to coastal
regions in the northeast and on the Bass
Strait islands.
Possible, some suitable habitat.

endangered

Endangered

Inhabits thick vegetation surrounding
freshwater rivers, lakes, billabongs and
swamps.
Possible, some suitable habitat, although
outside of known range.

not listed

Vulnerable

This marine and pelagic species occurs in
subantarctic, subtropical and occasionally
Antarctic waters. It nests on flat or gently
sloping ground on slopes, ridges, gullies and
plateaux of large islands and on the summits
of islets.
Unlikely, lack of suitable habitat.

not listed

Endangered

Habitat of this marine, pelagic and aerial
species includes subantarctic, subtropical,
and occasionally Antarctic waters. It nests on
flat or sloping ground on slopes, ridges,
gullies and plateaux of large islands, and on
the summit of islets.
Unlikely, lack of suitable habitat.

not listed

Vulnerable

This marine, pelagic and aerial species
sleeps and rests on ocean waters when not
breeding. It nests in open patchy vegetation,
such as among tussock grassland or shrubs
on ridges, slopes and plateaus.
Unlikely, lack of suitable habitat.

wedge-tailed eagle

Ardea alba
great egret

Ardea ibis
cattle egret

Arenaria interpres
ruddy turnstone

Botaurus poiciloptilus
Australasian bittern

Ceyx azureus subsp.
diemenensis
azure kingfisher

Diomedea
epomophora subsp.
epomophora
southern royal
albatross

Diomedea
epomophora subsp.
sanfordi
northern royal
albatross

Diomedea exulans
subsp. antipodensis
antipodean albatross
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Species

Tasmanian
Status – TSP Act

Commonwealth
Status – EPBC Act

Brief habitat description &
Likelihood of occurrence within study
area

Diomedea exulans
subsp. gibsoni

endangered (listed
under Diomedea
exulans)

Vulnerable

This marine, pelagic and aerial species nests
on coastal or inland ridges, slopes, plateaux
and plains, often on marshy ground. Nests
are sited on moss terraces, in dense
tussocks, and often in loose aggregations on
the west (windward) wide of islands. It
prefers open or patchy vegetation (tussocks,
ferns or shrubs), and requires nesting areas
near exposed ridges or hillocks for take off.
Unlikely, lack of suitable habitat.

not listed

Vulnerable

Nests in colonies on offshore islands and
feeds over continental shelves, oceanic
upwellings and boundaries of currents, in
harbours, bays and near fishing vessels.
Unlikely, lack of suitable habitat.

not listed

Vulnerable

This migratory species breeds on small
offshore islets and rocks in the Lord Howe
Island group, nesting in crevices between
large volcanic rocks and in burrows
excavated in banks. It has been recorded
over near-shore waters off the coast of
Tasmania, with a single dead bird collected
from the south-eastern coast of Tasmania.
Unlikely, lack of suitable habitat.

vulnerable

Marine

Generally nest and forage near the coast;
however, also occur near large rivers and
inland lakes. Require old growth trees for
nesting.
Possible, may forage within the proposed
distribution corridor, although a lack of
suitable nesting habitat.

vulnerable

Vulnerable

This species nests colonially on offshore
islands. It is known to breed on Macquarie
Island, possibly departing to range further
north to the southern coast of Australia
between February and September (DEH
2005).
Unlikely, lack of suitable habitat.

not listed

Migratory

In Australia this species is almost entirely
aerial. Occurs most often above wooded
areas and heathland, but can occur over
farmland and remnant vegetation at the
edge of paddocks.
Possible, some suitable habitat.

endangered

Endangered

Feed on the nectar of Eucalyptus globulus
and E. ovata. Nest in tree hollows in eastern
Tasmania, usually near the coast in dry
forests.
Possible, some suitable habitat.

not listed

Endangered

This species predominantly occurs in
subantarctic to Antarctic waters during
summer, including in the regions of Heard
and Macquarie Islands. Throughout the
colder months, immatures and most adults
disperse widely, and are common off
Australia. The waters off south-eastern
Australia may be particularly important
wintering grounds, with birds recorded during
all months except February. The southern
giant-petrel occurs in both pelagic and
inshore waters, and is attracted to land at
sewage outfalls.
Unlikely, lack of suitable habitat.

Gibson’s albatross

Diomedea
melanophrys subsp.
melanophrys
black browed
albatross

Fregetta grallaria
subsp. grallaria
white-bellied
storm-petrel

Haliaeetus
leucogaster
white-bellied seaeagle

Halobaena caerulea
blue petrel

Hirundapus
caudacutus
white-throated
needletail

Lathamus discolor
swift parrot

Macronectes
giganteus
southern giantpetrel
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Species

Tasmanian
Status – TSP Act

Commonwealth
Status – EPBC Act

Brief habitat description &
Likelihood of occurrence within study
area

Macronectes halli

rare

Vulnerable

Known to breed on Macquarie Island,
females forage from the sea, while males will
also scavenge from the carcasses of
penguins and seals. In summer the species
predominantly occurs in sub-Antarctic to
Antarctic waters, with their range extending
into subtropical waters in the winter and
early spring.
Unlikely, lack of suitable habitat.

not listed

Migratory

Inhabit heavily vegetated gullies, generally in
eucalypt dominated forests and taller
woodlands near wetlands or watercourses,
although can occur in coastal or drier
woodlands and open forests. Widespread in
eastern Tasmania through to a line joining
Ulverstone and South Cape, though also
recorded further west along the northern
coast and in the north-west, and at scattered
sites near the western coast.
Possible, some suitable habitat.

endangered

Migratory

This coastal species is found on islands in
Bass Strait and the north and east coasts of
Tasmania, and is most commonly associated
with sheltered coasts. It primarily occurs in
Australia during the non-breeding season,
and non-migrating immature birds still move
northward in winter. Preferred habitats
include estuaries, bays, harbours, inlets and
coastal lagoons, with large intertidal mudflats
or sandflats.
Unlikely, lack of suitable habitat.

endangered

Vulnerable

This marine bird forages over continental
shelves, the continental slope and deep
coastal waters, but comes inshore during
rough weather. Although generally breeding
on islands and rock stacks by burrowing in
soil or using rock crevices, the species can
also nest in scrub, herbland, tussock or
pasture.
Unlikely, lack of suitable habitat.

vulnerable

Not Listed

Found on coastal beaches, inshore and
offshore islands, sheltered inlets, sewage
farms, harbours, estuaries and lagoons.
Favours both fresh and saline wetlands and
near-coastal terrestrial wetlands, including
lakes and salt-ponds.
Unlikley, mayoverfly but not expected to
forage or breed.

not listed

Vulnerable

This marine and pelagic species inhabits
subtropical and subantarctic waters of the
southern Pacific Ocean, and can be seen
over inshore, offshore and pelagic waters in
Australia. Breeding habitat occurs on
subtropical and subterranean islands and
rocks stacks in the New Zealand region.
Unlikely, lack of suitable habitat.

vulnerable

Vulnerable

Occur in shelf-waters around breeding
islands and over adjacent rises. During nonbreeding season may occur inshore,
entering harbours and bays. Nest on level or
gently sloping ledges, summits, slopes and
caves of rocky islets and stacks, generally in
broken terrain with sparse vegetation and
little soil.
Unlikely, lack of suitable habitat.

northern giant-petrel

Myiagra cyanoleuca
satin flycatcher

Numenius
madagascariensis
eastern curlew

Pachyptila turtur
subsp. subantarctica
fairy prion southern
sub-species

Sternula nereis
subsp. nereis
fairy tern

Thalassarche bulleri
Buller’s albatross

Thalassarche cauta
subsp. cauta
shy albatross
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Species

Tasmanian
Status – TSP Act

Commonwealth
Status – EPBC Act

Brief habitat description &
Likelihood of occurrence within study
area

Thalassarche cauta
subsp. salvini

not listed

Vulnerable

Abundant throughout the year on all
continental shelf areas around New Zealand,
this species roams widely in winter, primarily
eastward toward South America, although
small numbers of non-breeding adults
regularly fly across the Tasman Sea to
south-east Australian waters.
Unlikely, lack of suitable habitat.

endangered

Endangered

This species breeds on the southern and
western flanks of Petrel Peak, Macquarie
Island. Breeding and non-breeding birds
disperse widely, with most Australian records
from the south and west of Tasmania. They
are generally pelagic, feeding far from shelf
waters, although occasionally occur in
inshore and offshore waters in the
Australasian region.
Unlikely, lack of suitable habitat.

endangered

Vulnerable

Forages around breaks of continental and
island shelves and across nearby
underwater banks. Can occur in coastal and
inshore waters and enter fjords and
channels, but the species is rarely sighted
over land away from its breeding islands in
the sub and peri-antarctic.
Unlikely, lack of suitable habitat.

not listed

Vulnerable

Occur in Antarctic and sub-Antarctic waters
and in the subtropical South Pacific Ocean.
The species only breeds on Campbell Island,
south of New Zealand. Non-breeding birds
often forage over the continental slopes
around Tasmania, Victoria and New South
Wales.
Unlikely, lack of suitable habitat.

endangered

Vulnerable

Usually found in lowland dry sclerophyll
forest; however, can occur in wet sclerophyll
forest, non-eucalypt dominated forest, scrub
and urban environments.
Possible, some suitable habitat.

vulnerable

Not Listed

Restricted to lowland tussock grassland and
woodland, with a good cover of medium to
tall tussocks.
Unlikely, lack of suitable habitat.

rare

Not Listed

Occurs amongst rushy grasses and low
dense vegetation in moist situations, along
the margins of swamps and watercourses.
Possible, some suitable habitat.

vulnerable

Vulnerable

This species’ habitat appears associated
with sand, gravel and alluvium deposits, and
favours a stagnant, swampy environment
with abundant aquatic vegetation. Typically
found in shallow (often < 30 cm), still waters
such as swamps, drains, and backwaters of
creeks and streams, the species can collect
in marginal vegetation on the edge of larger
pools. Waters inhabited by this species are
often temporary, drying up partially or
completely during summer.
Possible, some suitable habitat.

Salvin’s Albatross

Thalassarche
chrysostoma
grey-headed
albatross

Thalassarche
melanophris
black-browed
albatross

Thalassarche
melanophris subsp.
impavida
Campbell albatross

Tyto novaehollandiae
subsp. castanops
masked owl
(Tasmanian)
Reptiles
Pseudemoia
pagenstecheri
tussock skink
Pseudemoia
rawlinsoni
glossy grass skink
Fish and Amphibians
Galaxiella pusilla
eastern dwarf
galaxias
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Species

Tasmanian
Status – TSP Act

Commonwealth
Status – EPBC Act

Brief habitat description &
Likelihood of occurrence within study
area

Limnodynastes
peroni

endangered

Not Listed

This species is uncommon in Tasmania,
confined to the far northwest and northeast,
as well as King Island. Males call from either
the water or concealed sites (such as under
leaf litter) during spring and summer.
Possible, some suitable habitat.

vulnerable

Vulnerable

Occurs in permanent or temporary water
bodies, generally dominated by Triglochin or
a species of Juncus or sedge.
Present, recorded during field survey.

vulnerable

Vulnerable

Occurs in middle to lower reaches of rivers
and streams.
Unlikely, lack of suitable habitat.

endangered

Endangered

Occurs in dry sclerophyll forest at low
altitudes in eastern Tasmania. The flight
season is October and November, and
larvae live and feed in looped leaves of the
sedges Gahnia radula and G. microstachya.
Unlikely, lack of suitable habitat.

vulnerable

Vulnerable

Naturally occurs in streams and lakes in
northern and north western Tasmania.
Unlikely, lack of suitable habitat.

endangered

Endangered

This species is only known from central
northern Tasmania, within a triangular area
running southwest from Port Sorell to the
Railton area, and north to Quoiba near
Devonport. Occurring in seeps, wetlands and
stream banks in relatively undisturbed
habitats, the complex burrows of this species
exhibit characteristic chimneys of pelleted
soil.
Unlikely, outside of known range.

striped marsh frog

Litoria raniformis
green and gold frog

Prototroctes
maraena
Australian grayling
Invertebrates
Antipodia chaostola
subsp. leucophaea
chaostola skipper

Astacopsis gouldi
giant freshwater
crayfish
Engaeus granulatus
burrowing crayfish
(Central North)

Note: Likelihood of occurrence of threatened fauna is assessed on a 4-tier scale:
1.

Present - individuals recorded within the study area during the field assessment or any previous assessment
within the boundaries of study area;

2.

Possible - suitable habitat occurs within the study area;

3.

Unlikely - suitable habitat unlikely to occur within the study area, or suitable habitat substantially modified, or
suitable habitat present but species not recorded for over 50 years within 5 km of the site;

4.

Highly unlikely - no suitable habitat present within the study area, and individuals not recorded within the study
area during current or any previous assessment.

The PMST Report also identified a number of other migratory marine species (MNES) and listed
marine birds (other matters protected by the EPBC Act) that may overfly the area. The present
survey was confined to the terrestrial and freshwater aquatic habitats for vertebrate species
within the study area, and as such overfly species were not considered in detail.
3.3.2

Listed Fauna and Potential Habitat of Listed Species Recorded within
the Study Area

Two threatened fauna species were detected within the study area during this assessment:


Tasmanian Devil (Sarcophilus harrisii), listed as endangered under both the
Commonwealth EPBC Act and the Tasmanian TSP Act. Scats of this species were
recorded at two locations near the distribution corridor, and fresh prints (indicating the
passage of an individual through the site since the rain of the previous day) were also
noted close to the study boundary (see Plate 20).
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Plate 20



Tasmanian Devil Scats and Prints Recorded during the Field
Survey

Green and Gold Frog (Litoria raniformis), listed as vulnerable under both the
Commonwealth EPBC Act and the Tasmanian TSP Act. This species was observed at
two distinctly separate locations (refer Plate 21), as well as heard calling from a number
of wetlands within and adjacent to the distribution corridor.

Plate 21

Green and Gold Frog (Litoria raniformis) Individuals Observed
during the Field Survey

An additional 16 threatened fauna species (listed in Table 3) have been identified as potentially
occurring on site based on habitat values:


Spotted-Tailed Quoll (Dasyurus maculatus subsp. maculatus) – the study area
provides likely foraging habitat for this species, with another native carnivore also known
to forage in the area (e.g. Tasmanian devil) and the spotted-tailed quoll previously
recorded from within 500 m of the study area; however, no potential dens were recorded
within the 10 m wide proposed impact area;



Eastern Barred Bandicoot (Perameles gunnii) – bandicoot diggings were recorded at
various locations throughout the distribution corridor (refer Plate 22 and Figure 2), that
may have been made by this threatened bandicoot species (which has been previously
recorded within 500 m of the study area) or by the more common southern brown
bandicoot (Isoodon obesulus). It is considered likely the Eastern barred bandicoot may
forage within the study area (or adjacent to), particularly in the more open and grassy
habitat occurring within the existing transmission easement (which is in places
immediately adjacent to the distribution corridor);
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Plate 22

Bandicoot Diggings Recorded within the Study Area



New Holland Mouse (Pseudomys novae-hollandiae) - good quality habitat is provided
within vegetation throughout the proposed distribution corridor. Considering the species
apparent affinity with vegetation undergoing successional stages post-fire, recent and
past burns at various locations may also promote the long term viability of habitat in the
area for this species;



Wedge-Tailed Eagle (Aquila audax subsp. fleayi) - this species is known to nest within
the wind farm site to the north of the proposed distribution corridor, and is likely to forage
within the study area; however, no suitable nesting trees were observed;



Great Egret (Ardea alba) - the study area may provide foraging habitat for this species,
but does not provide breeding habitat as the great egret breeds in northern Australia;



Cattle Egret (Ardea ibis) - the study area may provide foraging habitat for this species,
but the cattle egret is not known to breed in Tasmania;



Australasian Bittern (Botaurus poiciloptilus) - wetland areas within the study area
may provide habitat for this threatened species. Knowledge of the breeding habitat is
poor, although they are known to breed in relatively deep, densely vegetation freshwater
swamps and pools, building nests beneath deep cover over shallow water;



Azure Kingfisher (Ceyx azureus subsp. diemenensis) - while the study area provides
some suitable foraging habitat for this species, no suitable breeding habitat was observed
during the field survey;



White-Bellied Sea-Eagle (Haliaeetus leucogaster) - similarly to the wedge-tailed eagle,
it is considered likely the study area provides foraging habitat for this species; however,
no suitable nesting habitat was recorded during the field survey;



White-Throated Needletail (Hirundapus caudacutus) - this species is widespread
throughout Tasmania and may forage within the study area, but does not breed in
Australia;



Swift Parrot (Lathamus discolor) – a large area of Eucalyptus globulus plantation
(mapped as FPL near the southern end of the proposed distribution corridor, either side
of Bridport Road) as well as the area of E. globulus dry forest and woodland (mapped as
DGL near the southern end of the distribution corridor) may be providing foraging habitat
for this threatened species. There is also potential nesting habitat provided by larger and
older E. amygdalina (black peppermint) and/or E. ovata (black gum) communities nearby,
including within the study area, although breeding is mainly known to occur in the
southeast of Tasmania;
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Satin Flycatcher (Myiagra cyanoleuca) – eucalypt forest within the study area provides
potential habitat for this species, which nest in the outer fork of trees such as paperbarks,
eucalypts and banksias, and return to the same locality each year;



Tasmanian Masked Owl (Tyto novaehollandiae subsp. castanops) – the study area
provides potential foraging habitat for the masked owl, and a small number of trees with
hollows of a suitable size for nesting were also recorded during the field survey (refer
Plate 23 and Figure 2). It is considered possible that this species may nest within one of
the suitable habitat trees within the proposed distribution corridor;



Glossy Hrass Skink (Pseudemoia rawlinsoni) – this species lives amongst low dense
vegetation in moist situations along the margins of swamps and watercourses. A skink
individual was observed in just such a location during the field survey, north of Soldiers
Settlement Road within the mosaic of wetland, sedgeland and shrubland communities;
however, this individual also disappeared quickly before it could be identified. It is
therefore considered possible that this species may occur within the study area;



Eastern Dwarf Galaxias (Galaxiella pusilla) – wetland areas of the study area, as well
as wetter depressions within other communities, may provide habitat for this species,
which is even thought to take refuge in crayfish burrows or aestivate in small depressions
in mud or under rocks if pools dry up;



Striped Marsh Frog (Limnodynastes peroni) – the proposed distribution corridor
provides good quality habitat for frog species, including this threatened species which has
been previously recorded within 5 km of the study area. It is considered likely this species
may utilise the study area, particularly wetland habitat for breeding;

Plate 23

Examples of Hollow-Bearing Trees Providing Potential Habitat for
Threatened Fauna in the Study Area
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3.3.3

General Fauna Species and Habitat Recorded within the Study Area

Direct Observations
In addition to the threatened fauna described above, a large number of non-listed fauna species
were observed and/or heard during field survey, including the following bird species:


Australasian pipit (Anthus
novaeseelandiae);



Little wattlebird (Anthochaera
chrysoptera);



Beautiful firetail (Stagonopleura bella);



Olive whistler (Pachycephala olivacea);



Black currawong (Strepera fuliginosa);



Pacific black duck (Anas superciliosa);



Black-faced cuckoo-shrike (Coracina
novaehollandiae);



Pallid cuckoo (Cacomantis pallidus);



Striated pardalote (Pardalotus striatus);



Brush bronzewing (Phaps elegans);



Superb fairy-wren (Malurus cyaneus);



Fan-tailed cuckoo (Cacomantis
flabelliformis);



Swamp harrier (Circus approximans);





Golden whistler (Pachycephala
pectoralis);

Tasmanian native-hen (Tribonyx
mortierii);





Tree martin (Petrochelidon nigricans);

Green rosella (Platycercus caledonicus);





Grey fantail (Rhipidura albiscapa);

White-faced heron (Egretta
novaehollandiae);



Grey shrike-thrush (Colluricincla
harmonica);



Yellow-tailed black-cockatoo
(Calyptorhynchus funereus); and



Laughing kookaburra (Dacelo
novaeguineae);



Yellow-throated honeyeater
(Lichenostomus flavicollis).

Frogs and tadpoles were common throughout the wetland areas, with the common froglet
(Crinia signifera), eastern banjo frog (Limnodynastes dumerili) and smooth froglet (Geocrinia
laevis) all heard calling during the field survey, in addition to the threatened green and gold frog
(Litoria raniformis).
Mammal species seen during the field survey included Bennett’s wallabies (Macropus
rufogriseus) and a common brushtail possum (Trichosurus vulpecula).
In addition to the two skink individuals referred to previously, a large snake was also observed
during the field assessment. This was either a tiger (Notechis scutatus) or lowland copperhead
(Austrelaps superbus) individual, but moved too quickly for accurate identification. A smaller
white-lipped snake (Drysdalia coronoides) was also observed within the permanent easement
(FPE community) during the field survey (refer Plate 25b).
a

b

Plate 24

a): Common Froglet (Crinea signifera) within the Study Area; and
b): White-Lipped Snake (Drysdalia coronoides)
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Other Evidence
Other evidence of fauna observed during the field survey included scats from the three mammal
species also observed, as well as from the long-nosed potoroo (Potorous tridactylus) and
wombat (Vombatus ursinus). Burrows, likely used by the latter species, were also observed
during the field survey; however, these have not been marked as did not provide the
characteristics required of a Tasmanian devil (Sarcophilus harrisii) natal den (Mooney 2013).
a

Plate 25

b

a): Example of Animal Scats within the Study Area; and
b): An Active Burrow, likely being used by a Wombat(s).

Whitewash, likely from a raptor species, was observed in the DAC community along the
proposed distribution corridor; however, this did not occur beneath any hollow-bearing trees or
nests in this area, where all large old trees providing such habitat had been cut-out.
Animal tracks were common throughout areas of thick understorey vegetation, and prints from
wallabies were observed in the more muddy parts of the study area. In addition to the bandicoot
diggings already discussed, short-beaked echidna (Tachyglossus aculeatus) diggings were also
noted during the field survey, and a snake skin was also observed along the proposed
distribution corridor (refer Plate 27b).
a

Plate 26

b

a): Example of an Animal Track within the Study Area; and
b): A Snake Skin Observed along the Proposed Distribution
Corridor.

General Habitat Values
As the large number of detected fauna species and other evidence suggest, the study area
provides good quality habitat for a variety of fauna species.
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Thick vegetation within and adjacent to the proposed distribution corridor provides shelter for a
variety of species, including ground-dwelling mammals. The eucalypt communities also provide
good quality nesting and foraging habitat for arboreal mammals and birds, with some smaller
hollows noted throughout and trees with larger hollows marked in Figure 2. These areas also
provide potential habitat for microchiropteran bats.
Waterways of varying quality within the study area provide habitat for frogs and other aquatic
species, and wetland areas also provide high quality habitat for frogs and other aquatic species.
While there was limited reptile habitat, these wetland areas also provide abundant foraging
opportunities for snake species.

Plate 27

Examples of Frogs and Aquatic Fauna Habitat within the Study
Area

3.4

Surrounding Context

3.4.1

Register of the National Estate

The following registered and/or indicative places occur within 5000 m of the study area:


Stony Head - Baker Tier; and



Four Mile Creek Wildlife Sanctuary.

3.4.2

Tasmanian Reserve Estate

The following reserves occur within 1000 m of the study area:


Five Mile Bluff Conservation Area; and



Tippogoree Hills Forest Reserve.

3.4.3

Geoconservation Sites

No geoconservation sites occur within 1000 m of the study area.
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4.

Results - Threatening Processes
The TSP Act defines a threatening process as any action which poses a threat to the natural
survival of any native taxon of flora or fauna. The Tasmanian Threatened Species Strategy
2000, prepared under the TSP Act, has identified six threatening processes as having the
greatest impact on Tasmania’s native flora and fauna:


Native vegetation clearance;



Pests, weeds and diseases;



Degradation of water systems;



Inappropriate use of fire;



Bycatch and illegal harvesting; and



Impacts of stock.

The EPBC Act also provides for the identification and listing of key threatening processes. A
threatening process is defined under the EPBC Act as a key threatening process if it threatens
or may threaten the survival, abundance or evolutionary development of a native species or
ecological community. The implications of listed key threatening processes are different for each
state and territory. Those currently listed under the EPBC Act (and relevant to this project) are
shown in Table 4 below.
Table 4

Listed Key Threatening Processes

Listed Key Threatening Process
Aggressive exclusion of birds from potential woodland and forest habitat by over-abundant noisy miners
(Manorina melanocephala)
Competition and land degradation by rabbits
Competition and land degradation by unmanaged goats
Dieback caused by the root-rot fungus (Phytophthora cinnamomi)
Infection of amphibians with chytrid fungus resulting in chytridiomycosis
Land clearance
Loss and degradation of native plant and animal habitat by invasion of escaped garden plants, including
aquatic plants
Loss of biodiversity and ecosystem integrity following invasion by the Yellow Crazy Ant (Anoplolepis
gracilipes) on Christmas Island, Indian Ocean
Loss of climatic habitat caused by anthropogenic emissions of greenhouse gases
Novel biota and their impact on biodiversity
Predation by European red fox
2
Predation by exotic rats on Australian offshore islands of less than 1000 km (100,000 ha)
Predation by feral cats
Predation, Habitat Degradation, Competition and Disease Transmission by Feral Pigs
Psittacine Circoviral (beak and feather) Disease affecting endangered psittacine species
The biological effects, including lethal toxic ingestion, caused by Cane Toads (Bufo marinus)
The reduction in the biodiversity of Australian native fauna and flora due to the red imported fire ant,
Solenopsis invicta (fire ant)

Ecological values, such as those outlined in Section 3 of this document, can be adversely
affected by threatening processes. Key threatening processes identified within the study area
have been outlined below, and those relating more specifically to the proposed activities
associated with this project (e.g. clearance of native vegetation) are discussed in Section 5.
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4.1

Invasive Species

4.1.1

Introduced Plants

Key Threatening Process: Loss and degradation of native plant and animal habitat by
invasion of escaped garden plants, including aquatic plants and Novel biota and their
impact on biodiversity.
Introduced Plants Identified by Desktop Research
Fourteen species listed as declared weeds under the Tasmanian Weed Management Act 1999,
including eight Weeds of National Significance (WONS), have been previously recorded or are
8
9
predicted to occur within 5 km of the study area (by the PMST Report and/or the NVA Report ).
The NVA Report also identified an additional priority weed (not listed as a declared weed) that
has been recorded within 5 km of the study area, namely Spartina anglica (rice grass).
Introduced Plants Recorded within the Study Area
Three of the species recorded within the study area are listed as declared weeds under the
Tasmanian Weed Management Act 1999. These are:


Erica lusitanica (spanish heath);



Rubus spp. agg. (blackberry; and



Ulex europaeus (gorse).

Details regarding the extent and location of infestation of these weed are provided in Table 5.
Table 5

Declared Weeds Recorded within the Study Area
No. Ind.

Approx.
Area (m2)

Easting*

Northing*

spanish heath

2

4

490923

5448319

Erica lusitanica

spanish heath

6

12

490770

5448240

Erica lusitanica

spanish heath

8

16

490759

5448234

Erica lusitanica

spanish heath

14

16

490740

5448225

Erica lusitanica

spanish heath

15

15

490705

5448212

Rubus spp. agg.

blackberry

1

6

490531

5454835

Rubus spp. agg.

blackberry

1

1

491059

5448876

Ulex europaeus

gorse

1

9

490656

5456596

Ulex europaeus

gorse

1

1

490205

5455510

Ulex europaeus

gorse

3

12

490244

5455478

Ulex europaeus

gorse

13

18

490734

5448226

Species Name

Common Name

Erica lusitanica

* - Coordinates recorded in MGA55.
#
- Not a declared weed, but mapped in Figure 2 as considered of high priority for control.

Example photographs of these declared weed species, which may assist with on-site
identification and follow-up control, are shown in Plate 29.
Additional exotic plant species were recorded within the study area during the field assessment,
although these are not declared weeds and are listed in Appendix A.
8

Australian Government, 2013: Protected Matters Search Tool. DSEWPaC (now DOTE). Available online at:
http://www.environment.gov.au/epbc/pmst/index.html (accessed 26/07/13).

9

BCB, 2013: Natural Values Atlas. DPIPWE. Available online at: https://www.naturalvaluesatlas.tas.gov.au (accessed
23/07/12).
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4.1.2

Feral Animals

Key Threatening Process: Competition and land degradation by rabbits and Novel biota
and their impact on biodiversity.
Feral Animals Identified by Desktop Research
Nine feral birds and nine feral mammals are predicted to occur within 5 km of the study area (by
10
11
the PMST Report ). The NVA Report did not identify any known species of biosecurity risk
within 1000 m of the study area.
Feral Animals Recorded within the Study Area
Rabbits (Oryctolagus cuniculus) were observed throughout the study area, as well as the
following feral bird species: Eurasian skylark (Alauda arvensis), common starling (Sturnus
vulgaris) and common blackbird (Turdus merula). These ‘novel biota’ have the potential to
impact on biodiversity at the site.
Sheep and cattle were also present within agricultural land (FAG) crossed by the proposed
distribution corridor, but while these pose a risk to native ecological values they are part of the
industry of the local area. Fences were largely in good repair and native vegetation communities
did not appear to be being negatively impacted by the adjacent grazing enterprise(s), with the
exception of invasion by exotic pasture grasses.

Plate 28

Examples of Declared Weeds Recorded within the Study Area:
a) Ulex europaeus (gorse); b): Rubus spp. agg. (Blackberry); and
c-d) Erica lusitanica (Spanish Heath)

10

Australian Government, 2013: Protected Matters Search Tool. DSEWPaC (now DOTE). Available online at:
http://www.environment.gov.au/epbc/pmst/index.html (accessed 26/07/13).

11

BCB, 2013: Natural Values Atlas. DPIPWE. Available online at: https://www.naturalvaluesatlas.tas.gov.au (accessed
23/07/13).
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4.2

Pathogen Infestation/s

4.2.1

Potential Phytophthora cinnamomi Infestation

Key Threatening Process: Dieback caused by the root-rot fungus (Phytophthora
cinnamomi).
Phytophthora cinnamomi (root rot fungus or cinnamon fungus) is an introduced pathogen that
attacks the roots of over 130 Tasmanian plant species. It can change the structure and
composition of vegetation, and reduce plant species diversity and resources, with resultant flowon effects to fauna. As such, it is the only pathogen listed as a ‘threatening process’ on the
EPBC Act. Phytophthora cinnamomi can be introduced to an area by spores carried on vehicles
and machinery, with human activities primarily responsible for introducing the pathogen into new
areas. Once established, it can spread rapidly by water transport, root-to-root infection and
animal digging, and is impossible to eradicate (FPA 2009).
Symptomatic evidence of infestation by this pathogen (e.g. leaf yellowing, dieback and death)
was recorded within the wind farm site, whereas Xanthorrhoea (grasstree) individuals observed
along the proposed distribution corridor appeared to be largely healthy. Nevertheless, it is
possible the pathogen may also occur within and/or spread to other section/s of the study area.
Laboratory testing of soil samples would be required to confirm whether this pathogen is present
within the study area, or whether the symptoms seen nearby are due to another cause of
vegetation decline such as drought (unlikely) or waterlogging (possible) (FPA 2009).
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5.

Potential Ecological Impacts
The proposed distribution corridor has the potential to impact on the ecological values identified
in Section 3, during both the construction and operational phases of the project.
It is noted that although a 10 m wide corridor was surveyed (and used as the total maximum
area of impact in all the calculations below) the actual works will only impact upon a 6m wide
easement within the 10m wide survey area. In addition the transmission line in many places can
be strung over low lying vegetation and thereateend species therefore further mitigating effects.
For this reason calculated areas of impact for listed communities and species are considred to
be an overestimate.

5.1

Vegetation Communities

The construction of the proposed distribution corridor will impact on the following vegetation
communities:


Freshwater Aquatic Herbland (AHF) – approximately 0.09 hectares (ha) within study
area;



Freshwater Aquatic Sedgeland and rushland (ASF) – approx. 0.18 ha within study
area;



Eucalyptus amygdalina coastal forest and woodland (DAC) – approx. 4.26 ha within study
area (includes DAC, DAC-C/O and DAC (modified));



Eucalyptus globulus Dry Forest and Woodland (DGL) – approx. 1.25 ha within study
area;



Eucalyptus ovata Forest and Woodland (DOV) – approx. 0.56 ha within study area;



Lowland grassy sedgeland (GSL) – approx. 0.32 ha within study area;



Restionaceae rushland (MRR) – approx. 0.05 ha within study area;



Melaleuca ericifolia Wwamp Forest (NME) – approx. 0.14 ha within study area;



Coastal heathland (SCH) – approx. 0.08 ha within study area;



Lowland sedgy heathland (SHL) – approx. 0.04 ha within study area;



Wet heathland (SHW) – approx. 0.05 ha within study area;



Melaleuca squarrosa scrub (SMR) – approx. 0.05 ha within study area (includes SMR
and SMR (burnt));



Water, sea (OAQ) – approx. 0.07 ha within study area;



Agricultural land (FAG) – approx. 3.22 ha within study area;



Permanent easement (FPE) – approx. 0.94 ha within study area;



Pteridium esculentum fernland (FPF) – approx. 0.18 ha within study area;



Plantations for silviculture (FPL) – approx. 3.14 ha within study area;



Regenerating cleared land (FRG) – approx. 0.52 ha within study area;



Extra-urban miscellaneous (FUM) – approx. 2.44 ha within study area; and



Weed infestation (FWU) – approx. 0.28 ha within study area.
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This vegetation includes thirteen native communities, and seven other agricultural, urban or
exotic communities. Five of the native communities are listed as threatened under the
Tasmanian Nature Conservation Act 2002.

5.2

Significant Flora

Six threatened flora were recorded within the proposed distribution corridor during the field
survey, and 46 additional species may potentially occur within the study area based on a
consideration of habitat requirements (refer Table 1).
As noted previously, the calculations provided in the table below consider the entire 10m wide
survey area, although the final disturbance is likely to be restricted further within this easement.
The total maximum number of threatened individuals recorded within the 10m wide study area,
is summarised in Table 6 below.
Table 6

Potential Impacts to Threatened Flora

Status
TSP Act
EPBC Act

r
v
VU
r
r
v
VU/EN
-

5.3

Species Name

Common Name

Total No. Ind.

Acacia ulicifolia

juniper wattle

7

Caladenia caudata
(confirmed by herbarium)

tailed spider-orchid

6

Pimelea flava subsp. flava
Stylidium despectum

yellow riceflower
small triggerplant

Xanthorrhoea arenaria/bracteata complex

sand/shiny grasstree

6

Xanthorrhoea hybrid

grasstree hybrid(s)

4

6
600

Significant Fauna & Fauna Habitat

The study area contains habitat values for a range of fauna species, including 18 threatened
fauna:


Tasmanian Devil (Sarcophilus harrisii) – as previously described, scats of this species
were recorded at two locations along the distribution corridor, and fresh prints were also
noted close to the study boundary. It is considered likely the Tasmanian devil forages
within the site; however, no potential dens were recorded within the 10 m wide proposed
impact area. In addition the majority of the habitat for this species was along the route
where it lies adjacent to the Basslink easement, hence an already already subject to edge
effects. Considering the width of the disturbance corridor (10 m), and the abundance of
similar quality denning habitat in the surrounding area, it is unlikely that the distribution
corridor is providing critical habitat for this species;



Spotted-Tailed Quoll (Dasyurus maculatus subsp. maculatus) – the study area
provides likely foraging habitat for this species, with another native carnivore also known
to forage in the area (e.g. Tasmanian devil) and the spotted-tailed quoll previously
recorded from within 500 m of the study area; however, no potential dens were recorded
within the 10 m wide proposed impact area. As for the devil, considering thewidth of the
impact area, and the abundance of similar quality denning habitat in the surrounding
area, it is unlikely vegetation within the proposed distribution corridor is providing critical
habitat for this species;
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Eastern Barred Bandicoot (Perameles gunnii) – bandicoot diggings were recorded at
various locations that may have been made by this threatened bandicoot species and it is
considered likely the Eastern barred bandicoot may forage within the study area.
However, if impacts are restricted to within the 10 m wide study corridor, then the project
is not considered likely to have a significant impact on an ‘important population’ (as
defined by DOTE 2013) of this vulnerable species. It is also noted that much of the
transmission line will be slashed with ground cover remaining, therefore habitat values
will be somewhat retained in this area;



New Holland Mouse (Pseudomys novae-hollandiae) – good quality habitat is provided
within vegetation throughout the proposed distribution corridor. Considering the species
apparent affinity with vegetation undergoing successional stages post-fire, recent and
past burns at various locations may also promote the long term viability of habitat in the
area for this species. Nevertheless, similar habitat occurs adjacent to the proposed
distribution corridor, and as such activities associated with the project are considered
unlikely to have a significant impact on this species, provided they are confined to within
the 10 m wide study corridor;



Wedge-Tailed Eagle (Aquila audax subsp. fleayi) – this species is known to nest within
the wind farm site to the north of the proposed distribution corridor, and is likely to forage
within the study area; however, no suitable nesting trees were observed during the field
survey and it is considered unlikely the study area provides critical habitat for the species;



Great Egret (Ardea alba) – this species breeds in northern Australia, and while the study
area may provide foraging habitat for the species it is considered unlikely to be providing
critical habitat;



Cattle Egret (Ardea ibis) – while the study area may provide foraging habitat for this
species, it is not known to breed in Tasmania, and it is considered unlikely the study area
provides critical habitat for the species;



Australasian Bittern (Botaurus poiciloptilus) – wetland areas within the study area
may provide habitat for this threatened species however the vast majority of identified
wetland habitat can be avoided by placement of power poles either side of the
community. Given the relatively small footprint of the development, assuming the
majority of wetland habitat identified can be avoided, it is considered unlikely the project
would have a significant impact on the species, which appears to be capable of moving
between habitats as suitability changes;



Azure Kingfisher (Ceyx azureus subsp. diemenensis) – while the study area provides
some suitable foraging habitat for this species, no suitable breeding habitat was observed
during the field survey. As such, it is considered unlikely that vegetation within the
proposed distribution corridor is providing critical habitat for the species;



White-Bellied Sea-Eagle (Haliaeetus leucogaster) – similarly to the wedge-tailed eagle,
it is considered likely the study area provides foraging habitat for this species; however,
no suitable nesting habitat was recorded during the field survey and it is considered
unlikely vegetation within the proposed distribution corridor is providing critical habitat;



White-Throated Needletail (Hirundapus caudacutus) – this species is widespread
throughout Tasmania, and may forage within the study area; however, it does not breed
in Australia, and as such it is considered unlikely that activities associated with the project
are likely to have a significant impact on the species;
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Swift Parrot (Lathamus discolor) – a large area of Eucalyptus globulus plantation may
be providing foraging habitat for this threatened species, and there is also potential
nesting habitat provided by larger and older E. amygdalina (black peppermint) and/or E.
ovata (black gum) communities within the study area. However, key breeding sites are
mainly known to occur in the southeast of Tasmania, and it is considered unlikely the
project will have a significant impact on this species;



Satin Flycatcher (Myiagra cyanoleuca) – eucalypt forest within the study area provides
potential habitat for this species. Considering this species has not been previously
recorded within 5 km of the study area, it is unlikely an existing breeding locality occurs in
vegetation within the proposed distribution corridor; however, there is potential for new
pair(s) to colonise the area to breed. Nevertheless, it is considered unlikely that activities
associated with the project will seriously disrupt the lifecycle (breeding, feeding, migration
or resting behaviour) of an ecologically significant proportion of the population of this
migratory species, and as such, it is unlikely to have a significant impact on the species;



Tasmanian Masked Owl (Tyto novaehollandiae subsp. castanops) – it is considered
possible that this species may nest within one of the suitable habitat trees recorded within
the proposed distribution corridor (marked on Figure 2-7). However, as the study area is
unlikely to support an ‘important population’ (as defined by DOTE 2013), the project is
considered unlikely to have a significant impact on this vulnerable species;



Glossy Grass Skink (Pseudemoia rawlinsoni) – it is considered possible that this
species may occur within the study area; however, habitat of this species extended
outside the proposed distribution corridor. Nevertheless, there is potential for individuals
of this species to be directly impacted by proposed works associated with the project;



Eastern Dwarf Galaxias (Galaxiella pusilla) – known sites of this species are located
further east of the study area in Tasmania and, considering the relatively narrow impact
area of the proposed distribution corridor, it is considered unlikely the study area provides
critical habitat for the species;



Striped Marsh Frog (Limnodynastes peroni) – it is considered likely this species may
utilise the study area, particularly wetland habitat for breeding. The project therefore has
the potential to have direct impact on individuals that may occur within the proposed
distribution corridor, or indirectly affect individuals occurring in downstream habitat; and



Green and Gold Frog (Litoria raniformis) – as already described, this species was
observed at two distinctly separate locations, as well as heard calling from a number of
wetlands within and adjacent to the distribution corridor. Considering the high abundance
of individuals heard calling at these locations, it appears these wetlands may be providing
important breeding habitat for this species.

5.4

Introduced Plants and Animals

Project construction has the potential to spread existing weeds or pathogens within or outside of
the site as well as potentially introduce new infestations into the area.
As noted previously, three declared weeds have been previously recorded. No evidence of
phytophthora was found within the study area for this project.
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6.

Project Recommendations
6.1

Further Assessment/s

As some impacts are anticipated to potential habitats for the listed fauna species identified in
this report, either follow up targeted surveys will be required, or the precautionary principle can
be applied and assume that these species occur, therefore triggering the requirements for State
and Commonwealth approvals.
In addition, should hollow-bearing trees require removal, these trees should be assessed for
nesting by the listed fauna species identified. If threatened species nesting is confirmed,
appropriate mitigation measures should be implemented and permits and/or approvals sought
before clearance.

6.2

Finalise Project Footprint

The project footprint should be designed to avoid or minimise impacts to ecological values, with
recommendations to minimise impacts outlined below:


Development should be directed to degraded areas (e.g. where exotic species dominate
the understorey, where there are no trees with hollows) ahead of those areas of better
quality (e.g. with a native understorey and/or mature, hollow-bearing trees);



The native vegetation communities provide habitat for threatened flora and fauna
species, and impacts to these habitats should be particularly avoided if possible;



Utilise current tracks for routing access road(s) if practical;



If it is not possible to design the project to avoid impacts to threatened flora habitat,
endeavour to avoid disturbance of threatened individuals (approximate locations mapped
in Figure 2) by modifying construction techniques. For example, consider placement of
infrastructure outside these locations, and installing above-ground distribution line(s)
utilising methods that avoid and/or minimise impacts to threatened flora through these
areas (i.e. spanning across threatened flora locations to avoid impacts);



Similarly, project design should make sure that drainage and vegetation is not altered to
the detriment of threatened flora and fauna species, and that provision is made for habitat
of threatened frog species including the green and gold frog (Litoria raniformis); and



Appropriate sediment controls must be put in place to protect the wetland and aquatic
environments.

It should be noted that the mapping shown in Figure 2 has been generated using a hand-held
GPS device and is only accurate to within 10 metres. Therefore, it should not be relied upon
solely for the detailed design process.
Also note that the project footprint needs to be finalised before the majority of environmental
approvals can proceed.
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6.3

Additional Documentation

6.3.1

Construction Environmental Management Plan

It is recommended that a Construction Environmental Management Plan (CEMP) be prepared
for the project that includes provisions relevant to protecting the ecological values identified
within the site (refer Section 3). Provisions to minimise impacts to ecological values that are
recommended for inclusion in the CEMP are listed below:


Avoid any unnecessary clearance and/or disturbance of native vegetation, including both
trees and understorey vegetation (e.g. native wetlands);



Avoid works within potential habitat of predicted threatened fauna, or if impacts to such
habitat(s) are necessary, schedule works outside the species’ breeding season(s);



Should any large trees require removal, they should be assessed by a qualified ecologist
for hollows and those not being removed be marked for protection where possible. Where
mature trees need to be removed for the project, utilise the wood from this removal to
further enhance the fauna habitat at the site, by laying logs and crowns on the ground;



Threatened flora locations should be clearly protected (with an appropriate buffer) from
proposed works as much as possible. During the set-out process for any above-ground
infrastructure, micro-siting adjustments should be made under the direction of a qualified
ecologist to avoid impacts to threatened flora (and other ecological values) occurring
close to proposed development works. Such values should be clearly marked on ground
for protection (fenced off ‘no-go’ zone/s) to avoid impacts during project works. Other
marking, such as signage, is recommended post-works to avoid later accidental impacts
to these values;



Should any flowering orchids be observed on site by the proponent and/or any
contractors or consultants, it is recommended they be photographed and identified by a
qualified botanist/ecologist in order to determine their species and rarity status;



Some degraded patches of Melaleuca ericifolia swamp forest (NME) were recorded
amongst agricultural land (FAG community) along the proposed distribution corridor. It is
suggested these areas be fenced off from stock and rehabilitated. Such measures may
contribute towards likely offset(s) required for the project;



Topsoil that may need to be removed from any areas during installation of the distribution
line should be stockpiled for replacement after the proposed construction works, to
facilitate natural regeneration of native vegetation where appropriate;



Post-works, it is suggested that rehabilitation of the native communities be undertaken to
improve the quality and value of these areas. Only local native species, including
groundcovers, should be used for revegetation;



Incorporating the use of threatened plant species into any rehabilitation works is
recommended. Make sure that excessive numbers of trees and shrubs are not planted in
areas where native groundcovers, especially threatened flora, could be outcompeted.
Qualified advice should be obtained for planning all rehabilitation plantings;



Include local understorey species, including dense ground covers, in revegetation
plantings to provide shelter and habitat for mammal species such as the threatened
eastern barred bandicoot (Perameles gunnii);
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To minimise impacts on amphibian populations, the following actions are recommended:
– Development of a Post-Construction Rehabilitation Plan;
– The retention of the drainage lines and rehabilitation of any disturbed habitat;
– Avoidance of any unnecessary clearance and/or disturbance of native vegetation;
– Avoidance of vegetation and wetland clearance during frog breeding seasons;
– Implementing the use of sediment control devices such as silt traps and sediment
fencing during the construction period; and
– Weed control and native riparian plantings should occur within the drainage lines to
improve natural filtering and habitat corridors.

6.3.2

Weed Management/Hygiene Plan

It is recommended that weed, disease and pest control be considered in the detailed project
planning either through incorporation of control measures in a site specific Construction
Environmental Management Plan (CEMP) or preparation of a Weed Management/Hygiene
Plan. This documentation should include:


Control of weeds prior to construction where appropriate;



Washdown and inspection of vehicles, machinery and boots before leaving/entering the
site to avoid transporting viable plant materials or large clods of soil;
– Washdown to be conducted in accordance with the Tasmanian Washdown Guidelines
For Weed and Disease Control (DPIPWE 2004);



Control of material brought onto the site, to make sure it is free from weed seeds or
diseases; and



An approach to monitor the condition of flora within the study area susceptible to infection
by the root rot pathogen Phytophthora cinnamomi, to determine whether this pathogen is
present on site and/or that it does not otherwise invade the study area.

Weed control in or near aquatic habitat, or areas of poor drainage, must consider the presence
of frogs and/or other aquatic species, with manual removal preferable. Otherwise low-toxicity
non-residual herbicides registered as suitable in watercourses (e.g. Roundup Bioactive®) may
be appropriate for use in a targeted manner such as spot spraying. Care also needs to be taken
in order to avoid impacting any native species during weed control works; make sure that such
works are undertaken by an appropriately qualified person with the ability to accurately
distinguish the relevant weed species from indigenous flora.
The above recommendations are based on current plans for the proposed distribution corridor
and may need to be revised if the development plans change.

6.4

Permits and Approvals

Once the final footprint is confirm the real impact on listed flora, fauna and vegetation
communities should be confirmed to inform the need for permits. Assuming some residual
impacts are unavoidable the following permits are likely to be required:


Approval under the Forest Practices system for impacts to vulnerable land (land
supporting threatened species and communities) unless an exemption applies. It is
understood an exemption is likely to apply, given the project is already subject to a
development application and combined Council, State and Commonwealth assessment
process;
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A Permit To Take from the Tasmanian Department of Primary Industries, Water and
Envirnment for any residual impacts to listed flora species; and



The project is currently being assessed by the State and Commonwealth governments
through the biulateral agreement. This process considers potential impacts to ecological
values listed on the Environmental Protection Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999 which it
is understood will be considered as part of the overall wind farm development, not in
isolation for this project.
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Appendices

Appendix A - Flora List
Job Number

321648009

Project

Low Head Wind Farm – Distribution Corridor

Client

Low Head Wind Farm Pty Ltd

Site

Distribution Corridor (from wind farm site to George Town substation)

Area

Approximately 34.55 hectares (ha) outside the wind farm site; and species
also recorded from approx. 22.68 (ha), targeted within the wind farm site.

Grid Reference

Midpoint of the study area at approximately GDA94 E591332; N5451785

Surveyed By

Tim Wills, Senior Botanist GHD Melbourne;
Anneka Ferguson, Ecologist GHD Melbourne; and
Elinor Ebsworth, Ecologist GHD Melbourne.

Date of Survey

5–11 November 2013
11-12 November 2015

Plant Collection
Permit No.

TFL 13075
Expiry date: 30 May 2014

Key:
STATE LEGISLATION
r

rare – Tasmanian TSP Act

v

vulnerable – Tasmanian TSP Act

e

endangered – Tasmanian TSP Act
COMMONWEALTH LEGISLATION

VU

vulnerable – Commonwealth EPBC Act

EN

endangered – Commonwealth EPBC Act

CR

critically endangered – Commonwealth EPBC Act
Introduced Species

i

introduced

P

planted

D

declared weed – Tasmanian Weed Management Act 1999

VASCULAR FLORA RECORDED WITHIN THE STUDY AREA
Status
Species Name
Indigenous Species
Acacia dealbata subsp. dealbata
Acacia longifolia subsp. sophorae
Acacia mearnsii
Acacia melanoxylon
Acacia myrtifolia
Acacia suaveolens
Acacia terminalis
Acacia ulicifolia
r
Acacia verticillata subsp. ovoidea
Acacia verticillata subsp. verticillata
Acaena echinata

Common Name
silver wattle
coast wattle
black wattle
blackwood
redstem wattle
sweet wattle
sunshine wattle
juniper wattle
prostrate prickly moses
prickly moses
spiny sheepsburr

Status

v, VU
r

Species Name
Acaena novae-zelandiae
Acrotriche serrulata
Adiantum aethiopicum
Allocasuarina littoralis
Allocasuarina monilifera
Amperea xiphoclada var. xiphoclada
Aotus ericoides
Arthropodium milleflorum
Asperula conferta
Astroloma humifusum
Austrodanthonia setacea
Austrostipa mollis
Austrostipa pubinodis
Austrostipa sp.
Banksia marginata
Baumea arthrophylla
Baumea juncea
Baumea tetragona
Billardiera mutabilis
Blechnum nudum
Bossiaea cinerea
Bossiaea cordigera
Bossiaea prostrata
Brachyscome graminea
Bulbine bulbosa
Bulbine semibarbata
Burchardia umbellata
Bursaria spinosa subsp. spinosa
Caladenia caudata (confirmed by herbarium)
Caladenia mentiens
Calocephalus lacteus
Calochilus platychila
Carex appressa
Carex sp.
Carpobrotus rossii
Cassinia aculeata subsp. aculeata
Cassytha glabella
Cassytha melantha
Cassytha pubescens
Centella cordifolia
Centrolepis aristata
Centrolepis strigosa subsp. strigosa
Cheilanthes austrotenuifolia
Chrysocephalum apiculatum
Clematis aristata
Clematis microphylla
Comesperma calymega
Comesperma ericinum
Comesperma volubile
Coprosma quadrifida
Coronidium scorpioides
Craspedia glauca
Crassula decumbens var. decumbens
Crassula helmsii
Crassula sieberiana

Common Name
common buzzy
ants delight
common maidenhair
black sheoak
necklace sheoak
broom spurge
golden pea
pale vanilla-lily
common woodruff
native cranberry
bristly wallabygrass
soft speargrass
tall speargrass
speargrass species
silver banksia
fine twigsedge
bare twigsedge
square twigsedge
green appleberry
fishbone waterfern
showy bossia
wiry bossia
creeping bossia
grass daisy
golden bulbine-lily
smallflower leeklily
milkmaids
prickly box
tailed spider-orchid
lesser fingers
milky beautyheads
purple beard-orchid
tall sedge
sedge species
native pigface
dollybush
slender dodderlaurel
large dodderlaurel
downy dodderlaurel
swampwort
pointed bristlewort
hairy bristlewort
green rockfern
common everlasting
mountain clematis
small-leaf clematis
bluespike milkwort
heath milkwort
blue lovecreeper
native currant
curling everlasting
common billybuttons
spreading stonecrop
swamp stonecrop
rock stonecrop

Status
r
- (or) r

Species Name
Cynoglossum australe
Cynoglossum suaveolens
Cyrtostylis reniformis or robusta (not flowering)
Daviesia ulicifolia
Dianella brevicaulis
Dianella revoluta var. revoluta
Dianella tasmanica
Dichelachne crinita
Dichondra repens
Dicksonia antarctica
Dillwynia glaberrima
Dillwynia sericea
Diplarrena moraea
Distichlis distichophylla
Diuris sulphurea
Drosera peltata
Drosera pygmaea
Eleocharis acuta
Empodisma minus
Epacris impressa
Epacris lanuginosa
Eryngium vesiculosum
Eucalyptus amygdalina
Eucalyptus globulus subsp. globulus
Eucalyptus obliqua
Eucalyptus ovata var. ovata
Euchiton japonicus
Euchiton sp.
Euryomyrtus ramosissima
Exocarpos cupressiformis
Exocarpos strictus
Ficinia nodosa
Gahnia grandis
Gahnia sieberiana
Galium sp.
Geranium potentilloides var. potentilloides
Geranium sp.
Gleichenia dicarpa
Glyceria australis
Glycine clandestina
Gompholobium huegelii
Gonocarpus micranthus subsp. micranthus
Gonocarpus tetragynus
Goodenia humilis
Goodenia lanata
Goodenia ovata
Hakea teretifolia subsp. hirsuta
Helichrysum luteoalbum
Hibbertia acicularis
Hibbertia prostrata
Hibbertia riparia
Hibbertia sericea var. sericea
Hydrocotyle callicarpa
Hydrocotyle foveolata
Hydrocotyle sp.

Common Name
coast houndstongue
sweet houndstongue
small or large gnat-orchid
spiky bitterpea
shortstem flaxlily
spreading flaxlily
forest flaxlily
longhair plumegrass
kidneyweed
soft treefern
smooth parrotpea
showy parrotpea
white flag-iris
australian saltgrass
tiger orchid
pale sundew
dwarf sundew
common spikesedge
spreading roperush
common heath
swamp heath
prickfoot
black peppermint
tasmanian blue gum
stringybark
black gum
asteraceae species
cottonleaf species
heathmyrtle
common native-cherry
pearly native-cherry
knobby clubsedge
cutting grass
redfruit sawsedge
bedstraw species
mountain cranesbill
cranesbill species
pouched coralfern
australian sweetgrass
twining glycine
common wedgepea
creeping raspwort
common raspwort
swamp native-primrose
trailing native-primrose
hop native-primrose
dagger needlebush
jersey cudweed
prickly guineaflower
prostrate guineaflower
erect guineaflower
silky guineaflower
tiny pennywort
yellow pennywort
pennywort species

Status

r

r

Species Name
Hypericum gramineum
Hypolaena fastigiata
Hypoxis hygrometrica
Indigofera australis
Isolepis marginata
Juncus australis
Juncus bufonius
Juncus gregiflorus
Juncus kraussii subsp. australiensis
Juncus pallidus
Juncus pauciflorus
Juncus planifolius
Juncus procerus
Juncus spp.
Kennedia prostrata
Laxmannia orientalis
Lepidosperma concavum
Lepidosperma filiforme
Lepidosperma laterale
Lepidosperma longitudinale
Lepidosperma viscidum
Leptocarpus tenax
Leptomeria drupacea
Leptospermum lanigerum
Leptospermum scoparium
Lepyrodia muelleri
Leucopogon affinis
Leucopogon parviflorus
Leucopogon virgatus var. virgatus
Lindsaea linearis
Lobelia pedunculata
Lomandra longifolia
Lomatia tinctoria
Luzula densiflora
Lycopodium deuterodensum
Lythrum hyssopifolia
Melaleuca ericifolia
Melaleuca gibbosa
Melaleuca pallida
Melaleuca squarrosa
Microlaena stipoides var. stipoides
Microtis arenaria
Microtis sp.
Monotoca scoparia
Montia australasica
Myosotis australis
Myriophyllum simulans
Olearia lirata
Opercularia varia
Orchidaceae spp.
Ornduffia reniformis (confirmed by herbarium)
Oxalis perennans
Patersonia fragilis
Patersonia occidentalis var. occidentalis
Pelargonium sp.

Common Name
small st johns-wort
tassel roperush
weatherglass
native indigo
little clubsedge
southern rush
toad rush
green rush
sea rush
pale rush
looseflower rush
broadleaf rush
tall rush
rush species
running postman
dwarf wire-lily
sand swordsedge
common rapiersedge
variable swordsedge
pithy swordsedge
sticky swordsedge
slender twinerush
erect currantbush
woolly teatree
common teatree
erect scalerush
lance beardheath
coast beardheath
twiggy beardheath
screw fern
matted lobelia
sagg
guitarplant
dense woodrush
conifer clubmoss
small loosestrife
coast paperbark
slender honeymyrtle
yellow bottlebrush
scented paperbark
weeping grass
notched onion-orchid
onion-orchid species
prickly broomheath
white purslane
southern forgetmenot
amphibious watermilfoil
forest daisybush
variable stinkweed
orchid species
running marshflower
grassland woodsorrel
short purpleflag
long purpleflag
storksbill species

Status

r
v

r

r
r

Species Name
Persoonia juniperina
Phragmites australis
Phyllangium distylis
Phyllangium divergens
Phyllota diffusa
Pimelea drupacea
Pimelea flava subsp. flava
Pimelea humilis
Pimelea linifolia
Pimelea nivea
Platylobium obtusangulum
Platylobium triangulare
Poa labillardierei
Poa poiformis
Poa rodwayi
Polystichum proliferum
Pomaderris apetala subsp. apetala
Pomaderris pilifera subsp. pilifera
Pomaderris racemosa
Poranthera microphylla
Prasophyllum elatum
Prasophyllum truncatum (confirmed by herbarium)
Pteridium esculentum
Pterostylis nutans
Pterostylis sp.
Pultenaea daphnoides var. obcordata
Pultenaea stricta
Ranunculus amphitrichus
Ranunculus lappaceus
Ranunculus sp.
Rhytidosporum procumbens
Rytidosperma sp.
Schoenoplectus pungens
Schoenus apogon
Sebaea ovata
Selaginella uliginosa
Senecio glomeratus
Senecio hispidulus
Senecio quadridentatus
Senecio sp.
Sphaerolobium minus
Sprengelia incarnata
Stackhousia monogyna
Stylidium despectum
Stylidium graminifolium
Stylidium perpusillum
Tetrarrhena distichophylla
Tetratheca labillardierei
Thelymitra arenaria
Thelymitra erosa
Thelymitra ixioides
Thelymitra juncifolia
Thelymitra longiloba
Thelymitra pauciflora
Themeda triandra

Common Name
geebung
southern reed
tiny mitrewort
wiry mitrewort
heath bushpea
cherry riceflower
yellow riceflower
dwarf riceflower
slender riceflower
bushmans bootlace
common flatpea
arrow flatpea
tussockgrass
tussockgrass
velvet tussockgrass
mother shieldfern
common dogwood
hairy dogwood
slender dogwood
small poranthera
tall leek-orchid
truncate leek-orchid
bracken
nodding greenhood
greenhood species
heartleaf bushpea
rigid bushpea
river buttercup
woodland buttercup
buttercup species
starry appleberry
wallabygrass species
sharp clubsedge
common bogsedge
yellow sebaea
swamp spikemoss
purple fireweed
rough fireweed
cotton fireweed
fireweed species
eastern globepea
pink swampheath
forest candles
small triggerplant
narrowleaf triggerplant
tiny triggerplant
hairy ricegrass
glandular pinkbells
forest sun-orchid
striped sun-orchid
spotted sun-orchid
large-spotted sun-orchid
lobed sun-orchid
slender sun-orchid
kangaroo grass

Status

Species Name
Thysanotus patersonii
Triglochin procerum
Veronica gracilis
Viola hederacea
Viola sieberiana
Wahlenbergia gracilis
Wahlenbergia multicaulis
Wahlenbergia sp.
Wurmbea dioica subsp. dioica
Xanthorrhoea arenaria/bracteata complex
v, VU/EN
Xanthorrhoea australis
Xanthosia dissecta
Xanthosia pilosa
Xyris operculata
Xyris sp.
Zieria arborescens subsp. arborescens
Introduced Species
Acetosella vulgaris
i
Aira cupaniana
i
Aira sp.
i
Anthoxanthum odoratum
i
Arctotheca calendula
i
Briza minor
i
Bromus diandrus
i
Bromus hordeaceus
i
Callitriche stagnalis
i
Carduus pycnocephalus
i, D
Catapodium rigidum
i
Centaurium tenuiflorum
i
Cerastium sp.
i
Cirsium vulgare
i
Cotula coronopifolia
i
Crassula muscosa var. muscosa
i
Dactylis glomerata
i
Erica lusitanica
i, D
Erodium cicutarium
i
Erodium moschatum
i
Eucalyptus nitens
i
Festuca arundinacea
i
Galium murale
i
Glyceria declinata
i
Holcus lanatus
i
Hordeum sp.
i
Hypochaeris glabra
i
Hypochaeris radicata
i
Isolepis levynsiana
i
Juncus capitatus
i
Lagurus ovatus
i
Lolium perenne
i
Lotus sp.
i
Lysimachia arvensis
i
Myosotis laxa subsp. caespitosa
i
Ornithopus perpusillus
i
Petrorhagia dubia
i
Pinus radiata
i

Common Name
twining fringelily
greater waterribbons
slender speedwell
ivyleaf violet
tiny violet
sprawling bluebell
bushy bluebell
bluebell species
early nancy
sand/shiny grasstrees
southern grasstree
cutleaf crossherb
woolly crossherb
tall yelloweye
yelloweye species
stinkwood
sheep sorrel
leafy silvery hairgrass
hairgrass species
sweet vernalgrass
capeweed
lesser quaking-grass
great brome
soft brome
mud waterstarwort
slender thistle
ferngrass
slender centaury
mouse-ear species
spear thistle
water buttons
clubmoss crassula
cocksfoot
spanish heath
common heronsbill
musky heronsbill
shining gum
tall fescue
small bedstraw
small sweetgrass
yorkshire fog
barleygrass species
smooth catsear
rough catsear
fan clubsedge
capitate rush
harestail grass
perennial ryegrass
birdsfoot-trefoil species
scarlet pimpernel
lesser forgetmenot
birds-foot
velvet pink
radiata pine

Status
i
i
i
i, D
i
i
i
i
i
i
i
i
i, D
i
i
i
i
i

Species Name
Plantago coronopus
Poa annua
Polycarpon tetraphyllum
Rubus spp. agg.
Rumex sp.
Sonchus asper
Sonchus oleraceus
Stellaria media
Trifolium campestre
Trifolium dubium
Trifolium fragiferum
Trifolium subterraneum
Ulex europaeus
Urtica urens
Vellereophyton dealbatum
Vicia sativa
Vulpia sp.
Watsonia sp.

Common Name
buckshorn plantain
winter grass
fourleaf allseed
blackberry
dock species
prickly sowthistle
common sowthistle
garden chickweed
hop clover
suckling clover
strawberry clover
subterranean clover
gorse
stinging nettle
white cudweed
vetch
fescue species
watsonia species
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1.

Introduction
1.1

Background

Low Head Wind Farm Pty Ltd is seeking approval for the Low Head Wind Farm (the Project) at
Low Head in north-eastern Tasmania. The project comprises a 10 turbine wind farm with up to
35 MW power generation capacity.
The wind farm site will accommodate the 10 wind turbines, a switch yard, warehouse/office,
vehicular access tracks, and above and underground cabling. Power will be transported from
the wind farm site via twin 22 kV transmission lines to the George Town substation,
approximately 8 kilometres south of the site.
The Development Proposal Environmental Management Plan (DPEMP) was submitted in 2014.
As part of the final approvals associated with this development further clarification of the
presence and population numbers of the listed threatened species Xanthorrhoea bracteata have
been requested. The species has previously been recorded at the Project site during multiple
ecological surveys that have been undertaken as part of the preparation of the DPEMP.
Xanthorrhoea bracteata is listed under both the Tasmanian Threatened Species Protection Act
1995 (TSPA) and the Commonwealth Environment Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act
1999 (EPBCA).

1.2

Study area

The study area for this survey focused on areas where Xanthorrhoea bracteata or X. aff.
bracteata have previously been recorded on the Project Site. Other areas situated near
proposed infrastructure such as turbine sites, access roads and transmission line routes were
also assessed for the presence of Xanthorrhoea species if considered appropriate habitat. The
study did not cover the complete wind farm site, particularly areas that are not associated with
proposed infrastructure.. Refer to Figure 1 for the Project Site boundary.

1.3

Purpose of this report

The purpose of this report is to satisfy a direction from the Policy and Conservation Branch
(PCAB) which is part of the Department of Primary Industries, Parks, Water and Environment
(DPIPWE) to:


Survey to quantitatively estimate the ratio of the threatened Xanthorrhoea bracteata
(TSPA=vulnerable, EPBCA=endangered) to the non-threatened Xanthorrhoea australis;
and
Estimate the number of X. bracteata that may be impacted by the proposed
development



This report will also satisfy requirements under the EPBCA 1999 to provide detailed information
on the potential impacts to species listed under this Act.

1.4

Scope


Confirm identification of Xanthorrhoea species previously recorded within the Project
site.



Survey and quantitatively estimate numbers of X. bracteata (or hybrid swarms) within
each recorded patch.
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1.5



Estimate number of impacted X. bracteata individuals within the Project site with
regard to wind turbines and road installations and upgrades.



Determine if the proposed impacts to Xanthorrhoea species are considered
“significant” under the EPBCA – Significant Impact Guidelines 1.1 attached as
Appendix A.



Provide recommendations on what additional or varied control measures should be
taken, in addition to those already included in DPEMP.

Limitations

This report: has been prepared by GHD for Low Head Wind Farm Pty Ltd and may only be used and relied
on by Low Head Wind Farm Pty Ltd for the purpose agreed between GHD and the Low Head Wind Farm
Pty Ltd as set out in 1.4 of this report.
GHD otherwise disclaims responsibility to any person other than Low Head Wind Farm Pty Ltd arising in
connection with this report. GHD also excludes implied warranties and conditions, to the extent legally
permissible.
The services undertaken by GHD in connection with preparing this report were limited to those specifically
detailed in the report and are subject to the scope limitations set out in the report.
The opinions, conclusions and any recommendations in this report are based on conditions encountered
and information reviewed at the date of preparation of the report. GHD has no responsibility or obligation
to update this report to account for events or changes occurring subsequent to the date that the report was
prepared.
The opinions, conclusions and any recommendations in this report are based on assumptions made by
GHD described in this report (refer section 1.7. of this report). GHD disclaims liability arising from any of
the assumptions being incorrect.

1.6

Acknowledgements

GHD would like to acknowledge the assistance, advice and/or information provided by the
following:


The Tasmanian Department of Primary Industries, Parks, Water and Environment
(DPIPWE) for access to its Natural Values Atlas (NVA) database; and



The Commonwealth Department of the Environment and Energy (DOTEE) for access to
its Protected Matters Search Tool (PMST).



The staff at the Tasmanian Herbarium for assistance with plant identification confirmation,
in particular Miguel de Salas.

1.7

Assumptions

GHD has prepared this report on the basis of information provided by Low Head Wind Farm Pty
Ltd and others who provided information to GHD (including Government authorities), which
GHD has not independently verified or checked beyond the agreed scope of work. GHD does
not accept liability in connection with such unverified information, including errors and omissions
in the report which were caused by errors or omissions in that information.
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2.

Method
2.1

Desktop assessment

Previous ecological surveys and mapping were reviewed to determine the likely locations of the
threatened species, Xanthorrhoea bracteata, within the Project site. These reports included:


Low Head Wind Farm – Botanical Survey and Fauna Habitat Assessment (GHD 2011)



Draft Report for Flora and Fauna Assessment – Micrositing (GHD 2012)



Low Head Wind farm – Site Footprint Targeted Ecological Assessment (GHD 2014)

The Natural Values Atlas was investigated to confirm if more recent survey data have been
added to the database and to investigate the current population and location data for
Xanthorrhoea aff. bracteata to provide a bioregional context of the species and to quantify the
overall understood surveyed numbers of the species surrounding the study site.
As detailed in DPIW 2006, the identification of the Tasmanian Xanthorrhoea is difficult because
of the large degree of variation inherent within the species producing a considerable overlap in
characteristics between species. There appears to be hybridisation between X. australis with X.
bracteata and X. australis and X. Arenaria. Two or more of each taxa may occur on the same
site.
Data from the Natural Values Atlas indicates that in addition to the Xanthorrhoea species
recorded within the study site, there are a significant number of Xanthorrhoea aff. bracteata
species previously recorded within 50 kilometres of the study site. In the context of impacts,
these populations maybe considered when assessing a bioregional species impact.
Table 2-1 Previously recorded Xanthorrhoea aff. bracteata and X. bracteata
within 50 km of the study site (Natural Vales Atlas Data)
Species

Total number previously recorded

Xanthorrhoea aff. bracteata

5016

Xanthorrhoea bracteata

683

Note that the total number provided does not include any of the data recorded during this
current assessment on the Project Site and is only for previous records of the hybrid species.

2.2

Field assessment

A targeted field assessment was undertaken on 17 January 2017 and an extension to the
survey on 11 May 2017. Previous recorded locations of X. bracteata and X. australis were
surveyed to ascertain correct identification of species present. The survey was conducted at the
optimum time for reproductive material to be present. In addition, areas that were deemed
appropriate habitat for the species were also investigated to confirm presence or absence of the
listed taxon.
In each area, several specimens were collected to confirm identification with the Tasmanian
Herbarium. At 4 patches, a 20 x 20 m quadrat was surveyed in a representative location
deemed appropriate to obtain an estimate of population numbers/density for the entire
population present.
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3.

Results
3.1

Specimen identification

Seven specimens were collected during the field assessment. Each individual sampled was
collected based on the high likelihood that, morphologically, it was more likely to be X. bracteata
than X. australis. One sample from each patch was collected as a representative sample for
each area to determine if there was any deviation in traits across the study area. At the time of
the survey, greater than 90% of individuals within the study site had reproductive material
present, consequently providing a high level of confidence in the correct identification of the
individuals contained within the extant population. All specimens were determined to be the
hybrid taxon of X. australis and X. bracteata. The majority of phenotypical traits were more
aligned with X. australis rather than X. bracteata. Miguel de Salas at the Tasmanian Herbarium
also confirmed this assessment (pers. comm. 18 Jan 2017). There were sporadic occurrences
of X. australis in the vicinity of the mapped hybrid population, however, there were no obvious
X. australis within the hybrid swarm locations and the majority were noted on the outer
boundaries of the study area.

Plate 1 Xanthorrhoea hybrids at the Project site

3.2

Quadrat survey

Four quadrats were assessed during the field survey to estimate population density and provide
numbers that could be inferred across each patch. Quadrat results are presented in Table 1.
Quadrats were not assessed for all seven patches mapped as the densities were considered
consistent for several patches that were situated nearby. Figure 2 and 3 indicates the location of
quadrats.

GHD | Report for Low Head Wind Farm Pty Ltd - Low Head Wind Farm , 32/17799

Table 3-1 Quadrat Results
Quadrat Number

20x20 m count of Xanthorrhoea

Number of Xanthorrhoea

hybrid individuals

individuals per m2

1

38

0.095

2

68

0.17

3

107

0.27

4

43

0.11

Total population size was determined for each patch by multiplying total patch area by the
number of individuals per square meter using the closest quadrat to the patch. Table 3-2
provides the results for total numbers of the hybrid species in each patch based on the total
measured area of each patch.
Table 3-2 Population size
Patch number (as per Figure 2)

Patch area (m2)

Total Xanthorrhoea aff. bracteata
individuals (estimated by quadrat
assessment)

1

8015

761

2

5540

526

3

496

47

4

30166

5128

5

6680

1803

6

3710

1001

7

1009

111

8

2710

75 (additional 50 X. australis) counted

9

343

60

10

4179

350

Total number of hybrid

9862

individuals calculated for all
patches
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4.

Potential Impacts, mitigation and
recommendations
4.1

Potential impacts

Four proposed wind turbine sites have the potential to affect some areas of the mapped
Xanthorrhoea hybrid population (Figure 2 and 3). Table 4-1 also provides an estimate of
individuals that may be impacted by the installation of turbines and access tracks to the turbine
sites. The estimated impacts are based on a turbine hard stand area of 60 x 40 meters for site
3, 7 and 12 and a reduced pad size of 20 x 30 m for turbine site 6.
Table 4-1 Number of Xanthorrhoea Hybrid Individuals Expected to be
Impacted
Turbine site number

Footprint area based on proposed

Xanthorrhoea hybrid numbers

footprint and micro-siting in m2

impacted

3

2400 (based on 40 x 60 pad)

0

6

600 (based on 20 x 30 pad)

102

7

2400 (based on 40 x 60 pad)

0

12

2400 (based on 40 x 60 pad)

0

When the additional species numbers in the broader area (within 50 km) are considered and
added to the numbers within the study area derived from this assessment the potential impact is
approximately 0.68%, i.e. 102 individuals from an estimated population size of 14,878 (5,016
plus 9,862) in the broader area.
Under the Commonwealth Matters of National Environmental Significance - Significant Impact
Guidelines 1.1 (attached, Appendix 1) an action is considered likely to have a significant impact
on a critically endangered or endangered species if there is a real chance or possibility that it
will lead to any of the criterion detailed in Table 4-2. Table 4-2 provides a summary of each
criterion against the proposed impacts to the threatened Xanthorrhoea hybrid taxon within the
study area.
Table 4-2 Determination of significant impact
Significant Impact Criteria

Conclusion

Lead to a long-term decrease in the size of a

Unlikely as the percentage of impacted Xanthorrhoea

population

plants is approximately 1.1% from the local population and
less than 1% from the broader regional population.

Reduce the area of occupancy of the species

Unlikely as there are large areas retained within the site
that provide known habitat for the species.

Fragment an existing population into two or more

Unlikely as the extent of proposed disturbance within the

populations

study site will not fragment the population. It should be
noted that the surrounding landscape is already highly
fragmented.

Adversely affect habitat critical to the survival of a

It is likely that that habitat critical to the survival of the

species

species would be impacted by the development proposal;
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however, the overall footprint is small relative to the
population distribution.
Disrupt the breeding cycle of a population

The development proposal is unlikely to interrupt the
breeding cycle of the retained individuals.

Modify, destroy, remove, isolate or decrease the

Due to the relatively small and fixed proposed footprint and

availability or quality of habitat to the extent that the

flexibility in micrositing of the infrastructure, it is unlikely

species is likely to decline

that the proposed development will have a significant
impact on availability of quality habitat.

Result in invasive species that are harmful to a

If this risk is managed appropriately during the

critically endangered or endangered species becoming

construction phase then the probability of invasive species

established in the endangered or critically endangered

being introduced is very low.

species habitat
Introduce disease that may cause the species to

The proposed development has some risk that pathogens

decline

or disease, in particular Phytophthora cinnamomi could be
introduced or spread within the study site if not managed
effectively.

Interfere with the recovery of a species

The extent of impact upon the population is unlikely to
interfere with the recovery of the species.

When the total number of Xanthorrhoea hybrid individuals that may be impacted is considered,
it is unlikely that the overall impact would be considered significant, as the percentage of
individuals impacted on site (i.e. the local area) is 1.03%. When the data from the Natural
Values Atlas is considered in conjunction with the population survey data from this investigation
the percentage impacted at the regional scale is approximately 0.68%.
Further management controls around micro siting of the access roads, hardstands and turbines
could limit the impact to less than 1.03% of individuals within the study site, and there may be
further populations of hybrids that have not been surveyed outside the survey area that may
contribute to sustaining the population.
There is some residual risk that the hybrid swarms could be impacted by the introduction/spread
of Phytophthora cinnamomi if not managed appropriately. Symptomatic evidence of
Phytophthora has previously been observed in Xanthorrhoea individuals at the windfarm site
(GHD 2014); however, no Phytophthora testing has been undertaken at the site.

4.1

Mitigation measures and recommendations

Following review of information for the species from the Commonwealth Department, the
Tasmanian Threatened Grass Trees Flora Recovery Plan 2006-2010 (DPIW 2006) and
consultation with the Conservation Assessment Section of DPIPWE, it appears that any hybrid
population should be considered as the threatened Xanthorrhoea bracteata species. Therefore,
any disturbance or removal of Xanthorrhoea individuals at the Project site will require
appropriate approvals including:


Approval under the Commonwealth EPBC Act 1999



Submission of an application for a ‘Permit to Take’, seeking approval under the
Tasmanian TSPA 1995.

Recommended controls that maybe implemented to reduce the number of individuals impacted
and to minimise the future risk to the remaining populations are as follows:
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Micro-siting and flagging locations of turbines and hardstands through surveying
(mapping individual plants) in the proposed footprint areas. This would be confirmed
at the project detailed design stage which would occur following project approvals.



Assume Phytophthora cinnamomi is present and therefore be managed by strict
washdown guidelines during construction (included in the CEMP) and also
implemented for the period of operation (particularly for maintenance and service
personnel and vehicles that may be carrying pathogens and weeds). These controls
should be developed in accordance with Weed and Disease Planning and Hygiene
Guidelines (2015), attached as appendix B.



Strict guidelines should also be developed so that foot wear that enters the areas
occupied by the hybrid swarms is sterilised, to inhibit any pathogen inputs.
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Matters of National
Environmental Significance
Significant impact guidelines 1.1
Environment Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999
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Introduction
The purpose of these guidelines is to assist any person who proposes to take an action to decide whether or not
they should submit a referral to the Australian Government Department of the Environment (the Department)
for a decision by the Australian Government Environment Minister (the minister) on whether assessment and
approval is required under the Environment Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999 (EPBC Act)1.
Under the EPBC Act an action will require approval from the minister if the action has, will have, or is
likely to have, a significant impact on a matter of national environmental significance.
These guidelines outline a ‘self-assessment’ process, including detailed criteria, to assist persons in deciding
whether or not referral may be required. Important terms and phrases are explained in the shaded boxes. The
appendix to the guidelines provides further assistance for specific industry sectors.
These guidelines may also assist members of the public or interest groups who wish to comment on actions which
have been referred under the EPBC Act.

1

Note that an action does not require approval under the EPBC Act if it meets the criteria for the ‘prior authorisation’ or ‘continuing use’
exemptions. These criteria are explained in the Practice Guide entitled Prior Authorisation and Continuing Use Exemptions – Sections 43A
and 43B, available on the Department’s web site at: www.environment.gov.au/epbc/publications/exemptions.html
Further exemptions include:
• certain activities allowed in the Great Barrier Reef Marine Park “as of right” (that is, without a permission) under a Great Barrier Reef
Marine Park Act 1975 (GBRMP Act) zoning plan (EPBC Act section 43)
• certain forestry operations in Regional Forestry Agreement Areas (EPBC Act section 42), and
• certain actions requiring separate authorisation by an Australian Government agency or employee and subject to an alternative
assessment and advice process under section 160 of the EPBC Act

1

What is an action?
‘Action’ is defined broadly in the EPBC Act and includes: a project, a development, an undertaking, an
activity or a series of activities, or an alteration of any of these things.
Actions include, but are not limited to: construction, expansion, alteration or demolition of buildings,
structures, infrastructure or facilities; industrial processes; mineral and petroleum resource exploration
and extraction; storage or transport of hazardous materials; waste disposal; earthworks; impoundment,
extraction and diversion of water; agricultural activities; aquaculture; research activities; vegetation
clearance; culling of animals; and dealings with land.
Actions encompass site preparation and construction, operation and maintenance, and closure and
completion stages of a project, as well as alterations or modifications to existing infrastructure.
An action may have both beneficial and adverse impacts on the environment, however only adverse impacts
on matters of national environmental significance are relevant when determining whether approval is
required under the EPBC Act.

What are matters of national environmental significance?
The matters of national environmental significance are:
•

world heritage properties

•

national heritage places

•

wetlands of international importance (often called ‘Ramsar’ wetlands after the international treaty under
which such wetlands are listed)

•

nationally threatened species and ecological communities

•

migratory species

•

Commonwealth marine areas

•

the Great Barrier Reef Marine Park

•

nuclear actions (including uranium mining)

•

a water resource, in relation to coal seam gas development and large coal mining development.

A person who proposes to take an action that will have, or is likely to have, a significant impact on a matter of
national environmental significance must refer that action to the minister for a decision on whether assessment
and approval is required under the EPBC Act. Substantial penalties apply for taking such an action without
approval (civil penalties up to $5.5 million or criminal penalties up to seven years imprisonment).

What is a significant impact?
A ‘significant impact’ is an impact which is important, notable, or of consequence, having regard to its
context or intensity. Whether or not an action is likely to have a significant impact depends upon the
sensitivity, value, and quality of the environment which is impacted, and upon the intensity, duration,
magnitude and geographic extent of the impacts. You should consider all of these factors when determining
whether an action is likely to have a significant impact on matters of national environmental significance.
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When is a significant impact likely?
To be ‘likely’, it is not necessary for a significant impact to have a greater than 50% chance of happening; it
is sufficient if a significant impact on the environment is a real or not remote chance or possibility.
If there is scientific uncertainty about the impacts of your action and potential impacts are serious or
irreversible, the precautionary principle is applicable. Accordingly, a lack of scientific certainty about
the potential impacts of an action will not itself justify a decision that the action is not likely to have a
significant impact on the environment.

What is a referral?
‘Referral’ of an action involves filling out a referral form and sending it to the Department of the
Environment. A referral identifies the person proposing to take the action and includes a brief description
of the proposal, the project location, the nature and extent of any potential impacts, and any proposed
mitigation measures. The EPBC Act referral process is outlined in more detail at the end of these guidelines.
If you represent a Commonwealth agency or you propose to take an action which is either situated on
Commonwealth land or which may impact upon Commonwealth land, you should also refer to the Significant
impact guidelines 1.2: Actions on, or impacting upon, Commonwealth land and actions by Commonwealth agencies.
However, if referral is necessary, you need only submit one referral that includes all relevant matters.

Determining whether an action is likely to have a significant
impact on a matter of national environmental significance
These guidelines are intended to assist you in undertaking a ‘self-assessment’ to decide whether or not your action
is likely to have a significant impact on any matters of national environmental significance. Your self-assessment
should be as objective as possible and based on sufficient information to make an informed judgement. If you
complete a self-assessment and you are still unsure whether the action you propose to take is likely to have a
significant impact on a matter of national environmental significance then you should refer the action to the
Department of the Environment. In considering taking this step, you may like to discuss the matter with the
Department’s referral business entry point. The referral business entry point can be contacted through the
Department’s community information unit on 1800 803 772 or by emailing epbc.referrals@environment.gov.au
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To make a decision as to whether or not to refer an action to the
Minister, you should consider the following:
1. Are there any matters of national environmental significance located in the area of the proposed action
(noting that ‘the area of the proposed action’ is broader than the immediate location where the action is
undertaken; consider also whether there are any matters of national environmental significance adjacent
to or downstream from the immediate location that may potentially be impacted)?
2. Considering the proposed action at its broadest scope (that is, considering all stages and components of
the action, and all related activities and infrastructure), is there potential for impacts, including indirect
impacts, on matters of national environmental significance?
3. Are there any proposed measures to avoid or reduce impacts on matters of national environmental
significance (and if so, is the effectiveness of these measures certain enough to reduce the level of impact
below the ‘significant impact’ threshold)?
4. Are any impacts of the proposed action on matters of national environmental significance likely to be
significant impacts (important, notable, or of consequence, having regard to their context or intensity)?

1. Are there any matters of national environmental significance located in
the area of the proposed action?
The EPBC Act protected matters search tool allows you to search for matters of national environmental
significance in an area where you propose to take an action2. The search tool is located on the Department’s web
site: www.environment.gov.au/erin/ert/epbc/index.html
Lists of threatened species and ecological communities can be accessed from the following web page:
www.environment.gov.au/epbc/protect/species-communities.html
A list of migratory species can be accessed from the following web page:
www.environment.gov.au/epbc/protect/migratory.html
A list of Australia’s Ramsar Wetlands and a map showing their location can be accessed from the following web
page: www.environment.gov.au/epbc/protect/wetlands.html
Information about the Commonwealth marine environment can be found at:
www.environment.gov.au/epbc/protect/marine.html
A list of Australia’s World Heritage properties and a map showing their general location can be found at:
www.environment.gov.au/epbc/protect/heritage.html
A list of National Heritage places and a map showing their general location can be found at:
www.environment.gov.au/epbc/protect/heritage.html
Information about the Great Barrier Reef Marine Park can be found at www.gbrmpa.gov.au
Information about a water resource, in relation to coal seam gas development and large coal mining development
can be found at www.environment.gov.au/epbc/about/water-trigger.html.

2 In relation to listed threatened species and ecological communities and listed migratory species, the EPBC Act protected matters search
tool is intended to be of guidance only and should not be regarded as definitive. Surveys in the area where you propose to take an
action can assist in verifying the results of the EPBC Act protected matters search tool. It is also important to note that some species
may be detectable at certain times of the year only. Surveys should be timed appropriately, and undertaken for a suitable period by a
qualified person.
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2. Considering the proposed action at its broadest scope, is there potential
for impacts on matters of national environmental significance?
If there are matters of national environmental significance in the vicinity of your proposed action, you need to
consider whether there is potential for your proposed action to impact upon those matters.
The proposed action should be considered at its broadest possible scope. This includes all stages and components
of the action, all related activities, and all related infrastructure such as roads and powerlines, if applicable.
If the action consists of a series of activities or a number of related activities, you should consider the impacts of
each activity, and then consider the combined impacts of those activities.
It is also necessary and important to consider off-site and indirect impacts of your proposed action on matters of
national environmental significance (refer to shaded box on page 6).

3. Are there any proposed measures to avoid or reduce impacts on matters
of national environmental significance?
It is important to consider the environmental impacts of the proposed action early in the planning of the
proposal. Careful planning of the action can avoid, or reduce, the likelihood of a significant impact on matters of
national environmental significance. Where possible and practicable it is best to avoid impacts. If impacts cannot
be avoided then they should be minimised or mitigated as much as possible.
You should consider impacts on matters of national environmental significance in relation to the following:
•

site selection and the location of buildings or activities on the selected site

•

the timing of the action or its component activities, and

•

the design of any buildings, or other structures or infrastructure.

However you should not conclude that a significant impact is not likely to occur because of management
or mitigation measures unless the effectiveness of those measures is well-established (for example through
demonstrated application, studies or surveys) and there is a high degree of certainty about the avoidance of
impacts or the extent to which impacts will be reduced.

4. Are any impacts of the proposed action on matters of national
environmental significance likely to be significant impacts?
In order to decide whether an action is likely to have a significant impact, it is necessary to take into account the
nature and magnitude of potential impacts. In determining the nature and magnitude of an action’s impacts, it is
important to consider matters such as:
•

the sensitivity of the environment which will be impacted

•

the timing, duration and frequency of the action and its impacts

•

all on-site and off-site impacts

•

all direct and indirect impacts

•

the total impact which can be attributed to the action over the entire geographic area affected,
and over time

•

existing levels of impact from other sources, and

•

the degree of confidence with which the impacts of the action are known and understood.
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Indirect and offsite impacts
When considering whether or not an action is likely to have a significant impact on a matter of national
environmental significance it is relevant to consider all adverse impacts which result from the action,
including indirect and offsite impacts.
Indirect and offsite impacts include:
a. ‘downstream’ or ‘downwind’ impacts, such as impacts on wetlands or ocean reefs from sediment,
fertilisers or chemicals which are washed or discharged into river systems;
b. ‘upstream impacts’ such as impacts associated with the extraction of raw materials and other inputs
which are used to undertake the action; and
c. ‘facilitated impacts’ which result from further actions (including actions by third parties) which are
made possible or facilitated by the action. For example, the construction of a dam for irrigation water
facilitates the use of that water by irrigators with associated impacts. Likewise, the construction of basic
infrastructure in a previously undeveloped area may, in certain circumstances, facilitate the urban or
commercial development of that area3.
Consideration should be given to all adverse impacts that could reasonably be predicted to follow from
the action, whether these impacts are within the control of the person proposing to take the action or not.
Indirect impacts will be relevant where they are sufficiently close to the proposed action to be said to be
a consequence of the action, and they can reasonably be imputed to be within the contemplation of the
person proposing to take the action.
It may be helpful to consider the following:
•

‘But for’ the proposed action would the indirect impacts occur?

•

Is the proposed action a ‘material and substantial’ cause of the indirect impacts?

•

Are the potential impacts of any subsequent or third party actions known, or would they be expected to
be known, by the person proposing to take the action (particularly where the subsequent or third party
actions are an intended outcome of the proposed action)?

If the answer to these questions is ‘yes’, then it is necessary to consider whether these impacts are likely
to occur, and whether they are likely to have a significant impact on a matter of national environmental
significance. If so, as much information as possible should be provided to assist the minister in determining
whether the impacts are relevant, and whether approval under the EPBC Act is required.
Notes:
•

When deciding whether or not a proposed action is likely to have a significant impact on a matter of national
environmental significance, the precautionary principle is relevant. Accordingly, where there is a risk of
serious or irreversible damage, a lack of scientific certainty about the potential impacts of an action will
not itself justify a decision that the action is not likely to have a significant impact on a matter of national
environmental significance.

•

When deciding whether or not a proposed action is likely to have a significant impact on a matter of national
environmental significance, you should consider only the adverse impacts that the action is likely to have.
Beneficial impacts cannot be offset against adverse impacts. For example, a hydro-electricity scheme may have
both beneficial and adverse impacts on the environment, however, only the adverse impacts are relevant when
determining whether approval is required under the EPBC Act. If a project does require approval, beneficial
impacts are considered during the assessment and approvals stages of the process.

3 Note that consideration of the impacts of ‘facilitated actions’ during the assessment and approval of the original action has no effect
on the requirement of the proponent of the facilitated action to make a referral when that action eventuates, if that action will have, or
is likely to have, a significant impact on a matter of national environmental significance.
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Significant impact criteria
The ‘significant impact criteria’, set out on the following pages, for each matter of national environmental
significance, are intended to assist you in determining whether the impacts of your proposed action on any matter
of national environmental significance are likely to be significant impacts.
The criteria are intended to provide general guidance on the types of actions that will require approval and the
types of actions that will not require approval. They are not intended to be exhaustive or definitive. If you are
still unsure whether the action you propose to take is likely to have a significant impact on a matter of national
environmental significance you should refer the action to the Department of the Environment for a binding
decision on whether approval is required.
The particular facts and circumstances of a proposed action will need to be taken into account in determining
whether that action is likely to have a significant impact on a matter of national environmental significance.
Remember that the general test for significance is whether an impact is ‘important, notable or of consequence,
having regard to its context or intensity’.
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Listed threatened species and
ecological communities
An action will require approval if the action has, will have, or is likely to have a significant impact on a species
listed in any of the following categories:
•

extinct in the wild

•

critically endangered

•

endangered, or

•

vulnerable.

An action will also require approval if the action has, will have, or is likely to have a significant impact on an
ecological community listed in any of the following categories:
•

critically endangered, or

•

endangered.

Notes:
•

Species in the extinct and conservation dependant categories of species listed under the EPBC Act, and listed
ecological communities in the vulnerable category of ecological communities listed under the EPBC Act, are
not matters of national environmental significance for the purposes of Part 3 of the EPBC Act (requirements
for environmental approvals).

•

Species and ecological communities listed under the EPBC Act may differ from those listed under State and
Territory legislation. This is due to the different status of some species and ecological communities in the
different States and Territories, and nationally.

Extinct in the wild species
Significant impact criteria
An action is likely to have a significant impact on extinct in the wild species if there is a real chance or possibility
that it will:
•

adversely affect a captive or propagated population or one recently introduced/reintroduced to the wild, or

•

interfere with the recovery of the species or its reintroduction into the wild.
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Critically endangered and endangered species
Significant impact criteria
An action is likely to have a significant impact on a critically endangered or endangered species if there is a real
chance or possibility that it will:
•

lead to a long-term decrease in the size of a population

•

reduce the area of occupancy of the species

•

fragment an existing population into two or more populations

•

adversely affect habitat critical to the survival of a species

•

disrupt the breeding cycle of a population

•

modify, destroy, remove, isolate or decrease the availability or quality of habitat to the extent that the species is
likely to decline

•

result in invasive species that are harmful to a critically endangered or endangered species becoming
established in the endangered or critically endangered species’ habitat

•

introduce disease that may cause the species to decline, or

•

interfere with the recovery of the species.

What is a population of a species?
A ‘population of a species’ is defined under the EPBC Act as an occurrence of the species in a particular
area. In relation to critically endangered, endangered or vulnerable threatened species, occurrences include
but are not limited to:
•

a geographically distinct regional population, or collection of local populations, or

•

a population, or collection of local populations, that occurs within a particular bioregion.

What is an invasive species?
An ‘invasive species’ is an introduced species, including an introduced (translocated) native species, which
out-competes native species for space and resources or which is a predator of native species. Introducing
an invasive species into an area may result in that species becoming established. An invasive species may
harm listed threatened species or ecological communities by direct competition, modification of habitat
or predation.
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What is habitat critical to the survival of a species or
ecological community?
‘Habitat critical to the survival of a species or ecological community’ refers to areas that are necessary:
•

for activities such as foraging, breeding, roosting, or dispersal

•

for the long-term maintenance of the species or ecological community (including the maintenance of
species essential to the survival of the species or ecological community, such as pollinators)

•

to maintain genetic diversity and long term evolutionary development, or

•

for the reintroduction of populations or recovery of the species or ecological community.

Such habitat may be, but is not limited to: habitat identified in a recovery plan for the species or ecological
community as habitat critical for that species or ecological community; and/or habitat listed on the Register
of Critical Habitat maintained by the minister under the EPBC Act.

Vulnerable species
Significant impact criteria
An action is likely to have a significant impact on a vulnerable species if there is a real chance or possibility that
it will:
•

lead to a long-term decrease in the size of an important population of a species

•

reduce the area of occupancy of an important population

•

fragment an existing important population into two or more populations

•

adversely affect habitat critical to the survival of a species

•

disrupt the breeding cycle of an important population

•

modify, destroy, remove or isolate or decrease the availability or quality of habitat to the extent that the species
is likely to decline

•

result in invasive species that are harmful to a vulnerable species becoming established in the vulnerable
species’ habitat

•

introduce disease that may cause the species to decline, or

•

interfere substantially with the recovery of the species.

What is an important population of a species?
An ‘important population’ is a population that is necessary for a species’ long-term survival and recovery.
This may include populations identified as such in recovery plans, and/or that are:
•

key source populations either for breeding or dispersal

•

populations that are necessary for maintaining genetic diversity, and/or

•

populations that are near the limit of the species range.
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Critically endangered and endangered ecological communities
Significant impact criteria
An action is likely to have a significant impact on a critically endangered or endangered ecological community if
there is a real chance or possibility that it will:
•

reduce the extent of an ecological community

•

fragment or increase fragmentation of an ecological community, for example by clearing vegetation for roads
or transmission lines

•

adversely affect habitat critical to the survival of an ecological community

•

modify or destroy abiotic (non-living) factors (such as water, nutrients, or soil) necessary for an ecological
community’s survival, including reduction of groundwater levels, or substantial alteration of surface water
drainage patterns

•

cause a substantial change in the species composition of an occurrence of an ecological community, including
causing a decline or loss of functionally important species, for example through regular burning or flora or
fauna harvesting

•

cause a substantial reduction in the quality or integrity of an occurrence of an ecological community,
including, but not limited to:
–– assisting invasive species, that are harmful to the listed ecological community, to become established, or
–– causing regular mobilisation of fertilisers, herbicides or other chemicals or pollutants into the ecological
community which kill or inhibit the growth of species in the ecological community, or

•

interfere with the recovery of an ecological community.

Further information on listed threatened species and ecological communities
The following information on listed threatened species and ecological communities is available on the
Department’s web site:
•

General information: www.environment.gov.au/biodiversity/threatened/index.html

•

Copies of recovery plans and threat abatement plans:
www.environment.gov.au/biodiversity/threatened/recovery.html
www.environment.gov.au/biodiversity/threatened/tap/index.html

•

Species profile and threats database (information about individual listed threatened species and ecological
communities): www.environment.gov.au/sprat
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Listed migratory species
An action will require approval if the action has, will have, or is likely to have a significant impact on a listed
migratory species. Note that some migratory species are also listed as threatened species. The criteria below are
relevant to migratory species that are not threatened.

Significant impact criteria
An action is likely to have a significant impact on a migratory species if there is a real chance or possibility that
it will:
•

substantially modify (including by fragmenting, altering fire regimes, altering nutrient cycles or altering
hydrological cycles), destroy or isolate an area of important habitat for a migratory species

•

result in an invasive species that is harmful to the migratory species becoming established in an area of
important habitat for the migratory species, or

•

seriously disrupt the lifecycle (breeding, feeding, migration or resting behaviour) of an ecologically significant
proportion of the population of a migratory species.

What is important habitat for a migratory species?
An area of ‘important habitat’ for a migratory species is:
a. habitat utilised by a migratory species occasionally or periodically within a region that supports an
ecologically significant proportion of the population of the species, and/or
b. habitat that is of critical importance to the species at particular life-cycle stages, and/or
c. habitat utilised by a migratory species which is at the limit of the species range, and/or
d. habitat within an area where the species is declining.

What is an ecologically significant proportion?
Listed migratory species cover a broad range of species with different life cycles and population sizes.
Therefore, what is an ‘ecologically significant proportion’ of the population varies with the species (each
circumstance will need to be evaluated). Some factors that should be considered include the species’
population status, genetic distinctiveness and species specific behavioural patterns (for example, site fidelity
and dispersal rates).

What is the population of a migratory species?
‘Population’, in relation to migratory species, means the entire population or any geographically separate
part of the population of any species or lower taxon of wild animals, a significant proportion of whose
members cyclically and predictably cross one or more national jurisdictional boundaries including Australia.

Further information on Listed Migratory Species
•

General information on listed migratory species is available on the Department’s website:
www.environment.gov.au/epbc/protect/migratory.html
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Wetlands of international Importance
Approval is required for an action occurring within or outside a declared Ramsar wetland if the action has, will
have, or is likely to have a significant impact on the ecological character of the Ramsar wetland.
A ‘declared Ramsar wetland’ is an area that has been designated under Article 2 of the Ramsar Convention or
declared by the minister to be a declared Ramsar wetland under section 16 of the EPBC Act.
The ‘ecological character’ is the combination of the ecosystem components, processes and benefits/ services
that characterise the wetland at a given point in time. The phrase ‘at a given point in time’ refers to the time of
designation for the Ramsar List.
Descriptions of the ecological character of listed Ramsar wetlands can be obtained from the
Australian wetlands database at: www.environment.gov.au/water/wetlands/database/index.html

Significant impact criteria
An action is likely to have a significant impact on the ecological character of a declared Ramsar wetland if there is
a real chance or possibility that it will result in:
•

areas of the wetland being destroyed or substantially modified

•

a substantial and measurable change in the hydrological regime of the wetland, for example, a substantial
change to the volume, timing, duration and frequency of ground and surface water flows to and within
the wetland

•

the habitat or lifecycle of native species, including invertebrate fauna and fish species, dependant upon the
wetland being seriously affected

•

a substantial and measurable change in the water quality of the wetland – for example, a substantial change in
the level of salinity, pollutants, or nutrients in the wetland, or water temperature which may adversely impact
on biodiversity, ecological integrity, social amenity or human health, or

•

an invasive species that is harmful to the ecological character of the wetland being established (or an existing
invasive species being spread) in the wetland.

Further information on Ramsar wetlands
The following information on Ramsar wetlands is available on the Department’s web site:
• General information: www.environment.gov.au/epbc/protect/wetlands.html
• Ramsar wetlands fact sheet (including list and general location map):
www.environment.gov.au/water/publications/environmental/wetlands/ramsar.html
•

Australian wetlands database (including location maps and information for individual wetlands):
www.environment.gov.au/water/wetlands/database/index.html
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The Commonwealth marine environment
An action will require approval if:
•

the action is taken in a Commonwealth marine area and the action has, will have, or is likely to have a
significant impact on the environment, or

•

the action is taken outside a Commonwealth marine area and the action has, will have, or is likely to have a
significant impact on the environment in a Commonwealth marine area.

A ‘Commonwealth marine area’ is defined in section 24 of the EPBC Act. Maps showing Commonwealth marine
areas are available through the Department’s website at www.environment.gov.au/epbc/protect/marine.html or
by contacting the Department’s community information unit on 1800 803 772.
Marine protected areas are marine areas which are recognised to have high conservation value. Actions in or near
marine protected areas, or other areas with high conservation value, have a greater likelihood of significant impacts
on the Commonwealth marine environment. A map of marine protected areas is available on the Department’s
web site:
www.environment.gov.au/coasts/mpa/index.html

Significant impact criteria
An action is likely to have a significant impact on the environment in a Commonwealth marine area if there is a
real chance or possibility that the action will:
•

result in a known or potential pest species becoming established in the Commonwealth marine area

•

modify, destroy, fragment, isolate or disturb an important or substantial area of habitat such that an adverse
impact on marine ecosystem functioning or integrity in a Commonwealth marine area results

•

have a substantial adverse effect on a population of a marine species or cetacean including its life cycle (for
example, breeding, feeding, migration behaviour, life expectancy) and spatial distribution

•

result in a substantial change in air quality4 or water quality (including temperature) which may adversely
impact on biodiversity, ecological integrity; social amenity or human health

•

result in persistent organic chemicals, heavy metals, or other potentially harmful chemicals accumulating in
the marine environment such that biodiversity, ecological integrity, social amenity or human health may be
adversely affected, or

•

have a substantial adverse impact on heritage values of the Commonwealth marine area, including damage or
destruction of an historic shipwreck.

Further information on Commonwealth marine areas
The following information relevant to Commonwealth marine areas is available on the Department’s web site:
•

General information: www.environment.gov.au/epbc/protect/marine.html
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World Heritage properties
Approval under the EPBC Act is required for any action occurring within or outside a declared World Heritage
property that has, will have, or is likely to have a significant impact on the World Heritage values of the
World Heritage property.
A ‘declared World Heritage property’ is an area that has been included in the World Heritage list or declared
by the minister to be a World Heritage property. World Heritage properties are places with natural or cultural
heritage values which are recognised to have outstanding universal value.

Example of World Heritage values – Kakadu National Park World Heritage property
The Kakadu National Park World Heritage property, located in the far north of Australia’s Northern
Territory, has both natural and cultural World Heritage values. These values include:
•

diverse, expansive and relatively undisturbed natural landscapes, including coastal areas, river systems
and floodplains, lowlands, wetlands, plateau complexes, escarpments and outliers

•

diverse and relatively unmodified vegetation types, including open mangrove swamps, forest and
woodlands, lowland and sandstone rainforests, shrubland and heath, wetland, riverine, floodplain and
coastal vegetation

•

diverse, endemic, relict and abundant plant and animal species

•

extensive and diverse habitats, including open forest and woodlands, monsoon rainforest areas, heaths
and shrublands, freshwater wetlands, mangrove and estuarine areas, foreshore and beach areas

•

significant plant associations and plants with conservation significance

•

animals with conservation significance, including mammals, reptiles, birds, invertebrates and fish

•

exceptional natural beauty

•

outstanding, diverse, unique and ancient Indigenous archaeological remains and rock art recording a
continuous cultural development and environmental change, and

•

a rich collection of Indigenous cultural sites with strong spiritual associations and connections to
continuing practice of traditional beliefs.

A more comprehensive description of the World Heritage values of Kakadu National Park World Heritage
Area can be found at: www.environment.gov.au/heritage/places/world/kakadu/values.html

4 The Commonwealth marine area includes any airspace over Commonwealth waters.
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Significant impact criteria
An action is likely to have a significant impact on the World Heritage values of a declared World Heritage
property if there is a real chance or possibility that it will cause:
•

one or more of the World Heritage values to be lost

•

one or more of the World Heritage values to be degraded or damaged, or

•

one or more of the World Heritage values to be notably altered, modified, obscured or diminished.

Examples
The following examples provide an indication of levels of impact on World Heritage values that are likely to be
significant. They are not intended to be exhaustive.

World Heritage properties with natural heritage values

Biological and
ecological values

Values associated with
geology or landscape

An action is likely to have a significant impact on natural heritage values of a World Heritage property if there is a
real chance or possibility that the action will:
•

damage, modify, alter or obscure important geological formations in a
World Heritage property

•

damage, modify, alter or obscure landforms or landscape features, for example, by
excavation or infilling of the land surface in a World Heritage property

•

modify, alter or inhibit landscape processes, for example, by accelerating or increasing
susceptibility to erosion, or stabilising mobile landforms, such as sand dunes, in a
World Heritage property

•

divert, impound or channelise a river, wetland or other water body in a
World Heritage property, and

•

substantially increase concentrations of suspended sediment, nutrients, heavy metals,
hydrocarbons, or other pollutants or substances in a river, wetland or water body in a
World Heritage property.

•

reduce the diversity or modify the composition of plant and animal species in all or part of
a World Heritage property

•

fragment, isolate or substantially damage habitat important for the conservation of
biological diversity in a World Heritage property

•

cause a long-term reduction in rare, endemic or unique plant or animal populations or
species in a World Heritage property, and

•

fragment, isolate or substantially damage habitat for rare, endemic or unique animal
populations or species in a World Heritage property.
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Wilderness, natural beauty or rare
or unique environment values

•

involve construction of buildings, roads, or other structures, vegetation clearance, or other
actions with substantial, long-term or permanent impacts on relevant values, and

•

introduce noise, odours, pollutants or other intrusive elements with substantial, long-term
or permanent impacts on relevant values.

World Heritage properties with cultural heritage values

Historic heritage values

An action is likely to have a significant impact on cultural heritage values of a World Heritage property if there is
a real chance or possibility that the action will:
•

permanently remove, destroy, damage or substantially alter the fabric5 of a
World Heritage property

•

extend, renovate, refurbish or substantially alter a World Heritage property in a manner
which is inconsistent with relevant values

•

permanently remove, destroy, damage or substantially disturb archaeological deposits or
artefacts in a World Heritage property

•

involve activities in a World Heritage property with substantial and/or long-term impacts
on its values

•

involve construction of buildings or other structures within, adjacent to, or within
important sight lines of, a World Heritage property which are inconsistent with relevant
values, and

•

make notable changes to the layout, spaces, form or species composition in a garden,
landscape or setting of a World Heritage property which are inconsistent with
relevant values.

5	‘Fabric’ means physical material including structural elements and other components, fixtures, fittings, contents and items with
historic value
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Other cultural heritage values
including Indigenous heritage values

•

restrict or inhibit the existing use of a World Heritage property as a cultural or ceremonial
site causing its values to notably diminish over time;

•

permanently diminish the cultural value of a World Heritage property for a community or
group to which its values relate

•

alter the setting of a World Heritage property in a manner which is inconsistent with
relevant values

•

remove, damage, or substantially disturb cultural artefacts, or ceremonial objects, in a
World Heritage property, and

•

permanently damage or obscure rock art or other cultural or ceremonial features with
World Heritage values.

Notes:
•

The above examples are general examples and their application will depend on the individual values of each
World Heritage property. Alteration or disturbance which is small in scale may have a significant impact
if a feature or component of a World Heritage property embodies values that are particularly sensitive
or important.

•

To have a significant impact on World Heritage values, it is not necessary for an action to impact upon the
whole of a World Heritage property, all of the values of a World Heritage property, or a whole value of a
World Heritage property. It is sufficient if an action is likely to have a significant impact on a part, element,
or feature of a World Heritage property, which embodies, manifests, shows, or contributes to the values of
that property.

Further Information on World Heritage properties
The following information on World Heritage properties is available on the Department’s web site:
•

General information: www.environment.gov.au/heritage/about/world/index.html
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National Heritage places
Approval under the EPBC Act is required for any action occurring within, or outside, a National Heritage place
that has, will have, or is likely to have a significant impact on the National Heritage values of the National
Heritage place.
The National Heritage List contains places or groups of places with outstanding heritage value to Australia –
whether natural, Indigenous or historic6 or a combination of these.

Example of National Heritage values—Brewarrina Aboriginal fish traps
(Baiames Ngunnhu)
The Brewarrina Aboriginal fish traps on the Barwon River in New South Wales, have indigenous National
Heritage values. These values include:
•

providing an example of a dry-stone fish trap of rare size, design and complexity

•

demonstrating an unusual and innovative development in pre-European Aboriginal technology, which
exhibits a thorough understanding of dry stone wall construction techniques, river hydrology and
fish ecology

•

providing a strong social, cultural and spiritual association with Aboriginal people

•

demonstrating a delineation of responsibility for use and maintenance of particular traps between
different aboriginal groups under Aboriginal law in accordance with the wishes of the ancestral creation
being, Baiame

•

historical and current use as a significant meeting place for Aboriginal people with connections to the
area, and

•

demonstrating an unusual aspect of Indigenous tradition, arising from the association between an
ancestral being and the creation of the built structures of the fish traps.

A more comprehensive description of the National Heritage values of the Brewarrina Aboriginal Fish Traps
can be found at: www.environment.gov.au/heritage/places/national/brewarrina/index.html

Significant impact criteria
An action is likely to have a significant impact on the National Heritage values of a National Heritage place if
there is a real chance or possibility that it will cause:
•

one or more of the National Heritage values to be lost

•

one or more of the National Heritage values to be degraded or damaged, or

•

one or more of the National Heritage values to be notably altered, modified, obscured or diminished.

6 For historic built heritage places in the National Heritage List that are within the Australian jurisdiction, approval will be required
where an action that has, will have or is likely to have a significant impact on the National Heritage values of the place will be
taken by: a constitutional corporation; the Commonwealth or a Commonwealth agency; or a person for the purposes of trade or
commerce between Australia and another country, between States, between Territories, or between a State and a Territory. There are
no restrictions on the application of the EPBC Act in relation to natural or Indigenous heritage places in the National Heritage List, or
places in a Commonwealth area or Territory, or outside the Australian jurisdiction.
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Examples
The following examples provide an indication of levels of impact on National Heritage values that are likely to be
significant. They are not intended to be exhaustive.

National Heritage places with natural heritage values

Biological and
ecological values

Values associated with
geology or landscapes

An action is likely to have a significant impact on natural heritage values of a National Heritage place if there is a
real chance or possibility that the action will:
•

damage, modify, alter or obscure important geological formations in a
National Heritage place

•

damage, modify, alter or obscure landforms or landscape features, for example, by clearing,
excavating or infilling the land surface in a National Heritage place

•

modify, alter or inhibit landscape processes, for example, by accelerating or increasing
susceptibility to erosion, or stabilising mobile landforms, such as sand dunes in a National
Heritage place

•

divert, impound or channelise a river, wetland or other water body in a
National Heritage place, and

•

substantially increase concentrations of suspended sediment, nutrients, heavy metals,
hydrocarbons, or other pollutants or substances in a river, wetland or water body in a
National Heritage place; permanently damage or obscure rock art or other cultural or
ceremonial features with World Heritage values.

•

modify or inhibit ecological processes in a National Heritage place

•

reduce the diversity or modify the composition of plant and animal species in a
National Heritage place

•

fragment or damage habitat important for the conservation of biological diversity in a
National Heritage place

•

cause a long-term reduction in rare, endemic or unique plant or animal populations or
species in a National Heritage place, and

•

fragment, isolate or substantially damage habitat for rare, endemic or unique animal
populations or species in a National Heritage place.
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Wilderness, aesthetic, or other rare
or unique environment values

•

involve construction of buildings, roads or other structures, vegetation clearance, or other
actions with substantial and/or long-term impacts on relevant values, and

•

introduce noise, odours, pollutants or other intrusive elements with substantial and/or
long-term impacts on relevant values.

National Heritage places with cultural heritage values

Other cultural
heritage values

Historic heritage values

An action is likely to have a significant impact on historic heritage values of a National Heritage place if there is a
real chance or possibility that the action will:
•

permanently remove, destroy, damage or substantially alter the fabric7 of a National
Heritage place in a manner which is inconsistent with relevant values

•

extend, renovate, refurbish or substantially alter a National Heritage place in a manner
which is inconsistent with relevant values

•

permanently remove, destroy, damage or substantially disturb archaeological deposits or
artefacts in a National Heritage place

•

involve activities in a National Heritage place with substantial and/or long-term impacts on
its values

•

involve the construction of buildings or other structures within, adjacent to, or
within important sight lines of, a National Heritage place which are inconsistent with
relevant values, and

•

make notable changes to the layout, spaces, form or species composition of a garden,
landscape or setting of a National Heritage place in a manner which is inconsistent with
relevant values.

•

restrict or inhibit the continuing use of a National Heritage place as a cultural or
ceremonial site causing its values to notably diminish over time

•

permanently diminish the cultural value of a National Heritage place for a community or
group to which its National Heritage values relate

•

destroy or damage cultural or ceremonial, artefacts, features, or objects in a National
Heritage place, and

•

notably diminish the value of a National Heritage place in demonstrating creative or
technical achievement.

7	‘Fabric’ means physical material including structural elements and other components, fixtures, fittings, contents and items with
historic value
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National Heritage places with Indigenous heritage values

Indigenous heritage values

An action is likely to have a significant impact on Indigenous heritage values of a National Heritage place if there
is a real chance or possibility that the action will:
•

restrict or inhibit the continuing use of a National Heritage place as a cultural or
ceremonial site causing its values to notably diminish over time

•

permanently diminish the cultural value of a National Heritage place for an Indigenous
group to which its National Heritage values relate

•

alter the setting of a National Heritage place in a manner which is inconsistent with
relevant values

•

remove, destroy, damage or substantially disturb archeological deposits or cultural artefacts
in a National Heritage place

•

destroy, damage or permanently obscure rock art or other cultural or ceremonial, artefacts,
features, or objects in a National Heritage place

•

notably diminish the value of a National Heritage place in demonstrating creative or
technical achievement

•

permanently remove, destroy, damage or substantially alter Indigenous built structures in a
National Heritage place, and

•

involve activities in a National Heritage place with substantial and/or long-term impacts on
the values of the place.

Notes:
•

The above examples are general examples and their application will depend on the individual values of each
National Heritage place. Alteration or disturbance which is small in scale may have a significant impact
if a feature or component of a National Heritage place embodies values that are particularly sensitive
or important.

•

To have a significant impact on National Heritage values, it is not necessary for an action to impact upon
the whole of a National Heritage place, all of the values of a National Heritage place, or a whole value of a
National Heritage place. It is sufficient if an action is likely to have a significant impact on a part, element,
or feature of a National Heritage place which embodies, manifests, shows, or contributes to the values of
that place.

Further information on National Heritage places
The following information relevant to National Heritage places is available on the Department’s web site:
•

General information: www.environment.gov.au/epbc/protect/heritage.html

•

Australian heritage places inventory: www.heritage.gov.au/ahpi
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Nuclear actions
A nuclear action will require approval if it has, will have, or is likely to have a significant impact on
the environment.

Significant impact criteria
All nuclear actions, as detailed in section 22 of the Act, should be referred to the Department of the Environment
for a decision on whether approval is required.
These actions are:
•

establishing or significantly modifying a nuclear installation or a facility for storing spent nuclear fuel

•

transporting spent nuclear fuel or radioactive waste products arising from reprocessing;

•

establishing or significantly modifying a facility for storing radioactive waste products arising
from reprocessing

•

mining or milling uranium ore

•

establishing or significantly modifying a large-scale disposal facility for radioactive waste

•

de-commissioning or rehabilitating any facility or area in which an activity described above has been
undertaken, or

•

establishing, significantly modifying, decommissioning or rehabilitating a facility where radioactive materials
at or above the activity level specified in regulation 2.02 of the Environment Protection and Biodiversity
Conservation Regulations 2000 (EPBC Regulations) are, were, or are proposed to be stored.

Electronic copies of the EPBC Act and EPBC Regulations can be accessed from the Department’s web site at:
www.environment.gov.au/epbc/about/index.html
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Great Barrier Reef Marine Park
An action will require approval if:
•

the action is taken in the Great Barrier Reef Marine Park and the action has, will have, or is likely to have a
significant impact on the environment, or

•

the action is taken outside the Great Barrier Reef Marine Park and the action has, will have, or is likely to have
a significant impact on the environment in the Great Barrier Reef Marine Park.

The Great Barrier Reef Marine Park is established under the Great Barrier Reef Marine Park Act 1975. Maps
showing the Great Barrier Reef Marine Park are available from www.gbrmpa.gov.au.
The Great Barrier Reef Marine Park is an area recognised to have high conservation value.

What is the Environment?
‘Environment’ is defined in the EPBC Act as:
a. ecosystems and their constituent parts including people and communities (‘ecosystem’ is defined in the
EPBC Act as ‘a dynamic complex of plant, animal and micro-organism communities and their non-living
environment interacting as a functioning unit’
b. natural and physical resources
c. qualities and characteristics of locations, place and areas
d. heritage values of places (‘heritage value’ is defined in the EPBC Act as including ‘the place’s natural and
cultural environment having aesthetic, historic, scientific or social significance, or other significance, for
current and future generations of Australians.’ ‘Indigenous heritage value’ is defined as meaning ‘ a heritage
value of the place that is of significance to Indigenous persons in accordance with their practices, observances,
customs, traditions, beliefs or history’), and
e. the social, economic and cultural aspects of a thing mentioned in paragraphs (a), (b) or (c).

Significant impact criteria
An action is likely to have a significant impact on the environment of the Great Barrier Reef Marine Park if there
is a real chance or possibility that the action will:
•

modify, destroy, fragment, isolate or disturb an important, substantial, sensitive or vulnerable area of habitat
or ecosystem component such that an adverse impact on marine ecosystem health, functioning or integrity in
the Great Barrier Reef Marine Park results

•

have a substantial adverse effect on a population of a species or cetacean including its life cycle (for example,
breeding, feeding, migration behaviour, life expectancy) and spatial distribution

•

result in a substantial change in air quality or water quality (including temperature) which may adversely
impact on biodiversity, ecological health or integrity or social amenity or human health

•

result in a known or potential pest species being introduced or becoming established in the Great Barrier Reef
Marine Park

•

result in persistent organic chemicals, heavy metals, or other potentially harmful chemicals accumulating in
the marine environment such that biodiversity, ecological integrity, or social amenity or human health may be
adversely affected, or

•

have a substantial adverse impact on heritage values of the Great Barrier Reef Marine Park, including damage
or destruction of an historic shipwreck.
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Other protected matters potentially relevant to the Great Barrier Reef
•

The values of World Heritage properties – The Great Barrier Reef is a World Heritage property

•

The values of National Heritage places – The Great Barrier Reef is a National Heritage place

•

The ecological character of a Ramsar wetland – a number of Ramsar wetlands are located adjacent to the
Marine Park, including Shoalwater and Corio Bays and Bowling Green Bay

•

Listed threatened species and ecological communities – a number of listed threatened species are located in
the Marine Park

•

Listed migratory species – a range of listed migratory species are found in the Marine Park

•

Commonwealth land – a number of islands within the Marine Park are Commonwealth land

•

The environment of a Commonwealth marine area – The majority of the Marine Park is within the
Commonwealth marine area, and

•

Nuclear actions.

Further information on the Great Barrier Reef Marine Park
•

Further information on the Great Barrier Reef Marine Park is available on the Great Barrier Reef Marine Park
Authority (GBRMPA) website: www.gbrmpa.gov.au

•

General information: www.gbrmpa.gov.au

Note:
For actions/activities taken within the Great Barrier Reef Marine Park a permission may be required under the
Great Barrier Reef Marine Park Act 1975 (GBRMP Act). A permission under the GBRMP Act may be required
even if significant impact on the environment of the Great Barrier Reef is not likely. Further information is
provided on the Great Barrier Reef Marine Park web site at www.gbrmpa.gov.au
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Protection of water resources from coal
seam gas development and large coal
mining development
Information on the protection of water resources from coal
seam gas development and large coal mining development
The draft Significant Impact Guidelines: Coal seam gas and large coal mining developments—Impacts on water
resources provides further details on the protection of water resources from coal seam gas and large coal mining
developments website: www.environment.gov.au/epbc/about/water-trigger.html.
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The referral, assessment and
approval process
Referral process
If after undertaking a self-assessment you conclude that your action is likely to have a significant impact on a
matter of national environmental significance, or if you are unsure, you should refer the action to the Australian
Government environment minister. Substantial penalties apply for taking an action that has, will have or is likely
to have a significant impact on a matter of national environmental significance without approval.
Referral forms and a guide to assist in filling out the referral form can be obtained from the Department’s
community information unit on 1800 803 772, or from the Department’s website at: www.environment.gov.
au/epbc/assessments/referral-form.html. The EPBC Act referral process is summarised in Figure 1 below.

Figure 1: EPBC Act referral process
‘Self-assessment’ by person proposing to take the action

Is the action likely to have a significant impact on the environment and/or a matter of
national environmental significance?
Matters of national environmental significance are:
•

world heritage properties

•

national heritage places

•

wetlands of international importance (often called ‘Ramsar’ wetlands after the
international treaty under which such wetlands are listed)

•

nationally threatened species and ecological communities

•

migratory species

•

Commonwealth marine areas

•

the Great Barrier Reef Marine Park

•

nuclear actions (including uranium mining)

•

a water resource, in relation to coal seam gas development and large coal
mining development.

No

Approval is not required from
the Australian Government
environment minister.

Yes
Person proposing to take the action makes a referral to the Australian Government
environment minister. The Minister makes a decision within 20 business days on whether
approval is required under the EPBC Act.

Controlled action

Action is subject to the
assessment and approval
process under the
EPBC Act.

Not controlled action
‘Particular Manner’

Not controlled action

Approval is not required
if the action is taken
in accordance with the
manner specified.

Approval is not required
if the action is taken
in accordance with
the referral.
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After receiving a referral, the minister will decide whether the action is likely to have a significant impact on a
matter of national environmental significance:
•

if the minister decides that the action is likely to have a significant impact on a matter of
national environmental significance, then the action requires approval under the EPBC Act
(it is a controlled action), and

•

if the minister decides that the action is not likely to have a significant impact on a matter of national
environmental significance, then the action does not require approval under the EPBC Act (it is a not
controlled action).8

The minister may also decide that an action is not likely to have a significant impact on a matter of national
environmental significance, and does not require approval under the EPBC Act, because it will be taken in a
‘particular manner’. However, the action must be undertaken in a way that is consistent with the manner specified
in this decision, or penalties apply.9
The minister is generally required to make a binding decision on whether an action requires approval within
20 business days of receiving a referral. If the minister’s decision is that an action does not require approval, a
person will not contravene the Act if the action is taken in accordance with that decision.

Assessment and approval process
If the minister decides that an action requires approval, then an environmental assessment of the action must
be carried out. If a bilateral agreement is in place the action may be assessed by the state or territory in which
the action is to be undertaken, using the processes accredited under the bilateral agreement. If a ministerial
declaration is in place accrediting another Australian Government assessment process, the action may be assessed
by the process accredited under that declaration. Otherwise, the assessment will be undertaken by one of a range
of assessment approaches outlined under the EPBC Act. An assessment report will then be prepared.
After considering the environmental assessment report, the Australian Government Environment minister decides
whether to approve the action, and what conditions (if any) to impose. The EPBC Act assessment and approval
process is summarised in Figure 2.

8 Please note that, regardless of whether approval is required under the EPBC Act, separate environmental assessment and approval may be
required under state/territory and/or local government legislation.
9 More information about particular manner decisions can be found in the Practice Guide entitled Application of ‘Particular Manner’ decision
making under the EPBC Act, available on the Department’s web site at: www.environment.gov.au/epbc/publications/manner.html
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Figure 2: EPBC Act assessment and approval process
Can the action be assessed using:
•

A state/territory assessment process accredited under a bilateral agreement?

•

A state/territory assessment process accredited on a case-by-case basis?

•

An Australian Government assessment process accredited under a
ministerial declaration?

Action to be assessed by:
• An accredited state
process; or
Yes

•

An accredited Australian
Government process.

No
Proponent prepares documentation in keeping with the requirements of the level of
assessment determined by the Australian Government Environment Minister.

Public comment on information included in documentation.

State or Australian
Government prepares
assessment report.

The Department prepares an assessment report.

Australian Government Environment Minister decides on approval and conditions.
A decision must be made within 30 business days.
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General information
A range of other EPBC Act policy statements are available to assist you in determining whether you are likely to
have a significant impact on a matter of national environmental significance.
EPBC Act Policy Statements can be obtained from the Department’s community information unit on 1800 803
772 or can be downloaded from the Department’s web site at: www.environment.gov.au/epbc/publications/
guidelines.html
The Australian Natural Resources Atlas provides national, state and regional information about a range of
environmental and land-use attributes: www.anra.gov.au/
Please note that the Department does not hold all of the information that may be required to assess the impacts
of your action. state and territory government agencies also have a range of information that may be useful,
including geographic information.
The sectoral information contained in the Appendix to these guidelines is intended to illustrate the application of
the criteria for matters of national environmental significance in relation to specific industry sectors, and should
be read in the context of, and in conjunction with, the significant impact criteria in these guidelines.
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Appendix – Information for
industry sectors
The purpose of this Appendix is to provide more detailed assistance in relation to whether, and in what
circumstances, some selected sectoral activity is likely to have a significant impact on a matter of national
environmental significance.
The examples in this appendix should be read in conjunction with the significant impact criteria in the
guidelines and should not be taken to be conclusive.
This guidance relates to the following sectoral activities:
•

mineral exploration

•

urban development

•

local government, and

•

marine activities.

EPBC Act policy statements which provide further guidance in relation to specific industry sectors10 are available
from the Department’s community information unit or the Department’s web site:
www.environment.gov.au/epbc/publications/guidelines.html

Mineral exploration activity
Terrestrial exploration
Surface geological mapping examining rock outcrops and exposures, which may involve the taking
of small samples, would not normally be expected to have a significant impact on a matter of national
environmental significance.
Surface geochemical sampling, using both regular grid pattern and irregular pattern methods to collect
small samples, would not normally be expected to have a significant impact on a matter of national
environmental significance.
Surface geophysical surveys including airborne surveys, gravity, magnetic and electromagnetic surveys, would
not normally be expected to have a significant impact on a matter of national environmental significance.
Other geophysical surveys that include seismic surveys would not normally be expected to have a significant
impact on matters of national environmental significance. However, an action involving seismic surveys (shot
hole method or vibroseis) may have a significant impact on an endangered or critically endangered species if,
for example, it is likely to damage habitat critical to the survival of the species or disrupt the breeding cycle of
a population of the species. Such an action may also have a significant impact on listed threatened ecological
communities where, for example, it adversely impacts on habitat. (See the criteria relating to endangered and
critically endangered species and ecological communities.)

10 Industry-specific guidelines that have been, or are being, developed include guidelines for offshore seismic operations, offshore
aquaculture, wind farms, agricultural land clearance, urban development, and actions undertaken by local government.
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All exploratory drilling (including new field, wildcat, and appraisal drilling, auger, rotary air blast (RAB),
open hole percussion, reverse circulation (RC), diamond drilling and wide diameter drilling), including
the construction of drill pads, would not be expected to have a significant impact on a matter of national
environmental significance where the discharges, emissions and waste from the drilling are contained and
managed in an environmentally sensitive manner. However, an action involving exploratory drilling may have a
significant impact on an endangered or critically endangered species if, for example, it is likely to damage habitat
critical to the survival of the species or disrupt the breeding cycle of a population of the species. Such an action
may also have a significant impact on listed threatened ecological communities where, for example, it adversely
impacts on habitat. (See the criteria relating to endangered and critically endangered species and ecological
communities.) Such an action may also have a significant impact if it occurs within a National Heritage place,
for example, if it disturbs Indigenous burial grounds or artefacts with National Heritage values. It will also be
necessary to consider the Ramsar criteria if the exploratory drilling is to occur in or immediately adjacent to a
Ramsar wetland.
Costeaning and trenching (small scale) would not be expected to have a significant impact on a matter of
national environmental significance where small trenches are excavated using hand tools. However, an action
involving costeaning and trenching (small scale) may have a significant impact on an endangered or critically
endangered species if, for example, it is likely to damage critical habitat for the species or disrupt the breeding
cycle of a population of the species. Such an action may also have a significant impact on listed threatened
ecological communities where, for example, it adversely impacts on habitat. (See the criteria relating to
endangered and critically endangered species and ecological communities.) It will also be necessary to consider
the National Heritage criteria and the Ramsar criteria if the costeaning or trenching is to occur in or immediately
adjacent to a National Heritage place or a Ramsar wetland.
Costeaning and trenching (large scale), surface bulk sampling (such as establishing a trial pit, sinking shafts
or driving decline tunnels deep into the target) and underground exploration and development (such as
underground sampling, drilling and mine construction): whether or not these exploration activities are likely
to have a significant impact on a matter of national environmental significance will depend upon the particular
facts and circumstances of the proposed activity. It is necessary to apply the criteria in the guidelines to assist
in determining when an action is likely to have a significant impact on a matter of national environmental
significance. For example, if surface bulk sampling occurs in an area that is not in or near a Ramsar wetland,
and if it is not damaging the habitat of a threatened species or important habitat for a migratory species, then
the proposed exploration activity is not likely to have a significant impact on a matter of national environmental
significance. However, if the proposed activity will result in the pollution of a Ramsar wetland then it is likely to
have a significant impact on the ecological character of the Ramsar wetland.

Offshore exploration
Aerial surveys and diving for samples would not normally be expected to have a significant impact on a matter
of national environmental significance.
Offshore exploratory drilling would be expected to have a significant impact if it is undertaken in an area that
contains habitat for threatened or migratory species and the seismic activity is likely to interfere with breeding,
feeding or migration, or if habitat critical to the survival of the species (or important habitat for a migratory
species) is damaged by the drilling. Offshore exploratory drilling would also be expected to have a significant
impact on a Ramsar wetland or the Commonwealth marine environment if drilling occurs in a sensitive area (for
example, sea mounts and other areas with high biodiversity value or which contain important habitat). Offshore
exploratory drilling may also potentially have a significant impact on historic shipwrecks in the Commonwealth
marine area.
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Other issues
The above discussion does not address issues associated with mineral exploration activity in a World Heritage
property or National Heritage place. In addition, it does not take into account any impacts associated with
gaining access to the exploration site, especially where heavy machinery is used.

Urban development
Repairing, maintaining, or making alterations to commercial and domestic buildings and properties would not
be expected to have a significant impact on a matter of national environmental significance, unless the repairs,
maintenance or alterations are being made to a World Heritage property or a National Heritage place and are
inconsistent with the values of the property or place.
Repairing and maintaining existing distribution infrastructure for utilities for power, water and sewage would
not normally be expected to have a significant impact on a matter of national environmental significance, unless
there is a substantial expansion or modification of these utilities.
Establishing a new subdivision in an existing suburb, with established infrastructure designed to manage
environmental impacts, upstream of a large Ramsar wetland (such as the Moreton Bay Ramsar wetland) would
not be expected to have a significant impact on the wetland.
By contrast, establishing a new subdivision in the vicinity of a smaller Ramsar wetland is likely to have a
significant impact on the wetland if it involves extensive vegetation clearing, clearing riparian vegetation,
modifying the flow of water to or within the wetland, or if it will result in significant discharges of pollutants into
the wetland.
Establishing a new subdivision within or adjacent to the Great Barrier Reef Marine Park, a World Heritage
property or a National Heritage place is likely to have a significant impact on the World or National heritage
values of that property or place.
Building a house on land in an existing subdivision in the vicinity of a Ramsar wetland or a World
Heritage property would not normally be expected to have a significant impact on these matters of national
environmental significance.
However, building a house in close proximity to a National Heritage place may have a significant impact on the
values of the place, in particular where the place is located in a non-urban environment or where the proposed
development would obstruct or detract from the viewing axes of the heritage place, where applicable.
Proposed urban development for a housing subdivision or an industrial estate on an area which contains
nationally listed threatened species or ecological communities, or immediately adjacent to the Great Barrier Reef
Marine Park, is likely to be significant under the EPBC Act and should be referred to the minister.
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Local government
Maintaining existing facilities such as visitor centres and roadside facilities would not be expected to have a
significant impact on a matter of national environmental significance.
Routine vegetation management to maintain existing roads in or adjacent to a World Heritage property, a
National Heritage place, a Ramsar wetland or a listed threatened species or ecological community would not
normally be expected to have a significant impact on a matter of national environmental significance.
A proposed new road through a World Heritage property, a National Heritage place, or a Ramsar wetland
or a road that would require clearing of native vegetation that contains nationally listed threatened species or
ecological communities is likely to be significant under the EPBC Act and should be referred to the minister. It
will also be necessary to consider the environment of the Great Barrier Reef Marine Park if the proposed new road
occurs immediately adjacent to the Great Barrier Reef Marine Park.
Where road verge maintenance is carried out regularly (for example, every one or two years) it would not be
expected to have a significant impact on a critically endangered or endangered plant species.
On the other hand, if a population of a critically endangered or endangered plant species becomes established
on a road verge (because the verge has not been graded or weeded for a number of years), then clearing that road
verge is likely to have a significant impact on a matter of national environmental significance.
Widening an existing road would not normally be expected to be significant under the EPBC Act where the
road verge has previously been cleared or the vegetation beside the road has been heavily modified. However, if
road widening would require removal of native vegetation that contains critically endangered or endangered plant
species or ecological communities, it is likely to have a significant impact and should be referred to the minister.
Development of a tourist resort in or adjacent to the Great Barrier Reef Marine Park, a World Heritage
property or a National Heritage place is likely to be significant under the EPBC Act and should be referred
to the minister. However, a residential development such as a block of units or other accommodation in an
existing city or coastal town would not normally be expected to have a significant impact on an adjacent World
Heritage property.

Marine activities
Otherwise lawful recreational fishing and recreational boating would not normally be expected to have a
significant impact on a matter of national environmental significance.
Routine ship transits where appropriate precautions have been taken against translocating potential pest species
would not normally be expected to have a significant impact on a matter of national environmental significance.
Ballast water operations from vessels in Australian waters, undertaken in accordance with an approved
Australian Government arrangement for the management of ballast water, would not normally be expected to
have a significant impact on the Commonwealth marine environment.
Small scale infrastructure projects such as new jetties within an existing port would not normally be expected to
have a significant impact on a matter of national environmental significance.
Large scale infrastructure projects such as a large pontoon, new aquaculture proposals, construction of a jetty,
or a tourist facility (for example, a marina) in the Great Barrier Reef Marine Park may have a significant impact
on the environment of the Great Barrier Reef Marine Park and should be referred to the minister.
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Expansion of an existing port which requires land reclamation or spoil disposal in a World Heritage property,
a National Heritage place, in or adjacent to the Great Barrier Reef Marine Park, a Ramsar wetland or an area
containing nationally listed threatened species or ecological communities, or which involves modifying an area
of important habitat for a nationally listed migratory species, is likely to have a significant impact on a matter of
national environmental significance.
Construction of a new port in a Commonwealth marine area, in or adjacent to the Great Barrier Reef Marine
Park, a World Heritage property, or a National Heritage place is likely to have a significant impact on a matter of
national environmental significance.
Dredging of a new shipping channel through a World Heritage property, a National Heritage place, through or
next to the Great Barrier Reef Marine Park, a Ramsar wetland, or an area containing nationally listed threatened
species or ecological communities, or which involves modifying an area of important habitat for a nationally listed
migratory species, is likely to have a significant impact on a matter of national environmental significance.
Dredging to maintain existing navigational channels would not normally be expected to have a significant impact
on the environment where the activity is undertaken as part of normal operations and the disposal of spoil does
not have a significant impact.
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1. Introduction
The Weed and Disease Planning and Hygiene
Guidelines are a tool to provide guidance to
those undertaking developments in
Tasmania that may result in the
introduction, spread and establishment of
weeds and diseases. These guidelines aim
to ensure that effective management
programs are developed that consider and
mitigate weed and disease risk.
Weeds and diseases are a serious threat to
our environment, agriculture and
community. Weeds alone cost Australians
more than $4 billion dollars every year, not
including the impacts to natural assets and
the environment. These guidelines are an
important and necessary tool to assist in
the protection of Tasmania’s sustainable
productive capacity and natural ecosystems.
The guidelines aim to:







Improve weed and disease
management planning in Tasmania.
Increase the number of industry based
plans covering weed and hygiene
management that are being
implemented.
Improve weed and disease hygiene
practices at the planning and
operational level.
Provide the necessary tools to allow
for effective and informed planning
tailored to the situation.

In the context of these guidelines:
A ‘weed’ is considered a plant (or plant
like organism e.g. algae) that requires some
form of action to reduce its harmful effects
on the environment, economy, human
health and/or amenity.

A ‘pathogen’ is a living microorganism
such as bacterium, virus or fungi that
causes diseases in plants and animals.
Examples include cinnamon fungus
(Phytophthora cinnamomi), myrtle rust
(Puccinia psidii), fire blight (Erwinia
amylovora) and chytrid fungus
(Batrachochytrium dendrobatidis).
'Developments’ or ‘works’ are those
activities that may result in disturbance to
the land, including major development
projects, subdivisions, road construction,
quarries, and infrastructure construction
for irrigation, dams, power,
telecommunication and water supply.
These developments can occur on either
public or private land.
‘Other activities’ are those that may be
smaller in scale and result in potentially less
disturbance to the landscape but still pose
some level of risk in relation to the
introduction, spread and establishment of
weeds and diseases. The consequences of
such activities can still be significant. ‘Other
activities’ include:







movement of machinery and vehicles,
agricultural and forestry practices,
parks and reserve maintenance,
land rehabilitation
road and utility maintenance,
transport of stock, soil or other quarry
materials,
 scientific research and monitoring
programs and visiting remote areas
where access is limited to boat,
helicopter or light aircraft.
Who are these guidelines and
templates designed for?
These guidelines are applicable to:
 State and local government authorities
responsible for review and assessment
of development projects,
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 Developers and consultants responsible
for producing a Development Proposal
and Environmental Management Plan
(DPEMP) and / or a Construction and
Environmental Management Plans
(CEMP).
Industry has an important role in
preventing the introduction and spread of
weeds and diseases. Contractors and other
operational staff can reduce the impacts of
weeds and diseases by implementing
effective machinery and equipment hygiene
practices.
These guidelines can be used to inform a
range of other land managers in planning
works or activities that involve the
potential introduction, spread and
establishment of weed and diseases. This
includes State Government Reserve
Activity Assessments (RAAs), local
government planning and approvals,
community weed management plans and
property based management plans.

Related Documents
Keeping it Clean – A Tasmanian field
hygiene manual to prevent the spread
of freshwater pests and pathogens.

Weeds of National Significance (WoNS)
best practice manuals
Best practice manuals have been produced
for the majority of WoNS species (e.g.
African boxthorn). These manuals provide
information on the ecology and biology of
the weed, planning, general information on
management and control and case studies.
Whilst some of the best practice manuals
relate to species not present in Tasmania,
they still contain information that may be
useful for a particular development, such as
with aquatic weeds.

This manual provides information on how
to prevent the spread of freshwater pests
and pathogens in Tasmanian waterways,
wetlands, swamps and boggy areas. It is
intended primarily for people who work in
these areas, but will also help recreational
visitors to understand the risks and act
accordingly.
The manual complements these guidelines,
which covers a broader of range of
situations (terrestrial and freshwater) and is
principally targeted at developments.
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These guidelines relate to you if:
You are producing a
DP&EMP*

You are producing a
CEMP*

You are producing a plan for a
property, business or local area.

Weeds have been identified
as an issue and there is a
requirement to:

Required to develop a weed
and disease management
plan.

 Identify declared and
significant environmental
weeds.
 Identify initial weed
management issues.
 Recommend hygiene
protocols relevant to the
development.

 Prepare detailed information
about presence and
distribution.
 Prepare detailed information
on control and management.
 Communicate information to
site managers, contractors
and other staff.

Do you manage a quarry or topsoil
and gravel business, and need to:
 Identify weed and disease issues
within the business footprint.
 Develop a weed management and
weed hygiene plan.
 Implement a control program for
declared and environmental weeds.
 Quarantine areas or material that is
infected with pathogens such as
phytophthora
 Provide cleandown equipment.
 Maintain a log detailing destination
of soil, gravel and sand.

Disease has been identified
as an issue and there is a
requirement to:

Required to develop a weed
and disease hygiene plan.

Are you developing a property
management plan, and need to:

 Prepare detailed information
about hygiene issues.
 Prepare detailed hygiene
protocols.
 Communicate information
to site managers,
contractors and other staff.

 Identify declared and significant
environmental weeds.
 Map identified weeds and important
agricultural assets or environmental
values.
 Develop management and control
prescriptions.
 Develop a hygiene plan for the
property addressing the movement
of vehicles, machinery and materials.
 Implement a control program and
hygiene plan and monitor success

 Identify diseases and
pathogens.
 Identify initial disease and
pathogen issues.
 Recommend hygiene
protocols relevant to the
development

*DP&EMP = Development
Proposal and
Environmental
Management Plan

*CEMP = Construction
and Environmental
Management Plan

Are you developing a local area
weed management plan, and need
to:
 If working on public land seek the
necessary permissions.
 Identify and map weed and disease
issues.
 Seek advice on appropriate control
and management options.
 Develop weed management and
hygiene plan.
 Implement plan and monitor
outcomes.
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2. Legislative Responsibilities
The following section describes the
relevant legislation and codes of practice
relating to the control, management and
use of declared weeds, and risks associated
with the spread of pathogens.
Relevant government policy,
legislation and codes of practice
Weed Management Act 1999
The Weed Management Act 1999 (WMA) is
the primary legislation relating to weeds in
Tasmania. The legislation provides for the
control and eradication of declared weeds
to minimise the deleterious effects of
weeds on the sustainability of Tasmania’s
productive capacity and natural ecosystems.
The WMA and other Acts mentioned can
be viewed at the Tasmanian Legislation
Online website http://www.thelaw.tas.gov.au
Sections 56 and 57 (see box on next page)
of the WMA are particularly relevant to
developments and the potential risk of
spreading declared weeds – with 56(1c)
and 56(1g) being the most relevant.
Section 57 applies to anyone intending to
bring machinery or equipment into
Tasmania that might be used on
developments.

Permits (Weed Management
Act) –
A permit may be required in
order to undertake a specific
activity that may contravene the
WMA, for example transporting
declared weeds for disposal.
DPIPWE can issue permits and
these will be assessed and issued
on a case by case basis
incorporating any relevant
conditions.

Each declared weed has a statutory weed
management plan that details the regulatory
framework for the control and eradication
of that weed under the WMA. The plans
identify zones (containment or eradication)
and industry specific hygiene measures that
should be implemented in relation to a
particular species. For example, hygiene
and weed management requirements for
aquatic weeds are different to those weeds
that may be spread through stock feed.
Copies of the statutory weed management
plans can viewed via the Weeds Index on
the DPIPWE web site at
http://www.dpipwe.tas.gov.au/weeds
Those involved in developments or other
activities have a responsibility to take
measures to ensure that any declared
weeds present on the site are controlled
and that such weeds are not spread further
within or off the site. For example, when
introducing material such as gravel and soil
to a site, all measures must be taken to
ensure that this material is free of any
weed propagules. These guidelines will be
useful in providing instruction to prioritise
the management of declared weeds.
Section 3 has further information about
declared weeds.
Seeds Act 1985
The Seeds Act 1985 lists a range of
prohibited seeds and regulates and controls
their production, supply and sale. It also
provides for the testing of seed lots for
contamination.
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56. Sale, purchase, propagation, use, & c., of declared weed prohibited
(1) A person must not –
(a) sell a declared weed or any material or thing containing or carrying a
declared weed; or
(b) purchase or offer to purchase a declared weed or any material or thing
containing or carrying a declared weed; or
(c) grow, propagate or scatter a declared weed; or
(d) store a declared weed or any material or thing containing or carrying a
declared weed; or
(e) hire or offer for hire any material or thing containing or carrying a declared
weed; or
(f) use a declared weed or any material or thing containing or carrying a
declared weed; or
(g) deal with a declared weed or any material or thing containing or carrying a
declared weed in any manner that is likely to result in the spread of the
declared weed.
57. Importation of declared weed
(1) A person must not import or allow to be imported into Tasmania any
declared weed.
(2) A person must not import or allow to be imported into Tasmania, otherwise
than in accordance with any prescribed measures, any feed grain for animals
that may be carrying a declared weed.
(3) A person must not import or allow to be imported into Tasmania, otherwise
than in accordance with any prescribed measures, any livestock that may be
carrying a declared weed.

Plant Quarantine Act 1997
The Plant Quarantine Act 1997 (PQA)
provides for the border control of plants,
pests and diseases that are prohibited from
entry into Tasmania. Inspections and
surveillance to ensure compliance with the
Act are undertaken by Biosecurity Tasmania
at all points of entry into Tasmania. This
includes the clearance of passengers, cargo,
mail, plants/plant products, animals/animal
products, aircraft and ship waste.
Those bringing in vehicles, machinery and
materials into the State are to ensure that
there is no contamination by a weed, pest
or disease prohibited under the PQA. Lists
of all pests and diseases prohibited under
the PQA are published in the Plant
Biosecurity Manual which is updated
regularly and available on the DPIPWE
Biosecurity Tasmania website. Weed
species declared under the Weed
Management Act 1999 are duplicated in the
PQA manual.

Permits (eg Land Use & Planning Appeals
Act 1993, Environmental Management and
Pollution Control Act 1994)
Environmental pathogens are not
specifically covered under legislation.
However, the regulator, at State or local
government level may require as a permit
condition that an assessment to identify the
presence or the risk of introduction of a
pathogen is undertaken. The permit may
also require actions to mitigate any
introduction or spread to be developed.
Industry Codes of Practice
You may also need to refer to a Codes of
Practice or standard operating procedures
for the relevant industry. These prescribe
the manner in which certain activities
should be conducted so as to protect the
environment. Examples include: the Forest
Practice Code (2000), Quarry Code of
Practice (1999) and Mineral Exploration
Code of Practice (2012).
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3. Weeds, Diseases and Pathogens – Key Issues
Declared weeds
A declared weed is a plant species that has
been listed under Tasmania’s Weed
Management Act 1999. There are currently
115 species listed.
Not all declared weeds are present in
Tasmania. There are species that have been
assessed as having the potential to cause
harm to Tasmania’s environment and
agricultural productivity if they were to
establish in the State. Such species are
known on the mainland and could easily be
introduced to the state through
contaminated vehicles and machinery and
feed and fodder. Some examples include
creeping knapweed (Acroptilon repens),
silver-leaf nightshade (Solanum
elaeagnifolium) and heliotrope (Heliotropium
europaeum). Additionally, some of the
weeds are declared as part of national
agreements to limit the sale and trade of
species between states.

Some of the declared weeds are naturalised
and limited in their distribution within the
State. There is an opportunity to eradicate
or reduce the future impact of these
weeds. These weeds are regarded as high
priorities for control and include Chilean
needle grass (Nassella neesiana), cut-leaf
nightshade (Solanum triflorum), African
feather grass (Pennisetum macrourum) and
orange hawkweed (Pilosella aurantiaca).
Around a third of the declared weeds are
present across the state in varying degrees
of density. Some examples include Spanish
heath (Erica lusitanica), gorse (Ulex
europaeus), Californian thistle (Cirsium
arvense) and ragwort (Senecio jacobaea).
There are areas in the state, such as the
World Heritage Area, national parks,
reserves and conservation areas and
agricultural areas where many of these
species are not present. Effective weed
hygiene practices are important to ensure
that such species are not spread further
and allowed to establish in new areas.
A list of the declared weeds can be found
at http://dpipwe.tas.gov.au/invasivespecies/weeds/weeds-index/weeds-indexdeclared-weeds

Cut-leaf nightshade
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Bathurst burr

Paterson's curse

Ragwort
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St Johns wort

Spanish heath

Gorse
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Nodding thistle

Variegated thistle

Cotton thistle
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African feather grass

Serrated tussock

Chilean needle grass
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Aquatic weeds
Tasmanian rivers are relatively free of
serious aquatic weed problems. Two
aquatic plants, the common Canadian
pondweed (Elodea canadensis) and less
common parrot’s feather (Myriophyllum
aquaticum) are found in Tasmania.
However there are a number of other
aquatic weeds that cause problems on the
Australian mainland and in New Zealand
that are currently not known to occur in
Tasmania, but if introduced could become
serious problems. These include hydrilla
(Hydrilla verticillata), Brazillian waterweed
(Egeria densa) and lagarosiphon
(Lagarosiphon major). All are declared
under the Tasmanian Weed Management
Act 1999.

There are many different ways that aquatic
weeds can be spread in Tasmania. They
have been introduced through the
ornamental and aquarium trade, usually as a
result of the dumping of unwanted fish tank
water. Aquatic weed material can attach to
fishing gear, boating equipment, trailers and
even within clothing. This material can be
transferred along irrigation drains and in
pipelines, both within or between
catchments. Once established, the weeds
can out-compete native species, choking
waterways, lakes and dams. Plant material
can also block irrigation pipes, pumps and
alter the waterway’s nutrient and light
regimes.

These aquatic weeds are particularly
difficult to manage because they are able to
propagate via a number of different
mechanisms including seeds, but more
commonly, tubers, turions (apical or
axillary growing tips), stolons and stem
fragments (see examples on following
page). Some of this vegetative material is
able to survive in sediments and germinate
when conditions are suitable.

Parrots feather
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(a) Leafy elodea (Elodea densa)
(b) Canadian pondweed (Elodea Canadensis)
(c) Oxygen weed (Lagarosiphon major)
Drawings by Dennis Morris

Aquatic weeds - Examples of vegetative propagules: (C) Two double-nodes separated by 6
short internodes in Egeria densa, (D1) Germinating tuber of H. verticillata, (D2) Growing
buds of E. densa. (Source: Alfasane, 2010)
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Environmental or troublesome weeds
that are not declared
Non-declared 'environmental' weeds refer
to weed species not listed under the Weed
Management Act 1999. Many of these
species can have impacts on the natural
environment, agricultural values and the
community and so it is appropriate to
manage these weeds through effective
hygiene practices and control measures.

Environmental weed examples include
many species originally introduced as
ornamentals such as blue periwinkle (Vinca
major), foxglove (Digitalis purpurea) and
watsonia (Watsonia meriana) that have
spread into natural areas from the illegal
dumping of garden waste. Many of these
species are the subject of volunteer
community weed control programs.
Other non-declared weeds include species
that impact on cropping, grazing and other
agricultural enterprises, including being
toxic to stock. These include capeweed
(Arctotheca calendula), hemlock (Conium
maculatum) and spear thistle (Cirsium
vulgare).

Montbretia
Photo: English Country Garden

Foxglove
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Capeweed

Periwinkle

Watsonia
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Pathogens and plant-like pests
Pathogens and the diseases that result can be
very difficult to eradicate, and once detected,
containment may be the only practical
management solution. Prevention is the most
effective management strategy, and that can be
best achieved by having strong biosecurity and
hygiene measures in place.
Phytophthora
Phytophthora ('fy-toff-thora') root rot is also
known as cinnamon fungus; jarrah dieback;
wildflower dieback and by its scientific name
Phytophthora cinnamomi. It is a water mould
(like a fungus) that attacks the roots of
susceptible plants, in many cases killing the
plants. In some native plant communities,
epidemic disease can develop causing the
death of large numbers of plants.
It is believed to have been introduced to
Tasmania following European settlement and is
now well established in many areas of
moorland, heathland and dry eucalypt forest in
the state. Phytophthora has the potential to
alter the ecology of these vegetation types.
Many different species of plants are affected by
Phytophthora root rot, such as grass trees,
white waratah and Christmas bells.
Some threatened plant species in Tasmania are
known to be declining as a result of
Phytophthora and more threatened species
could also be affected should the pathogen
spread.
Phytophthora may spread with the movement
of infected soil or plant material by people or
animals and may be transported by water
moving through the soil or in creeks. People
can transport the pathogen to new areas on
dirt adhering to vehicles, items they are
carrying or footwear. Unfortunately this
pathogen is hidden from view within plant
roots and its symptoms can be difficult to
recognise in the field.
Information Source: DPIPWE Website
http://dpipwe.tas.gov.au/biosecurity/plantbiosecurity/pests-and-diseases/phytophthora

Native grass trees affected by
Phytophthora (Photo: Tim Rudman)
Chytrid frog disease
Chytrid (pronounced kit-rid) fungus
(Batrachochytrium dendrobatidis) causes the
disease known as chytridiomycosis or
chytrid infection which currently threatens
Tasmania’s native amphibians. The fungus
infects the skin of frogs destroying its
structure and function, and can ultimately
cause death. Sporadic deaths occur in some
frog populations, and 100 per cent
mortality occurs in other populations.
Chytrid infection has been devastating to
frog species causing extinctions worldwide.
The international trade of frogs probably
brought the fungus to Australia from Africa.
The disease has now been recorded in four
regions in Australia - the east coast,
southwest Western Australia, Adelaide,
and more recently Tasmania. In mainland
Australia chytrid has caused the extinction
of one frog species, and has been
associated with the extinction of three
others. In addition, the threatened species
status of other frogs has worsened through
severe declines in numbers.
The movement of infected frogs, tadpoles
and water are known to be key agents of
spread. The fungus (or infected frogs or
tadpoles) can be spread by people in water
and mud on boots, camping equipment and
vehicle tyres, as well as in water used for
drinking, or spraying on gravel roads or
fighting fires.

Additional information can be found in the
Keeping It Clean manual.
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Information source: DPIPWE (website).
http://dpipwe.tas.gov.au/biosecurity/animalbiosecurity/animal-health/wildlife/frog-diseasechytrid-fungus
For more information on chytrid frog disease
and its distribution visit the DPIPWE website
or read the Keeping It Clean manual.
Platypus mucor disease
Mucor amphibiorum is a native Australian
fungus previously restricted to mainland
Australia but has spread widely in northern
Tasmania since 1982. It is likely that the fungus
was introduced to Tasmania via infected frogs
transported from the mainland. It causes a
deadly ulcerative infection in Tasmanian
platypuses.

It is currently not known how the mucor
disease is spread and the risk of spread
through movement of contaminated water
or soil while undertaking activities and
fieldwork in wetlands and waterways is
unclear. However it is recommended that
when handling platypus in the field specific
hygiene protocols be applied. These
protocols and further information about
the mucor disease can be found on the
DPIPWE website or in the Keeping it Clean
manual.
Information Source: DPIPWE Website http://dpipwe.tas.gov.au/wildlifemanagement/animals-oftasmania/mammals/echidnas-andplatypus/platypus/platypus-fungal-disease

Platypus mucor disease
(Photo: Annie Phillips)
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Plant-like Pests - Didymo
Didymo (Didymosphenia geminata) is a
freshwater algae (diatom) that is native
in the northern hemisphere, but has
now established in New Zealand’s
South Island and Chile. Didymo starts
life as a microscopic, single cell
organism that forms stalked colonies
and rapidly multiplies to form dense
mats on the streambed. Once
established it is extremely difficult to
eradicate. It can be transported on
gear that is used in contaminated
streams and lakes – boat gear, fishing
gear, waders, felt boots, packs and
kayaks.

The dense mats that are formed alter
the stream ecology, affecting the river’s
health, degrading the fishing quality of
the river and fouling equipment such as
motors, pumps and traps.
Information Source: DPIPWE Website
http://dpipwe.tas.gov.au/biosecurity/aqu
atic-pests-and-diseases/aquaticbiosecurity-threats/didymo-(rock-snot)
For additional information on Didymo
and its distribution visit the DPIPWE
website or read the Keeping It Clean
manual.

A didymo frustule
(Photo: Sarah Spaulding)

Live cell of Didymosphenia geminata showing
the mucilage stalk (Photo: Sarah Spaulding)

Didymo coating rocks and
river bed in NZ.
(Photo: Sarah Graham)
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4. Developing a Management Plan for Weeds
and Diseases
What is a Weed and Disease
Management Plan?
A weed and disease management plan
covers the management and control of
weeds and diseases for a particular area or
site. It identifies relevant issues and
specifies actions to be taken in order to
remove or reduce the threat. Management
plans may need to be produced for
developments (eg. subdivisions, irrigation,
roads, mines etc.), reserves, farms, quarries
and residential properties.

Do you need a Management Plan?
It is in your interest to consider whether
you need a management plan. If there are
potential weed or disease issues, dealing
with them in a timely and effective manner
will save money and resources into the
future. Depending on the issues at your
site and the proposed activities, you may
only need a weed or a disease management
plan.
Generally, if the weed or disease issue is
not complex then the plan may be
relatively simple. The more complex the

issues, the more detail usually required.
In deciding if you need a management plan,
consider whether there is an existing weed
or disease problem (this may require a
detailed survey), and whether the
development or activity itself could create
a problem. Remember that soil disturbance
can lead to germination of weeds, while
importing materials (for example, soil,
gravel, water, plant material) can bring
weeds and diseases onto a site.
If there are declared weeds at the site, or
there is a potential that declared weeds
could be spread to the site (eg. from a
quarry) then the land manager and
contractors will have a legal obligation to
control those weeds and prevent any
spread. Whilst there is no legislation
covering the spread of environmental
pathogens, permit conditions may require
that the developer consider the hygiene
and management issues.
A template for weed management plans can
be found in appendix 1 and guidance on
hygiene management in appendix 2.

A Weed and Disease Management Plan should cover as a minimum:
 Over-arching set of objectives
 Assessment of the distribution of declared and environmental weeds and
diseases.
 Accurate map of weeds and diseases
 An assessment of the potential impact of the weeds and diseases
 Short and longterm priorities for management and control of weeds and
diseases.
 Strategies for managing weeds and disease spread associated with the
development.
 Strategies for ongoing monitoring and control of weeds associated with
the development.
 Identification of appropriate herbicides and other methods for weed
control.
 Methods to prevent disease spread (see also Keeping it Clean – A
Tasmanian field hygiene manual).
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Producing a Management Plan
Production of a management plan may be
the responsibility of the landholder or land
manager, the proponent of a development
or the project officer coordinating
activities. Whilst there is no set design for
a management plan, all management plans
will have similar elements:
Description of project, development or
activity and site
Describe the proposed activity,
development or land use, (eg. roadwork,
dam, farm, mine, quarry) and detail the
aims and objectives of the management
plan.
Site description and location
Describe the site, including operational
areas, stockpiling areas, cleandown areas
and other ancillary and administrative areas.
Most of these areas can be shown on maps,
although some may need to be
accompanied with detailed descriptions.
There should also be maps that show the
general location of the development,
showing north, clear legends and the
location relative to Tasmania as a whole.
Weed and disease issues
Identify and document existing and
potential weed and disease issues at the
site. The plan should provide a summary of
declared weeds and significant nondeclared weeds.

This should include an inventory of any
previously recorded weeds and diseases via
database searches and previous reports. In
most situations a detailed onground survey
of weeds and visual assessment for
evidence of disease at the site will be
required.
Timing of the survey needs to be
considered, as some weeds are either not
present (eg. annual weeds) or are not easily
identifiable (eg. not flowering) all year. All
survey work should be undertaken by a
competent specialist in the field.
Recording and mapping of existing
weed and disease distribution
Weed and/or disease locations should be
shown on maps as well as being
documented in a spreadsheet with
coordinates (this table would be found in
the appendices of the plan). Maps should
be clear, contain obvious features such as
roads, towns, hills and rivers to help
identify locations.
Map of existing assets to be protected
Weeds and disease maps should be
overlayed on to maps showing assets and
areas requiring protection. This could
include areas of ecological or conservation
significance or important agricultural values.
Advice should be sought as to appropriate
permits that may be required in relation to
values present and works proposed.

Things to remember:
 Identify known weed and disease issues through literature and database
searches (this should include records for adjoining areas).
 Survey the relevant area and document observed weeds and diseases.
 Where required collect soil and or water samples to detect disease pathogens.
 Prioritise weeds – declared weeds; significant environmental weeds.
 Check identification of weed or disease symptom if uncertain.
 Be careful not to spread the weeds or disease when surveying.
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Assess and document weed and disease
risks and impacts
Once weed and disease surveys have been
completed, an assessment of the potential
impacts of those threats will help in
establishing priorities for management and
control. For example, if there is a Zone A
declared weed growing in an area where
construction work may cause it to be
spread, then it would be a priority for
control. A risk assessment tool is provided
in Appendix 2.
Setting short and long term priorities
Using collected information for species or
diseases present, distribution, density,
impacts, legislative responsibilities,
determine short and long term
management priorities – what weed species
(or diseases) should be controlled and what
are of less concern.
Relevant legislation
There is a range of legislation, legislative
instruments and codes of practice in
Tasmania which may be relevant to your
project. The plan should list all legislation,
permit conditions, codes of practice and
technical documents relevant to the plan
and how they have been addressed. The
summary of weeds present at the site
should also include the listings of the weeds
within the Weed Management Act 1999.
See Section 2 for further information
about legislation.

Legislated priorities – declared weed
zoning
Management requirements for declared
weeds vary between weed species and
municipality. All declared weeds are
categorized as either Zone A or Zone B
and these are listed in the statutory
management plans for each declared weed.
In general, a Zone A weed would be a
higher priority for control than a Zone B
weed. The statutory weed management
plans can be viewed on the DPIPWE
website:
DPIPWE Website:
http://dpipwe.tas.gov.au/invasivespecies/weeds/weeds-index/weeds-indexdeclared-weeds
Zone A municipality – Eradication is
required. Land managers should be
actively eradicating the weed on their
properties.
Zone B municipality – Containment is
required. Land managers must take efforts
to prevent the weed from spreading from
their properties.
Other relevant documents or strategies
Other strategies such as Weeds of
National Significance (WONS) strategies
and best practice manuals, regional or
municipal weed plans may be useful to refer
to. There may also be other technical
documents relevant to the specific site
and/or development that have been
produced from previous surveys. Property
management plans, rivercare plans and
vegetation management plans can all be
sources of useful information.

Example of Spanish heath Zone
A and Zone B areas in northwest
Tasmania
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Hygiene management activities
The weed and disease management plan
should identify any potential hygiene
management issues. For example, if there
is likely to be vehicle and machinery moving
on and off site or if materials such as soil,
sand or gravel imported onto or exported
from the site then there is a risk of
spreading weeds or diseases. If this is likely
to be the case then a hygiene management
plan should be developed.
The development of a hygiene management
plan is covered in Section 5 of this
guideline.
Strategies for managing the weeds and
diseases
Control information can be detailed in
tabular form and should describe methods
for control (eg. herbicides, physical
removal, burning, cultivation, etc), timing of
control activities and frequency, methods
for checking/monitoring infestations to
determine effectiveness, and any follow-up
measures.
If weed material cannot be safely disposed
of on-site (eg. deep burial) then alternative
means of disposal should be identified. This
may involve arranging for incineration, deep
burial or composting at a refuse centre.
Where this material requires
transportation from one site to another a
permit may be required.
Operational management zones
For sites with more complex weed
infestations, such as multiple weed species
spread across a number of areas,
management zones will need to be
developed and documented on maps.
Weed management zones may reflect the
presence or absence of particular weeds,
different management and control
priorities, short term and long term
priorities, and stockpiles.

The plan should also delineate all
quarantine areas, traffic control zones and
cleandown areas. The means by which
zones are to be sign-posted and maintained
on the ground (eg. signs, barriers, fencing)
should also be detailed. Once weeds and
diseases have been identified for a site or
area management and control strategies
can be developed. This should include
appropriate removal methods and
information on the type of herbicides and
how they are to be used (see following
map).
Monitoring and review
Addressing weed and disease management
issues at a site does not stop with the
completion of a development and
associated works. A management plan
needs to consider ongoing monitoring at a
site. Post-development monitoring is
particularly important where there has
been soil disturbance, importation of
materials (soil, gravel, sand, etc.), changes
to drainage patterns, or removal of
vegetation. Any of these actions can lead
to the germination of dormant seed, or to
the establishment of wind-blown
weeds/seeds on recently exposed soil.
The timeframe for monitoring will vary
depending on factors such as the presence
of soil seed banks, the possibility for
complete eradication of infestations and the
likelihood of re-infestation from adjoining
areas. Monitoring at a site may have no
specified end date and be ongoing.
A monitoring program should identify:





Personnel involved;
Frequency and time-of-year of
inspections;
Reporting protocols;
Response to weed or disease
incursions.
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Weed map showing management zones (Source: EcoTas)
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5. Developing a Hygiene Plan
We all have a responsibility not to spread
weeds and diseases. Weed seeds and
pathogens can travel sight unseen in
materials such as soil, sand, gravel and
water, in mud on footwear, or lodged in
nooks and crannies on machinery, vehicles
and other equipment.
Prevention is the
most cost-effective
form of management.

It is easy to overlook the risk of accidently
spreading weeds and diseases; however this
can lead to long-term and expensive
consequences. Failure to carry out
adequate hygiene measures can result in
crop losses, stock damage or permanent
environmental degradation, often incurring
substantial cost to the land owner or
manager.

What is a hygiene plan?
A hygiene plan addresses the potential
introduction and spread of weeds and/or
diseases as a consequence of a
development or activity. It identifies specific
actions in order to avoid, mitigate and
reduce the potential spread of weeds and
diseases. A hygiene plan targets:
 Vehicles, machinery and equipment
 Materials such as soil or gravel
 Recreational equipment and clothing
 Feed and fodder
Examples where a hygiene plan might be
needed include developments or work
sites, conservation reserves, farms, and
quarries. In fact, any site which can be
clearly delineated in area and which has an
existing or potential weed or disease
problem, and where activities may lead to
the spread of those weeds, should have a
hygiene plan.
The hygiene plan can be a stand-alone
document or it could be included as part of
a weed management plan.
A template for developing a weed and
disease management plan, which includes
hygiene management, can be found in
appendix 1. Operational considerations for
hygiene management are in appendix 2.

A Weed and Disease Hygiene Plan should cover as a minimum:






Cleandown protocols when travelling between clean and contaminated areas
within the development footprint.
Cleandown protocols for vehicles and machinery entering or leaving the site.
Location and management of cleandown areas and facilities, including
management of effluent.
Logbooks detailing adherence to hygiene protocols.
Material hygiene (soils, gravel, plant material etc.) – ensuring that no materials
contaminated with weed propagules (seed, propagative vegetative material),
pathogens or other pests are imported into or exported from the site.
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Do you need a hygiene plan?
It is in your interest to consider the issue
of hygiene management. Remember, you
may be the one who has to deal with any
weed and disease problems on a site into
the future. Always be conservative with
respect to hygiene measures and potential
weed and disease problems, and always
think long term.
If your development or activity has
identified any existing or potential weed or
disease issues then it is likely you will need
to develop a hygiene plan. The type and
scale of this plan will depend on the
complexity of your project.
If there are declared weeds at the site, or
there is a potential that declared weeds
could be spread to the site (eg. from a
quarry) then the land manager and
contractors will have a legal obligation to
prevent any spread.
The project may involve bringing machinery
in from the mainland and may therefore be
the subject of requirements under the Plant
Quarantine Act (refer to the current Plant
Biosecurity Manual).
Planning ahead
Development of a hygiene plan allows you
to consider:











Type of hygiene issues that need to be
managed.
Possible alternatives to avoid hygiene
problems.
Coordination and timing of works and
hygiene management actions.
Site access issues and vehicular and
machinery movements.
Development of works schedule working from clean to dirty areas.
Identify no-go areas to avoid
disturbance and weed infestations.
Selection of appropriate equipment
and machinery.
Identification of stockpile sites.
Identification of cleandown sites and
methods.
On site resources, ie access to water
and other facilities.



Communications and training for staff,
contractors and other visitors.

Producing a hygiene plan
Production of a hygiene plan may be the
responsibility of the landholder or land
manager, the proponent of a development
or the project officer for a specific activity.
Each hygiene plan will differ depending on
the nature and size of the site or
development, and on the weed and disease
problems involved.
Elements of a hygiene plan
Identify weed and disease risks
This could be in a table format, and should
identify issues, such as:
 vehicle and machinery movement,
 import and export of materials such as
soils, sand or gravel and other products,
 disturbance to sites and vegetation,
where they occur and state how (where
possible) they will be managed. Solutions
might include sourcing soil and sand from
accredited sources, sourcing pathogen free
water (eg. from treated systems, rainwater
tanks), designated parking and storage
areas, minimising disturbance, fencing areas
including vegetation etc..
Identify hygiene management zones
Maps should clearly identify the location of
all hygiene related infrastructure including;
 clean down areas,
 effluent drains and sumps,
 quarantine zones,
 stockpile areas,
 solid waste storage areas,
 work areas, traffic routes, parking and
storage areas.
Stockpile areas refer to areas where soil,
gravel and sand is stored prior to use at the
site or for removal from the site. Waste
storage areas refer to the storage of weed
material or other material that is
contaminated with weeds or diseases and is
to be appropriately disposed of or treated.
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Operational Procedures
Operational hygiene protocols for each
zone and the works site in general need to
be documented. These include:
 Staff and contractor induction
procedures.
 Cleandown protocols for vehicle,
machinery and equipment movement
between clean and contaminated
areas within the site and also
entering or leaving the site.
 Vehicle and machinery inspection
procedures.
 Logbook to document sources and
movement of material on or off site
(soils, gravel etc.).
 Logbooks to document vehicle and
machinery cleandown activities.
 Other issues specific to project.
Operational information relating to hygiene
management can be found in appendix 2.

Avoiding the importation of
contaminated materials
Raw materials such as soil, sand, gravel and
water may be contaminated with weed
seed or with plant and animal pathogens.
Material from a quarry infested with gorse
may well contain gorse seed which can
remain dormant for many years, leading to
the spread of the weed to other sites.
Similarly, water sourced from ponds or
dams containing the amphibian fungal
disease chytrid can lead to the spread of
this disease to un-contaminated water
bodies.
Because many weed seeds and most plant
and animal pathogens are either
inconspicuous or invisible to the naked eye,
it is extremely difficult to know whether a
given load of material is contaminated or
clean. Thorough testing of the source
material to exclude contamination, or
sterilising is often not feasible.

Temporary cleandown area
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Nevertheless, the chance of importing
contaminated material to a site can be
significantly reduced by keeping in mind the
following:
What you can do to reduce
contamination risks  Ensure that there are no declared weeds
and significant environmental weeds on
the site from where you are obtaining
material. There is a high risk of
contamination of material such as sand,
gravel, soil and water when sourced from
a site which is clearly infested with a
particular weed or disease.
 Keep in mind that the presence of some
weeds and most pathogens will not
always be obvious. For example, a weed
may be present at a site as dormant seed
in the soil or as tiny propagules in water,
or present but not conspicuous (for
example, not in flower).
 Investigate the hygiene measures in place
at a prospective quarry or other sourcepoint for raw materials. Shop around for
the safest option.
 Wherever possible, source material from
companies or sites which have been
subject to some form of assessment for
weed and disease hygiene. Don’t be shy
to ask questions of the supplier. Some
industry groups have sought accreditation
to demonstrate that their operations
maintain sound hygiene practices.
Where possible request a vendor
declaration demonstrating their product
is free of weeds or pathogens.
 Where there is a known risk or plants or
animals sensitive to disease present,
water should either be treated or
sourced from rainwater tanks.
 If you encounter a problem with
imported materials carrying weeds or
diseases, inform the source company of
the problem immediately and notify any
relevant authorities.
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6. Communicating the plan
Communicating your hygiene plan
The key to implementing a weed
management and hygiene plan is to be able
to effectively communicate it to everyone
who will be involved in the operational
components of a development. These
include site managers and supervisors, onsite staff and contractors using vehicles
operating machinery and equipment. The
information needs to be easily understood
and readily accessible, and may need to be
produced in different forms depending on
the target audience.
Training
Training is a key requirement for ensuring
staff are aware of their different levels of
responsibility and aware of the relevant
aspects of weed and disease hygiene
management. This training can be
provided through external organisations
or even facilitated through the relevant
Government or Natural Resource
Management organisations. Training needs
to be tailored towards the needs of the
organisation, their legislative
responsibilities and the roles and
responsibilities of staff.
Induction
Contractors and other visitors to a site
need to be aware of the hygiene protocols
operating at that site. As part of the
general site induction process, new
visitors to a site need to be made aware of
the site hygiene protocols, exclusion areas
and cleandown procedures.

Toolbox training
Many organisations have weekly toolbox
meetings where they discuss issues such as
work place health and safety and other
matters relating to operational activities.
These meetings also provide an
opportunity to inform staff and reinforce
requirements relating to weed and disease
hygiene management protocols and how
they should be implemented.
What documents need to be provided
to operational staff?
A hygiene management plan forms the
overarching document and contains all of
the relevant information required to
manage weed and disease hygiene at a site.
However the plan may be a large, complex
document that doesn’t lend itself to be
easily implemented by individual staff.
Consequently, a subset of documents based
on the plan will need to be provided to
staff, including:
 Summary of hygiene protocols.
 Check lists.
 Maps detailing cleandown locations,
quarantine areas and treatment areas.
 List of available cleandown resources
and their locations.
 Information on cleandown procedures
for specific machinery and vehicles
(kept with the relevant machinery and
vehicles).
Log books should be kept with vehicles,
and depending on the nature of business
and the vehicle/machinery use detail:
 Driver details and dates of travel
 Incoming and outgoing soil, gravel and
sand delivery details (source and
delivery locations; type of material;
known contaminants).
 Record of cleandown activities for the
vehicle/machinery
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7. Case Studies
Case Study 1
Weed hygiene - Underground
Powerline
An infrastructure project undertaken by
power company Jemena (now Zinfra) through
Launceston’s eastern suburbs in winter 2011
provides a good example of practical weed
management through project planning and
vehicle, machinery and equipment hygiene. A
power cable was to be laid underground
across a floodplain in winter. During the
planning phase, consultants identified weeds,
potential plant pathogens and threatened flora
and fauna as issues. Additional information for
the area was collected from DPIPWE’s
Natural Values Atlas and DPIPWE’s Regional
Invasive Species Management Section regarding
other potential weed management issues.
DPIPWE also provided information on best
practice weed management procedures. Out
of this came a practical approach from Jemena
and the contractors for vehicle and machinery
movement that limited the spread of weeds
within the project and adjoining areas.

Using the weed presence and density maps
the planners and project manager identified
management zones within which any weed
infested area, such as a gorse patch, could
be isolated from neighbouring weed free
areas. Each zone had a single entry/exit
point and vehicles going in and out through
this point had to be inspected.
Where a vehicle or machine had remained
on the constructed road surface in good
weather it required no more than a quick
inspection. However, any piece of
equipment or machinery that had direct
contact with weeds or soil was treated as
potentially carrying propagules that might
be transferred from one site to another.
These items were subjected to cleandown.
The degree of cleandown was determined
by the level of contamination. Site
conditions were also important in
determining the degree of cleandown.
Where the site was dry and firm and there
was little or no standing weed presence a
machine may have needed no more than a
brush / blow down or light hosing.

Cleaning down digging machinery
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For the most part, Jemena’s project was
implemented through winter, much of it on an
already wet floodplain alongside the North Esk
River. To cope with this Jemena and the
contractor installed temporary cleandown
bays at the entry/exit points of each of the
management zones (see site map). The
cleandown bays consisted of a pad of heavy,
course roadbase material built up about
300mm and big enough to fit a cleandown rig
and any large machine used in the project. This
pad drained into a sump lined with geofabric
constructed at its downslope edge to catch
run-off and sediment. When full, the sump was
pumped out and material disposed of at
Launceston City Council’s refuse landfill. At
completion of works, the roadbase pads were
removed and disposed of as landfill.
Cleandown bay locations can be monitored
over time and any weeds controlled.
Top photo: Temporary cleandown bay
Bottom photo: Geofabric lined
cleandown sump
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Case Study 2
Weed management and hygiene
plans for a residential development.
In 2010 Waverley Tasmania Pty Ltd purchased
a derelict timber mill site at St Leonards on
the south-eastern fringe of Launceston with a
view to developing the site as urban residential
land. The site of approximately 40 hectares
includes a gully which adjoins park land
managed by Launceston City Council. The
north side of the property bounds residential
development, while its southern neighbours
include several peri-urban grazing/lifestyle
blocks.
Weed management and hygiene planning was a
requirement of the local government’s
planning permit for the demolition phase of
the property development. This case study is
based on the weed management plan
developed for the site (Povey, 2010).
Development of the Weed Management
Plan
The initial phase of the project involved a desk
top study and field investigation to identify the
natural values and potential threats to these
values, such as weeds. Background information
came from a search of the DPIPWE Natural
Values Atlas (NVA); from review of the
Statutory Weed Management Plans (SWMP)
for each of the declared weeds present and
from discussion with the relevant specialists.
The second phase of work involved detailed
site inspections to identify and record site
features including weed presence and density.

The mill weed management plan
summarises information from relevant
SWMPs into a table identifying:
 the name of the weed;
 it’s status within the site (whether
declared or not);
 its zoning under the Weed Management
Act 1999; and consequently
 the objective for each weed within the
municipality.

A Natural Values Atlas (NVA) report
provides
information
on
the
presence of native flora and fauna,
weeds, phytophthora and chytrid at a
site and areas adjacent to the site.
This information should be accessed
as part of the impact assessment and
construction planning components of
a development. The NVA database
can be accessed via DPIPWE's web
site.

Setting objectives for weeds at the
site
Six significant weed species were identified
by the plan. Five of these are declared
weeds (which property managers are
required by law to control) and one,
hawthorn, is a non-declared significant
environmental weed. The declared weeds
present are:
 Paterson’s curse
 Gorse
 Blackberry
 English broom
 Canary broom

DPIPWE’s NVA Home Page
(new users can register at site)
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The woody weeds occurred predominantly
within a degraded woodland area surrounding
the old sawmill. Paterson’s curse infested
road edges, and any cleared land amongst the
bush and across open spaces between the mill
and bushland and was identified as a significant
weed on the site. The SWMP for Paterson’s
curse identifies Launceston Municipality as a
“Zone A” area ie. an eradication zone. The St
Leonards area is one of relatively few areas of
intense infestation of this aggressive weed in
the state. Eradication from this site will
contribute to its eventual eradication from St
Leonards.
One of the first steps in the control of
Paterson’s curse is to prevent spread through
preventing seed set of plants germinating on
site and to ensure that Paterson’s curse
material does not leave this site (e.g. as seed in
soil). This last point, in particular, is a critical
reason for the development of the
accompanying weed hygiene plan.
Each of the remaining declared weeds are
classified as Zone B in the municipality and
therefore containment is the primary
objective. It should be noted that where a
weed can be eradicated from a site, regardless
of its zoning, this should be attempted.
Broom is an example of this, where its
eradication is feasible due to low presence and
density on the property. The plan also
provides objectives for the significant, nondeclared environmental weeds. Again all are
summarised in a table identifying:
 The weed;
 its extent on the property; and
 objectives for control on the site.
Weed Survey
The location of weeds found during flora and
fauna surveys were recorded using a handheld
GPS.
A map was then produced identifying site
features, native vegetation and weed
infestations. Each infestation was assigned a
density. Density classes were those used for
monitoring Weeds of National Significance
(WONS), as tabled in A Field Manual for
Surveying and Mapping Nationally Significant
Weeds (McNaught et al, 2006):

Density
Class
Number

Percent Cover Range
or Description

1

Absent

2

Less than 1%

3

1 – 10%

4

11 – 50%

5

7

Greater than 50%
Present (density
unknown)
Not known (or uncertain)

8

Not assessed

6

Weed Control Strategies and
Methods
The plan provides a brief weed control
strategy for each of the major weeds. The
control strategies are linked to the SWMP
objectives to eradicate or contain the
weed; the density of the weed on the site;
and its location and proximity to
neighbouring properties.
For Paterson’s curse this means control
across the entire property, at least
annually. For a “Zone B” weed, like gorse,
control areas are prioritised according to
the objectives of the SWMP (e.g. proximity
to boundaries). A key priority is to protect
and improve over time, the condition of
any area of native bush being retained at
the site.
Many of the weed species on the site are
known to have long seed viability making
regular monitoring and follow-up control a
key to success in these works. The plan
also recommends and describes a range of
different methods to control each species.
Additional information is provided from
DPIPWE’s website including permits and
suitable, registered herbicides.
Timeline and Budget
The plan provides a timeline, in table form,
for actions and likely costs for particular
areas e.g. a separate timeline for Paterson’s
curse; the urban development area; and the
areas of native vegetation. The table
identifies weed control actions that need to
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start prior to demolition at the site.
Importantly, each timeline includes reference
to relevant sections within the plan and to
actions from the hygiene plan that will need to
be implemented concurrently.
Tasmanian Weed Management Act 1999
The mill plan makes reference to the Weed
Management Act 1999 including landholder
responsibility to ‘take all reasonable measures to
control the impact and spread of a weed…’ and
makes particular mention of the offences
identified under Section 56 of the Act
(including that it is an offence to… ‘grow,
propagate, scatter or transport a declared weed
(including “deal with … any material or thing …
carrying the weed in any manner that is likely to
result in the spread of the declared weed’, such as
soil). This highlights the proponents
responsibilities to prevent the spread of
declared weeds.
Development of the Weed Hygiene Plan
A weed hygiene plan was developed to reduce
the risk of weeds being introduced onto or
exported off the site. The hygiene plan is a
key document that ensures that the Weed
Management Act 1999 is not contravened.

To avoid this happening, prescriptions are
provided for frequency of cleandown,
management of effluent, keeping of records,
stockpiling and handling soil and demolition
refuse, on-site and off-site disposal
(requiring a permit to transport weed
material from DPIPWE). A general,
stepwise, cleaning inspection and
cleandown procedure is provided together
with checklists for systematic inspection
and cleaning of the various kinds of
machinery and equipment likely to be used
on site.
A weed map of the site is included and
helps personnel identify areas to be
avoided, locations for stockpiling refuse and
spoil prior to on-site burial and/or off-site
disposal and includes the location of the
on-site cleandown facility. In this case the
cleandown facility will be located adjacent
to previous infrastructure to utilise existing
water points. A large area of concrete pad
exists which can be drained to a central
collection point. Material can then be
disposed of by collection and burial.

It is a succinct, practical document that
requires all consultants and contractors to
follow. The document is designed to be
included in site inductions for all people
entering the site.
It is essential that hygiene plans are easy to
understand and easily communicated to a
range of people, which this plan achieves.
There is a very heavy presence of Paterson’s
curse across the whole site including the
demolition area. The area includes a lot of
bare soil and degraded pasture containing a
large soil seed bank. The potential for
machinery, vehicles, footwear, clothing and
equipment to carry viable weed seed off site,
particularly in soil and mud, is very high.
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Site map – The Old Mill – St Leonards, Launceston (courtesy Bushways Environmental
Consultancy)

Paterson’s curse
rosettes at the
St Leonards site
(Photo: Anna
Povey)
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8. Appendices
Appendix One: Weed Management Plan Template
Appendix Two: Hygiene as Part of Weed and Disease Management Planning

Paterson’s curse (Echium plantagineum) - drawing Dennis Morris
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APPENDIX ONE: WEED MANAGEMENT PLAN TEMPLATE

COMPANY NAME

Name of Project
Weed and Disease Management Plan (including
options for hygiene management)
AUTHOR

Date

Type the abstract of the document here. The abstract is typically a short summary of the contents
of the document
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1 Document History and Distribution
Version Control
Version

Date

Author

Notes

Recipient

Date

Notes

Distribution
Version

USE OF TEMPLATE (DELETE IN YOUR DOCUMENT)
This template outlines the structure of a Weed and Disease Management Plan with options
for including hygiene management. In particular circumstances, the plan may only focus on
weeds or diseases, not necessarily both. The format of the template consists of a text box
that details the information that should be included for that section and an example of the
sort of information that could be provided in italics after the text box, for example:


suggested wording where possible to ensure inclusion of important elements and reduce time
spent on preparing the report;
Text in boxes are guidance to the type of project related information that needs
to be included in that section.

This template is intended as an example of a weed management plan - ultimately, the
content and structure of a weed management plan will be driven by the nature of the
development and the legal requirements of the development permits.
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1. INTRODUCTION
This section should include a summary of the project, description of the location, nature
and size of the project and provide sufficient detail of the various stages of the project
so that it can be clearly understood. A map of the site(s) with legend and geographic
locators should also form part of this section.

1.1

Purpose and Scope

The purpose of this Weed and Disease Management Plan (WDMP) is to detail requirements for the
management of weeds associated with the construction of Name of Project. The WDMP identifies
site specific mitigation measures and environmental controls for weed management to ensure weeds
and diseases are effectively managed during works and into the future. The WDMP identifies
measures to control. eradicate and prevent the spread of declared weeds and environmental weeds.

1.2

Background, Aims and Objectives

Describe the proposed activity (development or land use, roadwork, dam, farm, mine,
quarry etc).

This WDMP aims to provide a detailed methodology for mitigating and managing impacts associated
with the presence, emergence and spread of weeds, throughout the project.
The objectives of the Weed and Disease Management Plan are to:






1.3

Record the distribution of weeds declared under the Weed Management Act 1999.
Record the distribution of significant, non-declared, environmental and agricultural weed species.
Record the presence and distribution of pathogens.
Provide control measures for identified weeds and pathogens and prevent new weeds and
pathogens from establishing and spreading.
Establish an ongoing monitoring and control program for weeds and pathogens into the future
for the site.

Site Description and Location

Describe the site, including operational areas, stockpiling areas, cleandown areas and
other ancillary and administrative areas. These areas should be shown on maps, although
some may need to be accompanied with detailed descriptions. The maps should also
show the general location of the development, showing north, clear legends and the
location relative to Tasmania as a whole (See template appendix a).
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1.4

Supporting Documents and Consultation

You should refer to sources and documents including desktop studies eg. NVA reports,
botanical surveys, field investigations and consultation undertaken in relation to the
project.

1.5

Glossary

EXAMPLE ONLY Table 1. Glossary

Abbreviations

Definitions

DPIPWE

Department of Primary, Industries, Water and Environment

EPA

Environment Protection Agency

WoNS

Weed of National Significance

NVA

DPIPWE’s Natural Values Atlas

2 LEGISLATION, STRATEGIES AND PLANS
There are a range of legislative and regulatory instruments and codes of practice in
Tasmania which may be relevant to your project. The plan should list all relevant
legislation, codes of practice and technical documents and how they apply to the plan.
Other strategies such as Australian Government Weeds of National Significance
(WONS) strategies and best practice manuals as well as regional or municipal weed
plans may also be relevant. Previous weed management or vegetation management
reports for the site or adjacent areas as well as property management plans and
rivercare plans may contain relevant information.
DPIPWE’s Natural Values Atlas contains distributional data for weeds, Phytopthora,
chytrid and native flora and fauna. There is a public access point, but users need to
register. It's important to note that the absence of records for a site does not mean
that there are no weeds there, rather that no one has surveyed the area or put the
data into the NVA.
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EXAMPLE ONLY - Table 2. Legislation, strategies and plans

Legislation, Strategy, Code of
Practice

Application
The Weed Management Act 1999 is the primary
legislation relating to declared weeds in Tasmania
Principal framework for weed management in the
Cradle Coast region with the aim of identifying
priorities and weed management actions within the
region

Eg. Weed Management Act 1999
Eg. Cradle Coast Regional Weed
Management Strategy
Eg. Keeping it Clean – A Tasmanian field
hygiene manual to prevent the spread of
freshwater pests and pathogens

Provide guidance on hygiene management and to
reduce the risk of spreading environmental diseases

3 EXISTING AND POTENTIAL WEED AND DISEASE ISSUES
Weeds, diseases and other pests have the potential to establish and/or spread across the project site
during construction. Increased weed colonisation could potentially have some impact on the ecological
values of adjacent remnant vegetation through displacement of native species and degradation of
fauna habitat.
Weeds may be introduced and spread by construction vehicles or by contaminated soil or materials
bought into the construction area (eg. Vehicles, machinery, equipment, clothing and boots)

3.1

Recorded Weed Species

A weed assessment was undertaken on behalf of the project proponent in (DATE). The following
areas were surveyed and distribution of weeds shown on Map XX. Each of the recorded species was
classified according to their status under the Weed Management Act 1999, and (where appropriate)
as per the following strategies (eg. Weeds of National Significance, Regional Weed Management
Strategy, priority environmental weeds etc.).
Declared weeds:
This information should go in the appendices of the plan with a brief summary here.
Any significant weed species or weeds requiring special management attention
should be discussed here.
Declared weeds in Tasmania are plants that have been declared under the Weed Management Act
1999. The legislation requires that these species be controlled or eradicated according to the relevant
statutory management plan.
XX number of declared weeds were recorded during the survey and/or identified from other sources.
Detailed management strategies for environmental weeds are provided in template appendix b.
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Environmental weeds:
This information should go in the appendices of the plan with a brief summary here.
Any significant weed species or weeds requiring special management attention
should be discussed here.
Although many common weeds are not listed under legislation, and are therefore not legally required
to be controlled they have the potential to pose a threat to the ecological and agricultural assets
present in the project area and interfere with different stages of the development. Common ‘nondeclared’ weeds include species such as cape weed (Arctotheca calendula) and scotch thistle (Cirsium
vulgare).
XX number of environmental weeds were recorded during the survey and/or identified from other
sources. Detailed management strategies for environmental weeds are provided in template appendix
b.

Weed distribution should be shown on maps as well as being documented in a list, usually
in the appendices. Data, including coordinates, that has been collected should be made
available to the Natural Values Atlas. Maps should be clear, contain obvious features such
as roads, towns, hills and rivers to help identify locations.

3.2

Recorded Diseases or Symptoms

Appropriate site controls (provide detail) will be implemented to ensure that causing pathogens such as
Phytophthora cinnamomi (Phytophthora) and amphibian chytrid fungus (Chytrid) are not introduced to
the project area, and if detected, within the project area, that quarantine measures will be instigated
to ensure that it is contained.
The main activities at risk of introducing or spreading Phytophthora and Chytrid include:




Through soil, sand gravel or other materials attached to vehicles and machinery used as part
of the development works.
Importing water or soil, sand, and gravel material for construction purposes (eg. roading.
landscaping, filling, bedding etc.).
Spreading the pathogen/disease from infected sites (contaminated) to uninfected (clean) sites.
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4 IDENTIFY MANAGEMENT PRIORITIES
Once the weed and disease surveys have been completed, an assessment of the potential
impacts of those threats will help to identify priorities for management and control. For
example, if there is a declared weed growing in an area that will allow it to be easily
spread as part of the construction work, then it would be a high priority for control and
a focus on hygiene management.
Priorities for weed control, that is, which species are high, medium or low priorities,
should be detailed in the schedules for weed management, (template appendix c). Those
priorities should also be clearly shown on the weed management maps (as zones).

5 MANAGEMENT AND CONTROL OF WEEDS AND DISEASES
Once weeds and diseases have been identified for a site or area, management and
control strategies can be developed. This includes appropriate removal methods
(including herbicide use information). Different weeds require different approaches to
control, including the type of herbicides to be used. These should be documented.
Control information can be detailed in tabular form (template appendix c) and should
describe methods for:
 Weed control in detail (e.g. herbicides, physical removal, burning, cultivation, etc.);
 timing and frequency of control activities;
 strategy for monitoring infestations to determine effectiveness, and any necessary
follow-up measures into the future.
If weed material cannot be safely disposed of on-site (e.g. deep burial) then alternative
means of disposal should be identified. This may involve arranging for incineration, deep
burial or composting at a refuse centre. If declared weeds require transportation from
one site to another a permit may be required.
Hygiene measures to prevent spread of weeds and diseases should be incorporated into
the plan - detailed information on hygiene management is contained in Appendix 2.

6 COMMUNICATION AND REPORTING
The key to successful implementation of a weed management plan is ensuring that staff,
contractors and visitors are all aware of their responsibilities in relation to weed
management and hygiene. The weed management plan needs to be easily understood
and be accessible to those who have responsibilities in relation to weed management.
Tool box meetings and other workplace information sessions (eg induction) provide an
opportunity to inform people on the site of their responsibilities. Signs, posters and
maps also help to inform people.

Regular reporting and logging of weed control activities; vehicle, machinery and
soil/sand/gravel movement into and out of the site; cleandown activities; and incidents
ensures accountability and an ability to trace the source of a problem, allowing for quick
mitigation to occur.
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7 MONITORING
Rarely does the need for weed management finish when the development is completed.
The presence of weed propagules, disturbance created and the movement of vehicles
and materials all have the potential to encourage the persistence of weeds. A monitoring
and control program should be developed and indicate:
 Personnel involved;
 frequency and time-of-year of inspections;
 reporting protocols;
 response to weed or disease discoveries (e.g. responsibility and procedure for
control).

Ongoing weed control maybe the responsibility of the developer or the management of
the development. The key point is that the responsibility to control declared weeds
does not finish when the development has been completed.
Post-development monitoring is essential and particularly important where there has
been soil disturbance, importation of materials (water, soil, gravel, sand, etc.), changes
to drainage patterns, or removal of vegetation. Any of these actions can lead to the
germination of dormant seed, or to the establishment of wind-blown weeds/seeds on
recently exposed soil. Importation of materials can also result in the establishment of
pathogens.
The timeframe for monitoring will vary depending on factors such as the presence of
soil seed banks, the possibility for complete eradication of infestations and the likelihood
of re-infestation from adjoining areas. Monitoring at a site may have no specified end
date and be ongoing.

As an example:
The following weed and disease monitoring activities will be undertaken at areas directly impacted by
construction within the project area. These activities will involve:




Monitoring and weed control measures undertaken by a licensed weed contractor at least four
times (early spring, late spring, summer, autumn) in the first year following construction of the
project.
Monitoring and weed control measures undertaken by a licensed weed contractor twice per
year (mid-late spring, mid-late autumn) in the subsequent four years following the project.
Monitoring vegetation condition and collecting soil samples to detect signs of Phytopthora once
every two years in autumn.
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Appendix a: Weed Management Plan – Site Plan




Include site map and any other relevant maps eg: proposed routes for
pipelines or roads, location of threatened species or vegetation communities.
Ensure the map/site plan has a legend, north arrow and contextual reference
for the location of the site.
Show all relevant weed management and hygiene management points:
 entry and exit points
 cleandown areas
 quarantine/exclusion zones
 Control points/areas
 traffic ways
 designated parking areas
 material storage areas for soil, sand and gravel

SITE PLAN
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Appendix b: Recorded Declared and Environmental Weed Species
Example Only
Common Name

Scientific Name

Status*

Municipal
Zone A or
B

Map Zones

gorse

Ulex europaeus

Declared

B

Zones 1, 6 & 8

boneseed

Chrysanthemoides monilifera Declared

A

Zones 3, 4 & 7

sweet pittosporum

Pittosporum undulatum

n/a

Zones 2, 6, & 7

Environmental

*Declared or non-declared (eg environmental, agricultural)
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Appendix c: Options for Weed Management.
Example Only
Management
Weed
Zone*

Control method

Chemical

Timing

Frequency of control

Cut and paint with
herbicide

Glyphosate

Spring to early summer

1 treatment with follow up and
monitor and respond in
subsequent years
1 treatment with follow up

1

Gorse

1

Pampas
grass

Foliage spray

Glyphosate

Spring, summer or
autumn to actively
growing plants

2

Spanish
heath

Cut and paint with
herbicide

Glyphosate

Prior to seed set

1 treatment with follow up

2

Ragwort

Boom spray, foliar
application

Lontrel, marker dye,
surfactant

Nov – Feb

1 treatment with follow up

3

Slender
thistle

MCPA

April to September

3

Gorse

Grazon Extra, marker
dye and surfactant

Spring to early summer

Boom spray rosette
Spot spray, foliar
application

2 treatments throughout this time
period
2 treatments throughout this time
period

Etc.

*Based on priorities for weed management
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APPENDIX 2: Hygiene as Part of Weed and Disease Management
Planning
As part of the planning for your specific
activity or development you will have
identified existing and potential weed and
disease issues. The next step will be to
determine which activities pose a risk of
spreading these weeds and diseases. Of
these activities, what can and cannot be
avoided?

High risk situations and activities
where weed spread must be avoided:
 Working within a specified quarantine
area.
 Visiting locations known to be free of
weeds and diseases
 Visiting areas containing significant
values
 Visiting a remote area where access is
The level of risk associated with a particular
only by boat, helicopter or light plane
activity will influence how and when hygiene
 Transporting machinery to an island
measures will need to be applied. The risk
 Operating machinery along roadsides
matrix table on the following page will help
or along river banks
assess the level of risk for a particular
 Operating in an area affected by a
activity and the degree to which hygiene
weed or disease that has been
measures should be applied. From this you
assessed as a high priority and should
can develop a list or table of actions to
be contained
implement to either avoid the spread of a
 Transporting weeds or materials (ie
weed and disease or mitigate the risk.
soil or gravel) known (or assessed as
likely) to be contaminated with weed
propagules or diseases.
EXAMPLE
 Moving machinery out of a local area
of operation
A construction site that is heavily
 Moving machinery between properties
infested with gorse requires an
excavator on site. Risk assessment
All of the above activities would require
identifies that there is a high risk of
some kind of kind of hygiene measure to be
machinery contamination via soil and
implemented before, during or after the
plant material. To avoid contamination
activity has taken place. This may involve
the following actions are prescribed:
cleaning of vehicles and machinery,
 excavator cleaned down on site at
equipment, clothing and people. The
completion of the job;
frequency of clean down operations (thus
 all other vehicles allocated a specific
decreasing costs and time) can be reduced
parking area away from infested
by planning and coordinating timing and
area and work zone;
order of works or activities.
 control access of other vehicles on
site.
As long as these prescriptions are
followed, only the excavator will
require to be cleaned down. This saves
time and money by not needing to clean
down other vehicles - these may only
need a visual check.
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Risk Assessment Matrix
Recommended actions for grades of risk
Grade

Risk mitigation actions

A

Mitigation actions, to reduce the likelihood and seriousness, to be identified and implemented as
soon as the project commences as a priority.

B

Mitigation actions, to reduce the likelihood and seriousness, to be identified and appropriate
actions implemented during project execution.

C

Mitigation actions, to reduce the likelihood and seriousness, to be identified and costed for
possible action if funds permit.

D

To be noted - no action is needed unless grading increases over time.

N

To be noted - no action is needed unless grading increases over time.

Rating for Likelihood and Seriousness for each risk
L

Rated as Low

M

Rated as Medium

H

Rated as High

E

Rated as Extreme (Used for Seriousness only)

NA

Not Assessed

Grade: Combined effect of Likelihood/Seriousness
Seriousness

Likelihood

low

medium

high

EXTREME

low

N

D

C

A

medium

D

C

B

A

high

C

B

A

A

Change to Grade since last assessment
NEW
—

New risk



Grading decreased

No change to Grade



Grading increased

Source: Tasmanian Government Project Management Guidelines
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Selecting a cleandown site
Cleaning down aims to prevent the spread
of weeds or plant and animal pathogens. It is
most effective where access can be managed
with entry points, roads or tracks under
controlled use restrictions. In selecting a
site, consider the following:
 Locating the clean down site at the
edge, or nearby, to any areas where
weeds or pathogens need to be
contained. Choose sites where land
slopes back into an infested area or
away from areas susceptible to
infestation or the pathogen.
 Ensuring run-off will not enter any
watercourse or water body - a buffer of
at least 30m is desirable.
 Avoiding sensitive vegetation or wildlife
habitat eg. remnant native vegetation
and threatened species.
 Selecting mud free sites (e.g. well
grassed, gravel, bark or timber corded)
which are gently sloped to drain effluent
away from the clean down area.
 Allow adequate space to move tracked
vehicles
 Potential hazards, eg. powerlines
 Consultation with landowner and/or site
manager.
*Note that low loaders are not a suitable
platform for cleaning machinery.

Wherever there are large quantities of
effluent or there is a risk of runoff, the clean
down area should be bunded and a sump
constructed to safely dispose of the effluent.
Take particular care where the effluent is
likely to be contaminated with oils.

Mark or record the clean down sites with
the landowner or manager for
subsequent monitoring and weed control.
Consider your safety
Before undertaking any clean down work
you will need to inspect the site or area
for anything that will endanger personnel
safety. Vehicles and machinery should be
immobilised prior to cleaning down check ignition, brakes and wheel chocks.
Lower implements to ground and secure
hatches. Wear appropriate Personnel
Protective Equipment (PPE).
Equipment for vehicle and
machinery inspections
Where regular vehicle and machinery
inspections are required, it is useful to
keep a set of tools to assist you with the
task. Weed seeds, plant material and soil
can become lodged in areas that are hard
to see and difficult to access. The
following tools may help you:
 Mirrors
 Tools to remove covers or guards
(eg sockets, spanners)
 Torch
 Probe or rod
 Wire
 Safety glasses
 Gloves
 Tray and bags for contaminated
material
 Books or identification guides
 Checklist for critical inspection
points
 Camera
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Cleandown equipment
Personal and small tool wash
equipment
Where work is being undertaken in
sensitive areas, especially where plant
or animal pathogens are a known risk,
portable wash baths for washing
footwear and small tools should be
used. Wash baths can be made from a
fish box (or other suitably sized plastic
box) fitted with an open weave plastic
doormat, a scrubbing brush, pair of
safety gloves, glasses, detergent or
fungicide, and a container of clean
water. For backpacking, a 2 litre bottle,
scrubbing brush, safety gloves and
glasses can be used for small tools and
boot washing.
See page 42 for further detail about
detergents and fungicides

Where field clean down is a regular
practice, equipment should be carried for
that purpose. Large commercial wash
units are available, though in many
instances small self-assembled systems
will be adequate. In industries that use
bushfire slip-on units, these are ideal,
allowing more flexible choice of clean
down sites. Small fire pumps or portable
high pressure wash units are suitable. A
shovel, crow bar and stiff brush are also
required. Farm workshops should also
have suitable clean down equipment.
Where a blowdown only is required,
onboard compressors or portable blower
vacuum may be used along with a small
brush.
Vehicle wash bays
Purpose built wash bays should be used
whenever possible. These clean down
facilities include effective effluent
management systems to protect the
environment. Commercial clean down
facilities are available at most major
towns and a few livestock sale yards.

Portable vehicle wash equipment
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For vehicles and machinery:
Note: DO NOT apply water to
harvesters or other equipment that
may be damaged by water.

Clean down standards and
procedures
General check of clothing and boots for
mud, seeds and other plant material
(For more detail, refer to the Keeping it
Clean manual)
Small tools and portable wash baths
1. Site the washbath just outside the
infected area or at the departure
point for the vehicle or aircraft.
2. Remove all loose mud and dirt from
the object to be cleaned.
3. Use the recommended safety
equipment if washing with a
fungicide (safety gloves and glasses).
4. Part fill the washbath with clean
water, a depth of about 4cms is
adequate for boot washing. Mix a
solution of detergent or fungicide as
required (see below).
5. Clean boots, gaiters and equipment
with the scrubbing brush.
6. Effluent containing registered
products such as fungicides must be
disposed of in accordance with label
recommendations. Otherwise
wherever possible contain the
effluent for appropriate off-site
disposal. Small quantities of effluent
not containing registered chemical
products may be spread away from
watercourses at the site of soiling.
7. A final rinse or wipe with fungicide
or methylated spirits can be used
for sterilisation of scientific
equipment.

1. Locate site and surface or construct
bunding (if required).
2. Safely park the vehicle free of any
hazards eg electrical power lines.
3. Check the vehicle, inside and out,
for where dirt, plant material
including seeds are lodged. Pay
attention to the underside,
radiators, spare tyres, foot wells
and bumper bars.
4. Remove any guards, covers or
plates as required.
5. Knock off large clods of mud, use a
crow bar if required and sweep out
the cabin.
6. Use a vacuum or compressed air
where available for removing dried
plant material like weed seeds and
chaff in radiators and other small
spaces where this material lodges.
Brush off dry material if no other
facilities are available.
7. Clean down with a high pressure
hose and stiff brush/crowbar. Use
only freshwater, preferably from a
treated source or rainwater tank, if
washing down in the field.
8. Start with the underside of the
vehicle, wheel arches, wheels
(including spare). Next do the sides,
radiator, tray, bumper bars etc and
finally upper body. Some vehicles
may need to be moved during clean
down e.g. tracked machinery.
9. If using vehicle ramps, ensure ramps
load rating matches the vehicle, are
placed on a hard level surface,
cannot slide forward when
mounting and that the handbrake is
on and grounded wheels are
chocked when in use.
10. Clean any associated implements,
e.g. buckets.
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11. Check there is no loose soil or
plant material that could be readily
dislodged or removed.
12. In wash bays, steam treat or rinse
off vehicle with clean water.
13. Wash effluent away from vehicle.
Do not drive through wash effluent.

Sometimes contamination is obvious,
other times not so obvious.

Custom standards
Customised clean down standards may
be required under particular
management plans or job specifications
where the control of a serious weed
or pathogen is required. For example,
particular disinfectants may need to be
applied and greater attention to soil
accumulation behind protective plates
and covers may be specified. Similarly
landholders and managers may require
specific clean down requirements.

An inspection will help you
determine if your vehicle or
machine requires cleaning. Save
time and identify and clean only
contaminated parts of the
machine.
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Vehicle cleandown - the less obvious places weeds hide in, including vehicle radiators

Portable washdown unit

Sump to drain cleandown effluent
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Disinfectant Guide (see also the
Keeping it Clean manual)
Water disinfection for Phytophthora
root rot and chytrid frog disease
Water Tankers (fire fighting, cleandown)
Where water for operational activities is
bought into Phytophthora or chytrid
management zones or other areas of native
vegetation sensitive to Phytophthora the
water should be disinfected to prevent the
introduction of these diseases. This situation
will normally only occur during fire fighting
operations where water is drawn from a
different catchment.

The mixed solution should be allowed to
stand a few minutes for disinfection to be
completed. Fire fighting need not be delayed
as there will be adequate time for
disinfection on route to the fire. Where
chlorine-based products are used,
equipment should be rinsed with fresh water
following use as chlorine is corrosive.
Note: Fire fighting foams or detergents will
neutralise chlorine treatments. This will not
be a problem provided that tanks do not
become contaminated with foam or
detergent is not added to the tanks to make
“wet water”. Sterilisation will occur in the
tank prior to foam induction.

Disinfection of water is most easily
undertaken using a product containing a
quaternary ammonium compound (quat)
such as benzalkonium chloride (a general
name for a variety of different compounds of
alkyldimethylbenzylammonium chlorides).
Examples include Phytoclean™ or F10™.
These products should be used in
accordance with the manufacturer’s safety
instructions and mix rates. The
concentration of the mixture can be tested
using quat check papers such as Hydrion.

Clothing and field equipment
Fungicides such as Phytoclean™ or F10™
should be added to washbaths to control the
spread of Phytophthora cinnamomi or chytrid
if:
 sterilising tools used for P. cinnamomi
or chytrid sampling
 entering or washing down within a P.
cinnamomi or chytrid management
zone
 entering a population of threatened
species that is susceptible to P.
Note: These chemicals should not be mixed
cinnamomi.
with other chemicals. It is especially
dangerous to mix chlorine based
DPIPWE (website). Phytophthora
compounds, eg. chlorine bleach, with any
http://dpipwe.tas.gov.au/biosecurity/plantammonia-based compounds, including quats
biosecurity/pests-and-diseases/phytophthora
as toxic vapours can result.
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Didymo cleaning procedures
(Herbourg 2009; NZ Ministry for
Primary Industries website ):
Removal of plant fragments or dirt should
either take place when leaving the site or in
a location where run-off is not going into a
water body. DO NOT clean the gear with
water from the site you are leaving as you
might just re-contaminate it, unless you use
additional disinfection procedures
afterwards. DO clean your gear BEFORE
you leave to go to a freshwater area.
Level 1: General disinfection
procedures followed whenever
possible as you move to a new site:
 When leaving a waterbody, remove any
visible plants and animals from your gear
and boat.
 Remove any mud and dirt since they
might contain Didymo
 Eliminate water from any conceivable
item before you leave the visiting area
Level 2: Field gear disinfection
procedures:
To disinfect your waders, nets, sieves,
buckets, floats, gloves, etc., use ONE of the
following procedures. Make sure that all
parts of the equipment get fully submerged
or soaked for the whole time period
required:
Non-absorbent items
Submerge all gear in hot water (45ºC
plus - uncomfortable to touch) for at
least 20 minutes, or until soaked
through.
OR
Soak in a 2% solution of household bleach
for 1 minute (one small cup or 200mls with

OR
Soak or spray all surfaces for at least one
minute in 5% dishwashing detergent or
nappy cleaner (two large cups or 500mls
with water added to make 10 litres);
Absorbent items
Felt-soled waders or other absorbent
materials need to soak (45ºC plus) for 45
minutes
Hot water plus detergent: soak for 30
minutes in hot water kept above 45 °C
containing 5% dishwashing detergent or
nappy cleaner;
OR (non-absorbent or absorbent items)
Freeze all gear until solid (> 4hrs)
*NOTE – bleaches are not always
appropriate as they can be corrosive
on some materials and require rinsing
because they foam.
There are a number of commercial
disinfectant products that will kill Didymo
and are being used in sensitive areas in
Tasmania, these include:
Phytoclean® at a 2% solution or F10® Super
Concentrate at a 1% solution. Check the
Material Safety Data Sheets to check that
they are suitable for the intended use. For
further information refer to the Keeping It
Clean manual.
*NOTE - this advice is intended for
didymo. The measures listed here
may not be effective for other invasive
aquatic pests.

water added to make 10 litres)
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Cleandown check lists for specific vehicles and machinery
(Based on:
Far North Coast Weeds (NSW) Machinery and Vehicle cleandown checklist;
Queensland Dept. Natural Resources - Queensland checklist for Inspection Procedures)

Examples of cleaning points - Excavator and 4wd (source: Keeping it Clean manual)
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CLEANING/INSPECTION LIST FOR UTILITY/4WD
Date:

Site:

Vehicle:

Registration/ID:

Area
Engine bay

Contamination point
Front grill
Radiator and other cooling cores or
fins
Grill or recess under wipers
Engine mounts
Top of gearbox
Battery recess/tray
Any recesses on engine or manifold
Air cleaner (including element)

Cabin

Footwells
Carpets and mats
Seats
Tool boxes
Air vents

Wheels and arches

Tyre treads
Rims and wheel caps
Wheel arches
Mud flaps and brackets
Brakes

Tray

Body of tray (especially any recesses)
Mats and toolboxes
Around fuel tank caps

Under carriage

Chassis rails
Struts and stabilisers
Steering components
Axels and differentials
Spare tyre and mounts
Guards
Fuel Tank

Attachments

Bull bar

Inspected

Cleaned

Method

Cleaning method: Mechanical (M), Compressed Air (CA), Vacuum (V), High Pressure Water (HPW), Low Pressure Water (LPW)

Inspected by:

Signature:
Signature:

Cleaned by:
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CLEANING/INSPECTION LIST FOR AN EXCAVATOR
Date:

Site:

Vehicle:

Registration/ID:

Area
Engine bay

Contamination point
Engine bay floor
Fan shroud and radiator cores
Air filters (shake/tap filters to
determine if clean)
Glacier plate (near radiator)

Cabin

Footwells
Carpets and mats
Seats
Tool boxes
Air vents

Excavation body

Hollow section chassis channels
Channels for hydraulic hoses from
driven motor
Counterweight void spaces
Removable track adjuster guards and
lubrication points
Turret pivot area
Arms/booms - pivot points

Bucket/Blade

Between teeth of adapters
Wear plates

Rear blade
(Stabiliser)

Inspected

Cleaned

Method

Wear plates
Hollow section arms
Hollow section blade

Cleaning method: Mechanical (M), Compressed Air (CA), Vacuum (V), High Pressure Water (HPW), Low Pressure Water (LPW)

Inspected by:

Signature:
Signature:

Cleaned by:
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CLEANING/INSPECTION LIST FOR TRACK TYPE DOZERS
Date:

Site:

Vehicle:
Area
Engine

Drivers cab

Registration/ID:
Contamination point
Check radiator core and engine area
for residues.
Remove and check the air
filter/cleaner (these often require
destruction where they are clogged
with QRM).
Check carefully the void space
between the oil and radiator cores.
Battery Box - Lift/remove the battery
to check for contamination (battery
box may be at side/rear or under
seat).

Inspected

Cleaned

Method

Check externally under and around
driver’s cab.
Check under mats in cab.
Remove/lift seat; remove/lift floor pans
to allow checking to top of
transmission.
Check air conditioner filter (if fitted) –
shake/tap filter to check if clean
Check externally under and around
driver’s cab.
Check under mats in cab.

Body

Belly plates should be removed to
allow inspection and cleaning
Rear plates at back of dozer should be
removed to allow inspection and
cleaning.
Hydraulic cover plates should be
removed to allow inspection and
cleaning.

Tracks/track frame

Examine tracks carefully.
Ensure inspection/cover plates are
removed to allow inside track area.
Check idler wheels (these support the
tracks).

Fuel cells

Are removable therefore dirt etc can
pack between the tank and the frame.

Blade

Ensure that edge of blade top/bottom
is not split – this allows soil to be
packed very tightly in the hollow.
Check cutter points/wear blades.
Check carefully the pivot points and
adaptors at the rear of the front blade
– these allow the blade to change
height and angle. Sometimes soil has
compacted and is difficult to dislodge.
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Area

Contamination point
Check trunction arms
Check all hollow sections

Inspected

Ripper support
frame is usually
hollow

Check carefully if any contaminants
have entered this section. The tynes
may need to be removed.

Tynes

Tynes need careful inspection.
Contamination may often be removed
by water blasting, but tynes may need
to be removed in some cases.

Ripper points

A pin holds on the ripper points. Dirt
can compact under the ripper points.

All areas

Check if any sections or channels are
hollow and determine if there is a
possible entry point for contamination.
Check if plates are covering a
compartment or space that may have
collected dirt/trash.

Cleaned

Method

Cleaning method: Mechanical (M), Compressed Air (CA), Vacuum (V), High Pressure Water (HPW), Low Pressure Water (LPW)

Inspected by:

Signature:
Signature:

Cleaned by:
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CLEANING/INSPECTION LIST FOR WHEELED LOADERS & COMPACTORS
Date:

Site:

Vehicle:
Area
Engine and running
gear

Registration/ID:
Contamination point
Air cleaner and air filters

Inspected

Cleaned

Method

Air conditioner unit
Under and around removable fuel cells
Brake assemblies
Canopy/cabin

Hollow channels
Void space between cab and body
(bird’s nests have been found here)
Footwells
Carpets and mats
Seats

Body

Feet of adaptors on compactors
Hydraulic points
Articulation points of hydraulics
Counterweight void spaces
Between dual wheels

Bucket/Blades

Blade wear plates
Blade teeth and adaptors

Cleaning method: Mechanical (M), Compressed Air (CA), Vacuum (V), High Pressure Water (HPW), Low Pressure Water (LPW)

Inspected by:

Signature:
Signature:

Cleaned by:
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CLEANING/INSPECTION LIST FOR DUMP TRUCKS
Date:

Site:

Vehicle:
Area
Engine and running
gear

Registration/ID:
Contamination point
Air cleaner

Inspected

Cleaned

Method

Air conditioner unit
Cabin

Footwells
Carpets and mats
Behind and under seats
Tool boxes
Air vents

Body

Hollow channels in tray frame
Between dual wheels (where
applicable)

Cleaning method: Mechanical (M), Compressed Air (CA), Vacuum (V), High Pressure Water (HPW), Low Pressure Water (LPW)

Inspected by:

Signature:
Signature:

Cleaned by:
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Useful Resources and References
Hygiene Management
Allan, K., & Gartenstein, S. (2010). Keeping
it Clean – A Tasmanian field hygiene manual
to prevent the spread of freshwater pests and
pathogens. NRM South, Hobart
http://dpipwe.tas.gov.au/invasivespecies/weeds/weed-hygiene/keeping-itclean-a-tasmanian-field-hygiene-manual
Auld, B.A., & Medd, R.W. (1987). Weeds An Illustrated Botanical Guide to the Weeds
of Australia. Inkata Press, Melbourne.
Baldyga, N. (2006). Machinery Hygiene
Guidelines for Roadside Managers –
Minimising the Spread of Chilean Needle
Grass. Department of Primary Industries,
Victoria.
Civil Contractors Federation, State of
Victoria, Department of Primary
Industries, Department of Sustainability
and Environment, Vic Roads and the
Association of Land Development
Engineers, (2011). A Guide for Machinery
Hygiene for Civil Construction. Civil
Construction Federation.
http://www.civilcontractors.com/resourceguide-for-machinery-hygiene-for-civilconstruction-available-for-general-use
Department of Primary Industries, Water
and Environment, Forestry Tasmania and
Agricultural Contractors of Tasmania
(2004). Tasmanian Washdown Guidelines for
Weed and Disease Control: machinery,
vehicles and equipment, edition 1.
http://dpipwe.tas.gov.au/invasivespecies/weeds/weed-hygiene/washdownguidelines
DPIPWE (website). Didymo
http://dpipwe.tas.gov.au/biosecurity/aquatic
-pests-and-diseases/aquatic-biosecuritythreats/didymo-(rock-snot)

DPIPWE (website). Phytophthora
http://dpipwe.tas.gov.au/biosecurity/plantbiosecurity/pests-anddiseases/phytophthora
DPIPWE (website). Platypus fungal
disease
http://dpipwe.tas.gov.au/wildlifemanagement/animals-oftasmania/mammals/echidnas-andplatypus/platypus/platypus-fungal-disease
Laffan, J. and Honeywood, S. (2013).
Machinery hygiene: inspecting and cleaning
machinery to prevent the spread of weeds,
pests and diseases. NSW Department of
Primary Industries, Paterson. (Available
from the NSW DPI online bookstore).
McDonald, D (2009). Management of
Roadside and Corridor Vegetation Practical
guidelines for minimising the spread of weeds
(Cradle Coast Region). Cradle Coast
Natural Resource Management, Burnie.
Identifying Weeds
Alfasane, M. A., Khondker, M., Islam, M.S.,
Bhuiyan, A.H. (2010). Egeria Densa
Planchón (Hydrocharitaceae): A New
Angiospermic Record For Bangladesh.
Bangladesh J. Plant Taxon 17(2): 209-213.
Blood, K. (2001) Environmental Weeds: A
Field Guide for SE Australia. CH Jerram &
Assoc and CRC for Weed Management
Systems.
Connolly, A. Coastal Weeds of Tasmania A Guide to Coastal and Environmental Weeds
of Tasmania. Edited by Wind, A., Burns, D.,
Kinsey, M., Roberts, J. and Crane, A.
GRDC (2007) Weeds Ute Guide. Southern
edition. Version 2. The Grains Research
and Development Corporation.

DPIPWE (website). Chytrid frog
disease
http://dpipwe.tas.gov.au/biosecurity/animal
-biosecurity/animal-health/wildlife/frogdisease-chytrid-fungus
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Hyde-Wyatt, B.H. and Morris, D.I. (2011)
Tasmanian Weed Handbook (3rd Edition).
Department of Primary Industries, Parks,
Water and Environment, Hobart
Tasmania, available at:
http://dpipwe.tas.gov.au/invasivespecies/weeds/weed-publications-andresources/weed-links-and-resources
Parsons, W.T. and Cuthbertson, E.G.
(1992). Noxious Weeds of Australia. Inkata
Press, Melbourne.
Richardson, R.G. and F.J. (2011) Weeds of
the South East – an identification guide for
Australia. second edition. R.G. and F.J.
Richardson. Victoria.

Cradle Coast Regional Weeds Advisory
Group (2010) Cradle Coast Regional Weed Management Strategy, Cradle
Coast NRM, Burnie.
http://www.cradlecoastnrm.com/ourlibrar
y_docs.html
Websites

Mapping Weeds
Atlas of Living Australia:
http://www.ala.org.au/
Department of Primary Industries, Parks,
Water and Environment – Natural Values
Atlas (new users can register at site):
https://www.naturalvaluesatlas.tas.gov.au/
McNaught, I., Thackway, R., Brown, L. and
Parsons M. (2006). A field manual for
surveying and mapping nationally
significant weeds. Canberra, Bureau of
Rural Sciences.
http://www.weeds.org.au/docs/Weeds_Ma
nual_body.pdf
Strategies
Natural Resource Management Ministerial
Council (2006). Australian Weeds Strategy
– A national strategy for weed
management in Australia. Australian
Government Department of the
Environment and Water Resources,
Canberra ACT.
Cronin, S.J. (2004). Weed Management
Strategy - Northern Natural Resource
Management Region (updated 2012).
NRM North, Launceston.
http://www.nrmnorth.org.au/plans-andstrategies

Temple-Smith, R. (draft). Southern
Tasmanian Weed Strategy - Southern
Tasmania Natural Resource Management
Region 2011-2016:
http://www.nrmsouth.org.au/wpcontent/uploads/2014/10/southerntasmani
anweedss.pdf

Department of Primary Industries, Parks,
Water and Environment
Declared Weed Information – legislation,
weed identification and control options:
www.dpipwe.tas.gov.au/weeds
Department of Primary Industries, Parks,
Water and Environment
Plant Biosecurity Manual:
http://dpipwe.tas.gov.au/biosecurity/plantbiosecurity/plant-biosecurity-manual
Ministry for Primary Industries Information on didymo including cleaning
equipment:
www.biosecurity.govt.nz/pests/didymo
Tasmanian Legislation Online –
Weed Management Act and Regulations as
well as other relevant legislation.
http://www.thelaw.tas.gov.au
Weeds Australia
Home of the national weed strategy:
www.weeds.org.au
Weeds Australia
Weeds of National Significance Best
Practice Manuals.
http://www.weeds.org.au/WoNS/
Weeds Cooperative Research Centre
(CRC) guides and factsheets.
http://www.dpi.nsw.gov.au/agriculture/pest
s-weeds/weeds/publications/weeds-crcpubs
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Glossary
Control: involves actions to remove a weed
infestation or to contain it and prevent
spread to other areas.
Containment: preventing a weed or
disease from spreading to a new area,
perhaps with quarantine measures enforced
in order to prevent further spread.
Containment may be an adjunct to or an
approach used in an eradication campaign.
Declared weed: Plant species that is
declared under the Tasmanian Weed
Management Act 1999.
Developments or works: activities that
may result in disturbance to the land,
including major development projects,
subdivisions, road construction, quarries, and
infrastructure construction for irrigation,
dams, power, telecommunication and water
supply. These developments can occur on
either public or private land.
Disease: is the result of an infection by a
pathogen that adversely affects an organism.
Examples include dieback (Phytophthora
cinnamomi), fire blight on fruit (Erwinia
amylovora), chytridiomycosis or chytrid frog
disease (Batrachochytrium dendrobatidis),
myrtle rust (Puccinia psidii).
Environmental weed: Plant species that
have an adverse impact on the environment,
including native flora and fauna.
Eradication: the elimination of a weed
incursion species from an area. Eradication
requires that the seed bank is eliminated
and the species is no longer being
detectable.
Establishment: the weed incursion
species persists, for the foreseeable future,
within any area and where it is not feasible
(whether in terms of technical feasibility or
a cost: benefit analysis) to eradicate the
weed species.

Incursion: the detection of a species in a
place where it has not previously been found.
Infested area: declared under the Weed
Management Act 1999 to prevent the spread
of a weed into a new area. Includes powers
to control access and movement.
Invasive species: an exotic species that
establishes a wild population and spreads
beyond the place of introduction and
becomes abundant.
Native species: a species found within its
native range (in Australia this means that it
is indigenous to Australia).
Naturalised species: a species with a freeliving self-sustaining population outside its
native range.
Pathogen: a living microorganism such as
bacterium, virus or fungi that causes diseases
in plants and animals. Examples include
Phytophthora cinnamomi, Puccinia psidii (myrtle
rust), Erwinia amylovora (fire blight) and
Batrachochytrium dendrobatidis (chytrid frog
disease).
Propagule: spores, seeds, fruits or
vegetative parts capable of producing a new
plant.
Quarantine area: established under the
Plant Quarantine Act 1997 in order to prevent
the spread of a pest to new areas. Includes
powers to control access and movement.
Rehabilitation: actions that seek to quickly
repair damaged ecosystem function,
particularly productivity. Indigenous species
and ecosystem structure and function are the
targets for rehabilitation.
Weed: a plant (or plant like organism eg.
algae) that requires some form of action to
reduce its harmful effects on the
environment, economy, human health and/or
amenity.
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INTRODUCTION

Wildspot Consulting was commissioned by Low Head Wind Farm Pty Ltd to conduct eagle
utilisation surveys and eagle habitat surveys in an area known to be frequented by the
Tasmanian wedge-tailed eagle, Aquila audax fleayi and white-bellied sea-eagle, Haliaeetus
leucogaster. The brief included searching ideal habitat for nests within the wind farm
operating area and beyond to a distance of two kilometres.
The entire study area including the two kilometre buffer is approximately 2,344 hectares.
The proposed operating area of the wind farm site comprises two parts located more than
one kilometre each side of the known eagle nest. The off-site area was created by
extending a two kilometre buffer around the extremities of the proposed turbine layout.
The eagle utilisation surveys were conducted in four stages commencing December 2011,
with the final survey being July 2012. An eagle habitat and nest survey was conducted over
a period in November 2011. The total area surveyed for nests was approximately 555
hectares located predominantly in the buffer zone as very little breeding habitat occurs within
the proposed Low Head wind farm site, Low Head, Tasmania.
Site description
The proposed wind farm site is located approximately eight kilometres north east of
Georgetown and three kilometres west of the small coastal settlement of Beechford (Figure
1). Approximate land size for the proposed wind farm is 1100 hectares and comprises
several landholder titles owned by various entities. The site centre is located at GDA Easting
490895 and Northing 5457026.
Large areas of land have been developed for agricultural grazing. However, significant
remnants of heath land remain relatively intact throughout the centre of the proposed site.
Many ephemeral wetlands occur in this area. The eastern sector comprises a mix of open
low eucalypt woodland interspersed with heath land with riparian species found along
‘Curries Rivulet’. Most of this area has a mosaic of established agricultural pasture dispersed
through it. To the north of the centre is a parcel of crown land which extends towards ‘Five
Mile Bluff’.
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Low Head wind farm

Figure 1 Location of Low Head Wind Farm site
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1

METHODOLOGY
1.1

Eagle Utilisation Surveys

Prior to visiting the site a desktop GIS layout was undertaken to establish potential
observation point locations. The size of the area monitored by an individual observer is
based on previous experience in other areas in Tasmania. It was established three points
would cover the site adequately. The placement of observation points primarily considers
the proposed turbine layout. Where possible some of the observation points should be
located on the perimeter of the operating area. Possible observer points are loaded in a
GPS ready for ground testing. The first day of the initial survey was spent field evaluating
and fine tuning observation locations across the site. It is crucial to locate vantage points
which firstly allow good visibility of the proposed operating area and secondly beyond that
zone wherever possible.
Each of the three observation points is allocated an observation sector representing
approximately 607 hectares, referred to as data sheet areas. An observer at a given point
records all the flight activity in their data sheet area.
The three eagle utilisation points were named EU1, EU2 and EU3 respectively. The location
of these points would give an overview of eagle activity across the site.

Figure 2: Map showing observation points and data sheet areas.
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Observation points are described as follows:
EU1 – This point is the most westerly point of the three points, located near a survey trig
point on the western fringe of the operating area in open agricultural pasture. Excellent 360
degree visibility allows good coverage of this sector. The point was placed approximately
300 metres away from the coast line to ensure all white-bellied sea-eagle activity was
recorded in the vicinity of a turbine proposed for the nearby coast edge.
EU2 – This is the midpoint on site. Major alterations to the GIS predicted location of this
point were made when an active wedge-tailed eagle nest was found in the centre of this
sector. The only good vantage points to be found were to the north of the nesting eagles.
The point was established in excess of 500 m out of line of sight of the nest platform. The
nest was located on the side of the hill sloping away from the observation point. The “out of
line of sight” of the nest platform, placement of the point was a deliberate strategy to avoid
disturbing the breeding eagles. This should not be seen as a limitation to tracking movement
as the birds were unable to leave the nest location in any direction without being seen. This
point was very important in being able to track the movement of the breeding eagles to and
from the nest site. Its position had triangulation values in relation to the other two points on
site which helped significantly with accuracy of flight location mapping. The point is located
in sand dunes amongst coastal wattle Acacia sophorae vegetation. (Figure 2) Field of view is
excellent through east, south and west but slightly restricted for very low flights to the north.
However low flights can often be seen from the other two observation points where
observers are able to alert an observer at this point of any northern flights. Communication
between observers ensures better coverage of eagle movement.
EU3 – This point is the least effective point for visibility. It is placed on a small hummock; the
only place suitable in a flat low lying featureless plain scattered with remnant peppermint and
heath land vegetation. Field of view through north-west, north, east and south-east is
excellent but the remaining directional views are poor for low altitude flights. This weakness
however is alleviated by good visibility from the other two observation points. All flights
above 50 metres are visible through 360 degrees.

1.1

Flight path accuracy and limitations

The distance between observation points was between 2000 and 2300 metres the distance
necessary to give a higher degree of accuracy to fight paths. The layout of points and
distances between points on this site allowed most flights to be monitored by more than one
4
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observer at a time.When a bird is first spotted all observers try to pin point the location.
Typically the flight height and compass bearing will be conveyed over the two-way radios
from the person who first saw the bird to the other observers. If at this time other observers
have located the bird there would be discussion on where it is in relation to either, landmarks
visible to all, or which 30 ha segment and where in that segment it is. (Bidirectional and
triangulation) When a flight is over it is drawn from where it commenced on to the data sheet
area map which corresponds to the activity. If a flight is complex i.e. long duration, long
distance, further collaboration will occur during the drawing process.
An accuracy map (Figure 3) shows where the most accurate areas of the survey zone are
expected to be. When establishing the observation points, their ability to work as effective
locations to record a flight as a standalone observation i.e. flight seen by a single observer,
and the points positioning in relation to the other points for bidirectional and triangulation
ability are taken into consideration.

Figure 3: Accuracy gradient and examples of triangulation and bidirectional verification.

The accuracy gradient shown at Figure 3 demonstrates how the operating area has the
highest level of expected accuracy. Flights observed on the eastern side of the EU3 data
sheet area would have the lowest accuracy positioning. This is inevitable given the distance
from point EU3 and the weakness of bidirectional verification from EU2. However if a flight
commenced at the eastern edge of EU3 data sheet area and flew west it would become
progressively accurate as it entered the darker yellow zone (the operating area).
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In figure 3 the line labelled; A represents a zone where triangulation is particularly effective,
leading to expected higher accuracy. The line labelled; B represents a location where
bidirectional verification is effective.
From time to time a fourth observer would verify locations suggested by observers during a
flight. A fourth person would travel to the location where eagles were soaring in an effort to
verify a flight movement.

1.2

Monitoring

Based on experience with coastal and non coastal wind farm sites an observation period
between dawn and dusk was decided upon. This would ensure comprehensive coverage of
eagle activity. During the summer months when daylight hours extend from 05:00 to 21:30,
the day was divided into two shifts, with three people observer per shift.
Typically three observers would be on-site from 05:00 to 13:30 for the morning shift, and be
replaced by an additional three observers from 13:30 – 21:30 for the afternoon shift. During
the autumn and winter surveys when daylight hours are reduced, only three observers were
required and were on-site for the entire day. These are considered long observation periods
however with constant supportive communication between observers with radios and
phones, effective monitoring can be maintained.
When conducting eagle utilisation surveys, flight observations were recorded on a data
sheet (Appendix A) the data sheet has a series of columns and required fields to fill out on
one side. On the other side there is an aerial photograph of the land immediately around the
observation point. An observed flight is drawn on the map. The map is shown with 30
hectare (ha) hexagonal sectors. Each sector is displayed on the map as a hexagon with a
corresponding Identification (ID) number. As a bird flies across the landscape and enters a
sector that sector is given a height value as the flight is being drawn on the map. Eagles may
vary their flight height considerably during any given flight and this method breaks the flight
into relevant altitude values. (Appendix B).
Observers are required to carry binoculars at all times and use them to regularly scan the
entire site. It can sometimes be difficult to spot a bird which is > 2km away as it may be
camouflaged against vegetation or coloring in the sky, e.g. cloud etc.
A second map is provided showing 8 ha sectors for behavior such as displaying and conflict
(Appendix C). Each sector is displayed on the map as a hexagonal with a corresponding
Identification (ID) number. Conflict and displaying are significant behaviour types and must
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be recorded where possible. In some landscapes eagles will habitually perform display
flights or meet at boundaries of territories for conflict at the same location. This approach to
recording this behaviour will show over time any location on a landscape where these
activities repeatedly occur and allow for informed decisions on wind turbine placement.
Table 1 Recorded information on observation data sheet
Specific data
information

Method for entering data

Each flight is given an individual reference number e.g. A, B, C. There is
Ref

generally a maximum of three flights recorded on each data sheet. If the
first flights are particularly brief then additional flights can be added.

Species

Wedge-tailed eagle (WTE) and White-bellied sea-eagle (WBSE)
Recorded as A (adult) I (Immature) Juv (Juvenile) and U (Unknown) In

Age

most sightings of the birds (distant sightings) it will be difficult to age
them.

Time first

This is the time the bird first appeared to the observer on their sector.

observed
Each hexagonal on the back of the data sheet is 30 ha (approximately
Flight location

680m) from point to point. When the eagle is located on the map, it is

(30 ha sector ID)

drawn into the 30 ha sector and recorded using the corresponding ID
number.
The vertical distance of the bird above the ground at the point when it

Absolute Height

was first observed (at the location of the bird, not the height of the bird
above the observer).
If a bird is soaring or flying, it is recorded it in the cell corresponding with
the number for the 30ha sector. E.g. if the bird was flying in sector 50,

Behaviour
(30 ha)

then flying or (F), is recorded on the line which corresponds with that
particular flight.

Behaviour

Each hexagonal sector is approximately 350 m across. Observers only

location (8 ha

record in this space if the bird was displaying or there was conflict with

sector ID).

another bird. Otherwise if neither occurs, this is the only two spaces on
7
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the data sheet which can be left blank. Same procedure as for the 30ha
sector map, when the eagle is located on the map, it is drawn on the
map and recorded on the data sheet with the corresponding 8 ha ID
number.
Weather is recorded at three specific times during the day (09:00, 12:00,
and 15:00). Weather data is reported as temperature, wind speed and
Wind speed and
wind direction

direction, and evidence of precipitation. A designated person is
responsible for recording and reporting to observers via a two-way UHF
radio. Wind speed and direction are also recorded at the time of a
sighting.

Time last
observed
Prey or carcass
One of a pair

This is the time the bird was last observed.
A carcass or live/dead prey is attracting the bird.
An obvious pair travelling together.

If a bird lands or goes out of sight then the flight is ended. If however it takes off or returns
into view then a new flight is started. Determining the amount of time which the bird is out of
sight (or landed) depends on an observer’s judgement of whether it has actually flown away
from a data sheet area and appears to be continuing away from view. A bird will be observed
for some time once it has crossed into another observer’s data sheet area as it may cross
back into the area where it commenced the flight. Finish time for that particular flight is noted
and only written on the data sheet when an observer is satisfied the bird has gone. If a bird
crosses on to another data sheet area, it then becomes a new flight to be recorded by the
observer in that particular area. There is a small amount of overlap in the data sheet area
maps, meaning if a bird crosses briefly off a sheet and back again the flight can be drawn
successfully.

1.3


Specific flight behavior
Flying: includes a direct purposeful flapping when the bird is obviously moving into
strong wind such as travelling to the coast in a westerly wind. Flying may also include
a gliding flight action as seen sometimes.
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Soaring: Frequently seen when the birds are catching an updraught found at the
wind ward side of hills. Soaring is also used to slowly get from A to B and is quite
often seen when birds are circling very high using temperature variation thermals.
Turning away from the wind and travelling fast without wing beats would be
described as flying.



Displaying: Is usually performed as a territorial defence mechanism, nearly always
put on for an onlooker from a neighbouring breeding pair though sometimes directed
at a white-bellied sea-eagle. A display flight consists of a series of sharp incline
flights followed by a steep semi (closed wing) dive and usually in a location where
there is an updraught or at least a reasonable wind to afford quick lift before the
subsequent dive. This activity will quite often occur in the same geographical location
typically because of a favourable updraught or the proximity of the neighbouring
pair’s home range.



Conflict: When two birds fight, typically between a wedge-tailed eagle and a whitebellied sea eagle though also often between two wedge-tailed eagles were one is
seeing off an intruder. This can include grabbing of each other, rolling locked
together and fast chasing. Both displaying and conflict are seen as high risk
activities as the birds are not focused on the environment around them. It is believed
this lack of attention increases the risk of mortality around turbines.

Once a survey period is complete the flight information is loaded into GIS software for
analysis. The accuracy of loading this information is also helped by the 30 ha segments
found on the data sheet areas.

1.4

Wedge-tailed eagle and White-bellied sea-eagle nest surveys.

All suitable breeding habitat was checked for the presence of nests during November 2011 January 2012. Priority was given to working on the operating area of the proposed wind farm
and beyond into the required 2 km buffer zone. A desktop habitat identification process and
investigation into known eagle nests was undertaken. This included identifying obviously
shelter slopes with good quality forest. Any patches of high grade forest clearly visible in
aerial imagery. The Natural Values Atlas was also checked for records of the nearest
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wedge-tailed eagle and white-bellied sea-eagle nest. Once informed by GIS a methodical
search was undertaken of all areas for unknown or recently established nests.
An experienced team of either two or three personnel were assigned to walk in habitat which
had potential for nests. Personnel remained in contact with the use of UHF two way radio
communications and conducted each search in a side-by-side line system to ensure
accurate coverage and also safe work practices. A grid and routes were created using GIS
software of the entire search area and this information was uploaded to GPS units for each
searcher. Each day concluded with GPS track log being downloaded and checked for
accurate coverage against aerial photographs of the various search areas. If coverage of a
specific area was inadequate, personnel would repeat the search to ensure the missed area
was completed.
Once the operating area assessment was complete, the 2 km off-site buffer was assessed in
a similar manner. The total area comprised approximately 2,344 hectares.

2

RESULTS

This section is dedicated to general observations witnessed in the wind farm operating area
and beyond in the 2km buffer zone. The flight path data collected by Wildspot Consulting
have been provided to Symbolix for analysis.

2.1

Eagle Utilisation Surveys

On the 8th of November 2011 on our first visit to the site a wedge-tailed eagle nest was found
in the centre of the then proposed operating area. This influenced all activities from that point
forward. The operating area has now been modified to accommodate a one kilometre radius
buffer around the nest.
There is one pair of wedge-tailed eagles inhabiting the wind farm site, and an additional pair
of wedge-tailed eagles south of the site. The local birds regularly interact with the southern
pair approximately 1.5 km south of the wind farm operating area. There is a third (juvenile)
Wedge-tailed eagle, produced by the wind farm pair (fledged January 2012) which has been
observed on several occasions. It was last observed with the adults during additional bird
surveys conducted in February 2013. A total of three wedge-tailed eagles have been
observed at any given time on the site. No other individuals were recorded.
10
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Two White-bellied sea eagles (adult pair) were observed during eagle utilisation surveys
(2011 and 2012), and frequently travelled to the south east from the wind farm site. There
were two sightings of a white-bellied sea eagle carrying prey during the breeding season to a
location well south east of the site. Observations suggest there is likely to be an unofficial
breeding site near Curries river reservoir approximately 6.5 km away. There were also
immature white-bellied sea eagle observed both on the wind farm site and flying back and
forth from the same vicinity as the adult pair in the south east region. No more than one
white-bellied sea-eagle has been observed at one time on site and a minimum of three birds
are known to frequent the area.

2.2

Accuracy and Limitations

Flight Start Points
In Figure 4 the green dots represent the start points of all flights recorded in 4 surveys. This
includes both species of eagle. Any flight start points beyond the yellow graduated colouring
are considered to have a lower positioning accuracy than those within the yellow area.
However if the flights progressed into the yellow area then the position accuracy would
improve considerably.

Figure 4: Start locations of all flights in relation to position accuracy
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Flight End Points
In Figure 5 the blue dots represent the end points of all flights recorded in 4 surveys and
include both species of eagle. Any flight end points beyond the yellow graduated colouring
are considered to have a lower positioning accuracy than those within the yellow area. Any
flights that started in the yellow zone and ended outside of the yellow zone will have
declining accuracy as they progressed to the end.
High accuracy within the yellow area is important as this relates to the turbine operating
area. It should be noted poor accuracy beyond the yellow zone is not relevant to the
operating area of the wind farm or risk assessment.

Figure 5: End locations of all flights in relation to accuracy.

2.3

Bidirectional and Triangulation (Verification)

In order to achieve the highest possible horizontal position accuracy, observers must be in
full communication with each other. The diagram at figure 6 gives an indicative example of
how bidirectional and triangulation verification can help increase the position accuracy of a
sighting. The diagram relates to flights recorded at EU3 (Purple observation lines) and
mostly verified by an observer at EU2 (green sight lines). Note this is a computer generated
diagram and not all of the flights shown would have been verified from EU2. There would
have been a few short flights that only the EU3 observer witnessed or possible flight start
points well east of the EU3 observation point that were impossible for other observers to
verify. Note flights may become verifiable as they progress into the yellow zone which would
12
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inevitably increase position accuracy. Verification may come and go during a flight as a bird
moves behind visual barriers e.g. patches of trees, hills or poor light related to weather
conditions.
Verification in relation to flight height
The strength of verification decreases outside the yellow zone but also decreases with very
high flights. The horizontal position accuracy of flights from 400 metres upward would
decline rapidly as it becomes more difficult to pin point birds in relation to topographical
landmarks. This decline in accuracy at great height has a similar relevance to sightings
beyond the yellow zone. The declining amount of horizontal position accuracy would depend
on how far the bird is away from an observation point. Directly over head would be
considered totally accurate, with a much sharper rate of decline in accuracy, than for an
average height flight as the bird moved off the yellow zone.

Figure 6 Example of bidirectional and triangulation verification of flight start locations in data
sheet area EU3

On two occasions during surveys whilst birds were soaring over the north coast updraught, a
fourth observer approached the area to verify what observers were recording. Position
accuracy was within 0 to 80 metres. This can be attributed to all three observers being able
to cross reference the position of the birds. The flight heights were very accurate at 50
metre altitude but when birds went really low, which they frequently did at this location,
observers tended to estimate them as being higher than they were. Birds were sometimes
as low as 10 metres off the ground soaring quite happily into the updraught. From where
observers were watching the bird would be momentarily in and out of vision as they passed
13
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by vegetation. The observers thought the vegetation was much higher than it was and
estimated height ranges around 20-30 metres when in fact the birds were closer 10 metres
or less.

2.4

Survey effort

Table 2 Eagle utilisation survey
Survey Effort
2011

5th – 9th December

2012

6th – 10th February
7th – 11th May
16th – 20th July

2.5

Period of surveys

Table 3 and Table 4 provide an overview of number of individual flights recorded for each
survey period. If two birds were observed at the same time, this is counted as two individual
flights
Table 3 Frequency of Wedge-tailed eagle observations
Wedge-tailed eagle

Total flights (flying and/or
soaring)

5th – 9th

2011

Number of flights which
included displaying (D) or
conflict (C)

76

2 (C)1 (D)

37

0

December
6th – 10th
February
2012

7th – 11th

May

9

0

16th – 20th

July

53

8 (D)

175

1. Conflict was observed between a Wedge-tailed eagle and White-bellied sea eagle on the
8th December 2011
14
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Table 4 Frequency of White-bellied sea eagle observations
White-bellied sea eagle

Total flights (flying or
soaring)

5th – 9th

2011

Number of flights which
included displaying (D) or
conflict (C)

8

1 (C)

7

0

December
6th – 10th
February
2012

7th – 11th

May

12

0

16th – 20th

July

19

0

46

2.6

Eagle sightings per observation point for all survey periods

Observation point

Wedge-tailed eagle

White-bellied sea eagle

EU1

12

30

EU2

107

5

EU3

56

11

The species occurrence and number of flights for each point are very much what would be
expected from the individual points. EU1 located in the far western side of the site with
ocean views and no forest recorded the greatest number of sea-eagle flights and the lowest
number of wedge-tailed eagle flights. EU2 (520 metres) north of an active wedge-tailed
eagle nest recorded the most wedge-tailed flights. And the least number of sea-eagle flights.
EU3 recorded more wedge-tailed eagle flights than sea-eagles. The 607 hectare
represented by EU3 provides a good foraging area for wedge-tailed eagles and the activity
levels displayed are consistent with normal behaviour. Agricultural practices may cause high
fluctuations of activity from time to time. The sea-eagle records at this point represent a flight
path from a suspected nest site to the south east and the ocean to the north.
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2.7

Flight paths for the four seasonal surveys

Figure 7 – 10 show the individual flights observed for each survey period. Red lines
represent Wedge-tailed eagle flights and blue lines represent White-bellied sea eagle flights.
The data sheet layout is also displayed in each figure i.e. EU1 (left) EU2 (centre) and EU3
(right). All flights are overlaid the expected accuracy gradient shown in yellow.

Figure 7 Flight paths observed December 2011

Figure 8 Flight paths observed February 2012
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Figure 9 Flight paths observed May 2012

Figure 10 Flight paths observed July 2012
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2.8

Interpretation of Utilisation Maps

The utilisation maps below were prepared by Symbolix Pty Ltd. These represent activity
levels per hectare. The contours and colour gradient to green represent areas of higher
activity. (Records per hectare)
The utilisation map shown in Figure 11 is the flight activity that occurred in the December
2011 survey. The areas of higher activity in the centre of the image relate to expected
activity around the known wedge-tailed eagle nest. The higher use location in the south east
was found to be an area where culled wallabies had been dumped. The eagles were
naturally attracted to this location. The active area in the north east is the location of a
favourable updraught where the eagles will spend many hours soaring in north to north
westerly winds.

Figure 11: Utilisation map for flights occurring during December 2011
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The utilisation map shown in Figure 12 is the flight activity that occurred in the February
2012 survey. The highest activity occurred around the known nest area. The sightings at this
time and subsequent surveys represent 3 birds instead of the two found in December. At this
time the fledgling wedge-tailed eagle is exploring the local area near the nest.

Figure 12: Utilisation map for flights occurring during February 2012
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The utilisation map shown in Figure 13 is the flight activity that occurred in the May 2012
survey. In May the highest activity is found along the western shore. All flights recorded in
this location were of white-bellied sea-eagle flying along the coast line. This is normal activity
outside of the breeding season when both adults and in particular immature and juvenile
birds will search the coast line repeatedly for food in the short daylight hours. These
transient birds would not necessarily be from the local area.

Figure 13: Utilisation map for flights occurring during May 2012
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The utilisation map shown at Figure 14 is the flight activity that occurred for the survey
undertaken in July 2012. The higher activity level seen in the north north-east part of the site
is the location of favourable updraughts along the cliff edge. This is likely to be used
whenever the winds are favourable. No flight behaviour associated with updraughts was
noted from any other location on site.

Figure 14: Utilisation map for flights occurring during July 2012
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2.9

Summary of flight activity

The utilisation map shown at Figure 15 represents combined flights from all four surveys.
This clearly demonstrates the expected high activity levels found around the nest area and
the frequently visited location to the north, north east where the favourable updraughts occur
along the cliff edges.
The activity shown along the western shore of the site is entirely related to sea-eagle traffic
up and down the coast line.

Figure 15: Utilisation map, four surveys all flights
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2.10 Nest surveys
On the first visit to site (8th November 2011) whilst ground checking GIS observation points
for both Eagle utilisation surveys and General bird utilisation survey, a wedge-tailed eagle
nest was discovered in the centre of the proposed operating area of the wind farm at
(490232-5457135). The nest is located in a 1 hectare island of scrubby eucalypts in a large
windswept heath land landscape. The site is of very poor quality in comparison to where the
greater population of wedge-tailed eagle nests is normally found. This nest is approximately
seven metres high and is sheltered from the North West through to north east by a short
steep incline and low scrubby vegetation. From the south east through to south west the
nest is completely exposed to the elements as the nest tree is on the extreme southern edge
of the patch. When discovered, the nest contained a clearly visible young chick which
fledged successfully in January 2012. In the 2012/2013 breeding season there was no sign
of a breeding attempt at the nest however the adult birds were still often seen in the area
with the previous seasons juvenile. This site though not considered ideal is obviously
adequate for birds to breed successfully and thus highlights the importance of carrying out
thorough field searches as opposed to desktop modelling searches prior to any disturbance
activities.
Having discovered the nest described above and combined with observations of flight
activity within the wind farm operating area a search was undertaken in any habitat similar or
better than where the nest was discovered. All indicators pointed to there being only one
active nest within the operating area and beyond in the 2km buffer zone. As we knew where
the active nest was we concentrated on finding any additional nests that may belong to the
known pair. Additionally, white-bellied sea-eagle nests were included in the search however
no indicators suggested we would find an active nest.
All potential nesting habitat was searched on foot by two people following GIS grid lines
loaded to GPS units. During this process habitat types were mapped and categorised (figure
16)
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Figure 16: Breeding habitat and search area

Figure 16: Dark green shaded zone represents secondary grade habitat. The dark creamy
shaded area is classed as degraded habitat and also represents the total searched area.
The outer dark red line represents the 2 km buffer zone. Red circles show the 500 and
1000m buffer zone surrounding the nest.

Based on our breeding habitat survey methods used on this site and others we divided the
area into three categories.


Optimum nest habitat
This was defined as forest that contained multiple trees of adequate size and type to
support an eagle nest of either wedge-tailed eagle or white-bellied sea-eagle. The
topography comprised mostly east-facing slope, or an alternative shelter of dense
forest was present to protect a nest from the local prevailing wind. The area was also
unlikely to be disturbed by human activity.



Secondary nest habitat
This was defined as forest that contained several trees of adequate size and type to
support an eagle nest of either wedge-tailed eagle or white-bellied sea-eagle. The
topography may slope in any direction or indeed be flat but there is some shelter
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provided by stands of older trees. The area may occasionally be disturbed by farming
or other activity.


Degraded nest Habitat
This is the balance of the survey area which is made up of open exposed heath land
interspersed with some denser white gum Eucalyptus viminalis and black
peppermint, Eucalyptus Amygdalina patches, possibly forming part of an enclosed
agricultural paddock or degraded partially timber harvested area and inevitably
exposed to some disturbance from farming or harvesting, hunting or firewood cutting.

No optimum habitat was identified either inside the operating area or in the buffer zone.
Of the total 555 hectares searched, 50 hectares was categorised as secondary habitat. The
nest located in the centre of the site is also situated in secondary grade habitat. Being very
exposed to the elements and highly prone to disturbance from farming activity the nest is
unlikely to be successful long term, under current management practices.
The balance of 505 hectares of the total area searched was classed as degraded and
appears to be deteriorating over time by either livestock use or by broad scale clearing for
agricultural purposes.

2.11 Eagle breeding stability

The potential for future nest building within the wind farm operating area is very low for both
wedge-tailed eagle and white-bellied sea-eagle. The areas that may have remote potential
are shown as secondary habitat in Figure 17. It should be noted, none of these areas are
fenced or protected in any form and land clearing, drainage and expanding of livestock
activity continues. Under current management practices many patches of secondary habitat
will be downgraded to degraded classification in the near future.
When checking for white-bellied sea-eagle nests the cliffs along the north coast were also
checked as there are some sheltered locations which have some potential. Nothing was
found and there are no historical records of sea-eagles breeding in the area.
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2.12 Nearest known wedge-tailed eagle breeding

There are three officially recognised neighbouring wedge-tailed eagle territories the nearest
being approximately 6.5 km south of the site (RND Nest # 781). The second closest nest is
approximately 10 km east north east (RND Nest # 770). The next closest 10.5 km comprises
a group of nests within a territory i.e. belongs to the same pair (RND# 753, 1603 and 606).

2.13 Nearest known white-bellied sea-eagle breeding

The nearest known white-bellied sea-eagle nest (RND Nest# 97) is approximately 10.7 km
south of the proposed wind farm. Based on our observations there is strong evidence to
suggest an unofficial nest may exist around the Curries River Reservoir approximately 6.5
km to the south east of the wind farm.

Figure 17: Nearest known nests and estimated territory boundaries
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2.14 Estimate of territorial boundaries and interactions

The eagles that nest on the site have been observed on many occasions interacting with the
birds from the south. The territorial boundary appears to be approximately 1.5 km south of
the site. In this area display flights and defensive aggressive behaviour occurs (Red arrows
shown in Figure 17).
The territory map gives an estimate of the boundaries based on observations from four eagle
utilisation surveys and four general bird utilisation surveys where eagle sightings are also
recorded. A total survey effort of 40 days spread across four seasons. The site eagles were
not observed interacting with either of the two other neighbouring pairs therefore no estimate
of territorial boundaries was possible. This is consistent with normal behaviour when nest
sites are a long way apart, the need to defend a patch is significantly reduced.
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3

CONCLUSION

Flight activity appears to be concentrated on features of importance to the local breeding
birds and can be summarised as follows


High activity around the nest site. Both above and around with a decreasing gradient
of activity down to the east and west for approximately 1 km. The nest site locale is
likely to be used as a roost site regardless of breeding status. Flight traffic to and
from the area appears to be mostly based around territorial duties to the south and
soaring activity to the north along the cliff updraught in favourable winds.



Sea-eagle activity is rare on site however fairly common along the western coastline.
It is likely there would be sea-eagle activity below cliff level on the northern part of the
site consistent with normal sea-eagle behaviour but beyond the observation scope of
our surveys.



Hunting and the disposal of carcasses can greatly increase flight activity in the area.
Appropriate measures should be taken to avoid carcasses being left in the proposed
operating area.

Evidence from other sites suggests that a stable breeding population of eagles forms
consistently stable territorial patterns of movement. This is evident on this site suggesting
protection of the current nest area would be an approach that may encourage long term
stability. Stability deters other breeding pairs of both wedge-tailed eagle and white-bellied
sea-eagle.
Breeding habitat is limited to less than 10 hectares of secondary grade within the operating
area, this offers few options for alternative nest sites should the current nest be lost or
territorial stability changes in the area.
The total number of eagles of either species using the site is low. The maximum number of
wedge-tailed eagles recorded was three comprising two adults and one juvenile.
The number of sea-eagles observed during the study was less clear. There were two adults
and an immature bird observed however it is unclear if all observers saw the same immature
bird each time as it’s likely that several immature birds would use the coast line and
identification of individual birds is extremely difficult.
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During these surveys one updraught location was identified which was often frequented
when wind conditions were suitable. Winds from North West, north through to north east
appear to be favoured. No other updraught locations were identified.
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APPENDIX A: Observer data sheet
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APPENDIX B EU2 30 ha sector map and nest location(rear of data sheet)
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APPENDIX C EU2 8 ha sector map and nest location
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4

ADDENDUM TO WEDGE-TAILED EAGLE BREEDING ACTIVITY MAY 2017

The wedge-tailed eagle nest located at GDA coordinates (490232-5457135) is checked
annually as part of an agreement to monitor eagle breeding activity at the proposed Low
Head wind farm. The nest was checked in mid December 2016. There was no sign of
breeding activity or nest refurbishment and it was quite clear, there had been no attempt to
breed in the 2016 season. This is much the same as seen in the previous season with the
nest now starting to look very neglected. The presence of a small amount of whitewash
below the nest tree and some other trees in the vicinity suggest eagles still visit from time to
time or potentially roost in the area.

4.1

Additional nest surveys

A pair of adult wedge-tailed eagles accompanied by a juvenile have been observed utilising
the area surrounding the known nest site. The known nest site has not been used since
2012. The evidence of breeding success by the local pair of wedge-tailed eagles clearly
suggests a new nest site is present somewhere in their territory.
A nest search was conducted over a two day period in April 2017. The search commenced
at the known nest site and radiated out to one kilometre radius of the current turbine layout.
No optimum grade nesting habitat exists on the site. All potential secondary grade nesting
habitat identified during 2013 habitat mapping survey was checked. It should be noted, the
breeding habitat has further degraded since the initial nest searches were conducted in
2013. The further degrading of the existing breeding habitat, classed as Secondary and
Degraded in the 2013 surveys, equates to even fewer potential nesting locations at the time
of the 2017 search. No new nests were found.
During the two day site visit, adult birds were seen on several occasions and were noted
flying and displaying much further south of the wind farm site than had been observed during
the eagle utilisation flight path surveys conducted in 2011-12. This may signify an increase
in territory range to the south. There are large areas of higher quality nesting habitat
available in the area south of the wind farm site. This may account for the lack of active
nests on the wind farm site where the nest habitat is so poor but the foraging is high.
Note: Neither Simon Plowright or Wildspot Consulting Pty Ltd except any responsibility or liability for any eagle nest which may
become apparent beyond May 2017 or be identified to have been established prior to the search date. All searches are
conducted to the best of our ability and based on extensive knowledge of both eagle species within Tasmania. However either
species of eagle may at times nest in an unusual location and as such all parties should be aware of the potential for this
occurring and accept the ramifications of such an event.
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Summary
This report outlines details of an analysis of Wedge-tailed Eagle (WTE) and White-bellied Sea
eagle (WBSE) flight activity observed onsite at the proposed Low Head Wind Farm. WTE are
a listed species at both the state and Commonwealth level and WBSE are listed at the State
level.
In general, the number of WBSE flights is small, and so is subsumed into the greater
population of “eagle” activity. Any species-specific patterns will be noted as appropriate.
This report finalises the interim findings provided in our letter of the 5th June 2012. The
analysed flight track data was collected by Wildspot Consulting staff over 25 days in
December 2011, February, May and July 2012 and September/October 2013. Data was
collected from 3 survey locations.
This report provides an overview of the data used for analysis, and an assessment of eagle
flight activity. The aim of this work is to provide quantitative flight activity analysis that can
be considered as part of an ecological risk assessment.
To do this, we provide the following:
•

A summary of the raw data provided for analysis.

•

A distance-corrected flight activity rate, measured in sightings per hectare per hour. The
flight activity rate is distance corrected (Buckland et al. 2008) to adjust for the
decreasing detectability of flights as distance from the observer increases. This measure
does not take into account spatial variation in activity but provides a measure of
average activity over the whole study area.

•

A utilisation probability map of the site. This measure responds to the question “if a
flight exists, where is it likely to be?” This complements the previous measure by
providing information on the spatial variation, but not on the likelihood of a flight in the
first place. Together these measures may be incorporated into a qualitative or
quantitative assessment of the overall collision risk as required.

1.1 Summary of results
The analysis is based on 943 person hours of observation during 105 separate observation
sessions, across six months (three seasons) of the year. A total of 269 flight paths were
recorded. 34 sessions (32.38%) did not record any flight activity.
The key findings regarding activity rates are:
•

The average effective detection distance (EDR) is over 900m for all sites, which
suggests that the combination of site visibility and radio-contact between observers
allows the majority of flights to be recorded. Observing site EU1 has the lowest
detectability with an EDR of 959m. Although the lowest on site, this value is
considered high and suggests excellent detectability.

•

The western portion of the site (observed from EU1) has slightly less flight paths
activity than anywhere else in the study area, but when the slightly smaller
detectability is accounted for, the activity is not significantly higher in any region.
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•

The overall, distance corrected activity onsite is between 4.59 x 10-4 to 1.07 x 10-3
flights/ha/hour (95% confidence). Over the entire study site, the confidence range
was narrower, from 3.35 x 10-4 to 5.73 x 10-4 flights/ha/hour.

The detailed, local spatial variation in activity patterns was investigated using utilisation maps
(Section 4). This demonstrated that:
•

Activity in December 2011 and February 2012 was dominated by the central zone,
while May and July 2012 and September/October 2013 had activity peaks around the
coastal areas in the north and north-west. Most of the activity in the north-west was
attributable to WBSE, whereas the rest of the site was dominated by WTE.

•

There is (relatively) less activity in the western portion of the site (though this is not
statistically significant).

•

The central and eastern portions have a fairly flat utilisation, with key areas of
activity. One of these was centred on the nest in the centre of the study area. A
recent survey by Wildspot Consulting found that this nest is not currently being used
(though we note that there will be no updated data on nest locations until a formal
nest survey can be undertaken in mid 2016).
A second activity centre is found around the northern coast. The area adjacent to the
road in the south-east also showed slightly elevated activity, particularly in December
2012 and September/October 2013.
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2 Data summary
2.1 Observation locations
The eagle specific observations were performed in three areas: a western block, and central
and eastern block. This leads to a natural stratification of the data, in that we expect the
central region to have higher activity due to an identified nest in the vicinity. This area can be
considered an “off-site” stratum, as development has been excluded here.
The other two observation points are capable of holding development and are grouped
together as “on-site.” This stratum can be further separated into the individual observation
points, based upon the observation that the western region (EU1) is more open pasture,
where as the eastern (EU3) is more of a mosaic, potentially leading to different activity.

2.2 Data summary
The data provided from Wildspot Consulting contained flight track data from three locations
(EU1, EU2, EU3). Data was collected from all three locations on five days during each month.
In December and February survey sessions were half days, moving to full days from May
2012. The surveys are summarised in Table 1 and details, including start and end times, are
provided in Appendix A.
In total there were 105 individual observing sessions (one session is defined as one day at
one location). Of these, 34 sessions (32.38%) did not record any flights. EU2 recorded the
most flights in each month except May and Sept/Oct. This aligns with feedback from the
observing team that the eagles showed a general lack of interest in the nest area in later
surveys, especially this spring (S. Plowright, pers. comms.). In addition a recent survey
(Spring 2015) that the nest is not currently being used (though this will be formally updated
when additional nest surveys are able to be done in mid 2016).
May also recorded the lowest number of overall flights. Determining the actual flight activity
rates requires distance correction and is dealt with in Section 3.3.
December

February

May

July

Sept/Oct

Start date

5/12/2011

06/02/2012

07/05/2012

16/07/2012

28/09/2013

End date

9/12/2011

10/02/2012

11/05/2012

20/07/2012

02/10/2013

Total number of field
hours

220

221

161

152

187

Number of flights recorded:
EU1

10

7

10

15

7

EU2

50

25

4

33

18

EU3

24

12

7

24

23

Table 1: Summary of surveys and number of flights recorded.
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2.3 Distribution of flight heights
The distribution of the flight height (recorded when flight is first seen) is indicated below in
Figure 1. In total, 67% of flights are less than 170m (the assumed blade tip height for the
model turbines).
Decile

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

70%

80%

90%

Max

Height [m]

15

30

40

50

75

100

200

300

400

1000

Figure 1: Distribution of observed (estimated) flight heights. The table shows the height
for each decile of the distribution and the figure shows the number of flights recorded in
each height range.

The distribution of flight height under different locations, seasons and wind conditions is
summarised in Figure 2. The box-whisker plots represent the full spread of the distribution.
The “box” contains 50% of all data values1. The horizontal line in the middle represents the
median of the distribution. If the median line is not in the middle of the box, it indicates that
the distribution is skewed. Points beyond the ‘whiskers’ are considered outliers.
Figure 2 indicates that a range of flight heights were observed across the site and year.
December flights were generally higher than other months, with 50% of flights above 200m.
EU1 had slightly lower flights than the other observing points.

1

technically the box denotes Tukey’s upper and lower hinge
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Flight heights observed from EU1 were significantly lower than from the other two locations
(EU1 median height = 40m; EU2 = 100m; EU3 = 80m). We note that EU1 also had lower
encounter rate (section 3.2) and the flights at this location were dominated by White-bellied
Sea Eagles (rather than Wedge-tailed Eagles).
No strong patterns emerge when we consider flight heights in different wind directions
(Figure 2) though the median flight height is slightly higher in North winds.
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Figure 2: Distribution of observed flight heights by observer location (top), survey month
(middle) and wind direction.
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2.4 Eagle behaviours
The provided data included information on eagle behaviours during flight. The flights were
charted using 30ha hexagons overlayed on an aerial map. For each 30ha area, the flight
behaviour was coded as flying, soaring, or a combination of the two. Displaying and conflict
behaviour was also mapped using 8ha hexagonal segments. These behaviours are expected
to occur much less frequently.
Although we cannot directly account for the exact amount of time spent in each type of flight,
we can summarise the proportion of flight segments spent in each behaviour type (Table 2).
Flights were only observed during a small proportion of the time spent in the field (55 hours
out of the total observing time of 943 hours). Of these flights, the soaring flight type was
most common. The survey duration was long enough to witness both conflict and displaying
but these behaviours were very rare (as expected). Due to the small number of conflict and
displaying flights, it is not informative to break the behaviour data into seasons or locations.

Total observed flight
duration (hours):

Total observed
duration without
flights (hours):

55

888

Summary:
% of observed 30ha flight segments with Flying:

25%

Soaring:

55%

Both Flying and Soaring:

20%

% of observed 8ha flight segments with Conflict:

1% (during 2 flights)

Displaying:

2% (during 10 flights)

Table 2: Breakdown of flight by behaviour and summary of total flight time observed.
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3 Effective distance and activity
rate
To provide a robust estimate of the rate of flight activity onsite, one must adequately account
for the possibility that an observer will be more likely to detect a flight that is overhead, than
one that is a large distance away. This was done using standard distance correction
techniques (Buckland et al. 2008). It requires GIS analysis, and so is only performed on flight
tracks with full GIS associated data.

3.1 Effective detection range
The effective detection range provides a measure of the detectability in the study area.
Larger EDRs suggest that detection is good at large distances, and the activity rate requires a
smaller correction for undetected flights.
The combination of good visibility and radio-communication between observers (S. Plowright,
pers. comm.) meant flights could be detected at large distances at this site. Figure 3 shows
the distribution of distance at first detection, which shows that flights could readily be
detected at over a kilometre from the observer.
This means that the detectability correction factor (i.e. the amount of undetected activity) is
quite low for this site.

Figure 3: Distance [m] at Point of Detection for all records
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Table 3 and Table 5 classify the site into different, hierarchical areas. The entire study area is
classified as the “global” area. This is subdivided into the regions marked for potential
development (“onsite”) and “offsite”. The offsite area includes the EU2 observation point,
and has been excluded from development due to a potential nest. The onsite area is further
subdivided into the individual observation points, based upon the observation that the
western region (EU1) is more open pasture, where as the eastern (EU3) is more of a mosaic,
potentially leading to different activity.
When all observations are combined, EU1 has lower EDR than the other two observing
locations (Table 3). This has dropped since previous interim results (the EDR using data
from Dec-May was 1998.3m and from Dec – July was 1283m). This has the consequence
that the overall corrected activity rate at this location is increased, due to the assumption of
more unobserved flights.
The effective detection range (EDR) for this site is between 950 – 1800m which is still
considered large.

Table 3: Effective detection range (and coefficient of variation) from each observation
location, and overall.

Stratification

EDR
(m)

EDR
%CV

1428.4

6.85

├ Offsite ───

1744.0

4.57

└ Onsite

994.2

10.87

├ EU1

959.6

17.58

└ EU3

1131.4

11.01

Global

3.2 Encounter Rates
The encounter rates shown in Table 4 do not account for the effective detection range above.
In the following section we incorporate both the encounter rate and EDR. The point of
showing the uncorrected values here is to highlight the detectability correction from the lower
EDR at EU1 and EU3 (relative to EU2).
Note in Figure 4 how the encounter rates are clearly distinct for each location, with EU2
significantly higher than EU1 and somewhat higher than EU3. However, the visibility (EDR)
at EU2 is also relatively higher, which must be taken into account in determining the
corrected activity rate for the site.
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Table 4: Encounter Rates (non-distance corrected) for the site

Site

Flights

Surveys

Time [hrs]

Encounter Rate

All

269

105

943

0.285

EU1

49

35

313

0.157

EU2

130

35

315

0.413

EU3

90

35

315

0.285

Figure 4: Uncorrected Encounter Rates for each site2

2

As above, the box-whisker plots represent the full spread of the distribution. The “box” contains 50%
of all data values. The horizontal line in the middle represents the median of the distribution. The
‘notches’ represent the confidence interval on the median. If the notches on two boxplots do not
overlap, there is strong evidence that the medians are significantly different (Chambers, et al 1983).
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3.3 Activity rates (distance corrected)
Table 5 shows the distance corrected activity rate (density), coefficient of variation, and the
95% confidence interval for the activity estimate. This assumes a flat, homogeneous
distribution of activity within the stratum being reported on.
At the smallest level of stratification, we can compare the western (EU1) and eastern (EU3)
parts of the development site. Earlier, interim results showed the nest location (EU2) as
significantly more active than the onsite locations. However, more data has captured
variability in activity across the year and changing eagle behaviours (i.e. times when activity
has been less centred on the nest area).
Importantly, the additional data has also captured variation in the effective detection range
across locations and seasons.
On uncorrected values, the encounter rate around EU2 remains higher than the onsite
location. This is mainly due to the shorter detection distance. However the physical variability
translates into a larger activity density range for each site, and a flatter activity rate across
EU1, EU2 and EU3. Statistically, these three areas are not demonstrably different (as
evidenced by the overlapping activity density range). This is summarised in Table 5.

Table 5: Distance corrected activity rates, for different site stratifications. The activity
density range is the 95% confidence interval for the activity.
Stratification

Activity density
(flights/ ha/hr)

%CV

Activity density Range
(flights/ha/hr)

4.38e-4

13.71

(3.35E-04, 5.73E-04)

4.21e-4

9.14

(3.52E-04, 5.05E-04)

7.02e-4

21.75

(4.59E-04, 1.07E-03)

├ EU1

5.20e-4

35.15

(2.61E-04, 1.03E-03)

└ EU3

7.09e-4

22.06

(4.60E-04, 1.09E-03)

Global
├ Offsite

───

└ Onsite
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4 Spatial utilisation patterns
The flight tracks are mapped and supplied by Wildspot as sets of GIS Flight waypoints. WTG
placements have been extracted from Google Earth and should be accurate to within a few
metres.
The following pages outline the utilisation patterns for each month of survey, and overall.
These show the actual digitised flight tracks as recorded into the database. Note that they do
not indicate the relative amount of time taken to collect the data.

4.1 Raw flight data
Figure 5 (by species) and Figure 6 (by survey round) plot the raw flight path data that was
used as input in to the utilisation maps in the next section. Some of the patterns (e.g. the
higher flight density around the central zone in December and February) are reasonably clear
in the raw data, but quantifying the spatial variation requires the flight tracks to be converted
to a probability map.
The raw data also highlights the low overall May activity.

Figure 5: Raw flight track information by species, used as to generate the utilisation maps.
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Figure 6: Raw flight track information for each month, used to generate the utilisation
maps.
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4.2 Mapping utilisation - methods
To understand the relative spatial patterns in flight density we need to transform the
individual flight tracks into a smoothed probability map for the whole area. The flight points
are “smoothed” using a kernel function (Figure 7). For an introduction to kernel methods in
ecology see Worton (1989) or Fulk & Quinn (1996) for more detailed mathematics. The
resulting maps are a visualisation of the likelihood that a flight will be seen at a particular
location, relative to the other locations. That is, it answers the question: “if a flight exists in
this area,
where
is at
it likely
to be?”
Eagle
collision
risk
Musselroe
Wind Farm

Figure
Thecontributions
contributionsfrom
fromindividual
individualpoints
points(triangles)
Figure 3:
7: Schematic of kernel methods. The
(triangles)
are
smoothed
using
a
kernel.
The
overall
density
is
the
combination
of multiple
are smoothed using a kernel. The overall density is the combination of all the kernels
at a
kernels at a given point.
given point.

The relative activity is presented as a colour gradient, with green having the highest relative

2.3
Comparing risk profiles for different layouts
likelihood, through orange to light pink. Grey areas recorded no flight activity nearby.

Once we have the flight density maps and the turbine locations, we can simply extract the
Over the colour map we have laid a contour map. The contour labels are in flight metres per
probability from the utilisation map at each turbine location. We can then rank turbines
hectare. This enables “direct” transitory flights in a region to be correctly compared to
according to their relative risk under the assumption that higher utilisation poses higher risk
complex, highly circuitous flights. The latter flight type represents a much greater time in the
of disturbance and collision (see technical note A.3).
air, and a much greater amount of activity within a given spatial area. Zones therefore with
To
different layouts
we require
utilisation
measure.
This with
is simply
thiscompare
sort of behaviour,
will correctly
showaabaseline
higher rate
of activity
than those
directthe
integral
of utilisation
overnumber
all turbine
locations
in themay
2004
In this way, we can
flights, even
though the
of physical
flights
belayout.
identical.
compare individual turbines in terms of the proportion of utilisation they contribute. We can
The red dots represent the latest proposed WTG positions (as at November 2015).
also compare the 2011 layout as an increase/decrease over the 2004 baseline.
Usually this would be done to directly inform turbine micrositing and then to gauge the
predicted risk reduction through different layouts. In this case we are simply comparing two
4.3 Detailed Monthly Activity
layouts to determine if the 2011 layout is expected to increase or decrease risk.
The following charts all use a floating colour map, in that you cannot compare a high
utilisation green spot from one month to that of another. That is, the contour colours reflect
the relative utilisation for that month. They cannot, therefore, be compared between maps
(i.e. a green zone on one map may be higher or lower than a green zone on another map, as
they are relative to the time period and dependant on the number of observation hours).
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They do highlight variation in spatial activity patterns onsite throughout the year. In
December and February (Figure 8, Figure 9) there is a clear peak in activity centred on the
EU2 observation point, in the centre of the area. This is the same area where the identified
nest is located. In December there was also a higher activity region to the south-east of the
site near the local road.
In May and July 2012 and September/October 2013 (Figure 10, Figure 11, Figure 12) the use
of the area centred more on the coastal areas in the north of the site, with a relatively lower
flight density in the middle region. Sept/Oct 2013 also continued the trend of slightly higher
activity in the eastern and south-eastern portion of the study area.

Figure 8: Utilisation map - December 2011 data only. Contours in observed metres of flight
track per hectare.
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Figure 9: Flight utilisation map - February 2012 data only. Contours in observed metres of
flight track per hectare.
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Figure 10: Utilisation map - May 2012 data only. Contours in observed metres of flight track
per hectare.
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Figure 11: Utilisation map - July 2012 data only. Contours in observed metres of flight track
per hectare.
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Figure 12: Utilisation map – September/October 2013 data only. Contours in observed
metres of flight track per hectare.

4.4 All data combined
Figure 13 shows the combined utilisation map, using all flight paths. To allow the monthly
data to be combined meaningfully, flight path points were weighted to account for the
differing survey hours across months. The resulting map then provides a picture of the
overall spatial use of the area, across all five surveys.
As with the monthly data, the areas of higher utilisation centre on the central region of the
site, and particularly the coastline in the north. Although the north-west coastline saw the
majority of the activity in May 2012 (mainly WBSE flights), flights are more likely to be
recorded in the north-coast regions overall.
Overall, the eastern and western portions of the site have reasonably flat activity, with the
eastern zone slightly more active than the west.
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Figure 13: Utilisation map - all data combined - Contours in observed metres of flight track
per hectare.
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5 Conclusions
The data consisted of a survey balanced across locations and seasons, although slightly
imbalanced with regard to the survey effort. That is, the winter sessions were typically
shorter than those in summer, reflecting available hours. Nonetheless, the data is stable,
complete and interpretable. A total of 269 flights were recorded, enabling conclusions to be
drawn about both the detection activity rate, and the local spatial variation.
The purpose of this report was to present the analysis results in such a way as to allow a risk
assessment to be completed, once this data is combined with other relevant ecological
information. As such, we present the results but make no specific conclusions regarding the
overall collision risk here.
The activity rates suggest that the three zones originally stratified upon EU1, EU2 and EU3
were correct and valid selections. Although the central, nest area was more highly utilised in
earlier surveys, the pattern is flatter as more data was added. The overall, distance corrected
activity onsite is between 4.59 x 10-4 to 1.07 x 10-3 flights/ha/hour (95% confidence). Over
the entire study site, the confidence range was narrower, from 3.35 x 10-4 to 5.73 x 10-4
flights/ha/hour.
Generally more flights were observed in the central portion of the study area (EU2), but when
the detection range is accounted for, the overall pattern was flatter across the three regions.
The utilisation maps show some key peaks of activity across the sites. The current technique
reports values (as indicated by contour lines) as metres of flight track recorded per hectare.
Naturally, this had to be considered in light of the amount of time required to collect those
flight tracks. In compiling the combined map, the survey effort was incorporated through
weighting to avoid biasing the map to winter months.
The activity rates and the utilisation maps of the flight data tell the same story:
•

There is (relatively) less activity in the western portion of the site (though this is not
statistically significant).

•

The central and eastern portions have a fairly flat utilisation, with key areas of
activity. One of these was centred on the nest in the centre of the study area. A
second activity centre is found around the northern coast. The area adjacent to the
road in the south-east also showed slightly elevated activity, particularly in December
2012 and September/October 2013.
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Appendix A

Survey details

The following is a list of the provided survey information for the analysed data.
Observer
Location

Date

Month

EU1

5/12/11

December

EU1

5/12/11

EU2

5/12/11

EU2

Start
Time

Finish
Time

Number
of Flights

13:00:00

20:30:00

0

December

9:00:00

13:00:00

0

December

13:00:00

20:30:00

0

5/12/11

December

9:00:00

13:00:00

0

EU3

5/12/11

December

9:00:00

13:00:00

0

EU3

5/12/11

December

13:00:00

20:30:00

0

EU1

6/12/11

December

13:00:00

20:30:00

1

EU1

6/12/11

December

5:00:00

13:00:00

3

EU2

6/12/11

December

5:00:00

13:00:00

7

EU2

6/12/11

December

13:00:00

20:30:00

4

EU3

6/12/11

December

13:00:00

20:30:00

1

EU3

6/12/11

December

5:00:00

13:00:00

2

EU1

7/12/11

December

5:00:00

13:00:00

3

EU1

7/12/11

December

13:00:00

20:30:00

0

EU2

7/12/11

December

13:00:00

20:30:00

10

EU2

7/12/11

December

5:00:00

13:00:00

5

EU3

7/12/11

December

13:00:00

20:30:00

2

EU3

7/12/11

December

5:00:00

13:00:00

5

EU1

8/12/11

December

13:00:00

20:30:00

0

EU1

8/12/11

December

5:00:00

13:00:00

2

EU2

8/12/11

December

13:00:00

20:30:00

4

EU2

8/12/11

December

5:00:00

13:00:00

4

EU3

8/12/11

December

5:00:00

13:00:00

2

EU3

8/12/11

December

13:00:00

20:30:00

0

EU1

9/12/11

December

13:00:00

20:30:00

1

EU1

9/12/11

December

5:00:00

13:00:00

0

EU2

9/12/11

December

5:00:00

13:00:00

9

EU2

9/12/11

December

13:00:00

20:30:00

7

EU3

9/12/11

December

13:00:00

20:30:00

2

EU3

9/12/11

December

5:00:00

13:00:00

10

EU1

6/02/12

February

13:00:00

20:45:00

1

EU1

6/02/12

February

6:00:00

13:00:00

0

EU2

6/02/12

February

6:00:00

13:00:00

0

EU2

6/02/12

February

13:00:00

20:45:00

4

EU3

6/02/12

February

6:00:00

13:00:00

1

EU3

6/02/12

February

13:00:00

20:45:00

3

EU1

7/02/12

February

6:00:00

13:00:00

0
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EU1

7/02/12

February

13:00:00

20:45:00

4

EU2

7/02/12

February

6:00:00

13:00:00

3

EU2

7/02/12

February

13:00:00

20:45:00

1

EU3

7/02/12

February

13:00:00

20:45:00

1

EU3

7/02/12

February

6:00:00

13:00:00

2

EU1

8/02/12

February

6:00:00

13:00:00

2

EU1

8/02/12

February

13:00:00

20:45:00

0

EU2

8/02/12

February

13:00:00

20:45:00

8

EU2

8/02/12

February

6:00:00

13:00:00

8

EU3

8/02/12

February

6:00:00

13:00:00

0

EU3

8/02/12

February

13:00:00

20:45:00

1

EU1

9/02/12

February

13:00:00

20:45:00

0

EU1

9/02/12

February

6:00:00

13:00:00

0

EU2

9/02/12

February

6:00:00

13:00:00

0

EU2

9/02/12

February

13:00:00

20:45:00

1

EU3

9/02/12

February

6:00:00

13:00:00

0

EU3

9/02/12

February

13:00:00

20:45:00

1

EU1

10/02/12

February

6:00:00

13:00:00

0

EU1

10/02/12

February

13:00:00

20:45:00

0

EU2

10/02/12

February

6:00:00

13:00:00

0

EU2

10/02/12

February

13:00:00

20:45:00

0

EU3

10/02/12

February

13:00:00

20:45:00

1

EU3

10/02/12

February

6:00:00

13:00:00

2

EU1

7/05/12

May

6:40:00

17:30:00

0

EU2

7/05/12

May

6:45:00

17:30:00

0

EU3

7/05/12

May

6:45:00

17:30:00

0

EU1

8/05/12

May

6:45:00

17:30:00

0

EU2

8/05/12

May

6:45:00

17:30:00

0

EU3

8/05/12

May

6:50:00

17:30:00

0

EU1

9/05/12

May

6:50:00

17:30:00

8

EU2

9/05/12

May

6:45:00

17:30:00

1

EU3

9/05/12

May

6:35:00

17:30:00

4

EU1

10/05/12

May

6:45:00

17:30:00

1

EU2

10/05/12

May

6:45:00

17:30:00

3

EU3

10/05/12

May

6:45:00

17:30:00

2

EU1

11/05/12

May

6:45:00

17:30:00

1

EU2

11/05/12

May

6:45:00

17:30:00

0

EU3

11/05/12

May

6:45:00

17:30:00

1

EU1

16/07/12

July

7:00:00

17:15:00

3

EU2

16/07/12

July

7:10:00

17:15:00

1

EU3

16/07/12

July

7:00:00

17:25:00

4

EU1

17/07/12

July

9:30:00

17:20:00

1

EU2

17/07/12

July

7:00:00

17:20:00

11

EU3

17/07/12

July

7:00:00

17:20:00

6
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EU1

18/07/12

July

7:00:00

17:20:00

0

EU2

18/07/12

July

7:00:00

17:20:00

4

EU3

18/07/12

July

7:00:00

17:20:00

2

EU1

19/07/12

July

7:00:00

17:20:00

4

EU2

19/07/12

July

7:00:00

17:20:00

7

EU3

19/07/12

July

7:00:00

17:20:00

5

EU1

20/07/12

July

7:00:00

17:20:00

7

EU2

20/07/12

July

7:00:00

17:20:00

10

EU3

20/07/12

July

7:00:00

17:20:00

7

EU1

28/09/13

September

5:30:00

18:30:00

1

EU2

28/09/13

September

5:30:00

18:25:00

4

EU3

28/09/13

September

5:30:00

18:30:00

8

EU1

29/09/13

September

5:30:00

18:30:00

4

EU2

29/09/13

September

5:30:00

18:30:00

4

EU3

29/09/13

September

5:30:00

18:30:00

8

EU1

30/09/13

September

5:30:00

18:00:00

1

EU2

30/09/13

September

5:30:00

18:00:00

5

EU3

30/09/13

September

5:30:00

18:00:00

2

EU1

1/10/13

October

6:30:00

18:25:00

1

EU2

1/10/13

October

6:30:00

18:25:00

5

EU3

1/10/13

October

6:15:00

18:25:00

5

EU1

2/10/13

October

5:25:00

17:30:00

0

EU2

2/10/13

October

5:25:00

17:30:00

0

EU3

2/10/13

October

5:25:00

17:30:00

0
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1

INTRODUCTION

Low Head wind farm Pty Ltd commissioned Wildspot Consulting to conduct bird utilisation
surveys between November 2011 and March 2013. These assessments are considered a
necessary part of a wind farm development proposal by the Commonwealth Environment
Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999 (EPBCA) and the Tasmanian Threatened
Species Protection Act 1995 (TSPA). The bird utilisation studies are one of the suggested
requirements for the preparation of the DPEMP (Development Proposal and Environmental
Management Plan). Specific focus was on the following regularly occurring species listed
under the TSPA (Table 1).

Table 1 Commonwealth and State Threatened species listing status

Common Name

Scientific Name

Status1

Comments

Wedge-tailed eagle

Aquila audax fleayi1

e EN

Observed on site

White-bellied sea-eagle

Haliaeetus leucogaster

v

Observed on site

Australasian bittern

Botaurus poiciloptilus

EN

Tasmanian masked owl

Latham snipe
(migratory)

Tyto novaehollandiae
castanops

Observed and heard
on site
Historically within

e VU

10km. No observations
on site.

Jamba
Gallinago hardwickii

Camba

Observed on site

2

1

Table 1 e - endangered Tasmanian status, v – vulnerable Tasmanian status, VU – Vulnerable Commonwealth status, EN 2
Endangered Commonwealth status. Latham’s snipe is recognized as migratory under the Japan - Australia Migratory Bird
Agreement (Jamba), and the China - Australia Migratory Bird Agreement (Camba) (DSEWPC).

1

Additional targeted surveys were undertaken for threatened species which were unlikely to
be surveyed accurately during point count monitoring. Targeted surveys were required for
the species listed below and were conducted within the operating area and beyond into a
two kilometre buffer zone.
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1.1

Wedge-tailed eagle and white-bellied sea-eagle

Eagles have been identified as a species which may be at risk around wind farm installations
and as such have a dedicated survey undertaken to map utilization rates at the proposed
wind farm. This information is provided in two separate reports. An overview report on
methods and survey effort: Eagle Utilisation Surveys, Proposed Low Head Wind Farm, Low
Head, Tasmania prepared by Wildspot Consulting Pty Ltd and an analysis report: Analysis
of wedge-tailed eagle utilization, Proposed Low Head Wind Farm prepared by Symbolix Pty
Ltd. However in addition to the dedicated eagle utilisation surveys all sightings of both
species of eagle were recorded during these surveys.

1.2

Migratory Shorebirds and Wetland species

Latham’s Snipe
Latham's snipe is a medium sized wader, and the largest snipe in Australia, with a length of
29-33 cm, a wingspan of 50-54 cm and a mass of 150-230 g. It has a long straight bill, rather
short broad pointed wings, a long tail and short legs (Higgins & Davies 1996). Ideal habitat
exists both on site and off site in the local area for Latham’s snipe. Latham’s snipe is a nonbreeding visitor to Tasmania and occurs commonly from the central highlands to the coastal
regions. This species generally occurs between the months of September and March and
rarely, though in very low numbers outside of this time. Latham’s snipe prefers the fringes of
wet marshy areas with low short vegetation. In the modified environment of agricultural
pasture they will feed along drainage lines and the wetter marshy edges of farm dams. This
species is difficult to survey accurately if monitoring is conducted entirely from fixed
observation points. Latham’s snipe unique, secretive behaviour and cryptic plumage requires
the bird be “flushed” from vegetation during walking/ disturbance surveys.
Australasian Bittern
The Australasian Bittern is a large, stocky, thick-necked heron-like bird with camouflage-like
plumage that grows to a length of 66–76 cm with a wingspan of 1050–1180 cm. The male
weighs 1400 g and the female weighs 900 g (Marchant & Higgins 1990). The numbers of
birds observed each year in Tasmania vary considerably. This species may move within
Australia in response to rain and drought events. This threatened wetland species prefers
fresh water habitat. The Australasian Bittern requires shallow water, less than 30 cm deep
with medium to low density reeds, grasses or shrubs for foraging (Pickering 2013). It needs
deeper water with medium to high density reeds, rushes or sedges for nesting (Pickering
2013). Some areas of seasonally good habitat exist on the proposed wind farm site. This
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species is unlikely to be detected during fixed, point count surveys. Surveys were designed
specifically to detect this species in their specialised habitat.

Other threatened and migratory species
The threatened and migratory species listed in Table 2 were monitored with the other
general avian fauna during point count monitoring.

Table 2 Other threatened and migratory species listing status
Common Name

Scientific Name

Status1

Comments

Swift parrot

Lathamus discolor

e EN

May occur seasonally

White-throated needletail

Hirundapus
caudacutus

Satin flycatcher

Myiagra cyanoleuca

Cattle egret

Ardea ibis

Great egret

Ardea alba

Camba
Jamba
Rokamba
Bonn
Jamba
Camba
Jamba
Camba

Observed on site during surveys
(February and April 2012)
No observations during surveys
Observed on site

No observations during surveys

Camba
Fork-tailed swift

Apus pacificus

Jamba

No observations during surveys

Rokamba
Grey goshawk

Accipiter
novaehollandiae

e

Dispersing juvenile birds may
occur seasonally

1

Table 2 e - endangered Tasmanian status, v – vulnerable Tasmanian status, VU – Vulnerable Commonwealth status, EN Endangered Commonwealth status. Japan - Australia Migratory Bird Agreement (Jamba). China - Australia Migratory Bird
Agreement (Camba) (DSEWPC). Repulic of Korea – Australia Migratory bird agreement (Rokamba).

Migratory Waders
There are known migratory wader roost sites in excess of 6km to the south west in the Low
Head/Georgetown area. These roost sites are associated with tidal mudflat feeding areas
found in the Tamar estuary. This type of habitat does not occur anywhere adjacent to the
proposed wind farm. Sedentary wader species such as Pied oystercatcher, Sooty
oystercatcher, Hooded plover and Red-capped plover occur along the nearby coastline.
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1.3

Tasmanian Masked Owl

The Tasmanian masked owl is an endemic subspecies with a wide distribution across the
forest areas of Tasmania. Though widely distributed the population density is low. The
subspecies has been observed at highest densities in the east and north of Tasmania (Bell &
Mooney 1997; Bell et al. 1997). This specialised forest owl requires trees with large hollows
for breeding though will inhabit small patches of suitable forest in agricultural areas as the
mosaic of forest and cleared land will often provide an abundant food source. Extensive
clearing of nesting habitat has contributed to the species decline. This species being
nocturnal is unlikely to be recorded during point count surveys therefore specific nocturnal
surveys were undertaken in accordance with recommended guidelines.

1.4

The Objectives

The objectives of the bird utilisation surveys are to gain an understanding of the bird species
present, their abundance and how the various species use the landscape with the emphasis
on gathering bird movement data associated with any threatened species found. The
methods used are based on the excepted current industry standard described in the NWCC
Metrics and Methods Guidance document1. It is paramount that species abundance and
utilisation rates are representative of the site.

Information gathered is aimed to provide the following:


A full list of all bird species present during the four seasons.



Identify habitat areas that are species specific. This will aid in informed development
decisions in the event of threatened species being present.



Provide sufficient and compatible data for use within the collision risk model and
statistical analysis.



Gain an understanding of baseline avifauna on the site to enable post construction
analysis if required to identify any population changes or potential impacts.



An understanding of flight movements.

1

Studying Wind Energy/Bird Interactions: A Guidance Document. Metrics and methods for Determining or Monitoring Potential
Impacts on Birds at Existing and Proposed Wind Energy Sites (1999), published by the National Wind Coordinating Committee,
Washington.
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1.5

Location of site

The proposed wind farm site is located approximately eight kilometres north east of
Georgetown and three kilometres west of the small coastal settlement of Beechford (Image
1). Approximate land size for the proposed wind farm is 1100 hectares and comprises
several landholder titles owned by various entities. The site centre is located at GDA Easting
490895 and Northing 5457026.

Low Head proposed wind farm site

Figure 1: Location of the proposed Low Head wind farm
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1.6

Site description

Large areas of land have been developed for agricultural grazing. However significant
remnants of heath land remain relatively intact throughout the centre of the proposed site.
Many ephemeral wetlands occur in this area. The eastern sector comprises a mix of open
low eucalypt woodland interspersed with heath land with riparian species found along
‘Curries Rivulet’. The majority of this area comprises a mosaic of agricultural pasture, clumps
of melaleuca and remnant stunted peppermint (Table 3). To the north of the centre is a
parcel of crown land which extends towards ‘Five Mile Bluff’.
When considering the effective layout and placement of observation points, great care was
taken to avoid disturbing the breeding wedge-tailed eagles which occupy the centre of the
study area.
There are eight Observation points (Disturbance) established within the development zone
and four Reference points (non-disturbance) distributed across the remainder of the site in
least likely to be disturbed zones.

Figure 2 Location of disturbance (LH) and non-disturbance points (LHR)
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Table 3 Description of all utilisation points

Observation Point Identification
LH1

Dominant Vegetation
Grassland, heath/scrub, riparian, wetland,
vegetated dunes

LH2

Open grassland/ improved pasture, heath,
Extensive 360° observational views

LH3

Open grassland/pasture, emergent plantation,
Extensive 360° observational views

LH4

Heath/scrub, riparian vegetation, wetland

LH5

Heath/scrub, stunted sparse eucalypt, wetland
Heathland and dune view

LH6

Open native grassland, coastal heath/scrub
Extensive 360° observational views

LH7

low eucalypt, heath/scrub, grassland, wetland
Heathland and woodland view

LH8

Riparian, heath/scrub
Pasture and woodland view

LHR1

Open grassland/pasture
Coastal views

LHR2

Open grassland, emergent plantation
Extensive 360° observational views

LHR3

Low dry eucalypt, open grassland, wetland
Pasture and woodland view

LHR4

Low eucalypt, heath,
Woodland view

Table 3: LH – Disturbance points, LHR – Non-disturbance points
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2

METHODS

2.1

Bird Utilisation Survey (all avian species)

Disturbance and Non-disturbance Points
The surveys were conducted during spring 2011, summer, autumn and winter 2012 (Table
4).
Table 4 Timing and frequency of point count surveys

Period of survey

Survey type

November 2011

Bird utilisation

February 2012

Bird utilisation

April 2012

Bird utilisation

July 2012

Bird utilisation

For logistical reasons the observation point locations were split into east and west groups.
There were two observers monitoring east and west sections respectively; of the site during
each survey day, each performing six point surveys with a frequency of twice per day (Table
5), and recording information at each point. Observers would alternate between east and
west groups of points. Disturbance points are established within the operating area of the
proposed wind farm. Non-disturbance points are distributed between 400 – 600 metres
away from the nearest proposed turbine location. This distance away from a turbine is
considered far enough, to be out of the influence of disturbance and therefore provide
adequate baseline data for future analysis. Consideration of various bird habitats, i.e.
vegetation, is also taken into account when establishing points across the proposed wind
farm site.

Table 5 Bird Utilisation survey period

Timing

Frequency

Total repetitions per survey

23rd – 26th November 2011

41

6

th

th

5

10

th

st

17 – 21 April 2012

5

10

21st - 26th July 2012

52

10

12 – 16 February 2012

1

The survey commenced halfway through the 23rd November, and poor weather conditions
prevented the survey to continue for the scheduled five days. 2 Two survey days were conducted as
half days (morning or afternoon only) however this equates to five complete days.
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Observers performing disturbance point or non-disturbance point observations, recorded the
following information:



Disturbance point, or Non-disturbance point identification



Observer's name



Date



Disturbance or non-disturbance start time



Temperature



Precipitation



Wind strength



Wind direction



Percentage of cloud cover

An example of the field observation point count data sheet is shown in Appendix A. Once
the baseline information was recorded, the observer recorded the point identification and
commencement time. All bird observations were recorded for a period of twenty minutes
and included the following information:

Recorded Bird Utilisation Data


Species



Number of individuals



Direction from observer



Direction of birds movement



Time



Absolute height



Distance from observer



Behaviour (e.g. flying, foraging, perching etc)



Notes
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Survey Order
Observations at points were commenced at various times of the day and repeated twice
each day, in order to minimise biases in the data collection. Each day, observers would
alternate between the east and west ends of the site as a commencement location.
The non-disturbance points were monitored in an identical manner to an individual
disturbance point, while the method of gathering data remained the same. Observers allow
45 minutes between surveying each point (Table 6). This includes 20 minutes observation
time and 25 minutes travel time. This time period also ensures that surveys are distributed
throughout the day, and each point is surveyed at different times throughout a five day
period.

Table 6 Example of survey order for the eastern group of points.

Mon

Time

Observer

Tues

Time

Observer

Wed

Time

Observer

LH5
LH6
LH8
LH7
LHR3
LHR4

08:00
08:45
09:30
10:15
11:00
11:45

CC
CC
CC
CC
CC
CC

LH6
LH8
LH7
LHR3
LHR4
LH5

08:00
08:45
09:30
10:15
11:00
11:45

FW
FW
FW
FW
FW
FW

LH8
LH7
LHR3
LHR4
LH5
LH6

08:00
08:45
09:30
10:15
11:00
11:45

CC
CC
CC
CC
CC
CC

2.2

Targeted surveys, Wetland, Migratory species and Tasmanian Masked Owl

Australasian Bittern
A desktop GIS survey was undertaken to identify suitable habitat both within the operating
area of the wind farm and beyond, to a distance of two kilometres. 28 hectares of habitat
was identified. (Figure3). The Australasian bittern is a secretive species that spends most of
its time hiding in tall dense water reeds and when disturbed, will stand motionless with bill
pointing upwards to mimic the vegetation. The birds can usually be heard calling at dawn
and dusk.
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Survey method
The survey method focused on dawn and dusk monitoring of prime habitat. Call back
recordings of their booming call where used in an attempt to solicit a response but were
found to be of no value. The most effective way to locate bitterns is to listen for their
booming call. Two observers were required to wait quietly for at least 45 minutes at each
location. The procedure is to watch and listen for evidence of birds. During a dawn survey, if
there is no evidence of activity after a time, observers walk throughout the area in an attempt
to ‘flush’ birds out of hiding. This procedure may also be required to identify non-breeding
birds as there is some evidence to suggest non-breeding birds do not call or respond to callback tapes. Observations were recorded on a data sheet and the coordinates where birds
were observed or heard calling, recorded on a handheld GPS.

Latham’s Snipe
A desktop GIS survey was undertaken to identify suitable habitat both within the operating
area of the wind farm and beyond to a distance of two kilometres. 61 hectares of habitat was
identified. Latham’s snipe unique, secretive behaviour and cryptic plumage requires the bird
be “flushed” from vegetation during walking/disturbance surveys. Some individual birds will
sit and allow an observer to approach within 5 metres, confident their plumage is providing
perfect camouflage. This makes them a difficult species to monitor accurately.
Survey method
Two observers walked side by side through ideal habitat occasionally clapping in an attempt
to ‘flush’ out any birds that may be concealed in the vegetation. Areas identified by GIS
mapping were visited at least twice per day and more often if time allowed. These surveys
were conducted in between the dawn and dusk Australasian bittern surveys.

Tasmanian Masked Owl
A desktop GIS survey was undertaken to identify suitable habitat both within the operating
area of the wind farm and beyond to a distance of two kilometres. Habitat quality was
defined as suitable for breeding. Detection of breeding pairs would require trees large
enough to provided nest hollows. No suitable breeding habitat was identified within the
operating area.
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Survey method
Observations are conducted after dusk at a minimum of 4 locations. Where possible,
observers used existing tracks, roads and the edges of paddocks to access the best habitat.
Call-back locations were conducted every 500 metres in suitable habitat. Observers were
required to wait quietly for a minimum of five minutes before commencing call-back. Once a
call back session is complete the trees around the point are scanned for owls. Observers
also used spotlights to scan the countryside when driving between call back points.
Observations are recorded on a data sheet and the coordinates where call back session
were conducted are recorded using a handheld GPS.
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3

RESULTS

3.1

Terminology and Limitations

When describing what occurred at Disturbance points and non-disturbance points the results
section makes reference to sightings and movements.
A sighting refers to a bird species and what it was doing when first observed. A movement is
a description of how many birds make up the sighting. As points are visited repeatedly
sedentary individuals may be counted repeatedly e.g. superb fairy wren if resident near a
point are likely to be counted each time a point is visited. This means the same individual
birds are being counted repeatedly. This gives the impression that fairy wrens may be very
common. However if an eagle were to fly past an observer monitoring a point and then again
two days later whilst monitoring the same point it could easily be the same bird or equally so
a new individual. This does create problems when attempting to ascertain how common a
species is within the study area. Sightings and movements are better interpreted as
presence and occurrences over time not necessarily a reflection of individual abundance.

3.2

Bird Utilisation Survey, General Observations

Eight disturbance points and four non-disturbance points were surveyed 36 times. The
earliest commencement time was 07:50 and the last survey time finished at 18:20.
Species diversity
Species diversity varied considerably between the 12 observation points. This is an
expected result as point locations are deliberately established in as many habitat types as
possible in an attempt to record species with specific habitat requirements.
Disturbance Points
There were a total of 59 bird species observed with a total of 1322 sightings and 2733
movements. The points which recorded greatest species diversity were LH5 and LH8 both
with 36 species. The point which recorded the least species diversity was LH3 with 22
species. The five species which recorded the highest number of movements during
disturbance point surveys are shown in order in Table 7.
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Table 7 Most common species recorded at disturbance points

Species

Sightings

Movement

Forest raven

247

402

Welcome swallow

173

399

White-fronted chat

67

356

Superb fairy wren

83

172

Silvereye

24

112

‘Movement’ refers to an individual, within a particular sighting; e.g. a sighting may comprise more than
one individual.

Non-disturbance Points
There were a total of 57 bird species observed with a total of 705 sightings and 1336
movements. The point which recorded the greatest species diversity was LHR3 with 36
species. The point which recorded the least species diversity was LHR2 with 20 species.
The five species which recorded the highest number of movements during disturbance point
surveys are shown in descending order in Table 8.

Table 8 Most common species recorded at non-disturbance points

Species

Sightings

Movements

Forest raven

147

233

Welcome swallow

67

165

White-fronted chat

28

126

Grey fantail

54

65

Yellow-tailed black cockatoo

6

52

Observations relating to Rotor Swept Area (RSA)
Species observed flying within the RSA height range are shown (Table 9). It should be noted
that Wedge-tailed eagle, White-bellied sea-eagle and other bird sightings may or may not
have occurred in proposed turbine placement zones. The position of eagle sightings
14
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occurring on site will be determined by flight path utilisation surveys undertaken in a
dedicated survey and analysis undertaken by Symbolix Pty Ltd. The species are selected
for having occurred within the RSA and are sourced from observation points only, as these
data represent bird utilisation within the operating area. The results make no prediction in
relation to a turbine location; merely the flight was in the RSA height range within the
proposed operating area.

Table 9 Species recorded in the RSA (disturbance point only)

Species

Total
Total
Total # of
Percentage
movements movements
bird
of flights
outside of
within the
movements
within RSA
the RSA
RSA

Forest raven

402

294

108

26.87

Yellow-tailed black cockatoo

109

65

44

40.37

Welcome swallow

399

356

43

10.78

Dusky woodswallow

52

16

36

69.23

Wedge-tailed eagle

55

27

28

50.91

Brown falcon

77

49

28

36.36

Pacific gull

47

22

25

53.19

White-fronted chat

356

341

15

4.21

White-throated needletail

15

0

15

100.00

White-faced heron

21

8

13

61.90

Masked lapwing

42

30

12

28.57

Marsh harrier

27

15

12

44.44

White-bellied sea-eagle

18

7

11

61.11

Grey currawong

48

38

10

20.83

Tree Martin

13

5

8

61.54

Pelican

7

0

7

100.00

Australian shelduck

8

2

6

75.00

Cormorant sp.

5

2

3

60.00

Black-faced cuckoo shrike

14

11

3

21.43

Nankeen kestrel

3

1

2

66.67

Little black cormorant

3

1

2

66.67

Grey butcherbird

18

16

2

11.11

Laughing Kookaburra

12

11

1

8.33

Great cormorant

1

0

1

100.00

Rotor swept area height range: 28m – 148m
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3.3

Threatened avifauna

Eagles
Bird species recorded during point counts and identified under the TSPA 1995 and the
EPBCA were the Wedge-tailed eagle Aquila audax fleayi, and White-bellied sea-eagle
Haliaeetus leucogaster (Table 10).

Table 10 Wedge-tailed eagle and White-bellied sea-eagle observations

Wedge-tailed eagle

White-bellied sea-eagle

Sightings

Movements

Sightings

Movements

Disturbance points

35

55

16

18

Non-disturbance points

22

33

1

1

Table 10 – Total sightings and movements recorded at disturbance and non-disturbance points during
the spring, summer and autumn surveys

Wedge-tailed eagle
During bird utilisation surveys, the most frequent sightings of wedge-tailed eagle occurred at
non-disturbance point LHR2 with 17 sightings and 27 movements, and disturbance point
LH5 with 10 sightings and 19 individuals. The higher activity found at these points coincides
with the breeding event taking place at the nest located adjacent to these observation points.

White-bellied sea-eagle
The most frequent sightings occurred at disturbance point LH1 with 5 sightings and 6
movements. LH1 is located near the coast and all the observations recorded at this point
where flying along the coast edge. The nearest White-bellied sea-eagle nest is 10.8
kilometres south of the nearest turbine location (Natural Values Atlas). Observations on site
of sea-eagle carrying prey items suggest there may be an active nest located at Curries
River Reservoir. The Curries River Reservoir is approximately 6.5km south east from the
nearest turbine location.
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3.4

Additional targeted surveys for threatened species.

Australasian Bittern
Dedicated surveys were undertaken during the breeding season. This provides the best
opportunity to detect this species (Table 11).
Table 11 Australasian Bittern survey effort

Survey period

Total survey days

November 10th – 14th,
2012

5

February 3rd – 6th, 2013

4

th

th

February 25 – 28 , 2013

4

March 12th – 15th, 2013

4

Total

17

Frequency

Conducted dusk and dawn

There is approximately 8 hectares of wetland habitat within the operating area of the
proposed wind farm. During evening surveys a pair of birds were actively calling and
showing signs of breeding activity in a wetland labelled 3 (Figure 3). It is unknown if the birds
managed to breed, as the wetland dried up by the February survey. Of the wetlands within
the operating area, patch 3 has the deepest water and as such will be the last to dry up each
season. It appears all the wetlands are of an ephemeral nature though the duration of
dryness would depend on annual rainfall which varies from year to year. In some years birds
may be able to breed successfully. Little is known about the life cycle of this species
especially in Tasmania however it appears a minimum of 11 weeks is needed to complete a
full breeding cycle. This species prefers water to a depth of 300 mm and particularly for
breeding. If eggs were laid in early October the young could be fledged by mid December. In
this timeframe there could be enough water in the ephemeral lagoons to accommodate
breeding.
In the two km buffer zone outside the operating area there is one significant lagoon where
several Australasian bittern were seen and heard each evening during the dedicated
surveys. Three birds were observed one evening chasing each other in what appeared to be
mate competition as two birds were seen to copulate. This 20 hectare lagoon is
approximately 1100 metres south of the nearest proposed turbine location. It has ideal
habitat with large areas of tall rush species, suitable for nesting and feeding together with
expansive areas of fresh water at optimum depth. It seems likely breeding occurred at this
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location however by February more than 80 percent of the lake had dried up. Most of the
good reed cover had been destroyed by cattle wading into the shrinking water level to graze
the various water species. Significant soil disturbance and general damage to the
vegetation had occurred.
Table 12 Australasian Bittern observations

Survey dates
10/11/2012
11/11/2012

Location

5
5
4
12/11/2012
5
4
13/11/2012
4
5
14/11/2012
4
No observations were made in subsequent surveys

Sighting
4
4
2
2
2
1
1

Heard only
3
2

1

Locations shown in figure 3

Figure 3 Australasian Bittern records and habitat (red dot represent an observation)

Latham’s Snipe
This summer migrant to Tasmania required specially tailored surveys. Walking disturbance
surveys were conducted at the optimum time of year. (Table13). Ideal habitat exists both on
site and in the two kilometre buffer. Initially all water courses and wetlands were checked for
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suitable habitat based on topographical maps of the area. On inspection of the mapped
areas it was possible to eliminate many water bodies and marshes due to land clearing and
drainage of wetlands. 61 hectares of drain lines, marshes and fringes of lagoons were
settled upon for repeated monitoring during this survey, 40 hectares of which occurs on the
operating area of the proposed wind farm.

Table 13 Latham's Snipe survey effort

Survey period

Total survey days

November 11th – 14th,
2012

4

February 3rd – 6th, 2013

4

February 26th – 28th, 2013

3

th

th

March 13 – 15 , 2013

3

Total

14

Frequency

Conducted daily at variable
times

The 61 hectares comprised 12 patches which were visited at least twice per day during the
survey periods. The patches ranged in size from two to 21 hectares. The smallest areas
were typically along agricultural drainage systems with the largest being the lagoon south of
the operating area. There were 20 sightings of Latham’s snipe from three locations
comprising 29 movements (Table 14) and (Figure 4).
The sightings were recorded from only three of the 12 patches visited (1, 4 and 12) with
patch 4 recording 23 movements; (79.3%) of all movements. Patch 4 was nine hectares in
size although the sightings all came from a 3.5 hectare area in the centre of the patch
(Figure 4). The habitat composition of patch 4 was predominately pasture based but over
grown here and there with patches of melaleuca spp. and importantly, small damp
depressions scattered over the entire area. Parts of the area were quite closed in by
vegetation and indeed some sightings were recorded in dry scrubby eucalypt ridges within
the 3.5 hectares.
No birds could be found at any of the survey locations during the March monitoring period.
The lack of observations at this time is consistent with northward migration to their northern
hemisphere breeding grounds.
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Table 14 Latham's Snipe Observations

Survey dates
11/11/2012
12/11/2012
13/11/2012

14/11/2012

03/02/2013
04/02/2013

05/02/2013

06/02/2013

28/02/2013

Location
patch
1
1
1
4
4
4
4
4
12
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
12
4
4
4
4
4

Movements
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
1
1
1
1
2
3
1
1
1
1
1
3
1
1

Figure 4 Location of Latham's Snipe sightings
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Tasmanian Masked Owl
Surveys to ascertain the presence of Tasmanian masked owl was determined by two
methods. Recordings were played through a loud speaker of all the major vocalisation types
used by adult Tasmanian masked owl (call back surveys). Secondly spot light searches
were conducted during any night driving in the area. Both survey types were conducted
within the operating area and beyond in the two kilometre buffer. Call back surveys were
performed at 58 locations (Figure 5). When driving between call back locations both sides of
the route travelled were spotlighted for owls. No birds were seen or heard during the spring
summer and autumn surveys (Table 15).

Table 15 Tasmanian Masked Owl survey effort

Survey period

Total survey days

November 10th – 13th,
2012

3

February 3rd – 5th, 2013

3

th

th

February 25 – 27 , 2013

3

March 12th – 14th, 2013

3

Total

12

Frequency

Conducted evening surveys

Habitat was mapped for breeding suitability. Breeding habitat was defined as forest having
trees likely to contain hollows large enough for this species to nest in. Breeding habitat was
seen as the limiting factor on the presence of this species. Abundant foraging habitat was
available both within the operating area of the proposed wind farm and beyond in the two
kilometre buffer. Two categories of habitat were defined (Figure 5). There was a total of 71
hectares of low grade habitat identified with only 12 hectares of this occurring near the
operating area. This comprised mostly low scrubby E. amygdalina forest with the potential
for the occasional nest hollow. There was 11 hectares of slightly better quality habitat
identified. This typically had taller E. viminalis and E. amygdalina with the potential for some
reasonable quality nest hollows. The centre of this patch was located 700m south of the
nearest proposed turbine location. Note no dedicated nest hollow surveys were undertaken.
The potential for nest hollows was based on general observation of the forest types after
conducting eagle nest searches in the same areas.
The map (Figure 5) shows the two types of potential breeding habitat. The dark pink
represents the higher class of habitat with the lighter pink being the poor habitat. The
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balance of the survey area was seen as unsuitable. The blue dots represent locations where
call back surveys were performed.

Figure 5 Location of Tasmanian masked owl call-back surveys (Blue dots) and breeding
habitat.
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3.5

Additional Threatened Species

There are seven listed species that may occur seasonally both on site and in the two
kilometre buffer zone (Table 16).
Table 16 Additional threatened species that may occur seasonally.
Common Name

Scientific Name

Status1

Comments
Not observed during surveys

Swift parrot

Lathamus discolor

e EN

though may occur seasonally in
the forests

White-throated needletail

Hirundapus
caudacutus

Camba
Jamba
Rokamba

Observed on site during surveys
(February and April 2012)
Not observed during surveys

Satin flycatcher

Myiagra cyanoleuca

Bonn

though may occur in the forest
during summer.

Cattle egret

Ardea ibis

Great egret

Ardea alba

Jamba
Camba
Jamba
Camba

1 bird observed on site

No observations during surveys

Camba
Fork-tailed swift

Apus pacificus

Jamba

No observations during surveys

Rokamba

Grey goshawk

Accipiter
novaehollandiae

Dispersing juvenile birds may
e

occur seasonally in the forested
areas

1

Table 16 e - endangered Tasmanian status, v – vulnerable Tasmanian status, VU – Vulnerable Commonwealth status, EN Endangered Commonwealth status. Japan - Australia Migratory Bird Agreement (Jamba). China - Australia Migratory Bird
Agreement (Camba) (DSEWPC). Repulic of Korea – Australia Migratory bird agreement (Rokamba).

The Swift parrot would not normally inhabit this landscape however in years of poor
Tasmanian Blue gum E. globulus flowering in south east Tasmania the birds will roam
further afield and utilise E. viminalis and other eucalypt species. No forest suitable for Swift
parrot exists within the operating area. There is approximately 10 hectares of low grade
forest in the southern buffer zone. Importantly there are no patches of forest either side of
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the operating area negating the need for birds to fly through the proposed development
zone.
The Birdlife Australia Atlas and the Shorebird 2020 database was consulted for a region
extending from George Town, Low Head, Bellbouy Beach, Five Mile Bluff and east to
Beechford. No records of any threatened species occur within six kilometres of the operating
area. The sightings of migratory shorebirds six kilometres away relate to the Tamar estuary
which enters the sea at Low Head. Numerous observations of migratory waders occur in the
estuary which is expected as the tidal mud flats provided ideal feeding grounds for the
summer migrants. The activity in the Tamar estuary is unlikely to go beyond that unique
habitat environment. No suitable habitat exists within six kilometres of the proposed
operating area, neither is there any habitat to the north or east which may have encouraged
birds to fly across the proposed wind farm.
The shoreline from Bellbouy Beach to Five Mile Bluff was walked and surveyed for migratory
waders on five occasions (Table 17). The Five Mile Bluff has a low rocky promontory which
appears to have potential as a high tide roost location. All surveys were undertaken at high
tide in an effort to find roosting birds. No migratory waders were recorded.

Table 17 Migratory wader survey effort

Survey period
November 12th 2012

Total survey days

Observations

1

4 Hooded plover
6 Pied oystercatcher

November 14th 2012

1

2 Hooded plover
4 Red-capped plover
3 Pied oystercatcher

February 4

th

2013

1

2 Hooded plover
2 Pied oystercatcher
48 Black-faced cormorant

February 27th 2013

1

3 Hooded plover

March 14th 2013

1

4 Hooded plover

Total

5
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CONCLUSION

Bird utilisation point count surveys were conducted at the proposed Low Head wind farm
during spring 2011, and summer, autumn and winter 2012. During bird utilisation surveys, a
total of 59 bird species were observed at disturbance points and 57 species observed at
non-disturbance points. During point count surveys, two listed threatened species were
recorded; Wedge-tailed eagle with 35 sightings comprising 55 movements and 16 sightings
comprising 18 movements of White-bellied sea-eagle. Wedge-tailed eagle were most often
recorded from LHR2 with 17 sightings and 27 movements, and disturbance point LH5 with
10 sightings and 19 individuals. The higher activity found at these points coincided with the
breeding event taking place nearby.
Targeted surveys for Australasian bittern, Latham’s snipe and Tasmanian masked owl were
conducted in spring 2012, summer and autumn 2013. These three species required
dedicated survey methods as their specialised behaviour is unlikely to be recorded during a
point count survey. Australasian bittern were found to be common by Tasmanian standards
with one pair behaving as though breeding in the operating area and another two pairs
possibly breeding, south in the buffer zone. Australasian bittern are known to move at night
and will move between the two possible breeding sites and other favourable feeding areas.
Their movement on the landscape would depend on water levels in the ephemeral lagoons
as the water levels are the key to food availability.
Latham’s snipe were sighted from three locations with one small 3.5 hectare area recording
23 movements (79.3%) of all movements in the survey area. Snipe are known to feed and
move at night and as such may move between feeding sites.
An extensive search for Tasmanian masked owl was undertaken in all suitable habitats with
no birds being seen or heard in the survey area. Overall the available breeding habitat is
very poor for this species. It is unlikely to change over time as extensive land clearing is
continuing in the area.
An investigation into other listed migratory waders found no historical or recent evidence of
birds utilising the study area. All historical records occur beyond six kilometres from the
proposed operating area. No tidal mud flats or similar habitat exist anywhere near the
proposed site therefore flights across the site seem highly unlikely.
The proposed wind farm site has very little forest cover in the proposed operating zone and
importantly has no forested areas on either side of the zone. All forest is to the south. This
discourages forest dwelling species from crossing the proposed wind farm.
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APPENDICES
APPENDIX A Field Point Count Data Sheet
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APPENDIX B Bird species recorded at disturbance points

Common Names
Australian magpie
Australian pelican
Australian shelduck
Black-faced cuckoo-shrike
Brown falcon
Brown quail
Brown thornbill
Brush bronzewing
Common blackbird
Cormorant sp.*
Cresent honeyeater
Cuckoo sp*
Duck sp*
Dusky robin
Dusky woodswallow
Eastern spinebill
Fan-tailed cuckoo
Flame robin
Forest raven
Great cormorant
Green rosella
Grey butcherbird
Grey currawong
Grey fantail
Grey shrike-thrush
Horse-fields bronze cuckoo
Laughing kookaburra
Little black cormorant
Little pied cormorant
Little wattlebird
Marsh harrier
Masked lapwing
Nankeen kestrel
New Holland honeyeater
Pacific black duck
Pacific gull
Pallid cuckoo
Richards pipit
Scarlet robin
Shining bronze cuckoo
Silvereye
Silver gull

Scientific Names
Gymnorhina tibicen
Pelecanus conspicillatus
Tadorna tadornoides
Coracina novaehollandiae
Falco berigora
Coturnix ypsilophora
Acanthiza pusilla
Phaps elegans
Turdus merula
Phalacrocoracidae sp.
Phylidonyris pyrrhoptera
Cuculidae sp.
Anatidae sp.
Melanodryas vittata
Artamus cyanopterus
Acanthorhynchus tenuirostris
Cacomantis flabelliformis
Petroica phoenicea
Corvus tasmanicus
Phalacrocorax carbo
Platycercus caledonicus
Cracticus torquatus
Strepera versicolor
Rhipidura fuliginosa
Colluricincla harmonica
Chrysococcyx basalis
Dacelo novaeguineae
Phalacrocorax sulcirostris
Phalacrocorax melanoleucos
Anthochaera chrysoptera
Circus approximans
Vanellus miles
Falco cenchroides
Phylidonyris novaehollandiae
Anas superciliosa
Larus pacificus
Cululus pallidus
Anthus novaeseelandiae
Petroica multicolor
Chrysococcyx lucidus
Zosterops lateralis
Larus novaehollandiae
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Spotted pardalote
Striated fieldwren
Superb fairy-wren
Tasmanian native hen
Tawny-crowned honeyeater
Thornbill sp.*
Tree martin
Wedge-tailed eagle
Welcome swallow
White-bellied sea-eagle
White-faced heron
White-fronted chat
White-throated needletail
Yellow-rumped thornbill
Yellow-tailed black cockatoo
Yellow-throated honeyeater
Yellow wattle bird

Pardalotus punctatus
Calamanthus fuliginosus
Malurus cyaneus
Gallinula mortierii
Phylidonyris melanops
Acanthiza sp.
Hirundo nigricans
Aquila audax fleayi
Hirundo neoxena
Haliaeetus leucogaster
Egretta novaehollandiae
Epthianura albifrons
Hirundapas caudacutus
Acanthiza chrysorrhoa
Calyptorhynchus funereus
Lichenostomus flavicollis
Anthochaera paradoxa

* Difficult to determine exact species
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APPENDIX C Bird species recorded at non-disturbance points
Common Names
Black-faced cuckoo-shrike
Australian black swan
Australian shelduck
Australian wood duck
Banded lapwing
Brown falcon
Brown thornbill
Chestnut teal
Common bronzewing
Cormorant spp.
Cresent honeyeater
Dusky robin
Dusky woodswallow
Eastern spinebill
Fantail cuckoo
Flame robin
Forest raven
Great cormorant
Green rosella
Grey butcherbird
Grey currawong
Grey fantail
Grey shrike-thrush
Horsfield’s bronze cuckoo
Laughing kookaburra
Little pied cormorant
Little wattlebird
Marsh harrier
Masked lapwing
Nankeen kestrel
New Holland honeyeater
Olive whistler
Pacific black duck
Pacific gull
Pallid cuckoo
Raptor ssp.
Richards pipit
Scarlet robin
Silvereye
Spotted pardalote
Striated pardalote
Superb fairy-wren

Scientific Names
Coracina novaehollandiae
Cygnus atratus
Tadorna tadornoides
Chenonetta jubata
Vanellus tricolor
Falco berigora
Acanthiza pusilla
Anas castanea
Phaps chalcoptera
Phalacrocorax ssp.
Phylidonyris pyrrhoptera
Melanodryas vittata
Artamus cyanopterus
Acanthorhynchus tenuirostris
Cacomantis flabelliformis
Petroica phoenicea
Corvus tasmanicus
Phalacrocorax carbo
Platycercus caledonicus
Cracticus torquatus
Strepera versicolor
Rhipidura fuliginosa
Colluricincla harmonica
Chrysococcyx basalis
Dacelo novaeguineae
Phalacrocorax melanoleucos
Anthochaera chrysoptera
Circus approximans
Vanellus miles
Falco cenchroides
Phylidonyris novaehollandiae
Pachycephala olivacea
Anas superciliosa
Larus pacificus
Cuculus pallidus
Falco sp.
Anthus novaeseelandiae
Petroica multicolor
Zosterops lateralis
Pardalotus punctatus
Pardalotus striatus
Malurus cyaneus
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Tasmanian native hen
Tasmanian scrub wren
Thornbill sp.*
White-bellied sea-eagle
White-faced heron
Tree martin
Wedge-tailed eagle
Welcome swallow
White-fronted chat
White-throated needletail
Yellow-rumped thornbill
Yellow-tailed black cockatoo
Yellow-throated honeyeater
Yellow wattle bird

Gallinula mortierii
Sericornis humilis
Acanthizidae sp.
Haliaeetus leucogaster
Egretta novaehollandiae
Hirundo nigricans
Aquila audax fleayi
Hirundo neoxena
Epthianura albifrons
Hirundapas caudacutus
Acanthiza chrysorrhoa
Calyptorhynchus funereus
Lichenostomus flavicollis
Anthochaera paradoxa

* Difficult to determine exact species
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Appendix K – Bat Utilisation Survey Report

Low Head Wind Farm Bat Utilisation Autumn Survey Report 2013

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Wind farms are recognised as a threatening development to microchiropteran bats as a
result of traumatic injury following collisions with moving turbines and possibly barotrauma.
Bat fatalities have been recorded at a range of wind farms on and off-shore in North
America, Europe and Australia. Post-construction carcass surveys have found that bat
species most at risk of fatalities at wind farms are those that roost in trees, migrate and/or
are high-flying open-air foragers. Such bat species occur in Tasmania and as a consequence
a bat utilisation survey of the proposed wind farm site was undertaken to inform the
development of the proposed Low Head wind farm.
Using a combination of bat call surveys and roosting habitat assessments in April 2013, bats
were found to occur throughout the proposed wind farm site. No bat roost sites were
located, though a bat has been found roosting on site previously. Species at risk of wind
farm fatalities such as the Gould’s wattled bat and White-striped freetail bat were recorded
on site. Notably, the Gould’s wattled bat was found to be the most active bat species on
site. Key findings of this survey were that the “west zone” of the proposed site is largely
devoid of potential roosting habitat, though it does comprise of suitable foraging and
drinking habitat. In contrast, the “east zone” contains a mosaic of bat habitat including
potential roosting, foraging and commuting habitat. The large extent of linear edge,
vegetation community heterogeneity and roost availablity indicates this zone will most
likely support the highest bat activity across the site. This is supported by the high levels of
bat activity recorded in this zone during the survey. It is therefore recommended that when
determining turbine locations, exclusion zones are established in areas that representative
of areas where bat activity is greatest, such as freshwater sources and heathland vegetation
communities. In addition to this, maintaining intact patches of mature Eucalypt forest,
particularly containing a high densitiy of hollow-bearing trees, on and surrounding the site
will provide bat roosting and breeding habitat. Timing wind farm construction, particularly
near potential roosting habitat, for periods outside of the breeding season (October to
January) will help to minimise the impact of wind farm development (e.g. noise, roost loss
and disturbance, loss of foraging habitat) to breeding bats and their offspring. It is also
reccommended that monitoring takes place to determine bat fatlities pre-, during and postwind farm development to measure the actual impacts of the wind farm on bats utilising the
site and the effectiveness of any mitigation measures implemented.

PROPOSED LOW HEAD WIND FARM BAT UTILISATION AUTUMN SURVEY REPORT 2013
Lisa Cawthen, Wildlife ecologist, Hobart Tasmania.
Background
Wind farms are recognised as a threatening development to microchiropteran bats as a
result of traumatic injury following collisions with moving turbines and possibly barotrauma
(Baerwald et al. 2008; Kunz et al. 2007). Bat fatalities have been recorded at a range of wind
farms on and off-shore in North America, Europe and Australia (Hull and Cawthen 2013;
Kunz et al. 2007; Rydell et al.). Post-construction carcass surveys have found that bat species
most at risk of fatalities at wind farms are those that roost in trees, migrate and/or are highflying open-air foragers (Cryan and Barclay 2009).
Tasmania has eight species of tree roosting microchiropteran bats, including one endemic
(Driessen et al. 2011; Koch et al. 2008). Two of these species are high-flying open-air
foragers and are therefore considered at risk of wind farm fatalities: The Eastern Falsistrelle
(Falsistrellus tasmaniensis) and the Gould’s wattled bat (Chalinolobus gouldii) (O'Neill and
Taylor 1986). In Tasmania, only one of these species has been found during post-wind farm
development carcass surveys– The Gould’s wattled bat. Forest bats (Vespadelus spp) have
also been recorded during caracass surveys, but their risk of fatality is concidered low
because they do not regularly fly at height (Hull and Cawthen 2012). Two vagrant bat
species are also at risk of fatality at wind farms. These are the The White-striped freetail bat
(Austronomus australis) which has been recorded in northern and south-eastern Tasmania
(Cawthen in review) and flying foxes (Driessen 2010).
Bat fatalities at wind farms can occur throughout the year, though at Tasmania’s Bluff Point
and Studland Bay wind farm the majority of fatalities have been recorded in Autumn,
coinciding with the bat mating season (Hull and Cawthen 2012). Similar findings have been
found in North America and Western Europe and it is thought that this reflects increased
risk of fatalities as a result of changes in flight behaviour and habitat use during migration
and mating periods (Arnett et al. 2008; Cryan 2008; Rydell et al. 2010). In North America,
bat fatalities have also been documented to a lesser extent in spring and summer and have
included pregnant individuals (Arnett et al. 2008). It is unclear whether the number of and
patterns in bat fatalities reflect pre-development bat utilisation of a site or whether bats are
attracted to newly created habitat post-development.
Survey aim
The aim of this survey was to assess the bat utilisation of the proposed Low head wind farm
site during Autumn.
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Methodology
Data was collected using bat call surveys and roosting habitat assessments between the 9th
and 19th April 2013.
Bat call surveys were conducted between the 9th and 17th April using acoustic recorders
(Anabat SD2, Titley Electronics). Eight bat call survey stations were deployed at a range of
locations that represented proposed turbine locations and areas of potential bat habitat
(Figure 1 & Error! Reference source not found.). Using this approach data was collected on
the bat species presence and relative bat activity throughout the site.
Post-deployment the files recorded by Anabats were identified as containing bat call
sequences (a series of calls produced by a bat contained within a 15 second Anabat file)
which were then identified to species and species complexes using the automated bat call
identification software AnaScheme. Species complexes (a genus, or two or more species)
were used during identification because not all bat call sequences can be identified to
species level. This is because not all species exhibit marked variation in their call attributes
(e.g. Nyctophilus spp.) and because some species overlap in their call attributes for
particular suites of calls (eg. Vespadelus darlingtoni - regulus). Poor quality bat call
sequences (e.g. due to noise) or a low number of quality bat calls in a sequence can also
prevent accurate identification to species level and such calls may be identified as
unknowns but included in the overall measure of bat activity.

AnaScheme identified bat all sequences by using a pre-defined echolocation call key for all
eight Tasmanian bat species developed by Cawthen and Law (unpublished data). The key
was developed using reference calls collected throughout Tasmania (n=12,004). This key
that includes a sub-key for low frequency calls between 10 and 15 kHz in the known range
of A. australis (Churchill 2009). following specifications for bat call identification were set in
AnaScheme: Identifications were only made when a minimum of 50% of bat calls within a
sequence were identified to the same species/species complex and only sequences with a
minimum of three calls were identified to a species/species complex. If neither of these
specifications were met, the sequence was identified as an unknown. Bat call sequences
were manually screened to determine call type (search-phase, foraging or social call) and to
verify bat call sequence identification. In the cases where there was a large number of poor
quality calls, all bat call sequences were screened manually.
Roosting habitat assessments were largely conducted using the Forest Practices Authority
‘Habitat Context Assessment Tool’ which predicts the availablity of mature forest habitat
(containing hollow-bearing trees) (Forest Practices Authority. 2011). As bats select to roost
and breed in areas of the highest hollow-bearing tree availablity, this tool can identify
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Table 1. A description of the bat survey sites and data collected at the proposed Low Head wind farm.

Survey site

Number of
files recorded

Number of bat
call sequences
recorded

Easting

Northing

Site description

85

491553

5456916

Inland. Potential roost trees present though in low abundance compared to site 13 & 14.
Vegetation community: Coastal heath (SCH). Turbine ID 7.

237

7

62

489157

5457445

Coastal. Water source. No potential roost trees present. Vegetation community: Coastal
heathland (SCH). Turbine ID 3.

117

3

Inland. Sand dunes. Potential roost trees present though in low abundance compared to
site 13 & 14. Vegetation community: Lowland grassy sedgeland (GSL) surrounded by linear
patches of Eucalyptus amygdalina coastal forest and woodland (DAC). Between Turbine ID
8 & 9.

160

59

Inland. Potential roost trees present. On trail inside linear forest patch connected to large
forest patch containing a high abundance of hollow-bearing trees off-site. Vegetation
community: Eucalyptus amygdalina coastal forest and woodland (DAC).

62

39

Coastal. No potential roost trees though potential roosts in cliffs. Area dominated by
grasslands with linear heath patches. Vegetation community: Agricultural land (FAG) with
some coastal heath (SCH). Turbine ID 10.

3354

35

27

20

5456691

Inland. Water source and vehicular track. Potential roost trees present. On edge of large
linear forest patch with trails. Vegetation community: Eucalyptus amygdalina coastal
forest and woodland (DAC).
Inland. Grazing pasture opposite Basslink sub-station. Potential roost trees present in two
Banksia spp. with hollows. Vegetation community: Agricultural land (FAG) and patches of
Pteridum esculatem fernland (FPF). Turbine ID 11.

0

0

Inland. Grazing pasture on hill top. Potential roost trees in three dead hollow-bearing trees
(stags). Vegetation community: Agricultural land (FAG). Turbine ID 2.

0

0

8-9

13

10

14

491774

491897

492164

491782

5457582

5456602

5458106

11

489311

5456472

2

488221

5457319

3
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potential important roosting and breeding habitat in an area. This was followed up by an on
foot assessment of potential roosting habitat and hollow inspection on site.
Species presence
A total of 300 bat calls were recorded during bat call surveys, of which 219 could be
accurately identified to a species – species complexes (Table 2). Notably the White-striped
freetail bat was recorded on site, a periodic vagrant to Tasmania (Cawthen in press). See
Appendix 1 for examples of the bat call sequences recorded.
Table 2. Species / species complexes present at the Low Head Wind Farm.
Bat species / species complex

Number of call sequences
identified

Survey sites recorded

Gould’s wattled bat
(Chalinolobus gouldii)

92

7, 8-9, 3, 10 & 14

Forest bats (Vespadelus spp)

36

7&3

Long-eared bats

25

7, 13, 8-9, 3, 10 & 14

Chocolate wattled bat – Little
forest bat (Chalinolobus morioVespadelus vulturnus)

25

7, 13, 8-9

Chocolate wattled bat
(Chalinolobus morio)

15

13 & 8-9

Southern - Little forest bat
(Vespadelus regulus-vulturnus)

10

7, 13 & 14

Large forest bat – Southern
Forest bat (Vespadelus
darlingtoni – regulus)

8

7

Vespadelus darlingtoni
(Vespadelus darlingtoni)

4

7

Eastern falsistrelle (Falsistrellus
tasmaniensis)

3

7

White-striped freetail bat
(Austronomus australis)

1

10

(Nyctophilus spp)
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Site 13

Site 14

Site 10

Site 2

Site 11

Site 7

Site 8-9

Site 3

Figure 1. Bat call survey sites at the proposed Low Head wind farm.
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Bat activity across the site
Bats were found to be active at six of the eight survey sites including proposed turbine
locations. Bat activity varied between sites and nights (Figure 2). Nightly variation in bat
activity most likely reflects changes in weather conditions that affect the ability of bats to
commute and forage (e.g. rainfall, low temperatures) (Figure 4). Bats were active
throughout the night across the site.
Notably there was no bat activity recorded at sites 2 and 11. These two sites are both
located in agricultural land which is unlikely to support high bat activity because it does not
contain suitable roost, foraging, commuting or socialising habitat. It is possible however that
bats may be active at these sites periodically. Bats are known to feed on pasture grubs and
so may increase activity during periods of pasture grub emergence.
The most active bat species / species complex was C. gouldii (n= 92 call sequences) and to a
lesser extent C. morio – V.vulturnus (n=50 call sequences) and Vespadelus spp. (n=30 call
sequences) (Table 2). C. gouldii was most active at sites in open areas with coastal heath and
sedglelands at proposed turbine locations (Figure 3).
Roosting habitat
None of the the proposed turbine locations are located in habitat that is likely to provide
important breeding or roosting habitat for bats. There was no evidence of bats roosting at
the site during hollow inspections though a bat has been found roosting in the E.
amygdalina forest and woodland previously (Winston Archer pers comm). Available
roosting and breeding habitat is largely restricted to the E. amygalina forest and woodland
outside of areas where turbines are proposed to be located. Isolated hollow-bearing
Eucalyptus spp. and Banksia spp. in areas of proposed turbine locations may provide
additional roosting habitat. Bats may also roost under bark in the Melalecua and seaward
cliffs adjacent proposed turbine locations and under the metal covering of gate posts and in
old buildings on site. Notably the most suitable roosting habitat in the broader landscape
occurs adjacent the site. This area contains the highest density of hollow-bearing trees in
the broader landscape and is likely provides important roosting and breeding habitat for the
local bat population (Figure 5).
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Figure 2. Bat activity at eight sites at the proposed Low Head Wind Farm between the
nights of the 9th and 16th April 2013.

Figure 3. Gould's wattled bat (Chalinolobus gouldii) activity across eight sites at the
proposed Low Head wind farm between the nights of the 9th and 16th April 2013.
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Figure 4. Daily maximum and minimum temperature and rainfall at the proposed Low
Head wind farm site (Data sourced from BOM).

Figure 5. A map of predicted hollow-bearing tree availablity at the Low Head wind farm
site and surrounding landscape (Map created by the Habitat Context Assessment Tool).
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Summary of bat utilisation at the site
The “west zone” is largely devoid of roosting habitat. This zone does however comprise
areas of suitable foraging habitat, particularly over aquatic vegetation which is likely to
support a high insect diversity upon which will feed. Such areas are likely to support high bat
activity.
The “east zone” contains a mosaic of bat habitat including roosting, foraging and commuting
habitat. The large extent of linear edge, vegetation community heterogeneity and roost
availablity indicates this zone will most likely support the highest bat activity across the site.
Limitations of survey
Timing of survey
This study was undertaken during autumn. Autumn is the mating season for bats and is a
key period of bat fatalities experienced at the Bluffpoint and Studland bay wind farm in
North-west Tasmania (Hull and Cawthen 2013). Bats do however change their habitat use
patterns seasonally and as a result this survey may not be reprensetative of the utlisation of
this site by bats during other times of year.
Bat survey station disruption
The bat call survey station at site 11 was found to be disrupted sometime between the 10 th
and 19th April 2013. This is because the microphone stand was found to be displaced and on
the ground. Though bat calls could still be recorded, the detectability of bat calls compared
to other sites may have been reduced.
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Appendix 1. Examples of bat calls recorded during the Low Head Wind Farm survey.
Chocolate wattled bat (Chalinolobus morio)
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Chocolate wattled bat - Little forest bat (Chalinolobus morio - Vespadelus vulturnus)

Long-eared bats (Nyctophilus spp)

Southern - Little forest bat (Vespadelus regulus - vulturnus)
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Large - Southern forest bat (Vespadelus darlingtoni - regulus)

Gould's wattled bat (Chalinolobus gouldii)

Eastern falsistrelle (Falsistrellus tasmaniensis)
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The White-striped freetail bat (Austronomus australis)

Large forest bat (Vespadelus darlingtoni)

Forest bats (Vespadelus spp.)
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Low Head Wind Farm
Pty Ltd
Report for Low Head Wind Farm
Feasibility Study
Desktop Heritage Report
February 2012

This Preliminary Desktop Heritage Report (“Report”):
1. has been prepared by GHD Pty Ltd (“GHD”) for Low Head Wind Farm Pty Ltd;
2. may only be used and relied on by Low Head Wind Farm Pty Ltd;
3. must not be copied to, used by, or relied on by any person other than Low Head Wind Farm
Pty Ltd, without the prior written consent of GHD;
4. may only be used for the purpose detailed in this report (and must not be used for any other
purpose).
GHD and its servants, employees and officers otherwise expressly disclaim responsibility to any
person other than Low Head Wind Farm Pty Ltd arising from or in connection with this Report.
To the maximum extent permitted by law, all implied warranties and conditions in relation to the
services provided by GHD and the Report are excluded unless they are expressly stated to
apply in this Report.
The services undertaken by GHD in connection with preparing this Report:


were limited to those specifically detailed in section 1 of this Report; and



did not include any site inspections.

GHD expressly disclaims responsibility for any error in, or omission from, this Report arising from
or in connection with any of the Assumptions being incorrect.
Subject to the paragraphs in this section of the Report, the opinions, conclusions and any
recommendations in this Report are based on conditions encountered and information reviewed
at the time of preparation and may be relied on for 3 months, after which time GHD expressly
disclaims responsibility for any error in, or omission from, this Report arising from or in.
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1.

Introduction

1.1

Project Background

GHD Pty Ltd (GHD) has been engaged by Low Head Wind Farm Pty Ltd to determine requirements for
historic cultural heritage assessments as part of the feasibility investigation undertaken for the Low Head
Wind Farm Feasibility Study.
The overall aim of the feasibility investigation is to identify appropriate zones for the establishment of
wind turbines and associated infrastructure. A series of environmental and engineering studies are
currently being undertaken to inform the feasibility study. The proposed development is likely to include
the construction of up to fourteen wind turbines and ancillary construction activities such as access
tracks and laydown areas.

1.2

Subject Site

The subject site is situated at Five Mile Bluff, which is approximately eight kilometres north-east of
George Town, on the north coast of Tasmania. The study area is comprised of agricultural land, remnant
native vegetation and wetlands. The area is situated on private land and is bound by the coast to the
north and west and by Soldiers Settlement Road to the east. The study area is located within the George
Town Council boundary.
A map of the study area is attached as Appendix A to this document.

1.3

Scope and Method

The following tasks were undertaken to determine the scope of any historic heritage investigation
considered appropriate as part of the feasibility study.


Searches on heritage lists (the Tasmanian Heritage Register, the Tasmanian Heritage Places
Inventory, the Register of the National Estate and the George Town Planning Scheme) to determine
any listings within, or in close proximity to the site;



Consideration of early aerial photos and county charts;



Targeted secondary resource review; and



Consultation with Heritage Tasmania to confirm potential assessment requirements.

These tasks were completed as an initial assessment step in order to make recommendations regarding
further assessment requirements.
Consideration of Aboriginal heritage matters is outside the scope of this investigation. Enquiries have
been made with AHT regarding their assessment requirements for the project.
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2.

Heritage Listings

Searches were undertaken on relevant statutory and non-statutory heritage lists for Low Head. The
following provides a summary of search results.

2.1

Tasmanian Heritage Register (THR)

Heritage Tasmania undertook a search on the THR for the relevant areas (as at November 2011).
Searches were undertaken for Old Aerodrome Road, Soldiers Settlement Road and Bellbuoy Beach
Road. There are no listings on the THR along these roads.
A search was also undertaken for Low Head and each site on the THR, located in the vicinity of the pilot
station, is a significant distance from the study area.

2.2

Register of the National Estate (RNE)

A search was undertaken for Low Head and George Town on the RNE. No cultural places on the RNE
fall within the study area. The majority of the listings relate to structures associated with the northern and
southern lighthouses and places along Low Head Road. Many of the places included on the register are
also included within the planning scheme and on the THR.
It is of note that 5 Mile Bluff has been nominated for inclusion on the Register for its natural vales, but the
nomination was rejected as the area is considered to be of insufficient significance to warrant entry in the
Register. Similarly, Bellingham Beaches was also nominated for its natural values but the nomination
was rejected.

2.3

Tasmanian Heritage Places Inventory (THPI)

A search of the study area and its surrounds was undertaken on the THPI database (December 2011).
The Low Head Light Station is listed on THPI and situated to the south west of the study area.

2.4

George Town Planning Scheme

2.4.1

General Provisions

The George Town Planning Scheme 1991 includes provisions for building and works of historic interest
under Part 7- general provisions. Pursuant to Clause 7.6, any use or development of land which pertains
to any building or works listed in Schedule A or Schedule 3 1 of the Scheme is discretionary. Under
Clause 7.6, a planning permit pursuant to this Clause shall only be granted if that use or development is
to preserve, reveal or enhance the particular character or qualities of historic interest of the building or
works. Under Clause 7.6.4, the planning authority shall take into account the advice of the National Trust
of Australia (Tas).
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2.4.2

Schedule 2- Buildings and Works of Historic Interest

Schedule 2 refers to management of development in and around buildings listed in Schedule A and
places of natural beauty as listed in Schedule B.
There are no scheme listings within the study area. Places included in Schedule A are largely located
with George Town itself or at Low Head to the south west of the site. Places on Schedule B are situated
in George Town, at Mt George and it also includes the Low Head Signal Station.
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3.

Document Review

3.1

Historic Charts and Surveys

3.1.1

County Chart

2
The Dorset-Charing County Chart (undated) was viewed as part of this investigation . The chart

indicates that:


Soldiers Settlement Road is apparent on the Chart and generally follows the present day alignment
within the study area.



A linear feature is apparent in the vicinity of the present day Old Aerodrome Road.



The chart indicates a parcel of land acquired by Commonwealth of Australia for Defence purposes.



There is an area of reserved Marram Grass and Crown Land noted as ‘not to be leased due to
drifting sand’.



The study area largely falls within the properties of:
–

W E Davidson – Purch. 74/22

–

W.E Davidson – 74/22

–

W.E Davidson Purch. (no ref) ??

–

Thomas Henry Davies 132/5

–

HC. Gray 132/5

–

C.C Archer (80/5)

The County Chart is attached at Appendix C to this document.
3.1.2

Survey Plans

A series of Survey Plans and associated field notes of the area provide useful information on the nature,
use and development of the land. Table 1 in Appendix B documents observations made regarding the
plans and survey notes viewed for the study area.
In summary, survey plans in and around the study area indicate the following:


The earliest survey plan sourced was undertaken in 1904. However, plans in the area refer also to a
1840s survey.



Roads are marked on several plans, as well as road reserves and a proposed new road adjacent to
Curries Rivulet.



Curries Rivulet and several lagoons are marked.



A parcel of land was acquired for Defence purposes.



Fenced areas are apparent (noted as 'old and new').
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Natural features such as Marram grass and sand hammocks are marked.



Reserved and proposed roads are marked.



Notes on the condition of land are made.



Several potential small structures are apparent as well as infrastructure such as ‘old’ drains.



One parcel of land was subject to subdivision for soldiers settlement.



Old British Shaft is marked as well as a circular unmarked feature.



‘Very old’ water hole (defined as very old in 1904).



Stone building and wall.

The themes emerging from the plans include transport and potential agriculture, defence and mining.

3.2

Aerials

The earliest aerial photography of the area was taken in the 1940s. These aerials were viewed in light of
modern photographs (see Appendix C). The resolution of the aerials restricts detailed interpretation and
the eastern section of the study area has not been subject to early aerial photography. However, the
aerials provide insight into the pattern of development in the mid twentieth century compared with today.
The following observations can be made:


The study area is characterised by sections of cleared land (appears to be agricultural paddocks)
and vegetation.



Present day Old Aerodrome Road appears on the 1940s aerial, but appears to extend north through
the study area, both to the coast and inland (an ongoing track is also apparent to the north of Old
Aerodrome Road on the present aerial).



There is a significant clearing and building complex to the south of the study area on the 1940s aerial
(possible former Aerodrome).



Soldiers Settlement Road appears to generally follow the same route as that of today, though the
eastern section of the study area is not included on the aerial.



There appear to be a number of internal tracks throughout the area, but the resolution of the
photographs does not allow for the identification of any small scale buildings that may have been
present.



There appears to be a clearing in the general vicinity of the British shaft identified on the country
chart and survey plans.



The section of land ‘acquired for Defence purposes appears to be cleared.

3.3

Primary Resources

A series of maps and Public Works Department documents were viewed as part of this investigation to
assist further in setting the historic context of the site. Essentially, the files indicated that:
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The George Town Aerodrome appears on 1940s maps of the area.



There is reference to works on existing bridges along soldiers Settlement Road from the 1920s.

A table included in Appendix B to this document provides a summary of observations made relating to
these files.

3.4

Secondary Sources

Various secondary sources were reviewed in order to set the context for the study area and identify any
site specific information if available. Excerpts from these documents are attached at Appendix B to this
document. In summary, the secondary documents indicated that:


Early Low Head: The Low Head region is associated with the earliest phases of European
exploration and settlement in the north of the state (1798-1804) and has had a significant continuing
maritime and navigation role continuing since the early 1800s. Much of the early infrastructure
associated with this theme remains on the Peninsula and surrounds.



The Low Head region is associated with early telecommunication (1852 signal station erected). By
1869 a successful cable had been laid directly across Bass Straight from Flinders in Victoria to Low
Head.



Old Coast Road: An Old Coast Road to Scottsdale was used by a settlers passing through George
Town to Scottsdale in the 1850s. The road ‘followed approximately the same route as the Old
Aerodrome Road to Five Mile Bluff, and then close to the coast to Curries River, Tam O’Shanter,
Pipers Heads and Bowood. From here the Scott’s New Country Road branched right off the Cape
Portland Road. Another branch went from Low Head, crossing Salty Creek close behind East
3
Beach, and joining the Old Coast Road before it reached the Five Mile Bluff area’.



Landowners: The secondary information revealed general information about landowners who appear
on the grant chart including the Davidsons, Davies and Archers – who were significant landowners in
the region.



Curries Rivulet: Lathy of Curries Rivulet is noted as an early resident of the eastern section of the
George Town district.

3.5

Conservation Studies

Several conservation studies have been undertaken for the Low Head area to the south of the site.
These studies were reviewed to determine any relevance to the subject site and, in a general sense, to
assist in setting a context for the study area. The following provides a summary of documents reviewed
as part of this investigation.
3.5.1

Bell Bay- Five Mile Bluff Pipeline Planning Study

This study relates to planning for a major pipeline easement between the Bell Bay Industrial area and
Bass Strait in the general location of Five Mile Bluff. This report includes an archaeological overview
prepared by David Parham in 1995 as a first phase in the project planning process to identify known and
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likely heritage items to assist in determining the location of an easement. The second, more detailed
study was not available for review for this current investigation. The investigation does not include a
detailed historical outline of district.
The Planning Study acknowledges the main historic themes of communications, primary extractive
industry and timber getting in relation to the study area, which extends well beyond Five Mile Bluff. In
relation to the theme of communications, a flag signalling system operated from Low Head to Launceston
from 1835, with signals sent from Low Head to Mt George to Mt Direction to Windmill Hill and then to the
GPO in Launceston. The coal mine referred to is located in Musk Vale and timber was cut on the slopes
of Mt George and the Tippogoree Hills.
The report includes an exclusion area on Mt George and areas of sensitivity on the eastern slope of Mt
George and Tippogoree Hills given references to coal mining and timber getting. The document does not
make specific reference to the Five Mile Bluff area in terms of historic cultural heritage sites.
It is noted that the report also includes recommendations for Aboriginal Heritage matters at and around
Five Mile Bluff area. Aboriginal Heritage matters are to be considered as a separate component of the
current feasibility study.
3.5.2

Low Head Light Station Concept Plan

This report was developed by George Town Tourism and Heritage Ltd. The report relates directly to the
light station itself. The report notes the importance of the site as a key heritage site of considerable
heritage significance and also a key tourism asset in the region. While the document is site specific and
does not relate to the broader area, it highlights the importance of surrounding development not
impacting upon the light station site. A visual impact study undertaken as a separate part of the current
feasibility study has determined that turbines in the study area will be visible in the distance from the light
station site. It is therefore recommended that the visual impact on the lighthouse and pilot station be
considered as part of a visual impact assessment.
3.5.3

Low Head CMP Volume 1

This document provides general information about the Low Head region noting that it is associated with
the earliest phases of European exploration and settlement in the north of the state between 1798-1804.
Bass and Flinders were the earliest Europeans to travel through the region in 1798, with French
explorers in 1802, followed by William Collins and Lieutenant-Colonel William Paterson, who established
the first settlement at Western Arm on the other side of the Tamar from Low Head in 1804.
The report notes that Low Head has played an important role in the navigation of shipping in the Tamar
River and servicing Launceston. This role dates from the earliest days of European settlement of Port
Dalrymple in 1804, when the first navigational beacons were positioned in the channels at the mouth of
the River and a flagstaff constructed on the Low Head headland. Soon afterward, a pilotage service was
established for ships entering the Heads.
During the nineteenth and twentieth centuries, the role of Low Head in guiding shipping continued, with
an extensive network of buildings and structures constructed on and near the Peninsula including the
Low Head Lighthouse and Pilot Station complexes (1830s), a semaphore signal mast established in
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1852, a telegraph cable station (c. 1860 or c. 1869) and test house, the Leading Lights and keepers’
cottages (1881-2) and various beacons.
Much of this infrastructure remains in good condition. The significance of the complex is enhanced by its
survival in a setting which has remained largely undeveloped, which enables an appreciation of a
number of the critical functional and visual relationships between various elements.
The report notes the high heritage value of the Low Head area being historically and architecturally
significant at a state level for its collection of intact nineteenth century maritime structures and buildings.
It identifies areas/zones in and around the site for conservation purposes. The western section of the
study area is identified in the plan as part of the Coastal Plains area identified in the CMP. The Coastal
Plan area ‘provides the backdrop to the remainder of the Low Head area’. The majority of the coastal
area is comprised of the secondary and tertiary coastal dunes of East Beach and agricultural land.
Management of this area occurs predominantly within the Conservation and Protection Plan, however
the area may provide a strong and supportive role to other tourists activities with the following initiative:
‘the development of walking trails to the Low Head Lookout and wetland areas. The trails should
be linked to car parking areas, clearly defined an offer viewing points and interpretive signage at
sites of interest. The trail may provide areas of walking track at grade or on raised boardwalks,
depending on the site conditions’.
The identification of a section of the study area within the Coastal Plains area reflects its importance as a
setting to the historic site. As noted earlier, a visual impact assessment undertaken for the broader Low
Head Wind Farm Feasibility Study has identified that wind turbines on the site will be visible from the
historic precinct/lighthouse area, and therefore a visual impact assessment should consider the impact
on the lighthouse and pilot station
The CMP makes high level recommendations for the planning scheme such that the content of the CMP
can feed into the planning process.
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4.

Conclusions and Recommendations

4.1

Summary of Findings

4.1.1

Targeted Research

Targeted research involving review of a number of primary and secondary documents indicated the
following key points:


The study area (and surrounds) appears to be associated with the themes of navigation,
communication, transport and potential agriculture, Defence and mining.



Survey plans indicate the presence of cultivated areas and associated fences, water hole, drains
internal tracks, as well as an ‘old’ homestead’. A section of the study area was acquired for Defence
purposes and the survey plans indicate the presence of a shaft in the vicinity of the study area.



The study area is associated with the Davidson, Davies, Archer and Grey families as well as
Defence.



Soldiers Settlement Road and Old Aerodrome Road appear to follow routes apparent on county
charts and mid mid-nineteenth century aerials.



The Old Coast Road to Scottsdale falls within the study area.



The study area is in close proximity to the Low Head Signal station complex- a highly significant
heritage site.

4.1.2

Statutory and non-statutory listings:

Searches were undertaken on:


Tasmanian Heritage Register;



Tasmanian Heritage Places Inventory;



George Town Planning Scheme; and



Register of the National Estate.

No listings fall within the study area.

4.2

Recommendations

Based on this initial desktop assessment it is recommended that consultation with Heritage Tasmania be
undertaken to confirm a further assessment approach in line with their pre-development guidelines. It is
anticipated that the following would be prudent:


Additional research to confirm (or otherwise) the sites potential association with Defence and/or
mining use given survey plan reference to Defence acquisition and British shaft.



Further title research may reveal additional information regarding the ‘old homestead’ noted on
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survey plans.


Schematic mapping to better understand the proximity of places marked on early survey plans in
proximity to the study area.



Consultation with the engineering team to determine the likely nature and location of likely impacts as
a result of the project.



Field work to determine features that remain in the landscape.



Potential input from an archaeologist to determine potential values and sensitivity.



visual impact assessment should include consideration of impacts on the lighthouse and pilot station.
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Survey Plan Summary
Plan
reference

Names and Plan
Date

LTO 74/22

EW. Davidson

Observations

Ada Davidson
dated 1905

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

80/7

Alexander
Campbell pur
1906

•
•
•

•
•
132/5

Entitled soldiers
free selections
Dated 1923

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

80/5

1905/1906
(C.Archer)

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Roadway
Road to Lighthouse and to Bell Bay Beach
is marked
Small lagoon
Land acquired for defence purposes
Notes good sandy beach
Fenced areas
Old line of fence
Sand hammocks
Marshes
Remains of old fence
Plan notes to ‘See Crown Lands Act 1903’
and also makes reference to CC Act 1905
Reserved road marked
Observations on natural values are included
on plans (tea tree and honeysuckle (?)
Section noted as ‘Not to be rented drifting
sand’
Old 10 Tally (?)
Notes drain on property
New and old wire fences marked
Surveyors report notes: Sandy Ridges with
flats, same carrying fair grazing others wet
Sandy conditions causing drift
Potential small structures (?) included on
plan
Subdivision for soldiers settlement noted
Drain marked on plan
Area reserved for camping around at
Curries Rivulet
Proposed new road running alongside
Curries Rivulet
Very old fence burnt in parts
Lagoon
Road to Curries River
Road from George Town
Older road marked (repaired by Lambert)
Currie Road
Refers to an 1840s Survey

Plan
reference

Names and Plan
Date

133/6

1925 (just outside –
south)

Observations
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

133/7 -

1904
Plan area is
situated just South
of Study area

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

80/6

This plan is situated
to the south east of
the study area.
Thomas Valentine
Brown
1906

246 / (?)

Small lot

•
•
•
•
•

•
•

•
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Fence
Drain
Coast Road
Line of old posts
British Lagoon
Very old fence of no value
Rusted black wires
Trench near British Lagoon
British Shaft (on land of A.Woodgate)
Circular feature included on plan (?) post (?)
Good new wire fence
Road reserve
Closed road
Very old fence
Old British shaft is noted to be near a ‘very
old’ fence
Old homestead noted on plan
Very old water hole
Stone building (?)
Stone wall
Old British shaft (A.Woodgate app) –
possibly same shaft
Good sandy beach
Remains of old post rail fence
Public works road
See Crown Lands Act 1903
Old fence
Reserve areas
Plan states ‘to old trenches’ (which are on
W.E. Davidson 74/22)
CP and TP trenches noted.

Primary Document Summary

Reference

Notes

H.H Pimblett, Govt Printer

Undated

Hobart Tas – Map No 232

Tourism and infrastructure map that shows an Aerodrome in close proximity to the
study area (potentially within the study area).

PWD 35/1/1031

Bridge on soldiers Settlement Road Georgetown

2/264 – 13 George town –
Low Head Road
PWD – 35/93

1960 – Refers to ‘Old Calvert and Impassable Bridge’

B2616

Dated 1962
Bridge No 2 George Town to Low Head Aerodrome Road
Correspondence from Bridge engineer to Dept of Public Works
26/11/62
Repairs to Bridge
3 noted on the road at the time

AD 266/1/1106

B2615 Bridge No 1 Georgetown – Low Head Aerodrome Rd
Called Old Aerodrome Rd in 1962 over unnamed creek

PWD 35/118

Dated 1937
£25 for repair of Four Mile Bluff Aerodrome Bridge
Director of Public Wales (called the Aerodrome Rd)
Repairs in 1937

AD 266/1/800

Dated 1940
B1920 – Bridge on Umbrella flats, Low Head Aerodrome Road over main drain.
Request to fix bridge and extend it
It is noted that present day Old Aerodrome Road is named Aerodrome Road at this
time.
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Excerpts from Secondary Documents
The following provides sections of reviewed secondary sources of relevant to this investigation
Early Low Head
Branagan, J. G. George Town: history of the town and district. Launceston, Tas. : Mary Fisher
Book Shop, [1980?].
p. 6
In the 1850s a steady stream of settlers was passing through George Town and taking the Old Coast
Road to Scott’s New Country (later Scottsdale). This road followed approximately the same route as the
Old Aerodrome Road to Five Mile Bluff, and then close to the coast to Curries River, Tam O’Shanter,
Pipers Heads and ‘Bowood’. From here the Scott’s New Country Road branched right off the Cape
Portland Road.
Another branch went from Low Head, crossing Salty Creek close behind East Beach, and joining the Old
Coast Road before it reached the Five Mile Bluff area. Traces of this road were still discernible in the
1960s. This is possibly the older of the two branches.
Some well-known names in the early days of Pipers River and other eastern parts of the George Town
district were Targett, Hurst, Parry, Colgrave, Baxter, Bird, Gillespie, Hill, Denman and Johnston of Piper;
Lathey of Curries River, Brewer of ‘Bowood’ on Little Firester River; Bowen of ‘Tregarron’ at Cape
Portland; Anderson at ‘Barnbougle’ (Great Forester River); Stevenson, Diprose, Heazlewood, Campbell
and Donnelly at Bridport.
The earliest land grant in the far north-east was to Samuel Reeves at Cape Portland in April, 1830. Other
early land locations there were Simeon Lord, Samuel McKee, John Foster, Samuel Bowen and John
Crocker.
Davidson Family
p. 56
Another well-known family are the Davidsons. Mr. We. E. Davidson came from Victoria to Lefroy shortly
after gold was discovered at Nine Mile Springs. He was a skilled blacksmith and followed this trade in
connection with the various gold mines. He later became a farmer and acquired several thousand acres
of grazing land on the coast east of ‘Moana’, on and near the Buffalo Hill, and around Mount George. He
th
built a house and resided on the Buffalo Run. He died on 12 April, 1942 at the age of ninety-four.
His son, Mr. Henry Davidson, successfully carried on the properties. He was a very well liked gentleman
with a wide knowledge of livestock, particularly sheep, and of farming in the somewhat difficult local
conditions. He and his father were active Freemasons, and Mr. Alan Davidson is also prominent in the
order.
The coastal part of the properties at Four Mile Bluff is now owned by Henry Davidson’s two sons, Alan
and Geoffrey. The former conducts it as a part-time farm and spends most of this weekends and holidays
on it. He is an officer of the Agricultural Department. Geoffrey is an engineer with the Public Works
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Department and has a holiday house at Four Mile Bluff.
p.64
The town map of 1888 shows that H. Palmer owned an allotment in Bathurst Street, behind where Roelf
Vos’ supermarket now stands.
George Town’s most famous son of more recent times is the late Major the Hon. Thomas Davies. He
gained his commission in the First World War and was twice decorated, winning both the D.S.O. and the
M.C.
Later he was elected to the Tasmanian parliament as a member for Bass in the House of Assembly. He
became a member of Cabinet and is best remembered as the very able and progressive Minister for
Public Works, and it was under his administration that a great deal of the early sealing of the State’s
roads with bitumen was carried out, including the East Tamar Highway. Major Davies died in 1942.
His father was Joseph Davies who came from Ballarat to manage the Tasmanian Gold Mine at
Beaconsfield, which town he saw grow from a camp of miner’s huts to become the third biggest town in
Tasmania. In his retirement Joseph lived in George Town at ‘The Grove’ until he died in 1922. The
graves of Major Davies and his father and mother are in excellent order in the George Town Cemetery.
The Archer Family
p.54
The Archers are one of the best known families in agriculture today (1980s) in George Town. Although
the family did not come to the town until the beginning of this century, they were active in the East Tamar
district long before that time.
The late Mr. Charles Archer came as a boy with his father to ‘Lauriston’ (now the golf club) in 1900, and
later took over the property from him. The estate extended from near the town boundary to East Arm,
and was acquired in the early 1950s by the State government for the Australian Aluminium Production
Commission, the forerunner of Comalco.
Charles Archer and his son, thereafter lived in George Town at ‘Watford’ near the cemetery, and worked
hard developing their ‘Cimitiere Plains’ property to compensate for the loss of ‘Lauriston’. Charles’ son,
Winston, took over this estate and added to it by purchasing other nearby undeveloped areas, and built it
up into the fine property it is today. He cleared a great deal of new land and considerably increased the
carrying capacity of both sheep and cattle, by establishing some of the best pastures in north-eastern
Tasmania, and built a fine brick house there in the 1960s.
Charles Archer died in 1960 at the age of seventy-eight. His son, Winston, passed away in 1974 at the
comparatively young age of sixty and the very large attendance at his funeral demonstrated the respect
and affection in which he was held.
Mrs. Winston Archer and her son Laurence are carrying on the estate in the traditional Archer efficient
manner. Mrs. Archer was a Miss Widdowson, daughter of one of the pioneer families of George Town.
The earliest connection of the Archer family with George Town was Thomas Archer (1790-1850) who
arrived in Van Diemen’s Land in 1813, and shortly afterwards was appointed clerk in charge of the
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commissariat at Port Dalrymple, was appointed a coroner in 1816 and a magistrate some eighteen
months later.
Transferred to Hobart in 1817, but sent back to George Town in 1819, he was in charge of the
commissariat. This was an important position as George Town was now the principal settlement of
northern Van Diemen’s Land, and Thos. Archer was a senior member of Lieutenant Colonel Cimitiere’s
staff.
Branagan, J. G. The historic Tamar Valley: its people, places and shipping, 1798 to 1990.
Launceston, Tas. : Regal Publications, [1994].
The Davidson Family
p. 134
The second warden, Mr. W. E. Davidson, was also later chairman of the municipal commission. He came
to Lefroy from Victoria as a blacksmith in the gold mining days. He was a Past Master of the Pembroke
Masonic Lodge at Lefroy, and a Justice of the Peace. He became a farmer and acquired an extensive
area of land at Buffalo Hill and Fourmile Bluff. His son, the late Harry Davidson, followed his father on
these properties…Harry’s son, Alan, retired from the Agricultural Department and now conducts the
Fourmile Bluff property and is a Past Master of Lauriston Masonic Lodge. Alan’s brother, Geoffrey, lives
in retirement on a small property adjoining Alan’s at Fourmile Bluff. All the Davidsons have been
respected and popular members of the community.
The next large property of interest on the east side of the River is “Landfall” owned by the Archer family
for many years.
George Town and District Historical Society Biennial Conference (4th : 2004), Dent, John, Phillips,
Diane Rosemary, 1948-, Osborne, John, Edwards, David, Olijnyk, Elynor, Sim, Robin, Walker,
Marian, Wootton, Des, Gunn, Thomas, and George Town and District Historical Society (Tas.).
George Town 200 years: papers of the George Town and District Historical Society Biennial
Conference, Sunday 14th November 2004. [George Town, Tas. : George Town and District
Historical Society, 2005].
General George Town Context
p.44
Today George Town does not much resemble an old town such as Oatlands or Ross. It is older than
either of these two towns and so many of the original buildings were of wooden construction and did not
last. What does remain of Governor Lachlan Macquarie’s vision as an Eligible Situation for the new
headquarters of the northern settlement is evident in the layout and names of the streets. The town now
reflects a period of growth beginning in the 1950s. But there is more to the town than meets the eye.
p.45
Macquarie’s vision of a new town had begun during his first visit to Van Diemen’s Land in 1811. He and
Elizabeth first arrived in Hobart then travelled north naming mountains and streams and valleys as they
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went honouring his family and benefactors with the names he bestowed.
p.46
By 1815 Macquarie was delighted that his vision of the new northern capital was about to be realised.
Between December 1815 and April 1820 twelve brick buildings, thirty seven wooden buildings and forty
three skillings, or huts, had been built. Two of the brick buildings, thirty-two of the wooden buildings and
all the skillings belonged to prisoners. When Macquarie visited the new town in 1821 he spent three days
inspecting it and was delighted with the progress he found.
Telecommunications in and out of Tasmania- David Edwards
Telecommunication at Low Head
In 1826 Governor Arthur appointed Mulgrave to a committee of management for the Tamar River, and he
became the driving force behind the development of a semaphore system between George Town and
Launceston. The complete system commenced operation in October 1835, and allowed messages to be
sent and received “from George Town to Windmill Hill in very few minutes on a clear day”.
There were five original signal stations from the port office in Lower St John Street, Launceston to the
George Town post office. In 1852 a sixth signal station was erected at Low Head. Each signal station
had a sixty foot high mast with two counterweighted wooden arms, one with a cross piece at the end.
Each arm was sixteen feet long and two feet wide, and was slatted to reduce wind resistance.
Technology meanwhile was advancing, and by 1869 a successful cable had been laid directly across
Bass Straight from Flinders in Victoria to Low Head in Tasmania. By 1872, the telegraph lines stretched
all the way from Hobart to Melbourne, Adelaide, Darwin and onto the rest of the world. No longer was
Tasmania isolated from the rest of the world. Implementation of Australian and world
telecommunications.
Low Head Pilot Station-Conservation Management Plan Part 1
Pilot Station
p. i
The eastern headland of the Tamar River mouth has been associated with maritime activity since the
earliest days of European settlement in Port Dalrymple which was settled in 1804. The lighthouse and
former signal mast which were also part of the early maritime works were prominent landmarks while the
Pilot Station, although comparatively low key, has high aesthetic qualities.
George Town, named for King George II, got off to a false start when Col William Patterson ran aground
there in 1804, and ran up the colours and fired a salute nonetheless.
Although settlement persisted at York Town on the western river arm for a time, in 1811 the settlement
headquarters were moved to George Town, then in 1820 on the advice of a special commissioner the
headquarters of the settlement were removed to Launceston. Although Macquarie still favoured George
Town, from 1825 onwards Launceston was the acknowledged military and civil centre for the north of the
island.
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County Chart and Aerials
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1.

Introduction
1.1

Summary

GHD Pty Ltd has been engaged by Low Head Wind Farm Pty Ltd to prepare a Development
Proposal Environmental Management Plan (DPEMP) for the proposed Low Head Wind Farm.
The project has been classified by the EPA as a level 2C assessment and is required to be
treated as such under the Land Use Planning and Approvals Act (LUPAA) and Environmental
Management and Pollution Control Act 1994 (EMPCA). The project has also been determined
to be a “controlled action” under the Commonwealth Environment Protection and Biodiversity
Conservation Act 1999 (EPBC). The matters requiring consideration under EPBCA specifically
relate to:


Listed threatened species and communities (sections 18 and 18A EPBC); and



Listed migratory species (sections 20 and 20A EPBC).

The application is lodged pursuant to Section 57 of the LUPAA. As a Level 2 activity, the
proposal is identified as discretionary in accordance with Section 25 of EMPCA. The proposal
also invokes discretion in relation to its use as a ‘Utility Services (Major)’as defined under the
George Town Interim Planning Scheme 2015 (the Scheme).
This report has been prepared to provide an assessment of the proposal against the relevant
provisions of the Scheme. This report should also be read in conjunction with the DPEMP
prepared for the Low Head Wind Farm.
The Tasmanian Planning Commission has now approved an amendment to the Interim Scheme
relating to the use and development standards under the Rural Resource Zone which provide
for clarity and greater certainty in relation to the assessment of the wind farm proposal for the
site at Low Head (Amendment 3/2016).
The amendment allows at discretion the approval of wind turbines and associated transmission
infrastructure to be located at the development site at Low Head.

1.2

Approved Scheme Amendment

In summary the amendment provides exceptions to the use and development standards in the
Rural Resource Zone as they relate to the development of wind turbines and associated utilities
infrastructure on the properties located at 553 Old Aerodrome Road (CT198926/1), 381 Soldiers
Settlement Road (CTs 210237/1 and 212067/1) and Soldiers Settlement Road (CTs152982/5,
104543/1 and 104543/2).
The approved amendment includes:


Discretionary use status for the wind farm use at Low Head;



Revised statement of desired future character statement;



Discretionary use performance criteria; and



Height acceptable solution for a wind turbine at Low Head up to 180m in height
(measured to wind turbine tip).
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1.3

Background to the Proposed Wind Farm

1.3.1

National Renewable Energy Target

Reforms to Renewable Energy Target (RET) were passed by the Australian Senate in 2015 that
will result in more than 23.5% of the nation’s electricity being derived from renewable sources
by 2020.
Known previously as the Mandatory Renewable Energy Target, the RET has been in operation
since 2001. The initial aim was to source 2% of the nation’s electricity generation from
renewable energy. In 2009, this was increase to 20%. The RET was split in 2011 into the Largescale Renewable Energy Target and the Small-Scale Energy Scheme. As a result of the 2015
reforms, the Large-scale Renewable Energy Target will represent 33,000 gigawatt-hours of
renewable electricity generation in 2020. The RET will be revised again after this time.
The Large-scale Renewable Energy Scheme creates incentives for the establishment and
growth of renewable energy power stations, such as wind and solar farms, or hydro-electric
power stations.
1.3.2

Tasmania’s renewable electricity production

Tasmania is a leader in the Australian renewable energy sector with energy sources
predominantly comprising hydro, but with wind and thermal generation increasing in market
share.
In 2012 Tasmania’s total electricity generation was made up of 81% hydro, 14% thermal and
5% wind energy, at that time comprising 30 hydroelectric stations and two wind farms.
The development of Basslink provided the opportunity for Tasmania to participate in the
National Electricity Market (NEM). However, one of the key matters that led to Tasmania
entering into the agreement was the opportunity to provide broad public benefits from the sale
of renewable energy (namely wind) produced in Tasmania to mainland States, which are largely
reliant on non-renewable electricity production sources.
It has been recognised that meeting the RET by 2020 is likely to be a significant challenge,
particularly given the very long lead-up time from planning to commissioning of many of the
renewable energy power plant options (e.g. geothermal, solar). Wind farms have a shorter lead
time to commissioning compared to other renewable energy sources, and therefore provide a
significant opportunity to bridge the gap and help meet the target and timeline.
1.3.3

Tasmania’s wind projects

The Bluff Point and Studland Bay and Musselroe Wind Farms are 75% owned by Guohua
Energy Investment Co. Ltd and 25% owned by Hydro Tasmania. They are located in the
northeast and northwest-most corners of Tasmania.
Hydro Tasmania’s Huxley Hill Wind Farm is located on King Island and has a 2.45 MW
production capacity. It supplies approximately one third of King Island’s energy requirements.
A fourth wind farm, the Cattle Hill Wind Farm east of Lake Echo in the Central Highlands is
expected to commence construction within a year and will produce around 144 MW.

1.4

Report Purpose

This report is provided as part of the documentation (DPEMP) to support an application to
approve a wind farm and associated infrastructure at Low Head. This report provides an
assessment of the proposal against the applicable sections of LUPAA and the George Town
Interim Planning Scheme 2013. The report has been structured to provide for a site analysis
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(Section 1), outline of the proposal (Section 2) including potential impact assessment, and a
planning assessment (Section 4) against the requirements of the Scheme.

1.5

Scope and limitations

This report has been prepared by GHD for Low Head Wind Farm Pty Ltd and may only be used
for the purpose set out in Section 1.4 of this report. GHD otherwise disclaims responsibility to
any other person arising in connection with this report. GHD also excludes implied warranties
and conditions, to the extent legally permissible.
The services undertaken by GHD in connection with preparing this report were limited to those
specifically detailed in the report and are subject to the scope limitations set out in the report.
GHD has prepared this report on the basis of information provided by Low Head Wind Farm Pty
Ltd and others who provided information to GHD, which GHD has not independently verified or
checked beyond the agreed scope of work. GHD does not accept liability in connection with
such unverified information, including errors and omissions in the report, which were caused by
errors, or omissions in that information.
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2.

Site Analysis
2.1

Site Description

The subject site comprises an area of approximately 1119 ha and is located across three
separate properties. Each of the properties is in separate ownership (refer Table 1).
The site has a history of agricultural uses associated with grazing. The western zone is largely
cleared and used as pastures. The southern and eastern portions of the site, however
comprises a mix of cleared areas with areas of higher density native vegetation.
Overall, the area is relatively flat; however, the site undulates between the 20 metre and 50
metre contours. The western portion of the site is characterised by an area known as Long Flat,
and this area of the site is traversed by British Creek which runs westerly to Bellbuoy Beach.
The Basslink easement transects the site in the western zone, connecting to the underwater DC
cable at Bass Strait. The gas pipeline also transects the site, running in a southerly direction
from Bass Strait on the north eastern boundary of the site through to the south western side.
Table 1

Wind Farm Site Area

Owner

Certificate of Title

PID

Address

Private

198926/1

6463698

553 Old Aerodrome Road

Private

210237/1

6467429

Soldiers Settlement Rd

Private

152982/5

3456388

381 Soldiers Settlement Rd

The wind farm on the site will also require a transmission corridor. It is intended that the
proposed Low Head power transmission corridor will pass through land directly adjacent to the
Basslink easement corridor, which provides for the transportation of high voltage transmission
lines between the Basslink DC interconnector and the George Town Substation. This will
provide a direct line between the wind farm area and the George Town Substation.
The properties affected are described in (refer Table 2). The private properties on Property IDs
3456388 and 6467218 are partially cleared and partially plantation and are used for grazing and
forestry purposes. The forestry land comprises State forest and has been identified as future
reserve land under the Tasmanian Forests Intergovernmental Agreement. The Rio Tinto land is
located to the west and the north of the George Town Substation at Bell Bay. It is predominantly
vegetated.
Table 2

Transmission Corridor Area

Owner

Certificate of Title

PID

Address

Private

104545/1; 154906/1

3456388

381 Soldiers Settlement Rd

Private

154910/1

6467218

Musk Vale Rd

Forestry Tasmania

139746/1

3386009/
3386041

Bridport Rd

Rio Tinto Aluminium
(Bell Bay) Limited

154929/1

2872953

'Comalco' - 135 Bell Bay Rd
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2.2

Locality

The subject site is located on the north coast of Tasmania, approximately 5.5 km north east of
Low Head; 6.5 km north east of George Town and 3.5 km west of Beechford (refer General
Location Map in Figure 2-1). The settlement of Bellbuoy Beach is located adjacent to the far
south west corner of the site. The site straddles the Low Head and George Town localities, with
the western portion of the site (the western zone) located within Low Head and the eastern
portion (the eastern zone) in George Town.

2.3

Surrounding Area

The site lies directly to the east of Four Mile Bluff and directly to the south of Five Mile Bluff.
Directly to the north of the site lies the Five Mile Bluff Conservation area, which extends along
the coast approximately 7.5 kilometres to Low Head and approximately 9.5 kilometres to the
west towards Stony Head.
The area is accessed by Soldiers Settlement Road and Old Aerodrome Road. Soldiers
Settlement Road runs south of the site in an east to west direction between Beechford and
George Town. Old Aerodrome Road runs north to south, south west of the site, from Soldiers
Settlement Road at George Town and terminates at the southern boundary of the subject site.
The area predominantly comprises agricultural land with forestry plantations located to the south
of the site. Within the site boundaries exists above and below-ground sections of the Basslink
DC interconnector and the natural gas transmission line.
As outlined, Beechford and Bellbuoy Beach are the nearest settlements to the site, and
comprise a mix of shack style holiday and permanent residential homes. There are a number of
dwellings located in the vicinity of the subject site, a number of which are associated with larger
farming properties.
The dwellings are located as follows:
Table 3

Nearest Residential Properties

Property

Address

Residence 1 (H)

553 Old Aerodrome Road

Residence 2

599 Old Aerodrome Road

Residence 3

549 Old Aerodrome Road

Residence 4

489 Old Aerodrome Road

Residence 5

551 Old Aerodrome Road

(H) Host property to the wind farm
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Figure 2-1 Location Map
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3.

Proposal
The applicant proposes a 10 wind turbine development at the site and the introduction of an
associated transmission line extending from the wind farm site south to the George Town
Substation. The project has been classified by the EPA as a Level 2C assessment and is
required to be treated as such under the LUPAA and the Environmental Management and
Pollution Control Act 1994 (EMPCA). The project has also been determined to be a “controlled
action” under the Commonwealth Environment Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act
1999 (EPBCA).
The applicant has prepared a Development Proposal Environmental Management Plan
(DPEMP) for the proposed Low Head Wind Farm addressing the EPA and Commonwealth and
Council requirements.
The applicant has proceeded on the basis of a two-stage process, the first of which was an
amendment to the George Town Interim Planning Scheme 2013, now approved followed by the
lodgement of the present development application. A description of the proposal is described in
Sections 3.1 an d 3.1.2 of this Report.

3.1


Wind Farm Site
Wind turbines (layout - refer Figure 3-1)
– 10 wind turbines with hardstands of approximately 40m x 60m dimensions. Each of
the Turbines comprises a maximum tip height of 180m. Depending on the final
specification of the turbines; external transformer boxes (small sheds approx. 2m wide
and tall) may also be constructed at the base of each turbine on the hardstands.
– The turbine sites will be located on the eastern and western portions of the site.
Turbines 9 and 10 will be located on Property ID 3456388, with Turbines 6, 7 and 12
located on the Property ID 6467429 (eastern zone) and Turbines 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5
located on the Property ID 6463698 (western zone). In clarification turbines 8 and 11
do not form part of the development proposal.
– A 100-metre diameter tolerance area has been provided around each of the turbine
locations to allow for micro-siting arising from further environmental, geotechnical or
construction considerations. The 100-metre diameter at each turbine site has been
included in all site investigations and consideration of impacts. Micro-siting of turbines
within the 100 metre diameter identified will be undertaken as part of the Wind Farm
Design Report to be prepared prior to construction (refer DPEMP). There are no
proposed changes to the turbine layout beyond the 100 metre diameter at each
identified site and all ‘micro-siting’ will be within this limit.



Facilities Area
– A fenced facilities area will be provided which will include the switch yard and the
storage warehouse/office and car parking. The storage warehouse/office will
accommodate parts storage, hazardous materials storage, an office and staff
amenities. These facilities will be required throughout the entire operational life of the
wind farm.
– The facilities area will be located on the southern-most part of the site, approximately
770 metres north of the southern title boundary on Property ID 3456388. The facilities
area will be located on ground previously disturbed by quarrying activities and away
from public view.
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– The facilities area will also provide a site for the lay down area during construction
which will accommodate temporary facilities such as a construction compound,
concrete batching plant, raw materials storage area, vehicle wash-down areas and
construction office and staff amenities.


Vehicular Access
– Access to the wind farm site will be via two roads – Old Aerodrome Road to access
the western area and Soldiers Settlement Road to access the eastern area. Access to
the facilities area will be via Soldiers Settlement Road and then a small section of
upgraded road within the site.
– Within the wind farm site a series of upgraded and new roads will be developed to
allow access to each turbine location. These roads will be compacted gravel roads,
within the wind farm site and all contained within private property.



On-site transmission cabling
– On-site cabling will be installed at the wind farm site. Where possible the cabling will
be provided underground where it can be incorporated into the internal access roads.
Outside of the internal access road areas the cabling will be provided either above
ground or underground. The routes for all cabling have been included in the site
surveys and assessment of impact.
– The eastern and western zones will be electrically integrated at the switchyard.

3.2


Transmission Line / Easement
Transmission Line
– A new transmission line will be installed from the windfarm site south to the George
Town Substation.
– A 10 metre wide easement for the transmission corridor will be created from the
facilities area within the wind farm site to the George Town Substation approximately 8
km south of the windfarm site. The easement will be located mostly adjacent to the
existing Basslink corridor to minimise visual and other impacts. The easement will
pass through land directly adjacent to the Basslink easement corridor (to the east)
from Soldiers Settlement Road to the George Town Substation other than where it
deviates around (to the east) of the Basslink transformer on Bridport Road.
– Within the easement the transmission line will comprise a 22kV overhead double
strung line on single poles.



Vehicular access to easement
– Vehicular access to the transmission line easement will be via existing public roads.
There are no new roads or access points proposed for easement maintenance.
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Figure 3-1 Proposed Wind Farm Layout
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4.

Interim Planning Scheme
4.1

Planning Instrument

The application relates to the George Town Interim Planning Scheme 2013 (‘Interim Planning
Scheme’). The Planning Authority is George Town Council.

4.2

Zone Controls

The zoning maps as they relate to both the wind farm site and the transmission corridor are
provided below. The wind farm site and northern section of the corridor are zoned Rural
Resource. Further to the south the transmission corrider transects land zoned General
Industrial, Open Space and Utilities.

4.3

Use Classification & Approval Status

In accordance with Table 8.2 of the Scheme, the use falls within the Utilities use class, which is
defined as follows:
use of land for utilities and infrastructure including:
a)

telecommunications;

b)

electricity generation;

c)

transmitting or distributing gas, oil, or power;

d)

transport networks;

e)

collecting, treating, transmitting, storing or distributing water; or

f)

collecting, treating, or disposing of storm or floodwater, sewage, or sullage.

Examples include an electrical sub-station or powerline, gas, water or sewerage main, optic
fibre main or distribution hub, pumping station, railway line, retarding basin, road, sewage
treatment plant, storm or flood water drain, water storage dam and weir.
The proposed wind turbines fall within the above definition by providing for infrastructure for
electricity generation.
The Scheme further defines Minor Utilities under Clause 4.1.3 as:
means use of land for utilities for local distribution or reticulation of services and associated
infrastructure such as a footpath, cycle path, stormwater channel, water pipes, retarding basin,
telecommunication lines or electricity substation and power lines up to but not exceeding 110Kv.
The Scheme does not provide any further definitions pertaining to ‘utilities’. The electricity
generated from the turbines will feed into the local electricity network and the transmission line
associated with the wind turbines is 22kV. The proposed nature of the use is not considered to
fit within the tenor of the above definition of ‘Minor Utilities’
The status prescribed the Utilities use as Discretionary in the Rural Resource, General
Industrial, and Open Space Zones, and Permitted in the Utilities Zone.
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Figure 4-1

Zoning Map (Wind Farm Site)
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Figure 4-2

Zoning Map (Transmission Corridor)
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4.4

Planning Scheme Amendment

The planning scheme amendment introduced site specific qualifications to the provisions under
the Rural Resource Zone of the Interim Scheme to allow at discretion the development of a wind
farm at 553 Old Aerodrome Road (CT 198926/1), 381 Soldiers Settlement Road (CTs 210237/1;
212067/1) and Soldiers Settlement Road (CTs 152982/5; 104543/1; 104543/2) as detailed in
Table 1.
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5.

Planning Assessment George Town
Interim Planning Scheme 2013
5.1.1

Strategic Outcomes

The strategic outcomes for the municipality are included as part of Clause 2.1.1 of the Scheme
the purpose of which is:
a) To further the Objectives of the Resource Management and Planning System and of the
Planning Process as set out in Parts 1 and 2 of Schedule 1 of the Act; and
b) To achieve the planning scheme objectives set out in clause 3.0 by regulating or
prohibiting the use or development of land in the planning scheme area.
The RMPS objectives have been considered above. The objectives relevant to electricity
infrastructure provision under clause 3.0 of the Scheme include:
i.To use and develop standards that will assist in delivering the intended strategic purpose and
desired future outcomes for land with respect to:
ii. The provision of infrastructure required to protect human health, safety and welfare, including
the supply of potable water, management and disposal of waste and storm water and the supply
of gas, energy and telecommunication services.
iii. The protection of the function and safety of strategic infrastructure assets, including major
roads, rail and port, gas energy generation and transmission, water storage, waste water
treatment plants and telecommunications.
The proposed development will provide for sustainable use and development outcomes through
the provision of renewable energy infrastructure consistent with the above objectives.

5.2

Rural Resource Zone

5.2.1

Zone Purpose Statements

The Zone Purpose statements of the Rural Resource Zone are provided under Clause 26.1 of
the Scheme and state:
26.1.1 To provide for the sustainable use or development of resources for agriculture,
aquaculture, forestry, mining and other primary industries, including opportunities for
resource processing.
26.1.2 To provide for other use or development that does not constrain or conflict with
resource development uses.
26.1.3 To provide for economic development that is compatible with primary industry,
environmental and landscape values.
26.1.4 To provide for tourism-related use and development where the sustainable
development of rural resources will not be compromised.3
Comment: The proposed wind farm will allow for the existing agricultural and forestry activities
to operate in conjunction with the wind farm use. On land affected by the transmission
easement, only a small corridor, approximately 10 metres wide that runs directly adjacent to the
existing Basslink transmission line will be required for the wind farm use. On the wind farm site,
the grazing and existing agricultural activities will be able to continue with negligible impact to
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their operation, given the small development footprint required. The proposal therefore does
not involve the ‘conversion’ of significant areas of(??) agricultural land. Further, the site does
not comprise Class 1 to 3 prime agricultural land, and therefore will not result in the conversion
of prime agricultural land for non-agricultural uses.
The proposal will also provide support to the local farming community by providing landowners
with an alternative source of income. It will provide local employment opportunities, particularly
during the construction phase, as well as a community fund that will be managed by the local
community to invest in local projects and programs. There is also potential scope for the
proposed use to incorporate tourism activities, as the use, along with other wind farms, can
potentially comprise a focal or interest point for people visiting the area.
The proposal involves a Level 2 Activity, and is therefore subject to EPA approval. All
environmental impacts have been carefully managed and mitigated to ensure the environmental
quality of the area is retained.
The Zone Purpose statements highlight the range of allowable uses within the Zone, some of
which, it can reasonably be expected, would have an impact on visual or landscape values. A
number of the allowable uses are either permitted or no permit required uses, so the use
standards addressed further below, applicable to considering visual impacts, would not be
applicable. This includes, for example, forestry (where not on prime-agricultural land), mining (if
not located on prime agricultural land or a prescribed Level 2 Activity under EMPCA) and
resource processing (e.g. abattoir, sawmill) where directly associated with produce from the
subject site. It can therefore be observed that there is an expectation that the rural landscape
will be modified not just for agricultural use and development, but also for resource processing
activities more broadly (among others such as tourism development). The proposed wind farm
is dependent on a rural location adjacent to the coast to obtain access to a wind power
resource. It will be compatible with the character of the surrounding landscape, which already
contains utility infrastructure. It will not significantly impact any tourist routes or destinations.
The Zone Purpose statements are clearly encouraging of uses that contribute to the rural
economy, physical environment and landscape, whilst not impeding the ability of more
traditional activities to continue to operate. It is considered that the proposal is directly
supportive of these objectives. It will contribute to economic development since it will provide a
renewable energy source to industrial operations in Bell Bay and other users within the
electricity grid.
The proposal is considered to be directly supportive of the above Zone Purpose
statements.
5.2.2

Local Area Objectives

The Local Area Objectives are provided under Clause 26.1.5 and state:
a) Primary Industries:
Resources for primary industries make a significant contribution to the rural economy
and primary industry uses are to be protected for long-term sustainability.
The prime and non-prime agricultural land resource provides for variable and diverse
agricultural and primary industry production which will be protected through individual
consideration of the local context.
Processing and services can augment the productivity of primary industries in a locality
and are supported where they are related to primary industry uses and the long-term
sustainability of the resource is not unduly compromised.
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Comment: Due to the relatively small footprint of the proposal, as outlined above, it will not
inhibit the continued operation of agricultural or forestry uses on the land that the proposal will
occupy. Whilst the proposal comprises a utility, and not a primary industry, it will provide
farmers and local land owners with an alternative income source, which will directly support the
long-term sustainability and potentially the diversity of agricultural and primay industries
production.
The proposal does not comprise a processing or service activity. It will, however have the
potential to provide local industry at Bell Bay with an alternative power source. It should also be
noted that proposed transmission line and easement will form part of an existing utility corridor
that accommodates Basslink, the Tasmanian Gas Pipeline and the Bell Bay Pulp Mill Outfall.
The use of land within this corridor for such purposes makes evident the need to use
surrounding rural lands to support industrial precincts such as Bell Bay, particualarly in respect
of infrastructure connection. The land therefore needs to be considered within the context of its
location between the Bell Bay Industrial area and Bass Straight where connection to major
infrastructure services are provided. The proposed wind farm and its corridor form part of this
borader utility upon which the industrial area of Bell Bay depends. However, given the
proposal’s ability to allow agricultural uses to continue, it is assessed as being supportive of the
local area objectives for Primary Industries.
b) Tourism
Tourism is an important contributor to the rural economy and can make a significant
contribution to the value adding of primary industries through visitor facilities and the
downstream processing of produce. The continued enhancement of tourism facilities
with a relationship to primary production is supported where the long-term sustainability
of the resource is not unduly compromised.
The rural zone provides for important regional and local tourist routes and destinations
such as through the promotion of environmental features and values, cultural heritage
and landscape. The continued enhancement of tourism facilities that capitalise on these
attributes is supported where the long-term sustainability of primary industry resources
is not unduly compromised.
Comment: The proposal does not involve a new tourism use. The wind farm and associated
transmission line will not compromise existing or future tourism activities from establishing in the
area. The proposal will be visible from certain tourism locations and vantage points, such as the
Low Head Lighthouse and various locations along Bridport Road, however, it will not detract
from the ongoing attractions associated with these uses and vantage points.
c) Rural Communities
Services to the rural locality through provision for home-based business can enhance
the sustainability of rural communities. Professional and other business services that
meet the needs of rural populations are supported where they accompany a residential
or other established use and are located appropriately in relation to settlement activity
centres and surrounding primary industries such that the integrity of the activity centre
is not undermined and primary industries are not unreasonably confined or restrained.
Comment: The proposal does not comprise a professional or other business. As outlined,
however, it will provide an alternative income source for local land owners and farmers, directly
supporting the sustainability of those properties.
Following project approval, local business will be engaged through the employment of
contractors as part of the site preparation, construction and, as necessary, operational stages of
the project. It is estimated that between 50 to 75 contractors will be required through the
construction phase providing opportunity to local service providers.
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During the operational phase, the project will employ 2 to 3 FTEs with up to 10 individuals
required during major maintenance activities. There will also be additional demand for local
contractors in civil, electrical, and environmental activities throughout the life of the project. A
local office and warehouse use will be utilised during construction and operational phases of the
project. It is clear that the proposal will bring further economic activity to the area without
constraining the more traditional rural activities. It is therefore expected that the proposal will
return a benefit to the local community.
Upon project approval the proponent will establish a Community Consultative Committee (the
committee) made up of 5 persons comprising – one land owner, one local (residing within a 5
km radius of the wind farm), a Council representative, indpendent member and Chairperson
(independent). A company representative would also be considered for the committee.
The purpose of the committee is to represent and to articulate the interests of the community
during construction and operational phases of the project, thus providing a local conduit for
communication between the community, the company and regulatory authorities as
necessary.This will mean that issues of concern to the community can be addressed as they
arise, and enable remedial steps to be put in place to mitigate those matters as appropriate.
In addition to representation of the community’s views, during the operation phase of the wind
farm the committee will be responsible for the nomination of projects and the authorisation of
funding allocations to be provided annually by the wind farm proponent as a community
enhancement fund. The purpose of the fund will be to enable allocation of funds to a program of
works within the George Town municipal area which are considered of benefit to the local
community.
The fund will be no less than $10,000 per annum and will be guaranteed for the 30 year life of
the wind farm representing a not insignificant contribution to valued local community projects.
5.2.3

Desired Future Character Statements

The Desired Future Character Statements are provided under Clause 26.1.3 and state:
a) The visual impacts of use and development within the rural landscape are to be
minimised such that the effect is not obtrusive except for a wind farmand associated
utilities infrastructure located at 553 Old Aerodrome Road (CT198926/1), 381 Soldiers
Settlement Road (CTs 210237/1 and 212067/1) and Soldiers Settlement Road
(CTs152982/5, 104543/1 and 104543/2)
b) To provide for a windfarm and associated utilities infrastructure at 553 Old
Aerodrome Road (CT198926/1), 381 Soldiers Settlement Road (CTs 210237/1 and
212067/1) and Soldiers Settlement Road (CTs152982/5, 104543/1 and 104543/2) which
requires a rural location for operational, security management and proximity to
transmission network reasons; and
c) To ensure that the wind farm and associated utilities infrastructure at 553 Old
Aerodrome Road (CT198926/1), 381 Soldiers Settlement Road (CTs 210237/1 and
212067/1) and Soldiers Settlement Road (CTs152982/5, 104543/1 and 104543/2) of a
scale and intensity that is appropriate having regard to the adjoining rural area.
Comment: Notwithstanding the scheme amendment, a visual analysis of the proposed impacts
of the turbines within the landscape setting has been undertaken. This concludes that the
proposed use and development will be located within a landscape that is already modified.
These modifications include the existence of utility infrastructure such as the Basslink
transmission line and lattice towers supporting the above ground transmission cables. The
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proposed turbines are higher than the existing transmission line pylons although will have a
different, more transparent appearance owing to the reduced horizontal scale.
Also, the turbines have been sited either within existing cleared or disturbed areas. The varying
topography and low vegetation will assist in screening the base of turbines including ancillary
infrastructure and access tracks. The 10 metre wide transmission line corridor associated with
the wind farm will be located adjacent to the existing Basslink corridor where possible to
minimise visual impacts.
In this regard it is of relevance that significant effort has been made to reduce the visual impact
of the development in terms of the following considerations:


The number of turbines was originally reduced from 38 to 12 1 recognising the need to
approriately scale the development in the landscape and its context. There has been a
further reduction of 2 – turbines 8 and 11 given concerns about the impact on the
adjacent dwelling and avifauna issues. The use and development of 10 turbines is
therefore included in the application.



The colour chosen for the turbines is based upon proven blending characteristices
against typically cloudy skies.



The turbines are not located on ridgelines but amongst undulating agricultural land.



There are no lights proposed for the facilities unless required for aviation navigation, in
which case the lighting can be programmed for remote control as required.



The minimum distance of the turbines from potential residences is 800m and is therefore
double that recommended, whilst a minimum buffer of 165 m is achieved from the publicly
accessible road network. A minimum 100m coastal buffer has also been achieved



The turbines will not be visible from the majority of tourist roads.

The viewshed mapping indicates that sections of most of the turbines will however be visible
from most areas within the coastal plain surrounding the subject site due to the low lying
topography.
The 3D Visualisation undertaken by Another Perspective shows the likely appearance of the
turbines from 5 key viewing locations in the landscape where the wind farm will be mostly
visible2. This indicates that the turbines will be highly visible up close from locations such as
Old Aerodrome Road and Soldiers Settlement Road however they blend more with the
landscape over distance due to their transparency. The settlement areas of Low Head,
Bellbuoy Beach and Beechford will be located at least 5.5 km, 1.7 km and 3.5 km respectively
from the nearest turbines.
Further, the viewshed mapping and on-ground investigations indicate that, due to the local
topography, there are locations within each of these settlements where up to half of the turbines
only will be visible.
In terms of where the facility may be defined as ‘apparent’, the anlaysis indicates that this
includes the areas within 3-5 km of the site predominantly and the smaller settlements of
Bellbouy Beach and Beechford. The facility is apparent at Low Head to a lesser extent given
that the viewshed analysis has been taken from the site of the Low Head Lighthouse on the
peninsular, which allows an elevated and direct line of sight to the proposed development site.

Note that the further two turbines (Turbine 8 and 11) have been deleted however the reasoning for
the deletion was based on the perceived impact on an adjacent dwelling and avifauna, rather than the
scale of the wind farm more broadly in the landscape.
2 Note that the 3D Visualisations do not reflect the deletion of Turbines 8 and 11. It is therefore
anticipated that the overall visual impact will be less than represented in the Visualisations.
1
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In terms of the ‘viewer reponse’ and the issue of aesthetic sensitivity, it is clear that residential
viewers typically have extended viewing periods and are generally concerned about changes in
the views from their homes. They are therefore considered aesthetically sensitive. This relates
to the exposure of the viewer to a particular development, which is a function of the type of view
seen, and the distance, perspective and duration of the view.
It is most important to recognise that largely the residential views from Bellbuoy Beach
and Beechford are orientated towards the coastline (being west or north of the wind farm
respectively). Whilst the wind farm facility may be more apparent to the residences closest to it,
overall, other than views while commuting or directly looking in the direction of the turbines, it
can be argued the ‘dominant view’ (from these properties) will not be affected, due to their
coastal orientation.
Significant effort has been made to address the issue of visual impact upon the community
which has included a period of consultation with those communities of over 2 and a half years.
As a result measures to reduce visual impacts through design and operational modifications
have been incorporated where possible.
As outlined, wind farms are typically dependent on a rural location adjacent to the coast to
obtain access to a wind power resource. For the reasons outlined above, this does not mean
that they will have a significant adverse impact on the surrounding locality.
5.2.4

Use Table 26.2

The discretionary uses in the zone are identified below.
Use Class

Qualification

No Permit Required
Natural and cultural values management
Passive recreation
Residential

If a single dwelling

Permitted
Residential
Resource development

If for grazing

Utilities

If for minor utilities

Discretionary
Bulky goods sales

If for rural supplies, landscape supplies and
timber yard

Business and professional services

If not for veterinary centre or similar specialist
animal breeding or care services

Educational and occasional care

If providing educational services for the
resource development use class

Emergency Services
Equipment and machinery sales and hire
Extractive industries

If located on prime agricultural land, or if for a
Level 2 Activity

Food services

If:
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a.

for existing uses and the curtilage
increases by more than 30% at the
effective date or

b. cellar door sales, micro-breweries or
micro distilleries
General retail and hire
Hotel industry

If:
a.

not for existing uses or

b. the curtilage increases by more than
30% as at the effective date
Motor racing facility
Recycling and waste disposal
Residential

If for single dwelling

Resource development

If
a. for controlled environment agriculture
or intensive animal husbandry on
prime agricultural land; or
b. not for plantation forestry on prime
agricultural land.

Resource processing

If not directly associated with produce from the
subject site

Service industry
Sports and recreation

If:
a. not for existing uses or
b. the curtilage increases by more than
30% as at the effective date

Visitor accommodation
Tourist operation
Transport depot
Utilities

If:
a. for existing use on prime agricultural
land; or
b. not for existing uses; or
c.

the curtilage increases by more than
30% as at the effective date; or

d. if for a wind farm and associated
utilities infrastructure at 553 Old
Aerodrome Road (CT198926/1), 381
Soldiers Settlement Road (CTs
210237/1 and 212067/1) and Soldiers
Settlement Road (CTs152982/5,
104543/1 and 104543/2)
Prohibited
All other uses
The proposal provides for the Utilities use class as discretionary.
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5.2.5

Use Standards

26.3.1 Discretionary Uses if not a single dwelling
Utilities are prescribed a discretionary status under the Rural Resource Zone.
The proposal must therefore be assessed against the Objectives and Performance Criteria of
Clause 26.3.1 which provides the use standards for discretionary uses that do not comprise
single dwellings.
Objective
a) To provide for an appropriate mix of uses that support the Local Area Objectives and the
location of discretionary uses in the rural resources zone does not unnecessarily
compromise the consolidation of commercial and industrial uses to identified nodes of
settlement or purpose built precincts.
Comment: Refer responses against the Local Area Objectives above. The wind farm
will not compromise the consolidation of industrial or commercial uses or activity centres,
rather it is anticipated that it will support their function whilst allowing existing rural uses
to continue.
b) To protect the long term productive capacity of prime agricultural land by minimising
conversion of the land to non-agricultural uses or uses not dependent on the soil as a
growth medium, unless an overriding benefit to the region can be demonstrated.
Comment: The proposal does not involve any development on prime agricultural land.
c) To minimise the conversion of non-prime land to a non-primary industry use except
where that land cannot be practically utilised for primary industry purposes.
Comment: The existing agricultural uses on the site will be capable of co-existing with
the wind farm, given that the development footprint is particularly small. The proposal
therefore does not involve the ‘conversion’ of non-prime land per se.
d) Uses are located such that they do not unreasonably confine or restrain the operation of
primary industry uses.
Comment: The existing agricultural uses on the site will be capable of co-existing with
the wind farm, given that the development footprint is particularly small. The proposal
therefore does not involve the ‘conversion’ of non-prime land per se.
d) Uses are located such that they do not unreasonably confine or restrain the
operation of primary industry uses.
e) Uses are suitable within the context of the locality and do not create an unreasonable
adverse impact on existing sensitive uses or local infrastructure.
Comment: Noise and shadow flicker investigations have been undertaken to
determine the potential impacts of the proposal on surrounding residential
development. Three (3) weeks of baseline monitoring and associated wind farm noise
modelling by Marshall Day Acoustics (refer DPEMP) found that the proposal accords
with the requirements of NZS6808:1998, to be confirmed by post-commissioning
monitoring. Should noise impacts arise at any time during its operational life, a sector
management approach as part of the normal wind farm operations would reduce the
noise output during peak periods to ensure full compliance with the relevant standard
and permit conditions. Refer to the DPEMP document for the full noise assessment.
In regards to shadow flicker the decision was made to remove one of the Turbines
(Turbine 11) as a result of the impact of shadow flicker on Residence 2. The impacts
of shadow flicker now comply with all relevant standards at each of the dwellings.
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f)

The visual impacts of use are appropriately managed to integrate with the surrounding
rural landscape
Comment: Refer to the discussion provided in response the the Zone’s Desired Future
Character Statements above

Acceptable Solutions

Performance Criteria

A1

P1.1 It must be demonstrated that the use is consistent with
local area objectives for the provision of non-primary industry
uses in the zone, if applicable; and

If for permitted or no permit
required uses.

P1.2 Business and professional services and general retail
and hire must not exceed a combined gross floor area of
250m2over the site.

Comment: P1 Complies. Refer to assessment agaist the LAO, Interim Scheme.
A2
If for permitted or no permit
required uses

P2.1 Utilities, extractive industries and controlled
environment agriculture located on prime agricultural land
must demonstrate that the:
i) amount of land alienated/converted is minimised; and
ii) location is reasonably required for operational efficiency;
and
P2.2 Uses other than utilities, extractive industries or
controlled environment agriculture located on prime
agricultural land, must demonstrate that the conversion of
prime agricultural land to that use will result in a significant
benefit to the region having regard to the economic, social
and environmental costs and benefits.

Comment: N/A. The proposal does not involve prime agricultural land.
A3
If for permitted or no permit
required uses.

P3 The conversion of non-prime agricultural to nonagricultural use must demonstrate that:
a) the amount of land converted is minimised having regard
to:
i) existing use and development on the land; and
ii) surrounding use and development; and
iii) topographical constraints; or
b) the site is practically incapable of supporting an
agricultural use or being included with other land for
agricultural or other primary industry use, due to factors such
as:
i) limitations created by any existing use and/or
development surrounding the site; and
ii) topographical features; and
iii) poor capability of the land for primary industry; or
c) the location of the use on the site is reasonably required
for operational efficiency.
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Comment: The area of land to be converted is minimal. Existing access tracks are
used where possible and the facilities area will be placed in an already disturbed
quarry area. The activity will not impede the existing agricultural activity on site.
The footprint of the proposed development is very small and capable of allowing
existing agricultural activities on the site to continue.
A4 If for permitted or no
permit required uses.

P4 It must demonstrated that:
a) emissions are not likely to cause an environmental
nuisance; and
b) primary industry uses will not be unreasonably confined or
restrained from conducting normal operations; and
c) the capacity of the local road network can accommodate
the traffic generated by the use.

Comment: The proposal does not involve an emitting activity, and the continued
operaton of primary industries uses has been discussed at length. A Traffic Impact
Assessment (TIA) and Traffic Management Plan (TMP) have been prepared to assess
the impact on the road network. Subject to implementing the recommendations of both
documents, the road network has the capacity to accommodate the traffic generated
by the new use.
A5 The use must:
a) be permitted or no permit
required; or
b) be located in an existing
building.

P5 Except for a wind farm and associated utilities
infrastructure located at 553 Old Aerodrome Road
(CT19826/1), 381 Soldiers Settlement Road (CTs 210237/1
and 212067/1) and Soldiers Settlement Road (CTs 152982/5,
104543/1 and 104543/2)It must be demonstrated that the
visual appearance of the use is consistent with the local area
having regard to:
a) the impacts on skylines and ridgelines; and
b) visibility from public roads; and
c) the visual impacts of storage of materials or equipment;
and
d) the visual impacts of vegetation clearance or retention;
and
e) the desired future character statements.

Comment: Not Applicable

5.2.6

Development Standards

The Building Location and Appearance standards are provided under Clause 26.4.1 and state:
Objective
To ensure that the:
a)

ability to conduct extractive industries and resource development will not be
constrained by conflict with sensitive uses; and

b)

development of buildings is unobtrusive and complements the character of the
landscape except for a wind farm and associated utilities infrastructure located at 553
Old Aerodrome Road (CT198926/1), 381 Soldiers Settlement Road (CTs 210237/1
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and 212067/1) and Soldiers Settlement Road (CTs152982/5, 104543/1 and
104543/2); and
c)

the wind turbibne height at 553 Old Aerodrome Road (CT198926/1), 381 Soldiers
Settlement Road (CTs 210237/1 and 212067/1) and Soldiers Settlement Road
(CTs152982/5, 104543/1 and 10543/2) is;

(i) necessary for the operation of the use; and
(ii) minimises adverse impacts on neighbouring properties.
Comment: Objective (a) is not relevant since the application does not involve a sensitive use.
The visual impact of the Turbines, however, is discussed in Section 4.2.1. They have been
found to have a noticeable but acceptable impact in the rural landscape. The buildings
associated with the facilities area will comprise low lying, single storey buildings,
characteristic of other rural sheds, outbuildings and dwellings in the area. They will therefore
largely be of a rural character and therefore complementary to the rural area.
Acceptable Solution

Performance Criteria

A1 Building height must not exceed:

P1 Building height must:

a) 8m for dwellings; or

a) be unobtrusive and complement the
character of the surrounding landscape
except for a wind farm and associated
utilities infrastructure located at 553 Old
Aerodrome Road (CT198926/1), 381
Soldiers Settlement Road (CTs 210237/1
and 212067/1) and Soldiers Settlement Road
(CTs152982/5, 104543/1 and 104543/2) and

b) 12m for other purposes; or
c) 180metres blade tip height for wind
turbines located 553 Old Aerodrome Road
(CT198926/1), 381 Soldiers Settlement Road
(CTs 210237/1 and 212067/1) and Soldiers
Settlement Road (CTs152982/5, 104543/1
and 10543/2 provided that the turbines are
setback:
(i) in accordance with A.2.1; and
(ii) a minimum of 100m from Five Mile Bluff
Conservation area; and
(iii) a minimum of 165m from a public road.

b) protect the amenity of adjoining uses from
adverse impacts as a result of the proposal;
and
c) wind turbine height at 553 Old Aerodrome
Road (CT198926/1), 381 Soldiers Settlement
Road (CTs 210237/1 and 212067/1) and
Soldiers Settlement Road (CTs152982/5,
104543/1 and 104543/2) must not have a
significant impact on neighbouring properties
having regard to:
(i) the height, bulk and form of exisying
utilities and buildings;
(ii) the topography of the site;
(iii)separation from residential uses on
neighbouring properties;
(iv) any buffers created by natural or other
features;
(v) visibility when viewed from public roads;
and
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(vi) the landscape character of the
surrounding rural area.
Comment: Complies. The blade and tip height of the proposed turbines is 180 m and this in
accordance with the Acceptable Solution in that
(i)

the siting is in accordance with A.2.1; and

(ii)

a minimum of 100 m from the Five Mile Bluff Conservations area; and

(iii)

are a minimum of 165 m from a public road.

A2.1 Buildings must be set back a minimum
of:
a) 50m where a non sensitive use or
extension to existing sensitive use buildings
is proposed; or
b) 200m where a sensitive use is proposed;
or
c) the same as existing for replacement of an
existing dwelling.

P2 Buildings must be setback so that the use
is not likely to constrain adjoining primary
industry operations having regard to:
a) the topography of the land; and
b) buffers created by natural or other
features; and
c) the location of development on adjoining
lots; and
d) the nature of existing and potential
adjoining uses; and
e) the ability to accommodate a lesser
setback to the road having regard to:
i) the design of the development and
landscaping; and
ii) the potential for future upgrading of the
road; and
iii) potential traffic safety hazards; and
iv) appropriate noise attenuation.

Comment: Complies. All buildings and turbines are setback a minimum of 50m from any of
the property boundaries. The proposal complies with the acceptable solution.

5.3

General Industrial Zone

5.3.1

Development Standards

25.4.1 Building Design and Sitting
Objective
To ensure that the site and layout, building design and form is visually compatible with
surrounding development.
Acceptable Solutions

Performance Criteria

A1 Building height must not exceed:

P1 Building height must:

a) 10.0m; or

a) be complementary to the streetscape
immediately surrounding the site; and
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b) the average of the heights of buildings on
immediately adjoining lots.

b) avoid unreasonable levels of shading to
the road, public places or adjoining
properties.

Comment: Complies with A1 as the poles for the distribution network are less than 10.0m in
height.

A2 Buildings must be set back a minimum
distance 10m from a frontage.

P2 The proposal must be:
a) in keeping with or enhances the
streetscape character; and
b) consistent with the local area objectives, if
any.

Comment: Complies. The distribution network will be located 10 m from the frontage of titles
in the zone.
A3 Buildings must be set back from side and
rear boundaries a minimum distance 5m.

P3 The setback to the side and rear
boundary must:
a) provide adequate access to the site; and
b) not result in unreasonable loss of amenity
to the occupiers of adjoining uses having
regard to the bulk and form of the building;
and
c) impact on the solar access of habitable
room windows and private open space; and
d) size and proportions of the lot; and
e) extent to which the slope, retaining walls,
fences or existing vegetation screening
reduce or increase the impact of the
proposed variation.

Comment: Complies. The distribution network will be setback a minimum distance of 5
metres from the side and rear boundaries.
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5.4

Utilities Zone

5.4.1

Development Standards

28.4.1 Building Design and Siting Objective
To ensure that the siting and design of development:
a) considers the impacts to adjoining lots; and
b) furthers the local area objectives and desired future character statements for the area, if
any.
Acceptable Solutions

Performance Criteria

A1 Height must not exceed:

P1 Height must:

a) 6m;or

a) minimise the visual impact having regard
to:

b) 15 m for ancillary antenna and masts for
communication devices.

i) prevailing character of the landscape or
urban pattern of the surrounding area;
and
ii) form and materials; and
iii) the contours or slope of the land; and
iv) existing screening or the ability to
implement/establish screening through
works or landscaping; and
b) protect the amenity of residential uses in
the area from unreasonable impacts having
regard to:
i) the surrounding pattern of development;
and
ii) the existing degree of overlooking and
overshadowing; and
iii) methods to reduce visual impact.

Comment: The distribution network involves the introduction of a 22kV overhead double
strung line on single poles the height of which is 6.5 metres and thus will be higher than that
permitted by standard A1. An assessment against the Performance Criteria is therefore
required.
P1 Complies.
(a) The height of the distribution network will be marginally higher than that
permitted by the standard; however, its visual impact will be minimal
given the utilities (substation) infrastructure located within the zone.
(b) Not Applicable. There are no residential uses within the zone to be
impacted.
A2 Buildings must be set back from all
boundaries a minimum distance of 3m.

P2 Building setbacks must:
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a) complement existing building setbacks in
the immediate area; and
b) minimise adverse impacts on adjoining
land uses having regard to:
i) the form of the building; and
ii) the contours or slope of the land; and
iii) methods to reduce visual impact; and
c) protect the amenity of adjoining residential
uses from unreasonable impacts of
overshadowing and overlooking having
regard to:
i) the surrounding pattern of development;
and
ii) the existing degree of overlooking and
overshadowing; and
iii) methods to reduce overlooking and
overshadowing.
Comment: Complies.
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5.5

Open Space Zone

5.5.1

Development Standards

19.4.1 Building Design and Siting
Objective
To ensure that the design and siting of buildings:
a) responds appropriately to the open space and natural values of the site; and
b) has minimal disturbance to the environment and any adjoining sensitive uses.
Acceptable Solutions

Performance Criteria

A1 Building height must not exceed 5m.

P1 Building height must:
a) not be a dominant feature in the
streetscape or landscape when viewed from a
road; and
b) protect the amenity of adjoining dwellings
and sensitive uses are protected from
unreasonable impacts of overshadowing and
overlooking.

Comment P1 Complies.
a) Whilst marginally exceeding the maximum height requirement, the infrastructure will not
represent a dominant feature in the streetscape, nor the landscape, particularly given the
extent of service infrastructure crossing the site at this location.
A2 Buildings must be set back 10m from all
boundaries.

P2 Building setbacks must:
a) protect the amenity of adjoining dwellings
from unreasonable impacts of overshadowing
and overlooking; and
b) conserve the open space and natural
values of the area, having regard to existing
uses and developments on the site and in the
area.

Comment: Complies
A3 The site coverage must not exceed 20%.

P3 No performance criteria.

Comment: Complies
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6.

Codes
The Codes, which are relevant to the subject site, have been identified below.

6.1

E1 Bushfire

The proposal is required to be assessed under the Bushfire Prone Areas Code. It involves a
hazardous use (a utility involving dangerous substances) in accordance with Clause E1.5.2. A
Bushfire Management Plan has been prepared by AK Consultants, which demonstrates
compliance.

6.2

E7 Scenic Management

The Code is not applicable to the land accommodating the turbines, and therefore they are not
included in this discussion. In accordance with Clause E7.3 the Code applies to land within a
100 m corridor measured either side of tourist roads (i.e. East Tamar Highway, Bridport Road
and Batman Highway) or local scenic management areas as identified on the Planning Scheme
maps.

6.3

E8 Biodiversity Code

In accordance with Clause E8.4.2 Level 2 activities assessed by the Board of Environmental
Management and Pollution Control are exempt from the Code.

6.4

E9 Water Quality

In accordance with Clause E9.4.1 f) Level 2 activities assessed by the Board of Environmental
Management and Pollution Control are exempt from the Code.

6.5

E12 Airport Impacts Management Code

Clause E12.6.1 requires development within prescribed airspace to be approved in accordance
with the Airports Act 1996 and associated regulations. The prescribed airspace is not mapped
under the Scheme. Notwithstanding, development will be undertaken in accordance with the
requirements of the Act.
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7.

Conclusion
Consideration of the site specific amendment to the Interim Planning Scheme effective 23 May
2017, allows for the consideration and approval at discretion of the wind farm and associated
utilities infrastructure as proposed.
The associated assessments included with the DPEMP as these relate to the provisions of the
planning scheme demonstrate compliance with the scheme standards and codes where
relevant.
The proposed development of 10 wind turbines and associated utility infrastructure has been
assessed against the relevant provisions of the George Town Interim Planning Scheme 2013 in
relation to which it is concluded that the development meets all standards of the scheme.
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RESULT OF SEARCH
RECORDER OF TITLES
Issued Pursuant to the Land Titles Act 1980

SEARCH OF TORRENS TITLE
VOLUME

FOLIO

139746

1

EDITION

DATE OF ISSUE

7

08-Sep-2008

SEARCH DATE : 23-Aug-2013
SEARCH TIME : 02.27 PM

DESCRIPTION OF LAND
Parish of BLANDFORD Land District of DORSET
Parish of CRANBOURNE Land District of DORSET
Lot 1 on Plan 139746 (Section 27A of the Land Titles Act.)
Derivation : Whole of Lot 1 on Plan 139746 Gtd. to The Crown

SCHEDULE 1
C549128

APPLICATION: THE CROWN

SCHEDULE 2
C549128

C527089

C788089

C785082

C637060

C789365

Land is limited in depth to 15 metres, excludes
minerals and is subject to reservations relating to
drains sewers and waterways in favour of the Crown
BURDENING ELECTRICITY INFRASTRUCTURE EASEMENT with
the benefit of a restriction as to user of land in
favour of Basslink Pty Ltd over the Power
Transmission Easement shown passing through the said
land within described (subject to provisions)
Registered 27-Sep-2004 at 12.01 PM
BURDENING EASEMENT: A Right of Carriageway
(appurtenant to Lot 1 on P.152395) over the Right of
Way 10.00 Wide shown on P.139746 Registered
19-Sep-2007 at noon
BURDENING EASEMENT:a right of carriageway
(appurtenant to Lot 1 on Plan 152395) over the Right
of Way 20.00 wide on Plan 139746 Registered
13-Mar-2008 at noon
BURDENING EASEMENT: A Right of Carriageway
(appurtenant to Lot 1 on P.144165) over the right of
Way 20.00 wide on Plan 139746 (subject to conditions)
Registered 08-Sep-2008 at noon
Instrument creating a Forestry Right for Wesley Vale
Engineering Pty Ltd and Forestry Tasmania for the
term of fifteen years from 30th June 2003 and ending
on the 29th June 2018 or the date of completion of
harvest whichever is the later over the lands shown
hatched on the Forestry Right Diagrams filed in
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RESULT OF SEARCH
RECORDER OF TITLES
Issued Pursuant to the Land Titles Act 1980

"Plan-Related Documents" against the titleplan to the
within land (together with ancillary rights)
Registered 03-Mar-2009 at 12.06 PM

UNREGISTERED DEALINGS AND NOTATIONS
No unregistered dealings or other notations
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RESULT OF SEARCH
RECORDER OF TITLES
Issued Pursuant to the Land Titles Act 1980

SEARCH OF TORRENS TITLE
VOLUME

FOLIO

152982

5

EDITION

DATE OF ISSUE

1

18-Dec-2007

SEARCH DATE : 06-Aug-2013
SEARCH TIME : 04.32 PM

DESCRIPTION OF LAND
Parish of CHARING Land District of DORSET
Lot 5 on Sealed Plan 152982
Derivation : Part of Lot 24700, 493A-1R-3Ps. Charles Cuthbert
Archer Pur.
Prior CT 104544/1

SCHEDULE 1
A802999

TRANSFER to EFFINGHAM PTY. LTD.

SCHEDULE 2
Reservations and conditions in the Crown Grant if any
SP152982 EASEMENTS in Schedule of Easements
B767728 INSTRUMENT VARYING MORTGAGE Registered 29-Mar-1996
at 12.01 PM (MF:2398/221)
B617705 MORTGAGE to Tasmanian Trustees Limited
Registered
22-Jun-1999 at 12.01 PM (MF:2559o/440)

UNREGISTERED DEALINGS AND NOTATIONS
No unregistered dealings or other notations
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SEARCH OF TORRENS TITLE
VOLUME

FOLIO

154906

1

EDITION

DATE OF ISSUE

2

10-Nov-2010

SEARCH DATE : 03-Sep-2013
SEARCH TIME : 02.46 PM

DESCRIPTION OF LAND
Parish of BLANDFORD Land District of DORSET
Lot 1 on Plan 154906
Derivation : Lot 23060 Gtd. to E. Archer.
Prior CT 229788/1

SCHEDULE 1
A802999

TRANSFER to EFFINGHAM PTY. LTD.

SCHEDULE 2
Reservations and conditions in the Crown Grant if any
C844842 BURDENING EASEMENT: a power transmission right (fully
set forth in Memorandum of Common Provisions
M235)(appurtenant to Lot 1 on Plan 139714) over the
Power Transmission Easement '5' on Diagram 104543 (P.
140461) (subject to variations)
Registered
12-Aug-2008 at 12.01 PM

UNREGISTERED DEALINGS AND NOTATIONS
No unregistered dealings or other notations
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SEARCH OF TORRENS TITLE
VOLUME

FOLIO

154910

1

EDITION

DATE OF ISSUE

2

21-Oct-2008

SEARCH DATE : 23-Aug-2013
SEARCH TIME : 02.25 PM

DESCRIPTION OF LAND
Parish of BLANDFORD Land District of DORSET
Lot 1 on Plan 154910
Derivation : Whole of Lot 38638 Gtd. to L.D. Archer.
Prior CT 242192/1

SCHEDULE 1
M198574

TRANSFER to WINSTON DAVID ARCHER
21-Oct-2008 at noon

Registered

SCHEDULE 2
Reservations and conditions in the Crown Grant if any
C844841 BURDENING EASEMENT: a power transmission right (fully
set forth in Memorandum of Common Provisions
M235)(appurtenant to Lot 1 on Plan 139714) over the
Power Transmission Easement '10' 55.00 wide on Plan
154910 (P.140461) (subject to variations)
Registered 12-Aug-2008 at noon

UNREGISTERED DEALINGS AND NOTATIONS
No unregistered dealings or other notations
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SEARCH OF TORRENS TITLE
VOLUME

FOLIO

154929

1

EDITION

DATE OF ISSUE

4

22-Jun-2011

SEARCH DATE : 23-Aug-2013
SEARCH TIME : 02.28 PM

DESCRIPTION OF LAND
Parish of CRANBOURN Land District of DORSET
Lot 1 on Plan 154929
Derivation : For Grantees See Plan
Prior CT 152451/1

SCHEDULE 1
C807674

RIO TINTO ALUMINIUM (BELL BAY) LIMITED
09-Aug-2007 at noon

Registered

SCHEDULE 2
Reservations and conditions in the Crown Grant if any
SP109249 BURDENING EASEMENT: Right of Drainage [appurtenant to
Lot 1 on SP109249] over the Drainage Easement 20
metres wide shown on Plan No. 154929
BURDENING EASEMENT: (Relating to all the said land within
described except those portions of Lots 38185 and
38186 shown on Plan No. 122550) the following right
for the Crown, namely: (1) the right at all times of
making and constructing in or on the said lots such
and so many drains sewers and waterways for the
sanitary or other purposes as may be deemed expedient
and also the right of altering amending cleansing or
repairing such drains sewers and waterways; (2) the
right always to resume such portions of the said lots
as may be required for any roads railways tramways
water races or other public utilities
BENEFITING EASEMENT: full and free right and liberty for the
owner or owners for the time being of the said land
within described and as appurtenant thereto to carry
on manufacturing operations on the said land within
described notwithstanding that such operations may
cause dust noxious disturbance of the ground or may
prejudicially affect the enjoyment of the lands
comprised in Certificates of Title Volume 732 Folio
79, Volume 890 Folios 56 & 57, Volume 1062 Folio 45
and Conveyance Nos. 26/6118 & 27/3288
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BURDENING EASEMENT: Right of Carriageway [appurtenant to
2a-1r-7 3/10ps on Diagram No. 555/9] over the Roadway
marked J.K. and L.M. on Plan No. 154929
BURDENING EASEMENT: Pipeline Easement as described in
Acquisition No. A298000 for the Hydro Electric
Commission over the Pipeline Easement 4.57 wide shown
on Plan No. 154929
BURDENING EASEMENT: Right of Carriageway [appurtenant to Lot 1
on Diagram No. 566/18] over the land marked ABCD on
Plan No. 154929
BURDENING EASEMENT: Pipeline Easement as described in Transfer
No. A304452 for the Rivers and Waters Supply
Commission over the strips of land marked ABCD and
EFGH on Plan No. 154929
BURDENING EASEMENT: Right of carriageway and pipeline easement
as described in Indenture No. A959415 (appurtenant to
Lots 1 and 2 on Plan No. 19500) over the lands marked
Right of Carriageway and Pipeline Easement 10.00 wide
shown on Plan No. 154929
BURDENING EASEMENT: Pipeline Easement (appurtenant to Lot 1 on
Sealed Plan No. 38855) over the Pipeline Easement 10.
06 wide shown on Plan No. 154929
BURDENING EASEMENT: Right of Drainage [appurtenant to Lot 1 on
Sealed Plan No. 129251) over the Drainage Easement 5.
00 wide shown on Plan No. 154929
SP 139714 BENEFITTING EASEMENT: Right of carriageway subject
to condition set forth in Sealed Plan No. 139714 over
the Right of Way (Private) 10.00 wide shown passing
through Lot 1 on Sealed Plan No. 139714
SP 143038 BURDENING EASEMENT:a right of carriageway subject to
condition set forth in Sealed Plan 143038
(appurtenant to Lots 1 & 2 on Sealed Plan 143038)
over the Right of Way 10.06 wide marked RS, TN and PQ
on Plan 154929
SP 143038 BURDENING EASEMENT:a power supply right (appurtenant
to Lot 2 on Sealed plan 143038) over the Power Supply
Easement 6.00 wide on Plan 154929
SP 143038 BURDENING EASEMENT:a pipeline right (appurtenant to
Lot 2 on Sealed Plan 143038) over the Drainage and
Pipeline Easement 10.00 wide on Plan 154929
C557844 BURDENING EASEMENT: power transmission right (fully
set forth in Memorandum of Common Provisions M235)
(appurtenant to Lot 1 on SP139714) over the lands
marked Power Transmission Easement and Power
Transmission Easement 40.00 Wide shown passing
through the said land within described (subject to
variations) Registered 11-Oct-2005 at 12.01 PM
SP152001 BENEFITING EASEMENT: Right of Carriageway over the
Right of Way 5.00 wide (SP152001) on Plan No. 154929
SP154928 BENEFITING EASEMENT: Right of Drainage over the
Drainage Easement 3.00 wide shown passing through Lot
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C999974

D12691

D12692

C950014

D4382

D4385

C145423

C288481

C395625

C395625

1 on Sealed Plan 154928 created by and more fully set
forth in Sealed Plan 154928.
BURDENING ELECTRICITY INFRASTRUCTURE EASEMENT with
the benefit of a restriction as to user of land in
favour of Aurora Energy Pty Ltd over the land marked
Electricity Infrastructure Easement shown on P.154929
(Subject to Provisions) Registered 21-Mar-2011 at
noon
BURDENING ELECTRICITY INFRASTRUCTURE EASEMENT with
the benefit of a restiction as to user of land in
favour of Aurora Energy Pty Ltd over the land marked
Electricity Infrastructure Easement shown on Plan
154929 (Subject to Provisions) Registered
03-Jun-2011 at noon
BURDENING ELECTRICITY INFRASTRUCTURE EASEMENT with
the benefit of a restiction as to user of land in
favour of Aurora Energy Pty Ltd over the land marked
Electricity Infrastructure Easement shown on Plan
154929 (Subject to Provisions) Registered
03-Jun-2011 at 12.01 PM
BURDENING EASEMENT: A Pipeline Easement in favour of
Tasmanian Water and Sewerage Corporation (Northern
Region) Pty Ltd over the lands marked Pipeline
Easement 10.06 wide and Pipeline Easement variable
width on D.100984 Registered 22-Jun-2011 at noon
Transfer of the "Gas Pipeline Access and Services
Right" created by Instrument C395625 in favour of
Tasmanian Gas Pipeline Pty Ltd Registered
02-May-2012 at noon
Transfer of the "Gas Pipeline Right" created by
Instrument C395625 in favour of Tasmanian Gas
Pipeline Pty Ltd
Registered 02-May-2012 at noon
PROCLAMATION under Section 9A and 52A of the Roads
and Jetties Act 1935 Registered 19-Oct-1999 at noon
(MF:2569/240)
NOTICE of Notified Corridor under Section 15 of the
Major Infrastructure Development Approvals Act 1999
affecting the land therein described Registered
15-Mar-2001 at noon (MF:2616/43)
Burdening Easement: Gas Pipeline Access & Services
Right with Restrictions (fully set forth in
Memorandum of Provisions No.M226) (appurtenant to Lot
1 on Plan 137002) in,over or under the strip of land
marked "Access & Service Easement "1" shown on Plan
No.137002
Burdening Easement: Gas Pipeline Right with
Conditions & Restrictions (fully set forth in
Memorandum of Provisions No.M225) for the Crown,on,
over,under, or through the strips of land marked "Gas
Supply Easement" '1' '12' & '17' on Plan No.137002
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UNREGISTERED DEALINGS AND NOTATIONS
154653
161644
161998
164552
165907
D79329

D79329

PLAN Lodged by TRANSEND on 03-Jun-2008 BP: 154653
PLAN Lodged by WALLACE WILK & WEB on 12-Apr-2011 BP:
161644
PLAN Lodged by WILL EDWARDS LAWYERS on 03-Jun-2011
BP: 161998
PLAN Lodged by TRANSEND Networks Pty Ltd
1-7
Maria Street Lenah Valley on 20-Aug-2012 BP: 164552
PLAN Lodged by GUNSON WILLIAMS on 30-Apr-2013 BP:
165907
BURDENING EASEMENT: a right of carriageway
(appurtenat to Lot 2 on Sealed Plan 152399) over the
land marked Right of Way 10.06 Wide 'AB' on Plan
154929
Lodged by GUNSON WILLIAMS on 30-Apr-2013 BP:
165907
BURDENING EASEMENT: a pipeline easement (appurtenant
to Lot 2 on Sealed Plan 152399) over the land marked
Pipeline Easement 10.00 Wide & Variable Width on Plan
154929 Lodged by LTO on 14-Jun-2013 BP: $2896751
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SEARCH OF TORRENS TITLE
VOLUME

FOLIO

198926

1

EDITION

DATE OF ISSUE

4

11-Oct-2005

SEARCH DATE : 06-Aug-2013
SEARCH TIME : 04.27 PM

DESCRIPTION OF LAND
Parish of CHARING, Land District of DORSET
Lot 1 on Plan 198926
Derivation : Lot 22842 Portion of Lot 22912 and 4A-2R-27Ps Gtd
to W E Davidson
Prior CT 2426/69

SCHEDULE 1
C181112

ASSENT to PETER IVAN DAVIDSON and WILLIAM ALLAN
DAVIDSON as tenants in common in equal shares
Registered 17-Aug-1999 at 12.01 PM (MF:2564o/141)

SCHEDULE 2
Reservations and conditions in the Crown Grant if any
BURDENING EASEMENT: the right for The Commonwealth of
Australia its successors and assigns and the owners
and occupiers for the time being of the land
comprised in Certificate of Title Volume 412 Folio
117 and as appurtenant thereto to pass discharge and
conduct all surface percolating and other drainage
waters from the said land by means of open or covered
drains or such line or lines of pipes as it may
consider desirable or expedient through over along
and upon the strip of land marked "Drain Easement 4.
57 Wide" on Plan No. 198926 and together with the
right at all times to enter into or upon the said
strip of land by its workmen servants and other for
the purpose of excavating constructing laying
cleansing amending or repairing any such open or
covered drain or line or lines of pipes
C557846 BURDENING EASEMENT: power transmission right (fully
set forth in Memorandum of Common Provisions M235
(appurtenant to Lot 1 on SP 139714) over the land
marked Power Transmission Easement shown passing
through the said land within described Registered
11-Oct-2005 at noon
C851148 CAVEAT by Gunns Limited "affecting such portion of
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the said land within described shown <hatched> on the
plan attached thereto" Registered 18-Jun-2010 at noon

UNREGISTERED DEALINGS AND NOTATIONS
153713

PLAN Lodged by MURDOCH CLARKE on 01-Feb-2008 BP:
153713
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SEARCH OF TORRENS TITLE
VOLUME

FOLIO

210237

1

EDITION

DATE OF ISSUE

2

22-Feb-2001

SEARCH DATE : 06-Aug-2013
SEARCH TIME : 04.29 PM

DESCRIPTION OF LAND
Parish of CHARING, Land District of DORSET
Lot 1 on Plan 210237
Derivation : Lot 26736 Gt to H.C.Gray
Prior CT 2437/22

SCHEDULE 1
C249685 TRANSFER to MARGARET JOAN DE RUYTER and JUDITH ANN
PARISH as tenants in common in equal shares
Registered 22-Feb-2001 at 12.02 PM (MF:2612/439)

SCHEDULE 2
Reservations and conditions in the Crown Grant if any
D4382
Transfer of the "Gas Pipeline Access and Services
Right" created by Instrument C395624 in favour of
Tasmanian Gas Pipeline Pty Ltd
Registered
02-May-2012 at noon
C370785 NOTICE to TREAT Pursuant to Section 11 of the Land
Acquisition Act 1993. Registered 27-May-2002 at noon
C395624 Burdening Easement;Gas Pipeline Access & Services
Right with restrictions (fully set forth in
Memorandum of Provisions No.M226)appurtenant to C/T
137000/2in over or under the strip of land marked
`Access & Service Easement'3'shown on Plan No.13700

UNREGISTERED DEALINGS AND NOTATIONS
No unregistered dealings or other notations
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SEARCH OF TORRENS TITLE
VOLUME

FOLIO

212067

1

EDITION

DATE OF ISSUE

2

22-Feb-2001

SEARCH DATE : 06-Aug-2013
SEARCH TIME : 04.30 PM

DESCRIPTION OF LAND
Parish of CHARING, Land District of DORSET
Lot 1 on Plan 212067
Derivation : Lot 29153 Gtd. to H.C. Gray
Prior CT 2467/73

SCHEDULE 1
C249685 TRANSFER to MARGARET JOAN DE RUYTER and JUDITH ANN
PARISH as tenants in common in equal shares
Registered 22-Feb-2001 at 12.02 PM (MF:2612/439)

SCHEDULE 2
Reservations and conditions in the Crown Grant if any
D4382
Transfer of the "Gas Pipeline Access and Services
Right" created by Instrument C395624 in favour of
Tasmanian Gas Pipeline Pty Ltd
Registered
02-May-2012 at noon
C370785 NOTICE to TREAT Pursuant to Section 11 of the Land
Acquisition Act 1993. Registered 27-May-2002 at noon
C395624 BURDENING EASEMENT: Gas Pipeline Access & Services
Right with restrictions(fully set forth in Memorandum
of Provisions No. M226) appurtenant to Lot 2 on
P137000 in over or under the strip of land marked
"Access & Service Easement '4' & '5' shown on P
137000 Registered 20-Apr-2005 at noon

UNREGISTERED DEALINGS AND NOTATIONS
No unregistered dealings or other notations
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SEARCH OF TORRENS TITLE
VOLUME

FOLIO

104543

1

EDITION

DATE OF ISSUE

20

12-Aug-2008

SEARCH DATE : 06-Aug-2013
SEARCH TIME : 04.36 PM

DESCRIPTION OF LAND
Parish of CHARING, Land District of DORSET
Lot 1 on Diagram 104543 (excepting Lot 2 on Plan No.137000 and
Lot 1 on Plan No. 146308)
Derivation : Part of Lot 27012 Gtd. to T. H. Davis
Prior CT 4651/65

SCHEDULE 1
A802999

EFFINGHAM PTY LTD

SCHEDULE 2
Reservations and conditions in the Crown Grant if any
D4382
Transfer of the "Gas Pipeline Access and Services
Right" created by Instrument C395630 in favour of
Tasmanian Gas Pipeline Pty Ltd
Registered
02-May-2012 at noon
D4388
Transfer of the "Gas Pipeline Right" created by
Instrument C441457 in favour of Tasmanian Gas
Pipeline Pty Ltd
Registered 02-May-2012 at noon
B767728 INSTRUMENT VARYING MORTGAGE Registered 29-Mar-1996
at 12.01 PM (MF:2398/221)
B617705 MORTGAGE to Tasmanian Trustees Limited
Registered
22-Jun-1999 at 12.01 PM (MF:2559o/440)
C286279 NOTICE of Notified Corridor under Section 15 of the
Major Infrastructure Development Approvals Act 1999
affecting the land therein described Registered
14-Mar-2001 at noon (MF:2615/1156)
C395630 Burdening Easement:Gas Pipeline Access & Services
Right with restrictions set forth in Memorandum of
Provisions No.M226)(appurtenant to Lot 2 on Plan No.
137000)acquired by the Crown in accordance with the
Land Acquisition Act 1993 freed and discharged from
all estates, statutory reservations in so far as they
affect the said Gas Pipeline Access and Services
right on, over or under or through the Access &
Service Easement shown on Plan No 137000 as passing
through the said land within described
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C395630
C436710

C605156

C441457

C958215

C441457

Application: Vesting in The Crown lot 2 on Plan No.
137000 Registered 26-Jul-2002 at noon.
Burdening Wayleave Easement with the benefit of a
restriction as to user of land in favour of Aurora
Energy Pty Ltd over the strip of land marked
"Wayleave Easement Variable Width" shown passing
through the said land within described Registered
26-Sep-2003 at noon
Notice of Permit Corridor under S15 of the Major
Infrastructure Development Act 1999 affecting the
said land within described. Registered 11-Nov-2004
at noon
SUBJECT to the Gas Pipeline right set forth in
Memorandum of Provisions No. M261 acquired by the
Crown in accordance with the Land Acquisition Act
1993 freed and discharged from all estates, statutory
reservations and dedications in so far as they affect
the said Gas Pipeline right over the land marked "Gas
Supply Easement" shown on Plan No.137000 as passing
through the said land within described
INSTRUMENT Creating forestry rights and covenants for
Gunns Limited for the term of 24 years from
1-Jan-2008 and ending on the 31-Dec-2032 or the date
of completion of harvest whichever is the later over
the lands shown hatched on the Forestry Right
Diagrams filed in "Plan-Related Documents" against
the titleplan to the within land (together with
ancillary rights) Registered 19-Apr-2011 at 12.01 PM
Application: Vesting in The Crown Lot 1 on Plan No.
146308 Registered 25-May-2006 at 12.04 pm

UNREGISTERED DEALINGS AND NOTATIONS
No unregistered dealings or other notations
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SEARCH OF TORRENS TITLE
VOLUME

FOLIO

104543

2

EDITION

DATE OF ISSUE

13

12-Aug-2008

SEARCH DATE : 06-Aug-2013
SEARCH TIME : 04.37 PM

DESCRIPTION OF LAND
Parish of CHARING, Land District of DORSET
Lot 2 on Diagram 104543
Derivation : Whole of Lot 28250 Gtd to T H Davis
Prior CT 4651/66

SCHEDULE 1
A802999

EFFINGHAM PTY LTD

SCHEDULE 2
Reservations and conditions in the Crown Grant if any
C441457 SUBJECT to the Gas Pipeline right set forth in
Memorandum of Provisions No. M261 acquired by the
Crown in accordance with the Land Acquisition Act
1993 freed and discharged from all estates, statutory
reservations and dedications in so far as they affect
the said Gas Pipeline right over the land marked "Gas
Supply Easement" shown on Plan No.137000 as passing
through the said land within described
D4388
Transfer of the "Gas Pipeline Right" created by
Instrument C441457 in favour of Tasmanian Gas
Pipeline Pty Ltd
Registered 02-May-2012 at noon
C844842 BURDENING EASEMENT: a power transmission right (fully
set forth in Memorandum of Common Provisions
M235)(appurtenant to Lot 1 on Plan 139714) over the
Power Transmission Easement '5' on Diagram 104543 (P.
140461) (subject to variations)
Registered
12-Aug-2008 at 12.01 PM
B767728 INSTRUMENT VARYING MORTGAGE Registered 29-Mar-1996
at 12.01 PM (MF:2398/221)
B617705 MORTGAGE to Tasmanian Trustees Limited
Registered
22-Jun-1999 at 12.01 PM (MF:2559o/440)
C286280 NOTICE of Notified Corridor under Section 15 of the
Major Infrastructure Development Approvals Act 1999
affecting the land therein described Registered
14-Mar-2001 at noon (MF:2615/1157)
C436710 Burdening Wayleave Easement with the benefit of a
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C605155

C958215

restriction as to user of land in favour of Aurora
Energy Pty Ltd over the strip of land marked
"Wayleave Easement Variable Width" shown passing
through the said land within described
Registered
26-Sep-2003 at noon
Notice of Permit Corridor under S15 of the Major
Infrastructure Development Act 1999 affecting the
said land within described. Registered 10-Nov-2004
at noon
INSTRUMENT Creating forestry rights and covenants for
Gunns Limited for the term of 24 years from
1-Jan-2008 and ending on the 31-Dec-2032 or the date
of completion of harvest whichever is the later over
the lands shown hatched on the Forestry Right
Diagrams filed in "Plan-Related Documents" against
the titleplan to the within land (together with
ancillary rights) Registered 19-Apr-2011 at 12.01 PM

UNREGISTERED DEALINGS AND NOTATIONS
No unregistered dealings or other notations
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SEARCH OF TORRENS TITLE
VOLUME

FOLIO

104545

1

EDITION

DATE OF ISSUE

6

12-Aug-2008

SEARCH DATE : 06-Aug-2013
SEARCH TIME : 04.39 PM

DESCRIPTION OF LAND
Parish of CHARING, Land District of DORSET
Lot 1 on Diagram 104545
Derivation : Lot 25936 Gtd to A Woodgate
Prior CT 2431/19

SCHEDULE 1
B132067

TRANSFER to EFFINGHAM PTY. LTD.

SCHEDULE 2
Reservations and conditions in the Crown Grant if any
C441457 SUBJECT to the Gas Pipeline right set forth in
Memorandum of Provisions No. M261 acquired by the
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Appendix O – Visual Impact Assessment Images
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2 DOCUMENT DETAILS
2.1 VERSION HISTORY

Version

Prepared By

Signature

Date

1 (Original Report)

Andrew Strugnell

31 July 2013

2 (Addendum)

Andrew Strugnell

02 May 2017

2.2 PROJECT REFERENCE NUMBER
Project Number: AP2013-1051
Disclaimer
All efforts were made both digitally and on the ground to ensure that the information presented in this report is as accurate as possible.
Any errors / omissions were not intended and should be reported to the author for rectification or inclusion (if feasible).

This report was prepared by Andrew Strugnell of Another Perspective Pty. Ltd. and contains information sourced from LIST (DPIPWE),
GHD P/L, photos by Another Perspective Pty. Ltd. and other information provided by the client and consultants.

3

3 SCOPE
The scope of this addendum report was to revise the photo montage images provided in the original report
dated 31st July 2013 to reflect the removal of two turbines from the project (11 & 8) and to incorporate a larger
turbine in each proposed location.

4 EQUIPMENT / SOFTWARE / DATA / IMAGERY / REFERENCES
The imagery contained in this report was created using the same geographic data, software and methods
used in the original 2013 report, and the following information;




Revised turbine specifications provided by client, based on the Goldwind 140m diameter turbine.
o

100m metre Hub Height.

o

170.15 metre Tip Height.

o

140.3 metre Rotor Diameter.

o

Previous 3D turbine model was scaled to the above specifications.

Two turbine locations (11 & 8) have been removed from the previous site arrangement. All other
locations have remained unchanged.

4

5 ABOUT ANOTHER PERSPECTIVE PTY LTD
Another Perspective Pty Ltd was formed thirteen years ago and provides accurate visual and shadow analysis
products to a range of clients. The information we provide is based on accurate survey information wherever
possible. Andrew Strugnell has thirty years experience in the fields of survey mapping and three dimensional
modelling, which commenced in the mid nineteen eighties in the Survey Department of the Hydro Electric
Commission. During this time Andrew Strugnell received training in the setup, use of electronic surveying
equipment such as levels and theodolites. Another Perspective Pty Ltd has over recent years made numerous
appearances at both RMPAT hearings / mediation conferences and prepared visual analysis data for Planning
Applications. Recent jobs include (but not limited to);


3D Vis. Proposed Extensions - Freycinet Lodge, COLES BAY



3D Vis. RMPAT Mediation - “Sapphire Resort”, COLES BAY



3D Vis. RPDC - Waddamana to Risdonvale T/L



3D Vis. Public Consultation - Bass Highway, Upgrade Noise Walls, ULVERSTONE



3D Vis. DA Application - SOLIS Residential & Golf Course, ORFORD



3D Vis. DA Application - Commercial Carwash, Shoreline Drive, HOWRAH



3D Vis. RMPAT - Proposed Jetties, Prosser River, ORFORD



3D Vis. RMPAT - Proposed Warehouses, Whitestone Drive, AUSTINS FERRY



3D Vis. Sales - 17th Green Modelling – SOLIS Golf Course, ORFORD



Shadows DA Application - Proposed Extension – 12 Beddome St SANDY BAY



3D Vis. DA Application - Proposed Nursing Home – 46 Cross St NEW TOWN



3D Vis. RMPAT - Remarkable Lodge, Crescent Bay PORT ARTHUR



3D Vis. DA Application - Proposed commercial building Cole Street SORELL



3D Vis. DA Application - Proposed Car Park Bathurst St HOBART



Terrain Obstruction Mapping - Golf Course Development BICHENO



3D Vis. RMPAT Proposed Motel 35 Queen Street BURNIE



3D Vis. RMPAT Proposed Flats 59-61 Grosvenor Street SANDY BAY



3D vis. DA Proposed Residence Dennes Point BRUNY ISLAND



3D Vis. RMPAT - Proposed Development 3 Clarence Street BELLERIVE



3D Vis. DA - Proposed Residential Development - Claremont Golf Club CLAREMONT



3D Vis. DA - Proposed Marina DSS, SANDY BAY



3D Vis. DA - Proposed Marina Bellerive Yacht Club, BELLERIVE



3D. Vis RMPAT – Proposed Viewing Platform, BINALONG BAY



3D. Vis DA – Proposed Low Head Wind Farm, LOW HEAD



3D Vis. DA – Proposed Alterations 141 Hampden Road, HOBART



3D Vis. RMPAT – Proposed Dwelling – 766 Sandy Bay Road SANDY BAY
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1.

Introduction
GHD Pty Ltd has been engaged by Low Head Wind Farm Pty Ltd to prepare a shadow flicker
and blade glint impact assessment of the Low Head Wind Farm. The purpose of this report is to
provide an overview of the relevant guideline requirements and an analysis of the shadow flicker
impact for the proposed wind farm.

1.1

Scope of Work

Undertake a shadow-flicker and blade-glint assessment of the proposed Low Head Wind Farm
in Tasmania to assess the potential impact on five (5) dwellings in close proximity to the wind
farm. The results of the assessment shall be provided in a brief report.
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2.

Methodology
The following methodology was used:
1. Request for information, including:
– Turbine layout (turbine designations and coordinates) details
– Turbine model including hub height and rotor diameter details
– Digital contour information for an area at least 5 km from the site boundary
– Dwelling (sensitive receivers) designations and coordinates
2. Input of base information into WindPRO (v2.6) wind modelling software
3. Selection of shadow flicker calculation parameters
4. Shadow flicker simulation
5. Commentary on blade-glint
6. Reporting

2.1

Standards

This assessment has been based on the Environmental Protection Authority of Tasmania’s
Guidelines for the preparation of a Development Proposal and Environmental Management
Plan (DPEMP) for Low Head Wind Farm (October 2012). These guidelines in-turn refer to the
Draft National Wind Farm Development Guidelines for Australia (2010)1(hereafter referred to as
the Draft Guidelines) for the assessment of shadow flicker.
Based on the Draft Guidelines, we have adopted the following parameters:
Parameter

Limit/Description

Shadow flicker limit

30 hr/yr at the receptor.

Receptor height

1.5 m

Zone of influence of shadows

Distance limit of 265 x max blade chord in metres

Impact of cloud cover

Not to be included in software simulations, but allowed
to be considered in a qualitative way.

2.2

Inputs

The shadow flicker assessment was based on the following inputs:
– Turbine characteristics (see Section 2.2.1 below)
– Turbine layout: locations in shp and kml format
– Digital contour information: 25 m contours in shape and kml format
– Residents/Houses/Properties: Locations in shp and kml format
– Mapping of reference, which illustrates the wind field and housing
– The information is on the GDA94, MGA zone 55 datum

1

http://www.scew.gov.au/publications/pubs/draft-national-wind-farm-development-guidelines-july-2010.pdf
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2.2.1

Turbine characteristics

Turbine model: Goldwind GW3.0MW(S) 140-3.0 wind turbine model. Dimensions used in
physical modelling of shadow flicker are presented in the following table:
Part

Dimension

Nacelle

10.1 m × 5.14 m × 4.4 m

Rotor / Hub

5.2 m x 4.68 m × 5.1 m

Blade Manufacturer / model

Sinoma 68.65

Blade length

68.65 m

Maximum blade chord width

4.51 m

Hub Height

100 m

Rotor Diameter

140 m

2.3

Assumptions

Key assumptions used in model:
Parameter

Limit/Description

Shadow flicker limit

30 hr/yr at receptor.

Receptor height

1.5 m

Receptor mode

Greenhouse mode for receivers (i.e. that the receptors do
not face any particular direction, but instead will face all
directions. This is most appropriate as the actual
properties of the receptors – e.g. location and positioning
of windows - are unknown);

Turbine orientation and rotation

Worst case (turbines are always perpendicular to the
incident direction of the sunlight and always rotating.)

Maximum distance of influence

1195 m (265 x max blade chord width in metres)

Impact of cloud cover

Not included

Turbine model

Goldwind GW3.0MW(S) 140-3.0
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The WindPro model does not consider:
– Cloud cover
– The potential impact of prevailing wind direction on turbine orientations during the
times of potential shadow flicker, and whether this might reduce the actual shadow
flicker experienced at the receptors (as opposed to the assumption that turbines will
always be perpendicular to the sun)
– A potential change to the wind farm operating regime to minimise operation of the
offending turbines during times of shadow flicker
– Potential down-time of turbines for maintenance
– Existing screening of affected properties (for example vegetation)
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3.

Results
3.1

Modelled Shadow Flicker
Two detailed outputs from WindPRO are attached, including:
– Shadow flicker assessment map
– Main result report
Dwelling

Modelled Shadow Flicker
(shadow hours per year)

Residence #1 (H)*

44:21

Residence #2

21.14

Residence #3

0

Residence #4

0

Residence #5

0

*(H)

Host Land Owner Property

The results from WindPRO indicate that the total shadow flicker modelled at Residence #1
exceeds the maximum recommended limit of 30 hours per year. Residence #2 is also indicated
to be affected by shadow flicker, however the impact is below the annual recommended limit.
Shadow flicker is not currently expected to affect Residence #3, #4 and #5 based on the
maximum distance of influence metric. This result is based on a blade chord length of 4.51 m
giving a distance of influence of 1.2 km, Residence #3, #4 and #5 are all further that 1.2 km
from the nearest turbine.

3.2

Blade Glint
Blade glint is addressed in the Draft Guidelines as follows:
“All major wind turbine blade manufacturers currently finish their blades with a low reflectivity
treatment. This prevents a potentially annoying reflective glint from the surface of the blades
and the possibility of a strobing reflection when the turbine blades are spinning. Therefore the
risk of blade glint from a new development is considered to be very low. Proponents should
ensure that blades from their supplier are of low reflectivity.”
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4.

Mitigation

4.1

Shadow Flicker - Residence #1
As per section E.4.3 of the Draft Guidelines: “depending on jurisdictions, shadow flicker
assessment may not be required for participating landowners.” Section E.2.3 of the Guidelines
states the following:
“Victorian Department of Planning and Community Development also provides model planning
permit conditions which indicate that application of 30hr/year does not apply to dwellings on the
wind farm site; however, this condition is not applied directly in the guidelines.
In practice, assessment of shadow flicker in Australia generally refers to the Victorian guideline
to provide some limit to assess against. Under these standards, there is considerable scope for
variation in the method used in the assessment. These Guidelines aim to resolve this situation,
and to provide a consistent approach for assessment.”
In line with the Draft Guidelines, it is assumed that the Residence #1 dwelling does not require
shadow flicker assessment because they are hosting turbines on their land. GHD is aware of a
consultation process between the proponent and the land owner of the dwelling. Subsequently,
no design or operation changes are proposed.
In the absence of any specific Tasmanian guidelines for shadow flicker, we believe it is
reasonable to follow the Draft Guidelines, and by default the Victorian guideline, which indicates
that the 30 hour/year condition should not apply to dwellings on the wind farm site. Accordingly,
it appears that the Residence #1 Dwelling may legitimately be exempt from the 30 hour/year
limit on shadow flicker.

4.2

Shadow Flicker - Residence #2
As the Residence #2 Dwelling is not part of the project site, shadow flicker above the limit of the
Draft Guidelines will be required to be mitigated to acceptable levels.
As the predicted incidence of shadow flicker modelled at the Residence #2 Dwelling is well
below this 30 hour/year condition, no further action is proposed.

4.3

Blade Glint
To minimise any risk of blade-glint, LHWF P/L should ensure that blades from their supplier are
of low reflectivity.
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5.

Conclusions
In line with the Draft Guidelines, it is concluded that the Residence #1 Dwelling does not require
shadow flicker assessment, as they are hosting Turbines 1, 2, 3, 4, and on their land.
Shadow flicker modelling at Residence #2 is below the limit stated within the Draft guidelines
and no further action is required.
To minimise any risk of blade-glint, LHWF P/L should ensure that blades from their supplier are
of low reflectivity.

5.1

Disclaimer

GHD has prepared this Report on the basis of information provided by the Client (Low Head
Wind Farm Pty Ltd), which GHD has not independently verified or checked (“Unverified
Information”) beyond the agreed scope of work.
GHD expressly disclaims responsibility in connection with the Unverified Information, including
(but not limited to) errors in, or omissions from, the Report, which were caused or contributed to
by errors in, or omissions from, the Unverified Information.
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1.

Introduction
1.1

Purpose of this report

This report has been prepared to assess the potential for radio interference effects potentially
caused by the proposed wind farm located in the vicinity of George Town, Tasmania.
Turbines will have a maximum height of up to 169.3 m (at the blade tip), comprising towers of
up to 100 m (hub height) and 68.65 m long blades.
This report assesses potential electromagnetic interference caused by the proposed wind farm
and identifies mitigation measures where required. Services identified within a 30 km radius of
the wind farm included:


Fixed microwave point-to-point radio links



Analogue television broadcast services



Meteorological Radar



Defence Radio Systems



Aircraft Navigational Systems



FM Radio Broadcast Services.

50Hz Electromagnetic radiation is also considered in this study.
Electromagnetic fields are a combination of electric fields associated with a voltage source and
magnetic fields associated with current flowing through a conductor. These fields increase in
strength with voltage and current. There is a general perception that prolonged exposure to
electromagnetic fields produced by power lines can be hazardous to health, so consideration of
this issue is prudent.

1.2

Scope and limitations

This report has been prepared by GHD for Low Head Wind Farm Pty Ltd and may only be used
and relied on by Low Head Wind Farm Pty Ltd for the purpose agreed between GHD and the
Low Head Wind Farm Pty Ltd as set out in section 1.1 of this report.
GHD otherwise disclaims responsibility to any person other than Low Head Wind Farm Pty Ltd
arising in connection with this report. GHD also excludes implied warranties and conditions, to
the extent legally permissible.
The services undertaken by GHD in connection with preparing this report were limited to those
specifically detailed in the report and are subject to the scope limitations set out in the report.
The opinions, conclusions and any recommendations in this report are based on conditions
encountered and information reviewed at the date of preparation of the report. GHD has no
responsibility or obligation to update this report to account for events or changes occurring
subsequent to the date that the report was prepared.
The opinions, conclusions and any recommendations in this report are based on assumptions
made by GHD described in this report. GHD disclaims liability arising from any of the
assumptions being incorrect.
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GHD has prepared this report on the basis of information provided by Low Head Wind Farm Pty
Ltd, publicly available details on the ACMA Radiocommunications Licence database and
information from consultation with other entities impacted by the proposed wind farm, which
GHD has not independently verified or checked the information beyond the agreed scope of
work. GHD does not accept liability in connection with such unverified information, including
errors and omissions in the report which were caused by errors or omissions in that information.

1.3

Abbreviations

The following abbreviations have been used in this report:
Table 1

Definitions

Abbreviation

Definition

ACMA

Australian Communications and Media Authority

BoM

Bureau of Meteorology

EM

Electro-magnetic

FM

Frequency Modulation

GHz

Giga-Hertz

kHZ

Kilo-Hertz

LHWF

Low Head Wind Farm

LMR

Land Mobile Radio

MHz

Mega-Hertz

PTP

Point to Point

PTMP

Point to Multi-Point

1.4

Consultation

The following points of contact have been identified for consultation with the respective
organisations:
Table 2

Points of Contact

Organisation

Contact Person

Contact Details

Bureau of Meteorology

Adrian Porter

(03) 6221 2091

Rod McDonald

(03) 6221 2092

Christopher Squires

(02) 6144 4681

Department of Defence

christopher.squires@defence.gov.au
George Town Airport

Eugene Reid

(03) 6382 4700
0428 824 700
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1.5

References

The following definitions and abbreviations have been used in this report:
Table 3
Ref No

References
Reference

1

Visiwave™, http://www.vias.org/wirelessnetw/wndw_04_08b.html

2

Rat River Technologies,
http://www.ratrivertech.ca/archives/tools/fresnel_zone_clearance_calculator.htm

3

Fixed-Link Wind Turbine Exclusion Zone Method, D F Bacon, Radio
Communications Agency

4

Kordia, Manhinerangi Wind Farm

5

International Telecommunications Union Recommendation ITU-R BT.1893,
Assessment of impairment caused to digital television reception by a wind turbine

6

Outstanding mitigation of wind turbine radar interference,
http://www.terma.com/press/news-2013/outstanding-mitigation-of-wind-turbineradar-interference/

7

Auswind Best Practice Guidelines,
http://www.windturbinepower.net.au/PDF/Auswind%20Best%20Practice%20
Guidelines.pdf
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2.

Radio Interference Background
Radio system interference may occur when a wind turbine is located in such a way as to induce
an unwanted disturbance to radio waves propagated between a signal source and signal
receiver. This may occur by way of radiation of electromagnetic energy by the turbine within the
operating band of the radio system, diffraction or partial reflection of the radio system signal by
the turbine tower and rotor.

2.1

Radiation of Electromagnetic Energy

Electromagnetic interference potentially occurs when the wind turbine electrical infrastructure
radiates energy with a frequency within the operating frequency of a radio communications
system.
In order to be supplied in Australia, the turbines are required to be compliant with relevant
electromagnetic compatibility Australian Standards. This compliance assures that this type of
interference is negligible.

2.2

Diffraction

Diffraction occurs when the wind turbine infrastructure is positioned such that the signal of a
radio communications system is partially or temporarily blocked causing a reduction in the
signal power at the radio signal receiver.
For point-to-point radio systems it is understood that the radio signal travels on a path between
the signal source and signal receiver defined by an ellipsoid area known as the Fresnel zone.

Figure 1

Fresnel Zone over the Radio Path

[Ref 1]
The Fresnel zone is defined as the locus between two points, such as a radio transmitter and
receiver, where the indirect ray path length from the point T to point R is multiple of the halfwavelength distance of the radio signal. Refer to Figures 2 and 3 for further details.
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Figure 2

Fresnel Zone Clearance Criteria

[Ref 2]
In the presence of an obstruction between the signal source and the signal receiver it is
generally accepted that an obstructed path provided with 60% clearance of the first Fresnel
zone will operate without degradations to the communications system.
Fresnel Zone

Indirect Path
RFn
d2

d1

T

R

Direct Path

Figure 3

Fresnel Zone Calculation

[Ref 3]
The Fresnel zone is defined by the formula

RFn 

nd1 d 2
d1  d 2

RFn

= the nth Fresnel Zone Radius in metres

n

= the nth Fresnel zone



(1)

= the wavelength of the transmitted signal in metres

d1

= the distance from T in metres

d2

= the distance from R in metres

F1 may be used to describe the first Fresnel zone between two points. F1 may also be
described as the 100% Fresnel zone. In this case, F2 is the second Fresnel zone or the 200%
Fresnel zone.
According to D F Bacon [Ref 3] it is recommended to design the geographic wind turbine layout
such that all infrastructure including turbine blades are located outside the second Fresnel zone
of all point-to-point radio systems.
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The second Fresnel zone defines the region where an object such as a wind turbine may cause
a reflected signal to be transmitted to the receiver at a half wavelength (180°) out of phase with
the direct ray causing maximum interference potential.

2.3

Reflection

Reflection occurs when the wind turbine infrastructure is positioned such that the incident ray of
a radio communication system is partially or temporarily reflected from its normal path of
propagation. The complex geometrical design of the wind turbine causes the reflected signals to
be dispersed or ‘scattered’ over a wide angle. These reflections have the potential to generate
destructive interference to the radio signal resulting in signal power reduction or unwanted
duplication of the radio signal as seen in Figure 4.

Figure 4

Reflection of Radio Signals by Wind Turbine Infrastructure

[Ref 4]
At the boundary of the second Fresnel zone, any reflected wave will be 180° out of phase with
the direct signal which can lead to cancellation effects at the receiver. As such, any turbine
located along (and near) the F2 boundary has the potential to significantly degrade a radio link.

2.4

Scattering

Wind turbines have been observed to cause interference by scattering the incident signal.
Scattering is described as either ‘forward’ or ‘back’ and is depicted in Figure 5 below.
Turbine

Radio Wave
Forward Scatter Region

Figure 5

Back Scatter Region

Scattering of Radio Signals by Wind Turbine Infrastructure

The forward scatter region is significant and can extend as far as 5 km forward of the wind
turbine. Where the receiver is in direct line of sight of a turbine, but shielded from a direct signal
from the transmission tower, the forward scatter region may extend beyond 5 km. The back
scattering region created by the incident signal is generally less than 1 km from the turbine.
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2.5

Near field effects

Wind turbine infrastructure located close to a radio communication system such that the
separation distance is within the near field of the radiating antenna has the potential to
detrimentally affect the normal radiation pattern of the antenna causing unwanted signal power
reductions to the radio system service area. The result is an alteration of the antenna’s
impedance. The near-field exclusion zone is typically less than 200 m for microwave radio
systems.
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3.

Methodology
3.1

Radio System Search

A search was conducted on the Australian Communications and Media Authority (ACMA)
Radiocommunications database in January 2014 to identify all licensed radio systems, with
operating frequencies above 30 MHz, within 30 km of the proposed Low Head Wind Farm.
The results of the ACMA Radiocommunications data extraction were reviewed and presented in
graphical format depicting the radio site locations and ray-lines of the radio systems within the
vicinity of the wind farm. The map was refined to only show those radio sites and services with
the potential impact for radio-interference caused by the proposed Low Head Wind Farm.
The resulting map is presented in Appendix A.

3.2

Radio Technology Review

The following radio system technologies were considered in this assessment:


Fixed point-to-point microwave radio systems



Digital Television Broadcast



Aircraft Telecommunications Systems



Meteorological Radar



FM Broadcast



Cellular Mobile Phone Systems.

Radio services below 30 MHz, including AM Radio Broadcast services, were excluded from this
assessment as the propagation characteristics of the radio wave does not rely on direct-ray
transmission characteristic between the transmitting and receiving antennas, e.g. AM radio
broadcast services, operating within the Medium Frequency band of 300Hz-3kHz, relies on
ground wave (surface wave) propagation.
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4.

Existing Conditions
4.1

Fixed Point-to-Point Microwave

There are no identified fixed point to point links passing through or in close proximity to the wind
farm site.

4.2

Land Mobile Radio Systems

Table 4 lists the land mobile radio base-station sites identified during the radio services search
as outlined in Section 3.1. The locations of these facilities are identified in the overview drawing
included in Appendix A.
Table 4

Land Mobile Radio Services

ACMA
Site No.

Location
(AMG66)

Site Name

Licensee(s)

Operating
Frequency

140282

Z55

Hebe Reef Buoy,
LOW HEAD

Australian Maritime Safety
Authority

162 MHz

Football Ground
Marguerite
Street, GEORGE
TOWN

St John Ambulance Australia Tasmania Inc.

412 MHz

52 Goulburn
Street, GEORGE
TOWN

State Fire Commission (Tas)

79.6625 MHz

Police Site, MT
GEORGE

Department of Police and
Emergency Management

820-930 MHz

Hydro Electric
Commission Site,
MT GEORGE

Tasmanian Ports Corporation
Pty Ltd

157.525 MHz

Australian Customs and
Border Protection Service

484.45 MHz

George Town Council

77.15 MHz

Airservices Australia

1.03 GHz

E447898
N5455476
306054

Z55
E447898
N5455476

33711

Z55
E485290
N5449430

33746

Z55
E488315

472.2 MHz

82.1625 MHz

N5449600
33698

Z55
E488331
N5449582

489.65 MHz

1.09 GHz
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4.3

Digital Television Broadcast

Table 5 lists the television broadcast site identified during the radio services search as outlined
in Section 3.1. The broadcast site is located approximately 24 km from the wind farm site as
identified in the overview drawing included in Appendix A.
Table 5

Television Broadcast Services

Callsign

Licence No.

Operating Frequency

Miller Court, Hillwood (Tx Australia)
ACMA Site Number: 150551

AMG66: Z55 E499164 N5434289

SBS46 (Special Broadcasting Service)

1955334

655.5 MHz

ABC47 (Australian Broadcasting Corporation)

1953867

662.5 MHz

TNT48 (Southern Cross Television)

1956249

669.5 MHz

TVT49 (WIN Television)

1956250

676.5 MHz

TDT51 (Ten Network)

1956251

690.5 MHz

4.4

Aircraft Navigational Systems

The frequencies utilised by communications equipment at George Town Airport are 121.5 MHz
(emergency) and 127.3 MHz (for AM voice transmission). The airport site is identified in the
overview drawing included in Appendix A.

4.5

FM Narrowcast and Broadcast

The following FM Radio services were identified within 30 km of the proposed Low Head Wind
Farm development area. Services nominated as narrowcast are typically low powered services
located within their respective townships for local service only. Services nominated as broadcast
are typically high powered services for wider area coverage.
Table 6 lists the FM radio services identified during the radio services search.
Table 6
ACMA Site
No.

FM Narrowcast and Broadcast Services
Location
(AMG66)

Site Name

Licensee

Operating
Frequency

Cnr Arnold and Agnes
Streets, GEORGE
TOWN

Life Info Media

88 MHz

Broadcast Site Mount
George Lookout
Reserve off East
Tamar Hwy, GEORGE
TOWN

Tamar FM Inc.

95.3 MHz

Narrowcast Services
140466

Z55
E485441
N5450377

Broadcast Services
153220

Z55
E489108
N5449532
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4.6

Defence Radio Systems

The designated contact for Defence Spectrum Office (Christopher Squires, Senior Spectrum
Planning Engineer) has determined that there is no impact upon defence assets in the area
(fixed links and land mobile radio systems located at Stony Head Military Training Area, east of
Beechford).
There is a risk to assets should the wind farm area be extended to the east in future.

4.7

Cellular Mobile Telephone Systems (CMTS) and Wireless
Broadband Internet

Details of the closest CMTS and NBN sites are listed in Table 7 below; limited to the nearest
site in each direction from the wind farm and to a maximum of 15 km. These sites operate in the
800 MHz, PTMS (900 MHz), 2.1 GHz and 2.3 GHz bands depending on function and licensee.
Table 7

Nearest CMTS & NBN Sites to Wind Farm Area

ACMA
Site No.

Location
(AMG66)

Site Name

Licensee(s)

Approx
Distance
from WF

100994

Z55

Vodafone Site Scenic
Lookout, MT GEORGE

Optus Mobile Pty Ltd

7.5 km

Telstra Radio Terminal
Mt George, GEORGE
TOWN

Telstra Corporation Ltd

7.5 km

NBN Co Site Cnr George
and Marguerite Street,
GEORGE TOWN

NBN Co

7.6 km

Mobile Spectrum
Licensing Site, GEORGE
TOWN

NBN Co

8.8 km

Telstra Exchange Cnr
Macquarie St and Anne
St, GEORGE TOWN

Telstra Corporation Ltd

9.3 km

E488324
N5449612
700300

Z55
E488319
N5449583

9017152

Z55
E486060
N5450307

9900339

Z55
E485224
N5449454

9014446

Z55
E485150
N5449166

Vodafone Australia Pty
Ltd
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5.

Potential Impacts
5.1

Fixed Point-to-Point Microwave

There are no line of sight obstructions observed for fixed point-to-point microwave radio links
due to the wind farm development.

5.2

Land Mobile Radio Systems

Interference to land mobile radio coverage by the proposed Low Head Wind Farm is anticipated
to be minimal except for those users operating in close proximity to the proposed wind farm.

5.3

Digital Television Broadcast

The zone of potential interference for a wind farm on digital television broadcast is the resultant
total of the effects from the individual turbines. The International Telecommunications Union
Recommendation ITU-R BT.1893 [Ref 5] states that impacts beyond 10 km from a wind farm
are unlikely. The key factors listed by this recommendation that lead to degraded TV reception
are when the receiver is already at the fringe of television reception zone and when the receiver
is located within approximately 2 km of the wind farm (i.e. in the range affected by back
scattering of signals off the turbine). The biggest effect occurs when the receiver is near the
wind farm and in line of sight of the turbines but not in line of sight of the TV transmitter.
Digital TV is not susceptible to visible “ghosting” degradation as was experienced with analogue
broadcasts; any impact of reflections from the turbines would be a minor reduction of coverage
at the limit of the service area. For any confirmed wind farm interference problems where TV
antenna system improvements are unsuccessful, the use of the satellite TV services in the area
may be the best solution, requiring the provision of a satellite dish and receiver box.

5.4

Aircraft Navigational Systems

The Auswind Best Practice Standards state that communications systems operating below 300
MHz are unlikely to be affected by wind turbines [Ref 7]. Since the transmitters fall outside of the
near field of the wind turbines there is unlikely to be any effect on the existing communications
systems at George Town Airport
It is possible that the wind turbines could block line-of-sight transmission to low flying aircraft off
the coast directly north of the wind farm area. Aircraft in this area may experience intermittent
reception while flying through this area.

5.5

Meteorological Radar

The Bureau of Meteorology were contacted in relation to the proposed wind farm and invited to
provide a response as to the perceived interference effects. From discussion with Rod
McDonald (Regional Office Supervisor), it was determined that they did not expect any issues to
arise from the wind farm due to the distance away from the BoM site (Low Head).

5.6

FM Narrowcast and Broadcast

Overseas and local experience indicates that radio reception is unlikely to be affected by
operating wind farms. The majority of FM services transmitting in the vicinity of the wind farm
are narrowcast services not focussed on servicing the wind farm area. There is a minor chance
of signal degradation for services broadcast from George Town (and Mt George) in the
immediate vicinity of the wind farm.
No consultation has been undertaken with the operators of FM radio services.
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5.7

Defence Radio Systems

Discussion with Christopher Squires (Senior Spectrum Planning Engineer in the Defence
Spectrum Office) has confirmed that there is no impact upon Defence communications assets
arising from the proposed wind farm development.

5.8

Cellular Mobile Telephone Systems and Wireless Broadband
Internet

Cellular mobile phone technologies provide for robust communications in areas of significant
obstruction via multi-path communications between customer equipment and the network base
station sites.
Interference to cellular phone coverage by the proposed Low Head Wind Farm is anticipated to
be minimal except for those users operating in close proximity to the proposed wind farm such
as maintenance staff. No consultation has been undertaken with cellular network operators.
The CMTS services to the immediate area around the wind farm site are provided by three
operators (Optus, Telstra and VHA) from multiple base station sites.
There is a minor chance of signal degradation for wireless broadband (NBN) services broadcast
from George Town (and Mt George) in the immediate vicinity of the wind farm.

5.9

50 Hz Radiation

The main sources of electromagnetic (EM) fields associated with wind farms are the substations
and transmission lines. For this project, no on-site substation is required.
While overhead lines will be utilised between the Wind Farm and George Town Substation, their
placement adjacent existing overhead lines will minimise the impact of 50 Hz radiation through
isolation. The lower voltage of the new line(s) will result in a smaller EM field than that emitted
by the higher voltage lines in the easement. Additional hazards due to 50 Hz radiation as a
result of this project are minimal.
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6.

Mitigation Measures
Table 8 below provides a summary of the potential electromagnetic interference issues
identified in this report and the respective mitigation measures.
Table 8

Summary of Issues and Mitigation Measures

Technology

Issue

Mitigation Strategy

Fixed PTP
Microwave

No impact anticipated to
services.

Nil.

LMR

Minor to no impact
anticipated to services.

Nil.

Digital TV

Service degradation to
local community.

Proponent may monitor TV signal reception
within vicinity of proposed wind farm before and
after turbine installations.

- TV reception within
5 km of wind farm may
be affected.

Proponent may upgrade affected television user
infrastructure to include a combination of high
performance antennas and signal amplifiers, or
offer satellite television alternative (if available).

Aircraft
Navigational
Systems

No impact anticipated.

Nil.

Meteorological
Radar

No impact anticipated to
weather-watch radar
systems at Low Head.

Nil.

FM Broadcast

Minor to no impact
anticipated to services.

Nil.

Defence
Radio
Systems

No impact anticipated.

Nil.

Cellular
Mobile Phone
Systems

Minor to no impact
anticipated to services.

Nil.

50Hz
Radiation

None perceived.

Nil.
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Appendices
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Appendix A – Radio Sites & Links in Vicinity of Wind
Farm

Contents
32-17067-T001: EMI – Overview
32-17067-T002: EMI – George Town Area
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Appendix R – Traffic Impact Assessment

Low Head Wind Farm
Pty Ltd
Report for Low Head Wind Farm
Traffic Impact Assessment
June 2012

This Low Head Wind Farm Traffic Impact Assessment (“Report”):
1.

has been prepared by GHD Pty Ltd (“GHD”) for Low Head Wind Farm Pty Ltd;

2.

may only be used and relied on by Low Head Wind Farm Pty Ltd;

3.

must not be copied to, used by, or relied on by any person other than Low Head Wind
Farm Pty Ltd without the prior written consent of GHD;

4.

may only be used for the purpose of assessing the traffic impacts of the proposed Low
Head Wind Farm (and must not be used for any other purpose).

GHD and its servants, employees and officers otherwise expressly disclaim responsibility to any
person other than Low Head Wind Farm Pty Ltd arising from or in connection with this Report.
To the maximum extent permitted by law, all implied warranties and conditions in relation to the
services provided by GHD and the Report are excluded unless they are expressly stated to
apply in this Report.
The services undertaken by GHD in connection with preparing this Report:
were limited to those specifically detailed in section 1.2 of this Report;
GHD expressly disclaims responsibility for any error in, or omission from, this Report arising from
or in connection with any of the Assumptions being incorrect.
Subject to the paragraphs in this section of the Report, the opinions, conclusions and any
recommendations in this Report are based on conditions encountered and information reviewed
at the time of preparation and may be relied on until 6 months, after which time, GHD expressly
disclaims responsibility for any error in, or omission from, this Report arising from or in
connection with those opinions, conclusions and any recommendations.
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1.

Introduction

1.1

Background

GHD Pty Ltd were engaged by Low Head Wind Farm Pty Ltd to prepare a Traffic Impact Assessment
(TIA) for the construction of 12 new wind turbines near Low Head, Tasmania.

1.2

Project Scope and Objectives

Preparation of a Traffic Impact Assessment report examines the impacts associated with the proposed
development in accordance with DIER and Council requirements as follows:
Review of the existing road environment in the vicinity of the site and the traffic conditions on the
road network;
Provision of information on the proposed development with regards to traffic movement and activity;
Traffic implications of the proposal with respect to the external road network in terms of traffic
efficiency and road safety; and
Recommendations for construction transport route selection and further traffic management
measures.

1.3

Subject Site

The subject site consists of several titles adjacent to Five Mile Bluff. It is located approximately 8 km
north-east of the George Town CBD, on the north coast of Tasmania. The site is accessed via either Old
Aerodrome Road or Soldiers Settlement Road.
The subject site and surrounding area are shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 1

Study Area (Source: LIST Database, DPIPWE)

Proposed wind
farm location

1.4

Information and Data Sources

The following organisations were contacted during the preparation of this report:
Department of Infrastructure, Energy and Resources (DIER) – Crash and traffic data;
George Town Council – Traffic data and general road network information;
Low Head Wind Farm Pty Ltd – General project information; and
ALSTOM – Turbine specification and transportation manual.
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2.

Existing Conditions

2.1

Transport Network

The main roads that will be potentially affected by the proposal include the East Tamar Highway (Main
Road), Soldiers Settlement Road, Old Aerodrome Road, Goulburn Street / Low Head Road, Agnes
Street, Arnold Street and North Street.
Features of each of these roads are described briefly below.
2.1.1

East Tamar Highway (Main Road)

Between Bell Bay and George Town, the East Tamar Highway is classified as a ‘Category 3 – Regional
Access Road’ in the DIER publication, Tasmanian State Road Hierarchy, 2007. The function of Category
3 roads is as follows:
Regional Access Roads are of strategic importance to regional and local communities and
economies; they link important towns to the Category 1 and Category 2 roads. While they are used
by heavy freight vehicles, this use is less than that of Regional Freight Roads. Together with
Regional Freight Roads, the Regional Access Roads also provide safe and efficient access to
Tasmania’s Regions. Regional Access Roads facilitate:
–

Connection of smaller regional resource bases with trunk and regional freight roads;

–

Local commercial interaction;

–

Sub-regional and inter-regional freight movement by connecting with trunk and regional freight
roads;

–

Sub-regional passenger vehicle movement and connection to trunk and regional freight roads;
and

–

Sub-regional tourist movement and connection to trunk and regional freight roads.

The East Tamar Highway connects Launceston and George Town along the eastern side of the Tamar
River. For the majority of its length, it is a two-lane, two-way road with regular overtaking lanes. It
becomes Main Road at the George Town locality boundary.
Main Road has a pavement width of approximately 13.3 metres through George Town. It terminates at
the intersection of Goulburn Street and Macquarie Street at the eastern edge of the George Town CBD.
A speed limit of 60-km/h applies to Main Road.
The East Tamar Highway carries approximately 4,200 vehicles per day1 near the George Town
boundary. Traffic volumes on East Tamar Highway over the course of a typical weekday are shown in
Figure 2.

1

From DIER traffic data, May 2010
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Figure 2

East Tamar Highway weekday traffic volumes

Main Road from the Agnes Street intersection is shown in Figure 3.
Figure 3

Main Road
East towards Bell Bay

2.1.2

West towards George Town

Soldiers Settlement Road

Soldiers Settlement Road is a local road connecting to North Street, at the northern end of George Town,
and travelling north-eastward to provide access to Beechford. Only the first portion of Soldiers Settlement
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Road is sealed, and the sealed section has a width of 5.7 to 6.0 metres. The pavement is generally in
poor to average condition, with potholes and evidence of patched repairs along its length.
The gravel section of Soldiers Settlement Road begins approximately 3.8 km east of the Old Aerodrome
Road intersection; from this point, the road has a formed width of approximately 5.0 metres.
Traffic volumes on Soldiers Settlement Road are approximately 80 vehicles per day2 towards Beechford.
The proposed site access is located in the centre of a long, straight section of Soldiers Settlement Road.
Soldiers Settlement Road near the proposed site access is shown in Figure 4.
Figure 4

Soldiers Settlement Road
North towards Beechford

2.1.3

South towards George Town

Old Aerodrome Road

Old Aerodrome Road is a local road connecting to North Street and Soldiers Settlement Road, at the
northern end of George Town, and travelling northward to provide access to Bellbuoy Beach Road, Low
Head. Old Aerodrome Road is sealed to the intersection with Bellbuoy Beach Road, with a pavement
width of approximately 5.6 metres.
A Pavement Assessment of Old Aerodrome Road and Soldiers Settlement Road was undertaken by
GHD in 2007 in order to assess the capability of the pavement to accommodate additional traffic due to
expansion of the nearby sand mine. The expansion represented an increase of 49,000 tonnes of sand
per annum in comparison to the previous operation.
The assessment provided the following concluding remarks:
With current levels of ongoing maintenance, the Old Aerodrome Road would generally, probably be
able to cope with existing levels of traffic loading for a design life of 20 years. However, there would
likely be areas (those with insufficient pavement, depth, lower quality materials and/or poor drainage)
that would require increased levels of maintenance.
The Old Aerodrome Road is unlikely to have sufficient pavement thickness or subgrade strength to
cope with the proposed increased traffic levels. The increased traffic loading would likely result in
2

From Council traffic data, 2010
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significant pavement failure in poorer areas of the road (ie areas of poor drainage and poorer quality
materials).
Advice from Council is that since the geotech assessment was completed, maintenance works have
been limited to patching only, with some short sections undergoing full depth repair in early 2012.
From Bellbuoy Beach Road onwards, Old Aerodrome Road is a poor quality, gravel road with a width of
approximately 3.5 metres and a series of sharp bends. The road is heavily corrugated, with a large
number of potholes. Signs installed by Council advise that the roadside contains environmentally
sensitive vegetation.
Traffic volumes on Old Aerodrome Road are approximately 160 vehicles per day near the intersection
with Soldiers Settlement Road3.
Old Aerodrome Road near the intersection with Bellbuoy Beach Road is shown in Figure 5.
Figure 5

Old Aerodrome Road
West from Bellbuoy Beach Road

2.1.4

East from Bellbuoy Beach Road

Goulburn Street/Low Head Road

Goulburn Street is a sub-arterial road travelling in a predominantly north-south direction through George
Town. It becomes Low Head Road at the northern edge of the town and continues northward to provide
access to Low Head. Goulburn Street/Low Head Road is Council’s preferred heavy vehicle route through
George Town.
Goulburn Street connects to Main Road and Macquarie Street at a three-leg, semi-mountable
roundabout at the eastern edge of the George Town CBD.
The intersection of North Street and Low Head Road is a wide, give-way controlled, T-junction located in
the middle of a long straight.
The Goulburn Street/Main Road/Macquarie Street intersection is shown in Figure 6.

3

From Council traffic data, 2007
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Figure 6

2.1.5

Goulburn Street Roundabout

Agnes Street/Arnold Street/North Street

Agnes Street, Arnold Street and North Street are local roads through the residential area of George
Town. They are typically of urban construction, sealed, with unlimited on-street parking typically available
on both sides of the road.
The Port Dalrymple School is located approximately halfway along Agnes Street, on the corner of Agnes
Street and Cimitiere Street. There is a children’s crossing available on Agnes Street for the school.
The intersection of Cimitiere Street and Agnes Street is a four-leg roundabout with an island diameter of
approximately 11 metres. The roundabout is fully mountable with removable signage on the island. A
large culvert is present on Agnes Street between the intersections of Macquarie Street and Cimitiere
Street.
Agnes Street carries approximately 1,900 vehicles per day in the vicinity of the School4, with peak
volumes during afternoon school pick-up and drop-off times in the order of 200 vehicles per hour.
Agnes Street, looking south from Arnold Street, and Arnold Street, looking south from North Street, are
shown in Figure 7.

4

From Council traffic data, 2008
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Figure 7

Agnes Street and Arnold Street
Agnes Street

2.1.6

Arnold Street

Key Intersections

The key intersections that will be impacted by the construction traffic for the proposed development
include:
Main Road/Agnes Street
Agnes Street intersects Main Road at an angle of approximately 130° at a give-way controlled
junction at which Main Road is the major approach.
Main Road/Goulburn Street
Goulburn Street and Main Road intersect at an angle of approximately 130° at a three-leg
roundabout. The roundabout is semi-mountable with a central garden bed.
Low Head Road/North Street
North Street intersects Low Head Road at a right angle, at a give-way controlled T-junction.
Agnes Street/Cimitiere Street
The intersection of Cimitiere Street and Agnes Street is controlled by a four-leg roundabout with a
diameter of approximately 12 metres, and a circulating road width of approximately 5 metres.
Agnes Street/Arnold Street
Arnold Street intersects Agnes Street at a right angle, at a give-way controlled T-junction at which
Agnes Street is the major approach. Approximately 20 metres along from the intersection, Arnold
Street bends by approximately 45° to head in a north-north-western direction.
Arnold Street/North Street
The intersection of Arnold Street and North Street is an uncontrolled T-junction at which North Street
is the major approach.
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North Street/Old Aerodrome Road/Soldiers Settlement Road
The intersection of North Street, Old Aerodrome Road and Soldiers Settlement Road is an
uncontrolled T-junction at which North Street and Soldiers Settlement Road form the major
approaches.

2.2

Road Safety Performance

Crash data was obtained from DIER for the most recent 5 year time period (24 April 2007 to 23 April
2012) for Main Road, Goulburn Street, Low Head Road, Agnes Street, Arnold Street, North Street, Old
Aerodrome Road and Soldiers Settlement Road in George Town.
The results are summarised in Table 1.
Table 1

Summary of Crash Data

Location

Number of crashes

Dominant crash types

Total

Casualty

Main Road

10

1

Rear end (4), Adjacent approach (2)

Goulburn Street

10

5

Adjacent approach (4), On path (2)

Low Head Road

8

3

Off path on curve (3), Rear end (2)

Agnes Street

9

2

Adjacent approach (3), On path (2)

Arnold Street

1

0

Off path on straight (1)

Old Aerodrome Road

3

2

Off path on straight (2)

Soldiers Settlement Road

2

1

Animal (1), Off path on curve (1)

Agnes Street/Main Road

5

1

Adjacent approach (2), Rear end (2)

Old Aerodrome Road/Soldiers
Settlement Road/North Street

2

2

Off path on straight (2)

Total

50

17

No specific road safety deficiencies were identified in the road network that might be exacerbated by the
construction traffic generated by the proposed development. The relatively high incidence of rear end
and adjacent approach type crashes within the George Town area is not unexpected in an urban
environment.
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3.

Proposed Development

3.1

Proposed Wind Farm

The proposal involves the construction of 12 wind turbines on two separate sites approximately 8 km
north-east of George Town on the north coast of Tasmania. For the purpose of this assessment, the
turbines are assumed to be Eco122 turbines, with the largest single component being the three blades at
a length of 60 metres each.
Access to the western site is located approximately 5.5 km along Old Aerodrome Road, and access to
the eastern site is located approximately 7.2 km along Soldiers Settlement Road.

3.2

Traffic Generation

The traffic generation associated with the site following full development will be negligible, and limited to
occasional access for inspection and maintenance. The focus of this assessment will be the impacts of
construction traffic including transport of large parts via oversize vehicles, regular concrete and material
deliveries and private transport of construction workers.
The following transport requirements are based on the transportation manual provided by ALSTOM,
additional information provided by Low Head Wind Farm Pty Ltd, and experience from previous wind
farm construction transport management projects completed by GHD.
Wind Turbine Components
The wind turbine components include delivery of large parts, including tower sections, turbine blades,
nacelle (housing) and internal components. Each wind turbine will require 15 units of special
transportation, with a maximum load of 14 tonnes per axle.
The longest parts to be transported are the wind turbine blades, with a total length of 60 metres. The
heaviest parts are the nacelle block B1, with a mass of 84 tonnes. Oversize vehicles, such as those
transporting blades and longer tower sections, will typically be extendible trailer with self-steering wheels
on the rear axle.
Materials
Regular deliveries of concrete and reinforcing steel will be required for the construction of wind turbine
footings.
Other Equipment
The other equipment category includes the two cranes required for construction as well as private
transport of project personnel. In a worst case scenario, it is assumed one vehicle per employee for 300
days a year over a two year construction period. 40 employees on site every day is considered a
conservative estimate.
Site Establishment
A significant amount of material will be required for the construction of internal access roads. In addition,
delivery and removal of site offices and plant will be required.
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Summary
For the purpose of assessing the construction traffic generated by the proposed development, a one year
construction period has been assumed. The expected construction traffic generation is summarised in
Table 2.
Table 2

Construction Traffic Generation
Old
Aerodrome
Rd

Soldiers
Settlement
Rd

Extensible trailer

21

21

Semi-trailer

18

18

Extensible trailer

18

18

48

Semi-trailer

24

24

4,000 m3

672

Concrete truck

336

336

480 T

24

Truck

12

12

2

2

Crane

1

1

40/day

12,000

6,000

6,000

17,000 T

550

Truck

278

272

Delivery of Plant for Civil Work

20

40

Semi-trailer

20

20

Delivery and Removal of Site
Offices

25

50

Semi-trailer

25

25

2/day

600

Water Tanker

300

300

Deliveries

3/week

150

Truck

75

75

Waste Disposal

2/week

100

Truck

50

50

Approx.
Quantity

Total No. of
Vehicles

Tower Sections

48

42

Nacelle

36

36

Blades

36

36 5

-

Item

Vehicle type

Wind Turbine Components

Internal Parts/Other
Materials
Concrete
Reinforcing steel
Other equipment
Cranes
Project personnel

Car/4WD/Ute

Site Establishment
Delivery of Access Track
Construction Material

General Deliveries/ Construction Operations
Water Tanker

Total Cars

12,000

6,000

6,000

Total Trucks

2,350

1,178

1,172

Based on the above summary, the total traffic generation across the two-year construction period is
approximately 2,350 trucks and up to 12,000 cars, resulting in an average of 7 – 8 trucks and 40 cars per
day. Actual vehicle numbers will vary according to the specific construction activity being undertaken.
5

Note, this is a worst case, assuming 1 blade per truck. Blades may be able to be carried 2-3 per truck.
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Note that upgrade of existing roads has not been taken into account in the above calculations, and will
result in additional material and plant deliveries.
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4.

Traffic Impacts

4.1

Transport Route Discussion

Traffic associated with the construction of the wind farm will generally come from the Port of Launceston
at Bell Bay, along the East Tamar Highway, heading north through George Town to Soldiers Settlement
Road or Old Aerodrome Road, and along either of these roads to the site accesses.
Tower sections are to be assembled in Breadalbane, south of Launceston, and transported via the East
Tamar Highway to George Town.
Council’s preferred heavy vehicle route through George Town is via Main Road, Goulburn Street and
Low Head Road. The semi-mountable roundabout at the Main Road/Goulburn Street/Macquarie Street
intersection is capable of handling up to 25 metre B-double vehicles.
The Main Road, Goulburn Street, Low Head Road route should be used for general truck activity
including concrete delivery, waste removal and all other equipment delivery not larger than 25 metre Bdouble vehicle.
Where vehicles are unable to use the preferred heavy vehicle route, due to size constraints at the
roundabout, an alternative route via Agnes Street, Arnold Street, North Street may be used. This should
be limited to transportation of long tower sections and turbine blades.
The preferred and alternate transport routes through George Town are shown in Figure 8 below.
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Figure 8

Transport routes
Old Aerodrome
Road

Preferred heavy
vehicle route

Soldiers Settlement
Road

Over-dimensioned
vehicle route

Goulburn Street
roundabout

4.2

Road Network Impacts

It is expected that the proposed development will generate an average of 7 – 8 trucks per day through
George Town during the construction period, with up to 20 trucks per day expected during peak activity.
The majority of trucks will use the preferred heavy vehicle route of Goulburn Street, Low Head Road,
North Street to access the site.
A total of 5 over-dimensioned vehicles will be required per turbine (Tower Sections 3 and 4, and three
blades per turbine), resulting in a total of 60 over-dimensioned vehicles over the course of the
construction period. These will use the alternative transport route of Agnes Street, Arnold Street, North
Street.
A permit will be required from DIER for the movement of over-dimension loads along this route (including
Council roads). The actual dimensions of each load, and the vehicle being used to carry them, will
determine the specific permit conditions. Such conditions are likely to include:
Pre-transport route assessment;
Warning signs and devices;
Pilot vehicles and escort vehicles;
Mass and dimension limits, including rear overhang; and
Times of operation.
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The haulage contractor will be responsible for obtaining and complying with the DIER permit for each
over-dimension load to be transported.
4.2.1

Travel Times

The total travel distance from Bell Bay to the site access is approximately 15 km. Based on an average
travel speed of approximately 15-km/h, the travel times for over-dimensioned vehicles are summarised in
Table 3. Additional delays for the negotiation of tight intersections have been added to the result.
Table 3

Travel times

Route Link

Distance

Travel Time
(minutes)

Additional Delay

Bell Bay Road, Port to Main Road

2.4 km

9:36

0:30

Main Road, Bell Bay – Agnes Street

2.7 km

10:48

0:30

Agnes Street, Main Road – Arnold Street

1.5 km

6:00

2:00

Arnold Street, Agnes Street – North Street

1.2 km

4:48

1:30

Via Soldiers Settlement Road

7.3 km

29:12

0:00

Via Old Aerodrome Road

5.6 km

22:24

1:00

Based on the above calculations, the total travel time from Bell Bay to the subject site is expected to be
in the order of 59 to 65 minutes depending on whether transport is via Soldiers Settlement Road or Old
Aerodrome Road.
4.2.2

School Activity

The Port Dalrymple School is located approximately halfway along Agnes Street. School drop-off and
pick-up times (8:00 am to 9:30 am and 2:30 pm to 4:00 pm) must be avoided. This leaves a window of
approximately 5 hours in the middle of the day, between 9:30 am and 2:30 pm, for over-dimensioned
vehicles. Based on a travel time of approximately one hour, over-dimensioned vehicles should not depart
Bell Bay after 1:30 pm so as to avoid times of school activity on Agnes Street.
4.2.3

Road Works

Any roadwork activity along the transport routes may impact on the movement of vehicles, and
exacerbate any adverse impacts arising from the transport activity.
In planning for the transport operation, the haulage contractor should liaise with the relevant road
authorities (George Town Council and DIER, as appropriate) to ascertain whether any roadworks are
planned for the period of the transport task. This may necessitate a variation in the timing or route of the
transport activity.
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4.3

Access Impacts

4.3.1

Soldiers Settlement Road/Old Aerodrome Road

The existing Soldiers Settlement Road and Old Aerodrome Road are typically poor, with horizontal and
vertical alignment being unsuitable for large volumes of heavy vehicle and over-dimensioned traffic such
as that required for the construction of the proposed development. Potholes and repair works are evident
along the sealed sections of these roads.
A Pavement Assessment of Old Aerodrome Road and Soldiers Settlement Road was undertaken by
GHD in 2007 in order to assess the capability of the pavement to accommodate additional traffic due to
expansion of the nearby sand mine. The expansion represented an increase of 49,000 tonnes of sand
per annum in comparison to the previous operation.
The assessment provided the following concluding remarks:
With current levels of ongoing maintenance, the Old Aerodrome Road would generally, probably be
able to cope with existing levels of traffic loading for a design life of 20 years. However, there would
likely be areas (those with insufficient pavement, depth, lower quality materials and/or poor drainage)
that would require increased levels of maintenance.
The Old Aerodrome Road is unlikely to have sufficient pavement thickness or subgrade strength to
cope with the proposed increased traffic levels. The increased traffic loading would likely result in
significant pavement failure in poorer areas of the road (ie areas of poor drainage and poorer quality
materials).
Based on the existing alignment issues and pavement assessments, these roads (between the Soldiers
Settlement Road / Old Aerodrome Road intersection and the site accesses) will require upgrade in order
to cope with the construction traffic for the proposed development. With vehicles exceeding 60 metres in
length (blade transport) and single loads of up to 89 tonnes (nacelle transport), specific pavement and
alignment criteria will need to be met.
The following guidelines are provided in the ALSTOM transportation manual:
2

Minimum pavement bearing capacity of 25 T/m ,
Vertical alignment factor (Kv) of greater than 250,
Curve radii based on the clear width available on either side of the road.
Further investigation is required to confirm the appropriate design standards in this specific context.
After completion of the construction period, the wider community will be able to benefit from the higher
standard of road construction for years to come. The extent of contribution for the upgrade of these roads
should be negotiated with Council.
4.3.2

Key Intersections

There are a number of intersections along the Agnes Street route which will require careful consideration
to ensure they are capable of transporting the over-dimensioned vehicles. These are discussed in the
following sections.
Indicative swept paths for 60 metre blade transport and an estimate of the temporary pavement
construction that will be required can be found in Appendix A and Appendix B. A more detailed
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assessment will be required prior to the movement of over-dimension loads to confirm the geometric
requirements of the specific loads to be transported. This may include a trial run with an empty truck /
trailer contribution.
Note that intersections along the route will likely be blocked by the vehicle undertaking the manoeuvre
and over-dimensioned vehicles should be fully escorted and appropriate traffic management measures in
place prior to departing.
Main Road/Agnes Street
Agnes Street intersects Main Road at an angle of approximately 130°. The pavement widths of Main
Road and Agnes Street are 13.3 metres and 8.5 metres respectively. There is an excess clear width of
approximately 3 metres on each road. Based on this, the available turn radius should be sufficient to
cater for the longest vehicles (blade transport) to use this intersection.
Agnes Street/Cimitiere Street
The Agnes Street/Cimitiere Street intersection is a fully mountable roundabout. Signage on the
roundabout island can be temporarily removed to allow over-dimensioned vehicles to drive straight
through the intersection.
Agnes Street/Arnold Street
Arnold Street intersects Agnes Street at an angle of approximately 130°, with Arnold Street bending just
prior to the Agnes Street such that the intersection is a 90° T-junction. The pavement widths of Agnes
Street and Arnold Street are 9.5 metres and 12 metres respectively.
A large, clear, grassed area is available on each side of the intersection. The only significant obstruction
at this intersection is a Telstra box located on the inside corner. Over-dimensioned vehicles can utilise
the clear area to safely navigate the Agnes Street/Arnold Street intersection without impacting on the
Telstra box. Alternatively vehicles may be able to cut across the inside corner of the intersection.
Arnold Street/North Street
The Arnold Street/North Street intersection is a 90° T-junction at the northern end of Arnold Street. The
pavement widths of Arnold Street and North Street are both approximately 6.0 metres near the
intersection.
This intersection will require some modification in order to transport the larger over-dimensioned vehicles
required by the proposed development. The intersection should be widened on the northern side of North
Street and on the south east corner of the intersection, to provide sufficient manoeuvring space. The
south east corner is currently obstructed by the presence of a power pole, with the ground cable
anchored directly adjacent to the road pavement. Temporary removal of the ground cable may be
required.
North Street/Old Aerodrome Road
Similar to Arnold Street/North Street, the North Street/Old Aerodrome Road is a 90° T-junction.
This intersection will require some modification in order to transport the over-dimensioned vehicles
required by the proposed development. The intersection should be widened on the southern side of
North Street and on the north west corner. There are no obvious obstacles to achieving these works.
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Given appropriate modification, it is expected that the over-dimensioned vehicles will be able to navigate
this intersection.
4.3.3

Site Accesses

Old Aerodrome Road
The site access on Old Aerodrome Road is located approximately 500 metres north of the end of the
sealed section of this road, directly adjacent to a sharp, right bend. The internal road is to be aligned with
the Old Aerodrome Road approach such that movements into and out of the proposed development will
essentially be of a ‘through’ nature.
The access and internal roadway should be designed to the same standard as Old Aerodrome Road and
Soldiers Settlement Road to accommodate the largest and heaviest vehicles to be accessing the site.
Soldiers Settlement Road
The site access on Soldiers Settlement Road is located approximately 7.2 km north east of the Old
Aerodrome Road intersection in the middle of a straight section of road. It intersects the road at an angle
of approximately 130°.
The access will require realignment and widening in order to cater for the over-dimensioned vehicles
required for the proposed development. The access should be designed to the same standard as Old
Aerodrome Road and Soldiers Settlement Road to accommodate the largest vehicle to be accessing the
site.
Under the George Town Planning Scheme 1991, the minimum Safe Intersection Sight Distance that
must be provided for a prevailing vehicle speed of 80-km/h is 175 metres. A preliminary investigation
indicates that the available sight distance exceeds 200 metres and is sufficient in accordance with the
Planning Scheme.

4.4

Pavement Impacts

Trucks accessing the wind farm site will generally use Main Road, Goulburn Street and Low Head Road
to travel through George Town. These roads are constructed to a high standard to cater for heavy
vehicle traffic and no significant detrimental pavement impacts are expected as a result of the proposed
development.
The roads along the alternate route, namely Agnes Street, Arnold Street and North Street, are typically of
urban residential construction and are not specifically designed to cater for a large amount of heavy
vehicle traffic. Pavement condition assessments should be undertaken before and after construction to
provide a base line for comparison and negotiation.
There are a number of culverts along the route including:
Agnes Street between Macquarie Street and Cimitiere Street, and
Approximately half way along Old Aerodrome Road.
Engineering assessment of these culverts should be undertaken prior to construction to confirm that they
have sufficient strength to cater for the heavy loads expected due to the proposed development.
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4.5

Internal Road Network Layout

The internal road network is to consist of a series of access roads connecting each wind turbine location
to the site accesses. The network consists of approximately 6.6 km of access roads to be designed to
accommodate the largest and heaviest vehicles using these roads and the expected volume of activity.
The following guidelines are provided in the ALSTOM transportation manual:
Minimum pavement bearing capacity of 25 T/m2,
Vertical alignment factor (Kv) of greater than 250,
Curve radii based on the clear width available on either side of the road.

4.6

Road Safety Impacts

The proposed development is not expected to have any significant detrimental road safety impacts, with
the majority of truck traffic accessing the site using the established heavy vehicle route through George
Town of Main Road, Goulburn Street and Low Head Road, which are best able to accommodate the
increase in vehicle activity. Further, the existing crash history does not indicate that there are any specific
road safety deficiencies in the surrounding road network that might be exacerbated by increased heavy
vehicle usage.
In order to further reduce the road safety impacts of the proposed development, the following should also
be noted:
Transport of over-dimensioned turbine components via Agnes Street and Arnold Street should avoid
school drop-off and pick-up times and peak traffic periods by transporting only between the hours of
9:30 am and 2:30 pm.
Over-dimensioned vehicles should be fully escorted and appropriate traffic measures put into place
prior to departure.
It is recommended that a full traffic management plan be prepared to guide the construction contractor(s)
involved in the transport task and to manage any potential adverse impacts that may arise.
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5.

Conclusions

This Traffic Impact Assessment investigated the impacts of the traffic involved in the construction of 12
new wind turbines to be located in Low Head, north of George Town. The key findings of the report are
as follows:
The proposed development is expected to generate approximately 2,350 truck movements and in the
order of 12,000 passenger car movements over the estimated 1-year construction period.
Movements will be split approximately evenly between the eastern site, accessed via Soldiers
Settlement Road, and the western site, accessed via Old Aerodrome Road;
–

On average, 7 to 8 trucks will access the site per day, with up to 20 trucks per day expected
during peak activity;

–

A total of 5 over-dimensioned vehicles are required per wind turbine, resulting in a total of 60
over-dimensioned vehicles over the course of the construction period;

Soldiers Settlement Road and Old Aerodrome Road between their intersection and the entries to the
wind farm will require upgrade to both the existing carriageway surface, and horizontal and vertical
alignment in order to accommodate the longest and heaviest vehicles accessing the site. The extent
of developer contribution to the upgrade of these roads should be negotiated with Council;
The majority of heavy vehicle traffic will use the preferred heavy vehicle route through George Town
of Main Road, Goulburn Street and Low Head Road. However this route is not suitable for overdimension loads and an alternative route via Agnes Street and Arnold Street is required;
The total travel time from Bell Bay to the subject site for over-dimensioned vehicles is expected to be
approximately one hour, one way;
–

School drop-off and pick-up times, as well as peak traffic periods, should be avoided, limiting
transport of over-dimensioned components to a 5 hour window between 9:30 am and 2:30 pm;

–

Conflicting transport movements should be avoided where possible;

–

The potential for roadworks to affect the transport activity should be confirmed with Council
and/or DIER;

Pavement condition assessments of the over-dimension alternative route should be undertaken prior
to construction and directly following construction to provide a base line for comparison and
negotiation;
An engineering assessment is required of all existing culverts prior to construction, in particular on
Agnes Street and the series of culverts located approximately halfway along Old Aerodrome Road, to
confirm suitability for the type of loads to be transported over them;
A detailed analysis of the entire route, in particular that used by over-dimensioned vehicles, should
be undertaken prior to construction. Modification will likely need to be made to the intersections of
North Street with Arnold Street and Old Aerodrome Road;
The internal road network of approximately 6.6km of roads should be designed to sufficient standard
to accommodate the anticipated vehicle activity. The supplier of the wind turbines has provided some
guidelines for development of these roadways;
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A full traffic management plan should be prepared prior to construction to guide the construction and
transport contractor(s) and to manage any potential adverse impacts that may arise.
Subject to the recommendations above, the proposed development is supported on traffic grounds.
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Appendix A

Pavement Widening at Intersections
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Figure 9

Arnold Street/Agnes Street temporary pavement construction

Alternative pavement construction

Temporary pavement widening

Existing Telstra box
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Figure 10

Arnold Street/North Street temporary pavement construction
Temporary pavement widening

Temporary pavement widening

Existing telegraph pole
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This report: has been prepared by GHD for Low Head Wind Farm Pty Ltd and may only be used and relied
on by Low Head Wind Farm Pty Ltd for the purpose agreed between GHD and the Low Head Wind Farm
Pty Ltd as set out in this report.
GHD otherwise disclaims responsibility to any person other than Low Head Wind Farm Pty Ltd arising in
connection with this report. GHD also excludes implied warranties and conditions, to the extent legally
permissible.
The services undertaken by GHD in connection with preparing this report were limited to those specifically
detailed in the report and are subject to the scope limitations set out in the report.
The opinions, conclusions and any recommendations in this report are based on conditions encountered
and information reviewed at the date of preparation of the report. GHD has no responsibility or obligation
to update this report to account for events or changes occurring subsequent to the date that the report was
prepared.
The opinions, conclusions and any recommendations in this report are based on assumptions made by
GHD described in this report. GHD disclaims liability arising from any of the assumptions being incorrect.
GHD has prepared this report on the basis of information provided by Low Head Wind Farm Pty Ltd and
others who provided information to GHD (including Government authorities), which GHD has not
independently verified or checked beyond the agreed scope of work. GHD does not accept liability in
connection with such unverified information, including errors and omissions in the report which were
caused by errors or omissions in that information.
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1.

Introduction
1.1

Development Proposal and Environmental Management Plan

The Environment Protection Authority, in identifying issues to be addressed by the Development
Proposal and Environmental Management Plan (DPEMP) for the proposed Low Head Wind
Farm, nominates the following for the potential effect of Traffic Impacts:
This Section should identify roads to be used by vehicles associated with the proposal (both
during construction and operation) and the likely volume and nature of traffic and timing of traffic
flows, including details of the current usage of these roads. Impacts associated with altered
traffic flows should be discussed (such as impacts on other roads users and residences
adjacent to roads), and any road or intersection modifications required for transportation of wind
turbine components to the site should be detailed. Emphasis should be placed on the impacts
on existing infrastructure in the area and on the community, including on transport to and from
local schools (e.g. impacts on school bus routes). Other specific requirements of Council are:
Road dilapidation survey for Old Aerodrome Road before commencement of construction;
and
Assessment of small bridge structures on Old Aerodrome Road for loading for over mass
vehicles.
A Traffic Management Plan is required by the Department of Infrastructure, Energy and
Resources (DIER) (Traffic and Infrastructure Branch) and George Town Council, to be
submitted to Council. This Plan should also be included as part of the DPEMP and a discussion
provided. The proponent should liaise directly with DIER Transport Inspectors and DIER State
Road Maintenance Services in development of the Traffic Management Plan.
This Traffic Management Plan has been prepared in consultation with DIER Transport
Inspectors and DIER State Road Maintenance Services, in accordance with these
requirements.

1.2

Existing Conditions

1.2.1

Key Roads

The main roads that will be potentially affected by the proposal include the East Tamar Highway
(Main Road), Soldiers Settlement Road, Old Aerodrome Road, Goulburn Street / Low Head
Road, Agnes Street, Arnold Street and North Street.
Features of each of these roads are described briefly below.
East Tamar Highway (Main Road)
Between Bell Bay and George Town, the East Tamar Highway is classified as a ‘Category 3 –
Regional Access Road’ in the DIER publication, Tasmanian State Road Hierarchy, 2007. The
function of Category 3 roads is as follows:
Regional Access Roads are of strategic importance to regional and local communities
and economies; they link important towns to the Category 1 and Category 2 roads. While
they are used by heavy freight vehicles, this use is less than that of Regional Freight
Roads. Together with Regional Freight Roads, the Regional Access Roads also provide
safe and efficient access to Tasmania’s Regions. Regional Access Roads facilitate:
– Connection of smaller regional resource bases with trunk and regional freight roads;
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– Local commercial interaction;
– Sub-regional and inter-regional freight movement by connecting with trunk and
regional freight roads;
– Sub-regional passenger vehicle movement and connection to trunk and regional
freight roads; and
– Sub-regional tourist movement and connection to trunk and regional freight roads.
The East Tamar Highway connects Launceston and George Town along the eastern side of the
Tamar River. For the majority of its length, it is a two-lane, two-way road with regular overtaking
lanes. It becomes Main Road at the George Town locality boundary.
Main Road has a pavement width of approximately 13.3 metres through George Town. It
terminates at the intersection of Goulburn Street and Macquarie Street at the eastern edge of
the George Town CBD. A speed limit of 60-km/h applies to Main Road.
The East Tamar Highway carries approximately 4,200 vehicles per day1 near the George Town
boundary. Traffic volumes on East Tamar Highway over the course of a typical weekday are
shown in Figure 1.
Figure 1

East Tamar Highway weekday traffic volumes

Main Road from the Agnes Street intersection is shown in Figure 2.

1

From DIER traffic data, May 2010
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Figure 2

Main Road
East towards Bell Bay

West towards George Town

Soldiers Settlement Road
Soldiers Settlement Road is a local road connecting to North Street, at the northern end of
George Town, and travelling north-eastward to provide access to Beechford. Only the first
portion of Soldiers Settlement Road is sealed, and the sealed section has a width of 5.7 to 6.0
metres. The pavement is generally in poor to average condition, with potholes and evidence of
patched repairs along its length.
The gravel section of Soldiers Settlement Road begins approximately 3.8 km east of the Old
Aerodrome Road intersection; from this point, the road has a formed width of approximately 5.0
metres.
Traffic volumes on Soldiers Settlement Road are approximately 80 vehicles per day2 towards
Beechford.
The proposed site access is located in the centre of a long, straight section of Soldiers
Settlement Road. Soldiers Settlement Road near the proposed site access is shown in Figure 3.
Figure 3

Soldiers Settlement Road
North towards Beechford

2

South towards George Town

From Council traffic data, 2010
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Old Aerodrome Road
Old Aerodrome Road is a local road connecting to North Street and Soldiers Settlement Road,
at the northern end of George Town, and travelling northward to provide access to Bellbuoy
Beach Road, Low Head. Old Aerodrome Road is sealed to the intersection with Bellbuoy Beach
Road, with a pavement width of approximately 5.6 metres.
Traffic volumes on Old Aerodrome Road are approximately 160 vehicles per day near the
intersection with Soldiers Settlement Road3.
Old Aerodrome Road near the intersection with Bellbuoy Beach Road is shown in Figure 4.
Figure 4

Old Aerodrome Road

West from Bellbuoy Beach Road

East from Bellbuoy Beach Road

Goulburn Street/Low Head Road
Goulburn Street is a sub-arterial road travelling in a predominantly north-south direction through
George Town. It becomes Low Head Road at the northern edge of the town and continues
northward to provide access to Low Head. Goulburn Street/Low Head Road is Council’s
preferred heavy vehicle route through George Town.
Goulburn Street connects to Main Road and Macquarie Street at a three-leg, semi-mountable
roundabout at the eastern edge of the George Town CBD.
The intersection of North Street and Low Head Road is a wide, give-way controlled, T-junction
located in the middle of a long straight.
The Goulburn Street/Main Road/Macquarie Street intersection is shown in Figure 5.

3

From Council traffic data, 2007
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Figure 5

Goulburn Street Roundabout

Agnes Street/Arnold Street/North Street
Agnes Street, Arnold Street and North Street are local roads through the residential area of
George Town. They are typically of urban construction, sealed, with unlimited on-street parking
typically available on both sides of the road.
The Port Dalrymple School is located approximately halfway along Agnes Street, on the corner
of Agnes Street and Cimitiere Street. There is a children’s crossing available on Agnes Street
for the school.
The intersection of Cimitiere Street and Agnes Street is a four-leg roundabout with an island
diameter of approximately 11 metres. The roundabout is fully mountable with removable
signage on the island. A large culvert is present on Agnes Street between the intersections of
Macquarie Street and Cimitiere Street.
Agnes Street carries approximately 1,900 vehicles per day in the vicinity of the School4, with
peak volumes during afternoon school pick-up and drop-off times in the order of 200 vehicles
per hour.
Agnes Street, looking south from Arnold Street, and Arnold Street, looking south from North
Street, are shown in Figure 6.

4

From Council traffic data, 2008
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Figure 6

Agnes Street and Arnold Street
Agnes Street

1.2.2

Arnold Street

Key Intersections

The key intersections that will be impacted by the construction traffic for the proposed
development include:
Main Road/Agnes Street
Agnes Street intersects Main Road at an angle of approximately 130° at a give-way controlled
junction at which Main Road is the major approach.
Main Road/Goulburn Street
Goulburn Street and Main Road intersect at an angle of approximately 130° at a three-leg
roundabout. The roundabout is semi-mountable with a central garden bed.
Low Head Road/North Street
North Street intersects Low Head Road at a right angle, at a give-way controlled T-junction.
Agnes Street/Cimitiere Street
The intersection of Cimitiere Street and Agnes Street is controlled by a four-leg roundabout with
a diameter of approximately 12 metres, and a circulating road width of approximately 5 metres.
Agnes Street/Arnold Street
Arnold Street intersects Agnes Street at a right angle, at a give-way controlled T-junction at
which Agnes Street is the major approach. Approximately 20 metres along from the intersection,
Arnold Street bends by approximately 45° to head in a north-north-western direction.
Arnold Street/North Street
The intersection of Arnold Street and North Street is an uncontrolled T-junction at which North
Street is the major approach.
North Street/Old Aerodrome Road/Soldiers Settlement Road
The intersection of North Street, Old Aerodrome Road and Soldiers Settlement Road is an
uncontrolled T-junction at which North Street and Soldiers Settlement Road form the major
approaches.
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2.

Project Information
2.1

Project Location

The subject site is located on the north coast of Tasmania, approximately 5.5 km north east of
Low Head, 6.5 km north east of George Town and 3.5 km west of Beechford. The settlement of
Bellbuoy Beach is located adjacent to the far south west corner of the site. The site straddles
the Low Head and George Town localities, with the western portion of the site located within
Low Head and the eastern portion in George Town.
The site lies directly to the east of Four Mile Bluff and directly to the South of Five Mile Bluff,
with Bellbuoy Beach located between these two locations and just to the north west of the site.
Directly to the north of the site lies the Five Mile Bluff Conservation area, which extends along
the coast approximately 7.5 kilometres to Low Head and approximately 9.5 kilometres to the
west towards Stony Head.
The area can be accessed by Soldiers Settlement Road and Old Aerodrome Road. Soldiers
Settlement Road runs south of the site in an east to west direction between Beechford and
George Town. Old Aerodrome Road runs north to south, south-west of the site, from Soldiers
Settlement Road at George Town and terminates at the southern boundary of the subject site.
The subject site and surrounding area are shown in Figure 7.
Figure 7

Site Location

Base Image Source: List Database, DPIPWE
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2.2

Site Layout

The proposal involves the construction of 12 wind turbines on two separate sites approximately
6.5 km north east of George Town. The turbines are ECO122 turbines, with the largest single
component being the three blades at a length of 60 metres each.
Six of the turbines (1-5 and 11) are to be constructed on the western portion of the site. Access
to Turbines 1 and 2 in the western zone will be from Old Aerodrome Road to the west of the
Harris property. Access to Turbines 3, 4, 5 and 11 in the western zone will be from Old
Aerodrome Road to the east of the Harris property. The turbines will be serviced via internal
access roads from each of the respective entrances. No other vehicle access will be provided
between the eastern and western portions of the wind farm.
The remaining six turbines (6-10 and 12) will be constructed on the eastern portion of the site,
accessed via Soldiers Settlement Road.
A facilities area will be provided which will include the switch yard and the storage warehouse /
office and car parking. The storage warehouse / office will accommodate parts storage,
hazardous materials storage, an office and staff amenities. It will be located on the southernmost title of the Effingham Pty Ltd property, approximately 770 metres north of the southern site
boundary. The facilities area will be located on ground previously disturbed for quarrying
purposes.
Access from the eastern zone to the facilities area will be via an existing track off Soldiers
Settlement Road, approximately 1.3 kilometres south west of the entrance to the eastern zone
on Soldiers Settlement Road. Access to the western zone from the facilities area will be via an
upgraded access track that runs due west and then due north from the facilities area to Old
Aerodrome Road, directly opposite the entrance to Turbines 3, 4, 5 and 11.
The access tracks inside the site will be unsealed.
It is expected large equipment, such as turbine parts, will be transported via Old Aerodrome
Road to the western zone. Construction and other vehicles however, will use the access
between the facilities area and Old Aerodrome Road.
Hard-stand areas will be constructed at each turbine. These will serve multiple purposes
including parking for construction vehicles, assembly areas for turbine components and other
equipment, and turning areas for trucks used to transport equipment and material to each
turbine.

2.3

Construction Program

Construction is expected to take some 6 months. Major activities will include:
Site establishment
Procurement and fabrication of wind turbine generator components
Construction of roads and hardstand areas
Excavation for footings
Concrete works for footings
Erection of wind turbine generators
Construction of site buildings etc
Site demobilisation
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2.3.1

Traffic Generation

The traffic generation associated with the site following full development will be negligible, and
limited to occasional access for inspection and maintenance. The focus of this Traffic
Management Plan will be on construction traffic including transport of large parts via oversize
vehicles, regular concrete and material deliveries and private transport of construction workers.
Traffic generation estimates have been provided by Hazell Bros, the lead contractor for the
development.
Wind Turbine Components
The wind turbine components include delivery of large parts, including tower sections (4 per
tower), turbine blades (3 per tower), nacelle and hub (1 per tower) and generator transformers
(1 per tower). All components would be transported individually, except for the generator
transformers which could be carried three at a time.
The longest parts to be transported are the wind turbine blades, each 59.3 metres long. The
heaviest parts are the nacelle block B1, with a mass of 84 tonnes. Oversize vehicles, such as
those transporting blades and longer tower sections, will typically be extendible trailer with
steerable wheels on the rear axle.
Materials
Material required for the construction of footings and related support infrastructure for the towers
will include concrete, aggregate and reinforced steel footings. A concrete batching plant is
proposed to be established on site, removing the need for transporting concrete to the site.
Coarse aggregate would be sourced from various locations, including Launceston,
Breadalbane, Long Hill (north of Elizabeth Town), Beechford and Low Head, and trucked to the
site. Fine aggregate would be sourced from dune sand on-site.
Steel would be transported by semi-trailer.
Other Equipment
The other equipment category includes cranes required for construction as well as private
transport of project personnel. Workers and contractors would travel to the site at an average
rate of 15 vehicles per day over the 6 months of construction. This is in addition to movements
during pre-construction and feasibility investigations, and other service vehicles required during
construction.
Site Establishment
A significant amount of material will be required for the construction of internal access roads. In
addition, delivery and removal of site offices and plant will be required.
Summary
Construction is expected to take approximately 6 months, plus site establishment. The
expected construction traffic generation is summarised in Table 1. Note that each vehicle will
make two trips (one to the site, and one return).
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Table 1

Construction Traffic Generation

Item
Materials
Pre-construction and feasibility
works
Concrete footings for turbines
and substation
Reinforced steel footings
Concrete coarse aggregate
Concrete fine aggregate

Cement
Road gravel and sub-base
Miscellaneous materials and
servicing
Wind Turbine Components
Tower Sections
Nacelles
Hubs
Blades
Generator transformers
Substation and Underground
Cables
Substation transformer
Miscellaneous substation items
Underground cables
Site Work Activities
Site establishment
Cranes
Concrete batch plant
Construction equipment
Site demobilisation
Workforce
Workers inc subcontractors
Total

Quantity

Number of
Vehicles
200

6000m

3

750 tonnes
9090 tonnes
2160 tonnes

3

6000m
3
60,750m

0
(assume onsite batching)
30
240
0
(assume onsite source)
80
786
200

Indicative Vehicle Type

Light commercial and
domestic

Semi trailer
Semi trailer

Tanker
Tri-axle truck and trailer
Various

48
12
12
36
12

48
12
12
36
4

Prime mover with rear dolly
Platform low loader
Platform low loader
Extendable trailer
Semi trailer

1
8
10

1
8
10

Platform low loader
Semi trailer
Semi trailer
Semi trailer

4
1
6

10
20
8
6
60

Average 15
per day

2,250
4,021
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Graders, rollers etc

Buses, light vehicles

3.

Traffic Management Measures
3.1

Site Access Routes

Access to the site will be mainly from the East Tamar Highway, heading north through George
Town to Soldiers Settlement Road. Access to the eastern zone of the site and the facilities area
will be from Soldiers Settlement Road. Access to the western zone will be via Old Aerodrome
Road, or the internal access via the facilities area on the south of the site. Some materials will
also be sourced from the local area around Beechford, using Soldiers Settlement Road to
access the site.
It is expected that large equipment, such as turbine parts, will be transported via Old Aerodrome
Road to the western zone. Construction and other vehicles however, will use the access
between the facilities area and Old Aerodrome Road.
The preferred heavy vehicle route through George Town is via Main Road, Goulburn Street,
Low Head Road and North Street. Restrictions on this route, including the semi-mountable
roundabout at the Main Road/Goulburn Street/Macquarie Street intersection, may limit use of
this route by larger vehicles and loads. An alternative route, via Agnes Street and Arnold Street,
is available where the preferred route is not suitable.
The preferred and alternate transport routes through George Town are shown in Figure 8 below.

Figure 8

Preferred and Alternative Heavy Vehicle Routes

Map Source: www.thelist.tas.gov.au

3.2

Over-Dimension Vehicle Access

Where vehicles are unable to use the preferred heavy vehicle route, the alternative route via
Agnes Street, Arnold Street, North Street may be used.
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A permit will be required from DIER and/or the National Heavy Vehicle Regulator for the
movement of Over-Dimension loads along this route (including Council roads). The actual
dimensions of each load, and the vehicle being used to carry them, will determine the specific
permit conditions. Such conditions are likely to include:
Pre-transport route assessment;
Warning signs and devices;
Pilot vehicles and escort vehicles;
Mass and dimension limits, including rear overhang; and
Times of operation.
The haulage contractor will be responsible for obtaining and complying with the appropriate
permit for all over-dimension loads to be transported. DIER and/or the National Heavy Vehicle
Regulator may require up to 28 days notice to issue a permit, and up to 7 days for any
variations to a permit should the original application contain incorrect or incomplete information.
3.2.1

Additional Requirements for Over-Height Loads

Where the height of any load will exceed 5.0 m, additional approval is required from Aurora and
Telstra, as managers of overhead utilities. Overhead lines and wires may need to be raised or
relocated to facilitate the safe movement of vehicles beneath them. The over-dimension vehicle
permit will identify when these authorities should be contacted.

3.3

Mitigation Measures

3.3.1

Overhead Obstructions

The route between the East Tamar Highway and the site is crossed in a number of locations by
electricity, telephone and other wires, above the roadway. Most of these will be high enough to
allow the safe passage of all vehicles associated with the wind farm construction (including
over-dimension loads) beneath them. However no detailed measurements of clearances have
been undertaken at this stage, and nor have the dimensions of the various loads and vehicle
combinations been confirmed.
The haulage contractor will undertake a detailed assessment of the transport route to identify
any locations where clearance to overhead wires will be an issue. They will then liaise with the
utility provider to have the wires raised or relocated temporarily.
3.3.2

Roadside Vegetation

An inspection of the access routes to and from the site in May 2012 did not identify any roadside
vegetation or overhanging branches that would obstruct the movement of heavy vehicles, apart
from along the northern section of Old Aerodrome Road. However there is the potential for
vegetation growth prior to commencement of transport. The haulage contractor will, in their pretransport route assessment, identify any branches or other vegetation that might potentially
cause an obstruction, and liaise with Council regarding its removal.
It is noted that sections of Old Aerodrome Road have been nominated as “significant roadside
environment” areas, and special conditions will apply to works in these areas.
3.3.3

Road Width and Curvature

A preliminary inspection of the nominated heavy vehicle routes between the East Tamar
Highway and the site has identified a number of locations where the existing road width and
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curvature may make movement of over-dimension loads difficult. These locations, and potential
treatments, are outlined below:
Main Road / Goulburn Street / Macquarie Street roundabout
– Goulburn Street and Main Road intersect at an angle of approximately 130° at a threeleg roundabout. The roundabout is semi-mountable with a central garden bed. Long
loads may not be able to navigate the roundabout, even under controlled conditions.
Agnes Street / Cimitere Street roundabout
– This is a fully mountable roundabout. Signage on the roundabout island can be
temporarily removed to allow over-dimensioned vehicles to drive straight through the
intersection.
Arnold Street / Agnes Street intersection
– Arnold Street intersects Agnes Street at an angle of approximately 130°, with Arnold
Street bending just prior to the Agnes Street such that the intersection is a 90° Tjunction. The pavement widths of Agnes Street and Arnold Street are 9.5 metres and
12 metres respectively.
– A large, clear, grassed area is available on each side of the intersection. The only
significant obstruction at this intersection is a Telstra box located on the inside corner.
Over-dimensioned vehicles can utilise the clear area to safely navigate the Agnes
Street/Arnold Street intersection without impacting on the Telstra box. Alternatively
vehicles may be able to cut across the inside corner of the intersection.
Arnold Street / North Street intersection
– The Arnold Street/North Street intersection is a 90° T-junction at the northern end of
Arnold Street. The pavement widths of Arnold Street and North Street are both
approximately 6.0 metres near the intersection. This intersection may require some
modification in order to accommodate the larger over-dimensioned vehicles. This may
include widening on the northern side of North Street and on the south east corner of
the intersection, to provide sufficient manoeuvring space.
– The south east corner is currently obstructed by the presence of a power pole, with
the ground cable anchored directly adjacent to the road pavement. Temporary
removal of the ground cable may be required.
North Street / Old Aerodrome Road intersection
– Similar to Arnold Street / North Street, the North Street / Old Aerodrome Road is a 90°
T-junction. This intersection may require some modification in order to accommodate
the larger over-dimensioned vehicles. This may include widening on the southern side
of North Street and on the north west corner. There are no obvious obstacles to
achieving these works.
Where trailers are equipped with independent rear steering then the space required to
accommodate turning movements is minimised.
Where any of the wheels of the prime mover or trailer would depart from the existing seal on
any section of road (such as around bends, or at corners) it will be necessary to provide
additional temporary road width with a surface that is able to withstand the anticipated axle
loading. Locations where this will be required will be confirmed by the haulage contractor.
3.3.4

Mud Control

Access to the site is via the existing unsealed roads of Old Aerodrome Road and Soldiers
Settlement Road. Vehicle wash-down areas will be placed at all access points to the site to
allow for the removal of mud and to address weed hygiene at the site.
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3.3.5

Pavement Condition

Pavement quality on the proposed haulage routes varies considerably, and there is potential for
the large number of truck movements associated with the wind farm construction to damage the
roadway and create safety issues for all road users.
Old Aerodrome Road
A Pavement Assessment of Old Aerodrome Road and Soldiers Settlement Road was
undertaken by GHD in 2007 in order to assess the capability of the pavement to accommodate
additional traffic due to expansion of the nearby sand mine. The expansion represented an
increase of 49,000 tonnes of sand per annum in comparison to the previous operation.
The assessment provided the following concluding remarks:
With current levels of ongoing maintenance, the Old Aerodrome Road would generally,
probably be able to cope with existing levels of traffic loading for a design life of 20 years.
However, there would likely be areas (those with insufficient pavement, depth, lower
quality materials and/or poor drainage) that would require increased levels of
maintenance.
The Old Aerodrome Road is unlikely to have sufficient pavement thickness or subgrade
strength to cope with the proposed increased traffic levels. The increased traffic loading
would likely result in significant pavement failure in poorer areas of the road (i.e. areas of
poor drainage and poorer quality materials).
Advice from Council is that since the geotechnical assessment was completed, maintenance
works have been limited to patching only, with some short sections undergoing full depth repair
in early 2012.
From Bellbuoy Beach Road onwards, Old Aerodrome Road is a poor quality, gravel road with a
width of approximately 3.5 metres and a series of sharp bends. The road is heavily corrugated,
with a large number of potholes.
Soldiers Settlement Road
Soldiers Settlement Road is sealed for approximately 3.8km east of the Old Aerodrome Road
intersection, with a width of 5.7 to 6.0 metres. The pavement is generally in poor to average
condition, with potholes and evidence of patched repairs along its length.
Recommended Works
Prior to commencement of construction works, it will be necessary to undertake repairs and
upgrades to sections of the haulage routes to provide a safe road environment. The extent of
works will need to be agreed between Low Head Wind Farm Pty Ltd and Council.
Prior to work commencing, an audit of pavement condition will be undertaken, to provide a
baseline for comparison. The extent of the network to be audited will be finalised in liaison with
Council and DIER, and take into account the source of major truck activity including concrete,
sand and aggregate. As a minimum, the audit is expected to include:
Old Aerodrome Road
Soldiers Settlement Road (Old Aerodrome Road to Beechford)
Main Road
Goulburn Street
Low Head Road (south of North Street)
North Street
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Agnes Street
Arnold Street

A subsequent audit of the same network will occur at completion of the construction period.
The mechanism for determining the appropriate contribution from Low Head Wind Farm Pty Ltd
to any rehabilitation works necessary to return the affected roads to their previous condition will
be negotiated with DIER and Council as appropriate. This process will take into account such
factors as:
The pavement condition before the construction period commenced;
The volume and type of traffic associated with the wind farm construction relative to the
general traffic volumes on the affected roads; and
Whether specific works should be funded, or whether a one-off contribution to ongoing
maintenance (linked to the traffic volume associated with the wind farm) is more
appropriate.
3.3.6

Bridges and Other Structures

The proposed haulage routes cross a number of water courses that are contained within
drainage culverts or other structures. These include:
Agnes Street near Macquarie Street
Main Road, near Goulburn Street / Macquarie Street
Soldiers Settlement Road (various locations)
Old Aerodrome Road (various locations)
Prior to commencement of any construction activity, and in particular haulage of over-dimension
loads, routes should be inspected to confirm structure locations, and an inspection of each
undertaken to confirm its suitability to accommodate the required loads. Any deficiencies will
need to be rectified, or an alternative route or method of load management adopted.
The inspection will also serve as a baseline measure of structure condition, for comparison with
a similar inspection at the end of the construction period.
The mechanism for determining the appropriate contribution from Low Head Wind Farm Pty Ltd
to any rehabilitation works necessary to return the affected structures to their previous condition
will be negotiated with DIER and Council as appropriate. This process will take into account
such factors as:
The structure condition before the construction period commenced;
The volume and type of traffic associated with the wind farm construction relative to the
general traffic volumes on the affected roads; and
Whether specific works should be funded, or whether a one-off contribution to ongoing
maintenance (linked to the traffic volume associated with the wind farm) is more
appropriate.
3.3.7

Timing of Truck Activity

The movement of heavy vehicles to and from the site may need to be managed to avoid conflict
with particular vulnerable road users.
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Soldiers Settlement Road is used by a school bus each morning and afternoon, travelling
between Beechford and George Town. In addition, the alternative heavy vehicle route via
Agnes Street passes directly in front of the Port Dalrymple School.
It is appropriate to minimise the potential for conflict between school buses, other school traffic,
haulage trucks and other heavy vehicle activity by minimising activity in these locations during
the periods of 7:30-8:50 am and 2:30-5:00 pm on school days, and avoiding the movements of
over-dimension loads altogether at these times.
It is noted that DIER has expressed a preference for over-dimension movements to be
undertaken after midnight, when other traffic is minimised and the required traffic management
can be implemented safely and with the least impact. This needs to be balanced against the
potential noise impacts of such activities taking place at this time. Timing will be negotiated with
DIER to achieve the desired traffic management outcomes while minimising any adverse
impacts to the community.
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4.

Traffic Management Plan
Administration
4.1

Responsibilities

The implementation of this Traffic Management Plan will ultimately be the responsibility of Low
Head Wind Farm Pty Ltd and its contractors. However day-to-day traffic management will
involve a number of different stakeholders, as outlined in Table 2 below.
Table 2

Traffic Management Plan Stakeholders

Role
Client
Road Authority

Organisation
Low Head Wind Farm Pty Ltd
DIER

George Town Council

Planning Authority

George Town Council

Lead Contractor
Overhead Utilities

Hazel Bros
Phone
Electricity
tbc

Over-dimension haulage
contractor
Transport Inspectors

DIER

DIER Maintenance

DIER

School Bus Operators
Local Community

tbc
tbc

4.2

Contact
tbc
Vili Siale
03 6233 2442
vili.siale@dier.tas.gov.au
Dino de Paoli
03 6382 8800
dinod@georgetown.tas.gov.au
Dino de Paoli
03 6382 8800
dinod@georgetown.tas.gov.au
tbc
Telstra
Aurora
tbc
Pat Quarrell
03 6336 2696
pat.quarrell@dier.tas.gov.au
Brent Temblett
03 6336 2110
brent.temblett@dier.tas.gov.au
tbc
tbc

Management Reviews

The success of the Traffic Management Plan will depend on its continued relevance and
usefulness under the various conditions that will be encountered during the construction period.
A review of the Traffic Management Plan will be undertaken, as a minimum, mid-way through
the construction period, involving the client, the main construction and haulage contractors, with
DIER, Council and other stakeholders as considered appropriate. In the event of significant
traffic management issues being identified, the client will liaise with the relevant stakeholder to
resolve. An update to this Traffic Management Plan may be appropriate.
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5.

Summary of Traffic Management
Commitments
The following list summarises the measures that will be in place prior to commencement of, and
during the execution of the construction period:
1.

Access to the site will be via the preferred heavy vehicle route of Main Road, Goulburn
Street, Low Head Road and North Street. Where vehicles are unable to use the preferred
heavy vehicle route, the alternative route via Agnes Street, Arnold Street and North Street
may be used.

2.

A pavement condition audit will be undertaken by the contractor in liaison with DIER and
Council prior to work commencing. The extent of the audit will be negotiated with DIER
and Council, and reflect the source location of major traffic activity, including concrete,
sand and aggregate.

3.

A detailed assessment of all drainage culverts and other structures along the nominated
heavy vehicle route will be undertaken to confirm suitability to accommodate the required
loads. Any deficiencies will be rectified.

4.

The movement of construction vehicles to and from the site will be scheduled so as to
minimise the potential for conflict between school buses, other school traffic, haulage
trucks and other heavy vehicle activity. In particular, the periods of 7:30-8:50 am and
2:30-5:00 pm on school days should be avoided.

5.

The haulage contractor will arrange permits from DIER and/or the National Heavy Vehicle
Regulator for all Over-Dimension loads along the heavy vehicle routes (including Council
roads).

6.

The haulage contractor will undertake a detailed assessment of the transport route to
identify any potential obstructions or impediments including overhead wires, vegetation,
narrow carriageways, signage or median islands.

7.

Where the height of any load will exceed 5.0 m, additional approval is required from
Aurora and Telstra, as managers of overhead utilities.

8.

Where necessary, the haulage contractor will identify any branches or other vegetation
that might potentially cause an obstruction and liaise with Council regarding its removal.

9.

Additional temporary road width will be provided with a surface that is able to withstand
the anticipated axle loading at locations where any of the wheels of the prime mover or
trailer would depart from the existing pavement.

10.

The pavement condition audit, in conjunction with DIER and Council, will be repeated
after the completion of all construction works and the results communicated to DIER and
Council. The contractor will liaise with DIER and Council regarding contribution to the
maintenance or repair of the affected road network.
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Appendix T – Turbine Specifications

Appendix U – Monthly Wind Rose Data for Low
Head Station

Rose of Wind direction versus Wind speed in km/h (01 Jan 1895 to 31 Dec 1997)
Custom times selected, refer to attached note for details

LOW HEAD (COMPARISON)
Site No: 091057 • Opened Jan 1877 • Closed Dec 2001 • Latitude: -41.0567° • Longitude: 146.7883° • Elevation 28m

An asterisk (*) indicates that calm is less than 0.5%.
Other important info about this analysis is available in the accompanying notes.
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Rose of Wind direction versus Wind speed in km/h (01 Jan 1895 to 31 Dec 1997)
Custom times selected, refer to attached note for details

LOW HEAD (COMPARISON)
Site No: 091057 • Opened Jan 1877 • Closed Dec 2001 • Latitude: -41.0567° • Longitude: 146.7883° • Elevation 28m

An asterisk (*) indicates that calm is less than 0.5%.
Other important info about this analysis is available in the accompanying notes.
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Rose of Wind direction versus Wind speed in km/h (01 Jan 1895 to 31 Dec 1997)
Custom times selected, refer to attached note for details

LOW HEAD (COMPARISON)
Site No: 091057 • Opened Jan 1877 • Closed Dec 2001 • Latitude: -41.0567° • Longitude: 146.7883° • Elevation 28m

An asterisk (*) indicates that calm is less than 0.5%.
Other important info about this analysis is available in the accompanying notes.
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Rose of Wind direction versus Wind speed in km/h (01 Jan 1895 to 31 Dec 1997)
Custom times selected, refer to attached note for details

LOW HEAD (COMPARISON)
Site No: 091057 • Opened Jan 1877 • Closed Dec 2001 • Latitude: -41.0567° • Longitude: 146.7883° • Elevation 28m

An asterisk (*) indicates that calm is less than 0.5%.
Other important info about this analysis is available in the accompanying notes.
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Rose of Wind direction versus Wind speed in km/h (01 Jan 1895 to 31 Dec 1997)
Custom times selected, refer to attached note for details

LOW HEAD (COMPARISON)
Site No: 091057 • Opened Jan 1877 • Closed Dec 2001 • Latitude: -41.0567° • Longitude: 146.7883° • Elevation 28m

An asterisk (*) indicates that calm is less than 0.5%.
Other important info about this analysis is available in the accompanying notes.
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Rose of Wind direction versus Wind speed in km/h (01 Jan 1895 to 31 Dec 1997)
Custom times selected, refer to attached note for details

LOW HEAD (COMPARISON)
Site No: 091057 • Opened Jan 1877 • Closed Dec 2001 • Latitude: -41.0567° • Longitude: 146.7883° • Elevation 28m

An asterisk (*) indicates that calm is less than 0.5%.
Other important info about this analysis is available in the accompanying notes.
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Rose of Wind direction versus Wind speed in km/h (01 Jan 1895 to 31 Dec 1997)
Custom times selected, refer to attached note for details

LOW HEAD (COMPARISON)
Site No: 091057 • Opened Jan 1877 • Closed Dec 2001 • Latitude: -41.0567° • Longitude: 146.7883° • Elevation 28m

An asterisk (*) indicates that calm is less than 0.5%.
Other important info about this analysis is available in the accompanying notes.
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Rose of Wind direction versus Wind speed in km/h (01 Jan 1895 to 31 Dec 1997)
Custom times selected, refer to attached note for details

LOW HEAD (COMPARISON)
Site No: 091057 • Opened Jan 1877 • Closed Dec 2001 • Latitude: -41.0567° • Longitude: 146.7883° • Elevation 28m

An asterisk (*) indicates that calm is less than 0.5%.
Other important info about this analysis is available in the accompanying notes.
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Rose of Wind direction versus Wind speed in km/h (01 Jan 1895 to 31 Dec 1997)
Custom times selected, refer to attached note for details

LOW HEAD (COMPARISON)
Site No: 091057 • Opened Jan 1877 • Closed Dec 2001 • Latitude: -41.0567° • Longitude: 146.7883° • Elevation 28m

An asterisk (*) indicates that calm is less than 0.5%.
Other important info about this analysis is available in the accompanying notes.
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Rose of Wind direction versus Wind speed in km/h (01 Jan 1895 to 31 Dec 1997)
Custom times selected, refer to attached note for details

LOW HEAD (COMPARISON)
Site No: 091057 • Opened Jan 1877 • Closed Dec 2001 • Latitude: -41.0567° • Longitude: 146.7883° • Elevation 28m

An asterisk (*) indicates that calm is less than 0.5%.
Other important info about this analysis is available in the accompanying notes.
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Rose of Wind direction versus Wind speed in km/h (01 Jan 1895 to 31 Dec 1997)
Custom times selected, refer to attached note for details

LOW HEAD (COMPARISON)
Site No: 091057 • Opened Jan 1877 • Closed Dec 2001 • Latitude: -41.0567° • Longitude: 146.7883° • Elevation 28m

An asterisk (*) indicates that calm is less than 0.5%.
Other important info about this analysis is available in the accompanying notes.
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Rose of Wind direction versus Wind speed in km/h (01 Jan 1895 to 31 Dec 1997)
Custom times selected, refer to attached note for details

LOW HEAD (COMPARISON)
Site No: 091057 • Opened Jan 1877 • Closed Dec 2001 • Latitude: -41.0567° • Longitude: 146.7883° • Elevation 28m

An asterisk (*) indicates that calm is less than 0.5%.
Other important info about this analysis is available in the accompanying notes.
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Rose of Wind direction versus Wind speed in km/h (01 Jan 1895 to 31 Dec 1997)
Custom times selected, refer to attached note for details

LOW HEAD (COMPARISON)
Site No: 091057 • Opened Jan 1877 • Closed Dec 2001 • Latitude: -41.0567° • Longitude: 146.7883° • Elevation 28m

An asterisk (*) indicates that calm is less than 0.5%.
Other important info about this analysis is available in the accompanying notes.
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Rose of Wind direction versus Wind speed in km/h (01 Jan 1895 to 31 Dec 1997)
Custom times selected, refer to attached note for details

LOW HEAD (COMPARISON)
Site No: 091057 • Opened Jan 1877 • Closed Dec 2001 • Latitude: -41.0567° • Longitude: 146.7883° • Elevation 28m

An asterisk (*) indicates that calm is less than 0.5%.
Other important info about this analysis is available in the accompanying notes.
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Rose of Wind direction versus Wind speed in km/h (01 Jan 1895 to 31 Dec 1997)
Custom times selected, refer to attached note for details

LOW HEAD (COMPARISON)
Site No: 091057 • Opened Jan 1877 • Closed Dec 2001 • Latitude: -41.0567° • Longitude: 146.7883° • Elevation 28m

An asterisk (*) indicates that calm is less than 0.5%.
Other important info about this analysis is available in the accompanying notes.
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Rose of Wind direction versus Wind speed in km/h (01 Jan 1895 to 31 Dec 1997)
Custom times selected, refer to attached note for details

LOW HEAD (COMPARISON)
Site No: 091057 • Opened Jan 1877 • Closed Dec 2001 • Latitude: -41.0567° • Longitude: 146.7883° • Elevation 28m

An asterisk (*) indicates that calm is less than 0.5%.
Other important info about this analysis is available in the accompanying notes.
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Rose of Wind direction versus Wind speed in km/h (01 Jan 1895 to 31 Dec 1997)
Custom times selected, refer to attached note for details

LOW HEAD (COMPARISON)
Site No: 091057 • Opened Jan 1877 • Closed Dec 2001 • Latitude: -41.0567° • Longitude: 146.7883° • Elevation 28m

An asterisk (*) indicates that calm is less than 0.5%.
Other important info about this analysis is available in the accompanying notes.
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Rose of Wind direction versus Wind speed in km/h (01 Jan 1895 to 31 Dec 1997)
Custom times selected, refer to attached note for details

LOW HEAD (COMPARISON)
Site No: 091057 • Opened Jan 1877 • Closed Dec 2001 • Latitude: -41.0567° • Longitude: 146.7883° • Elevation 28m

An asterisk (*) indicates that calm is less than 0.5%.
Other important info about this analysis is available in the accompanying notes.
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Rose of Wind direction versus Wind speed in km/h (01 Jan 1895 to 31 Dec 1997)
Custom times selected, refer to attached note for details

LOW HEAD (COMPARISON)
Site No: 091057 • Opened Jan 1877 • Closed Dec 2001 • Latitude: -41.0567° • Longitude: 146.7883° • Elevation 28m

An asterisk (*) indicates that calm is less than 0.5%.
Other important info about this analysis is available in the accompanying notes.
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Rose of Wind direction versus Wind speed in km/h (01 Jan 1895 to 31 Dec 1997)
Custom times selected, refer to attached note for details

LOW HEAD (COMPARISON)
Site No: 091057 • Opened Jan 1877 • Closed Dec 2001 • Latitude: -41.0567° • Longitude: 146.7883° • Elevation 28m

An asterisk (*) indicates that calm is less than 0.5%.
Other important info about this analysis is available in the accompanying notes.
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Rose of Wind direction versus Wind speed in km/h (01 Jan 1895 to 31 Dec 1997)
Custom times selected, refer to attached note for details

LOW HEAD (COMPARISON)
Site No: 091057 • Opened Jan 1877 • Closed Dec 2001 • Latitude: -41.0567° • Longitude: 146.7883° • Elevation 28m

An asterisk (*) indicates that calm is less than 0.5%.
Other important info about this analysis is available in the accompanying notes.
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Rose of Wind direction versus Wind speed in km/h (01 Jan 1895 to 31 Dec 1997)
Custom times selected, refer to attached note for details

LOW HEAD (COMPARISON)
Site No: 091057 • Opened Jan 1877 • Closed Dec 2001 • Latitude: -41.0567° • Longitude: 146.7883° • Elevation 28m

An asterisk (*) indicates that calm is less than 0.5%.
Other important info about this analysis is available in the accompanying notes.
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Rose of Wind direction versus Wind speed in km/h (01 Jan 1895 to 31 Dec 1997)
Custom times selected, refer to attached note for details

LOW HEAD (COMPARISON)
Site No: 091057 • Opened Jan 1877 • Closed Dec 2001 • Latitude: -41.0567° • Longitude: 146.7883° • Elevation 28m

An asterisk (*) indicates that calm is less than 0.5%.
Other important info about this analysis is available in the accompanying notes.
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Rose of Wind direction versus Wind speed in km/h (01 Jan 1895 to 31 Dec 1997)
Custom times selected, refer to attached note for details

LOW HEAD (COMPARISON)
Site No: 091057 • Opened Jan 1877 • Closed Dec 2001 • Latitude: -41.0567° • Longitude: 146.7883° • Elevation 28m

An asterisk (*) indicates that calm is less than 0.5%.
Other important info about this analysis is available in the accompanying notes.
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Rose of Wind direction versus Wind speed in km/h (01 Jan 1895 to 31 Dec 1997)
Custom times selected, refer to attached note for details

LOW HEAD (COMPARISON)
Site No: 091057 • Opened Jan 1877 • Closed Dec 2001 • Latitude: -41.0567° • Longitude: 146.7883° • Elevation 28m

An asterisk (*) indicates that calm is less than 0.5%.
Other important info about this analysis is available in the accompanying notes.
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Rose of Wind direction versus Wind speed in km/h (01 Jan 1895 to 31 Dec 1997)
Custom times selected, refer to attached note for details

LOW HEAD (COMPARISON)
Site No: 091057 • Opened Jan 1877 • Closed Dec 2001 • Latitude: -41.0567° • Longitude: 146.7883° • Elevation 28m

An asterisk (*) indicates that calm is less than 0.5%.
Other important info about this analysis is available in the accompanying notes.
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Appendix V – Limitations
This report: has been prepared by GHD for Low Head Wind Farm Pty Ltd and may only be used
and relied on by Low Head Wind Farm for the purpose agreed between GHD and Low Head
Wind Farm as set out in Section 1 of this report.
GHD otherwise disclaims responsibility to any person other than Low Head Wind Farm Pty Ltd
arising in connection with this report. GHD also excludes implied warranties and conditions, to
the extent legally permissible.
The services undertaken by GHD in connection with preparing this report were limited to those
specifically detailed in the report and are subject to the scope limitations set out in the report.
The opinions, conclusions and any recommendations in this report are based on conditions
encountered and information reviewed at the date of preparation of the report. GHD has no
responsibility or obligation to update this report to account for events or changes occurring
subsequent to the date that the report was prepared.
The opinions, conclusions and any recommendations in this report are based on assumptions
made by GHD described in this report. GHD disclaims liability arising from any of the
assumptions being incorrect.
GHD has prepared this report on the basis of information provided by Low Head Wind Farm Pty
Ltd and others who provided information to GHD (including Government authorities), which
GHD has not independently verified or checked beyond the agreed scope of work. GHD does
not accept liability in connection with such unverified information, including errors and omissions
in the report which were caused by errors or omissions in that information

